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Rifles vs Shotguns. Much at-
tention has been given in man-
power circles to uncovering 
possible causes for the reduc-

tion of freshman engineering numbers in the colleges last fall. 
As mentioned in this column in May, this drop approximated 
eleven per cent from the previous year, and could cause a 
considerable reduction in the 1962 graduating class. 

One suggested motivating influence is that the accomplish-
ments of the space age have more frequently been credited 
to the scientist who announces the new space discoveries, 
than to the engineering teams whose efforts and knowledge 
made the penetration of space possible. The daily prints are 
full of credit lines to science which should properly include 
reference to or be the property of the engineer. 

We admit that it is often difficult to tell the difference 
between science and engineering in the field of electronics— 
did the Venus-bounce signal merely contribute new knowl-
edge of the distance to that planet, or was important new 
engineering work accomplished in the development of the 
maser and correlation techniques which made reception of 
the return signal possible? Where doubt exists let us at least 
point out that engineering contributed to a project—that the 
engineer and pure scientist frequently are an indissoluble 
team in electronics—sometimes the same person. 

\Ve also see announcement of some dozens of summer 
"science" institutes to be conducted for the benefit of science-
(and we think engineering-) oriented high school students 
and teachers. We hurry to admit that the subject matter 
taught in these institutes will properly be of scientific na-
ture—mathematics, chemistry, and physics, since these are 
the high school foundation stones for further work in the 
natural sciences. However, should not we in engineering take 
steps to see that for 1960 these institutes be properly labelled 
as "science and engineering" summer institutes? Should not 
all engineers start personal campaigns to obtain credit for 
the profession of engineering where such credit is due, in 
any communication to the student and to the public? 

The necessity for these steps can be readily ascertained 
by an interview with a high-school guidance counselor. The 
training of these people gives little opportunity for contact 
with engineers or engineering. In fact, they may too often 
look upon engineering as a difficult and demanding field, its 
college pathways strewn with scholastic failures, and they 
are therefore reluctant to give positive guidance advice. They 

seem on somewhat surer ground when discussing the sciences, 
physics, biology, and the like. The publicity of 1957 concern-
ing cutbacks in "engineers" in portions of the aircraft indus-
try found good reception in the guidance area, and no one was 
present to point out to them that many of the released engi-
neers were in fact technicians, that well trained and capable 
engineers were still being hired by those same companies, 
and that for those willing to work and learn, the field of engi-
neering could be a very rewarding one. 

The information concerning the profession of engineering 
which is available to the high school student is meager, often 
dated and inaccurate. Particularly, it fails to recognize the 
shift of engineering toward research, a shift of particular 
importance to a science-directed boy. Electronics, while well 
covered by the public prints in recent years, has never made 
an attempt to explain itself, and most vocational information 
on electrical engineering mentions the country's fifth largest 
industry as an also-ran compared to machinery manufactur-
ing. Our colleges continue to receive many inquiries concern-
ing the lack of curricula in electronics, showing that no one 
has pointed out the unity between electronics and electrical 
engineering which is present on most campuses today. 

There seems general agreement among engineering edu-
cators that too high a percentage of our entrants to engineer-
ing colleges are neither prepared nor motivated for the quality 
and quantity of work expected of the engineering student. 
Too many do not know why they entered engineering study, 
and too many lack the mathematical preparation on which 
college engineering work is based. 

All the discussion seems to indicate that the publicity, the 
tumult and the shouting of recent years, on the subject of 
the engineering shortage was not on target. \Ve hope that for 
the next go-around our side will choose its weapons more care-
fully and realize that while a shotgun brings in rabbits, it 
takes a rifle to bring in the elephants, and real ivory is what 
we are looking for in engineering manpower. 

In fact, we might suggest that the orientation of high 
school students toward engineering is a major problem in 
psychology and public relations. Are engineers expert in these 
fields? 

The King's English. The IRE Professional Group on Engi-
neering Writing and Speech announces that to better serve 
its membership, it intends to hold its annual symposium 
on September 17 in simultaneous East Coast and West Coast 
sessions—Boston and Los Angeles. 

Does these peeple mean us midwesterners alreddy kin 
rite and speke, or is weuns jist hoples?—J.D.R. 
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Charles E. Harp (A'51—M'51—SM'55) was born in Gar-
field County, Oklahoma, on February 4, 1910. He received 
the B.A. degree in 1932 from Phillips University, Enid, 
Oklahoma, with a major in physics and mathematics. In 
1938 he received the M.S. degree from the University of 
Oklahoma in Norman, where he studied physics and elec-
trical engineering. 

From 1934-1943 he taught high school mathematics, 
physics, and geology in Oklahoma. For the next four years 
he was employed as special engineer of laboratory research 
by Black, Sivalls and Bryson, Inc. in Oklahoma City. In 
1947 he became an associate professor of electrical engineer-
ing at the University of Oklahoma, an appointment he 
holds at the present time. 

Charles E. Harp 

Director 1959-1960 

He has been vice-chairman and chairman of the Okla-
homa City Section of the IRE, member and Chairman of 
the Region 6 Subcommittee on Education, member of the 
National Committee on Education, and has represented 
the Institute at the University of Oklahoma. He has also 
served on the IRE Appointments and Nominating Com-
mittees. He was general chairman for the Eighth Annual 
Southwest IRE Conference and Electronics Show, and has 
been a member and secretary of the SW' RECO Advisory 
Board. 

NIr. Harp is a Registered Professional Engineer in the 
State of Oklahoma, and is a member of the American In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers, Sigma Pi Sigma, Sigma Tau, 
and the Oklahoma Academy of Science. 
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Scanning the Issue 
The Parametron, A Digital Computing Element Which 

Utilizes Parametric Oscillation (Goto, p. 1304)—The PRO-
CEEDINGS presents this month a long-awaited description, 
the first complete one to appear in the English language, of 
one of the most important technical developments to have 
come out of Japan in many years. The parametron, invented 
by the author in 1954, represents an entirely new approach to 
computing in which binary digits are represented by the phase 
of a parametric subharmonic oscillation. The fact that a reso-
nant circuit with a suitable nonlinear reactive element will 
produce a subharmonic oscillation at one-half the driving 
frequency has been known for many years. The key ingredient 
added by the author was the realization that the oscillating 
wave will be stable in either of two phases, 180° apart, and 
that these two phases can be used to represent the binary 
digits "zero" and "one." The late John von Neumann inde-
pendently hit upon the same idea the same year, as discussed 
in these pages last April by Wigington. However, it remained 
for the author and his colleagues in Japan to reduce the idea 
to practice. So successful and important have been their 
efforts that today nearly half of the digital computers in 
Japan utilize parametrons. Nonlinear reactance is provided 
by ferrite-core coils, while the rest of the circuit consists only 
of capacitors and resistors—no diodes or rectifiers are 
required. This leads to a very durable and inexpensive form 
of computer circuit. This paper contains a lot of very impor-
tant information, not only from the standpoint of computer 
engineers, but also from that of the many people now inter-
ested in parametric amplifying devices. The parametron 
represents one of the first modern applications of the para-
metric phenomenon, a subject which since has become one of 
the most widely discussed topics in the electronics field. 

Microwave Parametric Subharmonic Oscillators for Digi-
tal Computing (Sterzer, p. 1317)—As was mentioned above, 
at the time the parametron was conceived in Japan, von 
Neumann independently made a similar proposal in the U. S., 
discussed in these pages last April by Wigington. As Wiging-
ton pointed out, however, von Neumann had in mind an 
additionally exciting aspect of using parametric subharmonic 
oscillators—the possibility of operating them at microwave 
frequencies to achieve greatly increased computer speeds. The 
first successful step toward this important goal is now re-
ported in this paper. The oscillators discussed here are based 
,on the same basic concepts as the parametrons described in 
the preceding paper. The parametric element, however, is 
a variable capacitance diode rather than a variable inductance 
ferrite-core coil. The operating frequencies, of course, are 
much different. The computer circuits described here involve 
oscillator output frequencies of 2000 mc and pulse rates over 
100 mc, whereas the maximum corresponding figures for the 
parametron are 6 mc and 140 kc, respectively. This work 
opens up a broad new area of computer development which 
will lead to new machines that will be able to operate many 
times faster than has been heretofore possible. Indeed, inter-
est in microwave computers has already risen so high that the 
IRE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS is publishing 
a special issue on the subject next month. As a final word, it 
might be noted that this is the first major application of 
microwave techniques outside the fields of communications 
and radar. 

The Radiansphere Around a Small Antenna (Wheeler, p. 
1325)—An old subject is looked at in a refreshingly new 
and clear way. In the course of 15 years work in the field, the 
author has developed a number of novel concepts that are 
helpful in visualizing and remembering the rules governing the 
behavior of electrically small antennas, especially dipoles and 
loops. The topic, although elementary, is one that has until 
now been appreciated by a relative few. This paper was pre-
pared with the express intent of reaching the broader, less 

•  

specialized PROCEEDINGS audience and will be of tutorial 
interest to all non-specialists. 

Voltage Breakdown Characteristics of Microwave Anten-
nas (Chown, et al., p. 1331)—Under the influence of an RF 
field, free electrons in the atmosphere can attain sufficient 
energy to have ionizing collisions with gas molecules, thus 
producing more free electrons. If the RF field is strong enough, 
the production of free electrons will build up to the point 
where a gas-discharge breakdown will occur. While the theory 
of high-frequency gas-discharge breakdown has been well 
explored, very little is known about its occurrence in con-
nection with the operation of antennas. For voltage break-
down to occur at standard atmospheric pressure, the radiated 
power would have to be a good deal greater than is normally 
encountered in practice. At the low pressures now being en-
countered by high-altitude vehicles, however, there are indi-
cations that it takes only very low power to initiate and 
maintain breakdown. To find out more about high-altitude 
breakdown, the authors built a four-foot Plexiglass sphere, 
placed an antenna inside it, and operated it under various 
levels of power and of reduced pressure. Their findings about 
breakdown power levels and the effects on antenna perform-
ance will be of high interest to those who deal with high-
powered radars and with antennas for high altitude and 
re-entry vehicles. 

Some Broad-Band Transformers (Ruthroff, p. 1337)— 
Using ferrite toroids as small as 0.08 inch in diameter, the 
author has designed a number of transmission line trans-
formers having extraordinary bandwidths, encompassing a 
frequency range of from a few tens of kilocycles to over a 
thousand megacycles—a ratio of 20,000 to 1. A varied assort-
ment of practical transformer designs is presented in this 
short, but meaty paper. An equally varied assortment of ap-
plications present themselves: reversing the polarity of pulses, 
connecting transmission lines to television receivers, broad-
band amplifier interstages, power dividers, balanced ampli-
tude and phase detectors, and directional couplers, to name a 
few. Thus, this development offers a valuable solution to a 
difficult problem encountered in many different fields. 

Dissipation Loss in Multiple-Coupled-Resonator Filters 
(Cohn, p. 1342)—The design of filters consisting of reso-
nators coupled in cascade has received considerable attention, 
since they are widely used in all frequency ranges, whether 
they be microwave cavities or low frequency quartz crystals. 
The usual design approach is first to synthesize an equivalent 
low-pass prototype filter, assuming it to be lossless, and then 
to calculate the resonator that will yield the same response 
in the desired frequency band. However, a practical filter is 
never in reality lossless. As a result, the actual response of the 
resonator will inevitably turn out to be somewhat different 
from the theoretical response of the ideal prototype. It is this 
source of difference and how to take account of it in the design 
that is the subject of this paper. It is a topic of real practical 
interest and the new results produced by the author will be 
useful to many engineers working in network theory and in 
low-frequency and microwave filter design. 

IRE Standards on Navigation Aids: Direction Finder 
Measurements (p. 1349)—This is one of the largest standards 
that the IRE has issued in several years. It prescribes meth-
ods of measuring the sensitivity, accuracy, interference, and 
signal fields associated with DF systems. It also includes a 
list of abbreviations and definitions of terms used in this 
field and describes standard test conditions and equipment. 
The general reader may be especially interested in the note 
on standard frequency band designations which prefaces the 
Standard. He will find, for example, that what some of us 
call the Very-Low Frequency Band, others call Band No. 4 
and still others call Myriametric Waves. 

Scanning the Transactions appears on page 1387. 
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The Parametron, a Digital Computing Element 
which Utilizes Parametric Oscillation* 

EIICHI GOTOt 

Summary—The following is a brief description of the basic 
principles and applications of the parametron, which is a digital com-
puter element invented by the author in 1954. A parametron element 

is essentially a resonant circuit with a nonlinear reactive element 
which oscillates at one-half the driving frequency. The oscillation is 

used to represent a binary digit by the choice between two stationary 
phases r radians apart. The basic principle of logical circuits using 

the parametron is explained, and research on and applications of 

parametrons in Japan are described. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I
N keeping with the remarkable progress of elec-
tronic computers in recent years, studies on digital 
computing elements and memory devices have been 

energetically conducted in various laboratories. Among 
them, one will find new applications of physical phe-
nomena and effects that have never before been utilized 
in the field of electronics; the cryotron, which uses su-
perconductivity, and the spin echo memory are typical 

examples. 
In 1954 the author discovered that a phenomenon 

called parametric oscillation, which had been known 
for many years, can be utilized to perform logical opera-
tions and memory functions, and gave the name " Pa-
rametron" to the new digital component made on this 
principle [ 1], [21]-123]. 
A digital computing circuit made of parametrons 

may consist only of capacitors, ferrite-core coils and 
resistors, while diodes and rectifiers may be dispensed 
with. The parametron, therefore, is considered to be 
extremely sturdy, stable, durable, and inexpensive. 
Owing to these advantages, intensive studies have 
started in several laboratories in Japan to apply param-
etrons to various digital systems. At present, nearly 
half of the Japanese electronic computers in operation 

use parametrons for logical elements. Further applica-
tions have been made to such devices as telegraphic 
equipments, telephone switching systems and numerical 
cont rot of machine tools. 

Parametric oscillation, from which the name " Pa-
rametron" derives, is not a unfamiliar phenomenon—a 
playground swing and Melde's experiment are exam-
ples of parametric oscillations in mechanical systems. 

In order to drive a swing, the rider bends and then 
straightens his body and thereby changes the length 1 

between the center of gravity of his body and the ful-
crum of the ropes. The swing is a mechanical resonant 
system and its resonant frequency is determined by this 

* Original manuscript received by the IRE, December 9, 1958; 
revised manuscript received, May 14, 1959. 

1. Dept. of Physics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan. 

length 1 and the gravitational constant g. The oscilla-
tion of the swing is energized by the periodic variation 

of the parameter 1 which determines the resonant fre-
quency. Similarly, in Melde's experiment, shown in Fig. 
1, a periodic variation is given to the tension, which is a 
parameter that determines the resonant frequency of 
the string. In this case, the exciting energy which varies 
the tension is supplied from a tuning fork of resonant 

frequency 2f, which is twice the resonant frequency f 
of the string. In other words, the oscillating frequency of 
the string is a subharmonic equal to half the frequency 
of the energy source, that is, it is the second subhar-
monic. The mechanism of building up of this subhar-
monic is shown in Fig. 2. As the string moves away from 
the equilibrium position, the tension is weakened and 
the maximum amplitude increases; as the string returns 
to the center position, the tension is strengthened and 

the kinetic energy increases. 

TUNING FORK VIBRATING 
--------

AT FREQUENCY 2/ 

--------

STRING OSCILLATING AT FREQUENCY 

Fig. 1—hlelde's experiment. 

STRENGTHENED 

WEAKENED 
TENSION OF 1HL 
STRING 

OSCILLATION OF 
THE STRING 

Fig. 2—Build up of oscillation of the string. 

In an electrical system, inductance and capacitance 
are the parameters which determine the resonant fre-
quency. Parametric oscillation therefore can be pro-
duced in a resonant circuit by periodically varying one 
of the reactive elements composing the resonant circuit 

1181. 
A parametron element is essentially a resonant circuit 

with a reactive element varying periodically at fre-
quency 2f which generates a parametric oscillation at 
the subharmonic frequency f. In practice, the periodic 
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variation is accomplished by applying an exciting cur-
rent of frequency 2f to a balanced pair of nonlinear re-
actors, such as ferrite-core coils and nonlinear capacitors 
made of ferroelectric material or of the barrier capaci-
tance of semiconductor junctions. 
The subharmonic parametric oscillation thus gen-

erated has a remarkable property in that the oscillation 
will be stable in either of two phases which differ by 7r 
radians with respect to each other. Utilizing this fact, a 
parametron represents and stores one binary digit, "0" 
or " 1," by the choice between these two phases, 0 or 7r 
radians. The solid line and the dotted line in Fig. 2 il-
lustrate the building up of these two kinds of oscillation. 
Under certain resonance conditions, the oscillation 

generated in the parametron is "soft," that is, it is easily 
self-started from any small initial amplitude. In this 
case, the choice between the two stable phases of the os-
cillation having a large amplitude can be made by con-
trolling the phases of the small initial oscillation. This 
fact may be regarded as amplification and its mechanism 
may best be understood as superregeneration with the 
phase of the oscillation quantized to two states. In order 
to make use of this effectively, quenching means are 
provided in parametron circuits to interrupt para-
metric oscillation. Besides the memory and amplifying 
action, parametrons can also perform various logical 
operations based on a majority principle by applying 
the algebraic sum of oscillation voltages of an odd num-
ber of parametrons to another parametron in which the 
algebraic sum voltage works as the small initial oscilla-
tion voltage. 

Mathematical studies on parametric oscillations of 
small amplitude in a linear region have been conducted 
in detail in the past. The results will be found in text-
books on differential equations under such headings as 

linear differential equations with periodic coefficients, 
Mathieu's equation, Hill's equation, and Floque's 
theorem [ 16], [ 17]. However, in order to describe the 
actual behavior of parametrons quantitatively, one has 

to take nonlinearity into consideration, and this will 
be treated in the Appendix. 

The application of parametric oscillation to amplify-
ing electrical signals is not a new idea. We find in 
Peterson's patent of 1932 [29], an idea for an amplifier 
based on the same principle as the parametric amplifier, 
which is now one of the most discussed topics in the 
field of electronics. In a parametric amplifier, two reso-
nant circuits, respectively tuned to signal frequency f, 
and idling frequency f., are coupled together regenera-
tively through a nonlinear reactor to which is applied a 
voltage of pumping frequency f„, satisfying the condi-
tion f„=h+f,. A parametric amplifier performs re-
generative amplification of signals and may produce, 
as well, a pair of spontaneous oscillations at frequency 
f, and fi. 

A parametron producing a subharmonic oscillation 
may be regarded as a degenerative case of a parametric 
amplifier, in which the two resonant circuits for f. and f. 

are reduced to a single common circuit, so that f,=fi=f, 
and fp= 2f. Consequently, the basic principle of the am-
plifying mechanism of the parametron may be consid-
ered the same as that of the parametric amplifier. The 
degeneracy in the number of resonant circuits, however, 
makes possible the phase quantizing nature of the os-
cillation. While this is generally unfavorable for am-
plifying ordinary continuous waves, it is very useful for 
representing and storing a binary digit in the parame-
tron. 

Parametric oscillation of the second subharmonic 
mode in an electrical system has been known for many 
years and has been applied to frequency dividers [ 18]. 
On the other hand, the idea that two stable phases exist 
and can be applied to digital operations can be found 
only in a patent [30] of the late Professor von Neumann, 
so far as the author knows. Von Neumann proposed, 
completely independent of the author, a scheme similar 
to the parametron. His idea, however, seems to have not 
yet been developed into practical use. 

If the resonance condition of a circuit which pro-
duces the subharmonic parametric oscillation is slightly 
altered, a "hard" oscillation, i.e., not self-starting, will 
be produced. This circuit, generally, has three stable 
states, namely, "no oscillation," "oscillating at 0 phase," 
and "oscillating at 7r-radian phase." In Japan such an 
element is usually called a " tristable parametron," 
while in the case of "soft" oscillation it is called a "bi-
stable parametron." In the hard oscillation circuit, i.e., 
the tristable parametron, a binary digit can be repre-
sented by the presence or absence of oscillation. This 
scheme has also been proposed independently by Clary 
[31]. 

II. BASIC PRINCIPLE 

The parametron is essentially a resonant circuit in 
which either the inductance or the capacitance is made 
to vary periodically. Fig. 3 shows circuit diagrams for 

parametron elements. The parametron element in Fig. 
3(a) consists of coils wound around two magnetic ferrite 
toroidal cores Fl and F2, a capacitor C, and a damping 
resistor R, and a small toroidal transformer T. Each of 
the cores Fl and F2 has two windings and these are 
connected together in a balanced configuration, one 
winding L = L' -FL" forming a resonant circuit with the 
capacitor C and being tuned to frequency f. An exciting 
current, which is a superposition of a dc bias and a 
radio frequency current of frequency 2f, is applied to 
the other winding, P-1-/", causing periodic variation in 
the inductance L=L'-FL" of the resonant circuit at 
frequency 2f. 

The parametron in Fig. 3(b) consists of two nonlinear 
capacitors C' and C" which form the resonant circuit 
with the inductance L. An exciting voltage of frequency 
2f is supplied between the neutral point of the two non-
linear capacitors C', C" and the neutral point of the 
inductance L, causing periodic variation in the tuning 
capacitance C(1/C= 1/C' -1-1/C") at frequency 2f. As 
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(h) 

Fig. 3—Circuit diagram of parametrons, (a) Magnetic type. 
(b) Capacitive type. 

the results are entirely analogous in both cases, the 
following explanations will be given only for the former 

case. 
The operation of the parametron is based on a spon-

taneous generation of a second-subharmonic parametric 
oscillation, that is a self-starting oscillation of frequency 
f, in the resonant circuit. Parametric oscillation is 
usually treated and explained in terms of Matheiu's 
equation. A more intuitive explanation, however, may 

be obtained by the following consideration. 
Let the inductance L of the resonant circuit be varied 

as 

L = Lo(1 ± 2F sin lot) (1) 

where co = 27rf, and let us assume the presence of a sinus-
oidal ac current in the resonant circuit at frequency 
f, which can be broken down into two components as 
follows: 

= sin (eat) + lc cos (wt). (2) 

Then, assuming that the rate of the variation of ampli-
tudes of the sine and cosine components, I and lc, are 

small compared with co, the induced voltage V will be 

given by 

V = d/dt(LIf) = ceLo(Ia cos cot — lc sin cot) 

▪ 3FcuLo(l„ sin &at ± lc cos 3col) 

▪ I'coLo(— sin cat ± lc cos 04). (3) 

The first term shows the voltage due to a constant in-
ductance Lo, and the second term or the third harmonic 
term may be neglected in our approximation, since it is 
off resonance. The third term, which is essential for the 

generation of the second subharmonic, shows that the 
variable part of the inductance behaves like a negative 
resistance — r= — ruiLo for the sine component I., but 
behaves like a positive resistance -Fr = noLo for the co-

sine component I. 
Therefore, provided that the circuit [Fig. 3(a)] is 

nearly tuned to f, the sine component I. of any small 
oscillation (10 in Fig. 4), will build up exponentially ( 

in Fig. 4), while its cosine component will damp out rap-
idly. If the circuit were exactly linear, the amplitude 
would continue to grow indefinitely. Actually, the non-

linear B-H curve of the cores causes detuning of the 
resonance circuit and hysteresis loss also increases with 
increasing amplitude, so that a stationary state (c) in 
Fig. 4) will rapidly be established, as in vacuum-tube 
oscillators. Details of the amplitude limiting mecha-
nism, which is essentially a nonlinear problem, will be 
treated in the Appendix. The solution of the problem 
will be illustrated most intuitively by showing the 
locus of the sine and cosine components, /, and le in the 
(I„ lc) plane. Fig. 5 shows an example of such loci for a 
typical case a= 0, 8=172 (cf. Appendix). The abscissa 
represents the sine component I and the ordinate, the 
cosine component /,. If we introduce polar coordinates 
(R, 47) in the (I„ lc) plane, it will be seen easily from 
(1) that R and ck, respectively, indicate the instantane-
ous amplitude and phase of the oscillation. The saddle 
point at the origin indicates the exponential build up of 
oscillation which is in a definite phase relation to the 
excitation wave of frequency 2f. Spiral points A and A' 
in the figure indicate the stable states of stationary os-
cillation. The existence of two possible phases in this os-
cillation which differ by ir radians from each other, cor-

responding to A and A', should be noted. These two 
modes of oscillation are respectively shown by the solid 
line and dotted line in Fig. 4. An especially important 
feature is that the choice between these two modes of 
stationary oscillation is effected entirely by the sign of 
the sine component of the small initial oscillations that 
have existed in the circuit (A in Fig. 4). In other words, 
the choice between :1 and A' in Fig. 5 depends on which 
side of the thick curve B-B' (called separatrix) the 
point representing the initial state lies. An initial oscil-
lation of quite small amplitude is sufficient to control 
the mode or the phase of stationary oscillation of large 
amplitude which is to be used as the output signal. 
Hence, the parametron has an amplifying action which 
may be understood as superregeneration. The upper 
limit of this superregenerative amplification is believed 
to be determined only by the inherent noise, and an 
amplification of as high as 100 db has been reported.' 
The existence of dual mode of stationary oscillation 

can be made use of to represent a binary digit, "0" and 
"1" in a digital system, and thus a parametron can store 

' A personal communication from Z. Kiyasu, of Electrical Com-
munication Laboratory, Nippon Telephone and Telegraph Co., 
Tokyo, Japan. 
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Fig. 4—Oscillation of parametrons. 
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Fig. 5—The amplitude-to-phase (R, 0) locus 
of an oscillating parametron. 

1 bit of information. However, oscillation of parame-
trons in this stationary state is extremely stable, and 

if one should try to change the state of an oscillating 
parametron from one mode to another just by directly 

applying a control voltage to the resonant circuit, a 
signal source as powerful as the parametron itself would 
be necessary. This difficulty can be got around by pro-
viding a means for quenching the oscillation, and mak-
ing the choice between the two modes, i.e., the rewriting 
of information, by a weak control voltage applied at the 
beginning of each building up period, making use of the 
superregenerative action. 

Actually, this is done by modulating the exciting 
wave by a periodic square wave which also serves as the 
clock pulse of the computer. Hence, for each parame-
tron there is an alternation of active and passive periods, 
corresponding to the switching on and off of the exciting 
current. Usually, the parametron device uses three 
clock waves, labeled I, II and III, all having the same 
pulse recurrence frequency, but switched on and off one 
after another in a cyclic manner as shown in Fig. 6. 
This method of exciting each of the parametrons in a 
digital system with either one of the three exciting 
waves I, II and III is usually called the "three beat" or 
the " three subclock" excitation. 

III. BASIC DIGITAL OPERATIONS 
BY PARAblETRONS 

Digital systems can be constructed using parametrons 
by intercoupling parametron elements in different 

II N I  

III --f 

f 

111'  
 fflf11.1\--

 1111 
Fig. 6—The exciting current of three groups, I, Il and Ill. 

groups by a coupling element, the toroidal transformers 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Figs. 7 to 9 show the basic parametron circuits. 
The parametron is a synchronous device and operates 

i n rhythm with the clock pulse. Each parametron takes 
in a new binary digit (" 1" or "0") at the beginning of 
every active period, and transmits it to the parametrons 
of the next stage with a delay of one-third of the clock 
period. This delay can be used to form a delay line. Fig. 
7 shows one such delay line which consists of parame-
trons simply coupled in a chain, each successive param-
etron element belonging each to the groups, I, II, III, 
I, • • • . Hence, the phase of oscillation of a parametron 
in the succeeding stage will be controlled by that in the 
preceding stage, and a binary signal x applied to the 
leftmost parametron will be transmitted along the chain 
rightwards in synchronism with the switching of the 
exciting currents. Hence, the circuit may be used as a 
delay line or a dynamic memory circuit. 

Fig. 8 shows how logical operations can be performed 
using parametrons. In the figure, the outputs of the 
three parametrons X, Y and Z in stage I, which are all 
oscillating at a voltage V, are coupled to the single 
parametron U in stage II with a coupling factor k. As the 
effective phase control signal acting on U is the alge-
braic sum of the three signals from X, Y and Z, each of 
which has the value +kV or —kV, the mode of U rep-
resenting a binary signal u will be determined according 
to the majority of the three binary signals x, y and z, 
respectively represented by the oscillation modes of X, 
Y and Z. It would be possible, in principle, to general-
ize the majority circuit of Fig. 8(a) to 5, 7, 9, • • • in-
puts, that is, to any odd number of inputs. In practice, 
however, the nonuniformity in the characteristics of 
each parametron causes disparity in the input signals 
and makes the majority decision inaccurate, and this 
fact limits the allowable number of inputs to 3 or 5 in 
most cases. 

It is easily seen that the majority operation just out-
lined includes the basic logical operations "and" and 
"or" as special cases. Suppose that one of the three in-

puts in Fig. 8(a), say z, is fixed to a constant value " 1," 
then we obtain a biased majority decision on the re-
maining two inputs x and y, and the resulting circuit 
gives "x or y" as shown in Fig. 8(c). Similarly, if z is 
fixed to a constant value "0," we obtain a circuit for "x 
and y" as shown in Fig. 8(d). These constant signals are 
actually derived from a special parametron called con-
stant parametron, or some other voltage source equiva-
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(a) 

(1)) 

Fig. 7--A parametron delay-line circuit. 

lent to it. If 2 out of 5 inputs in a " 5-input majority 
operation" are made constants, either " 1" or "0," we 
shall obtain either a "or" or "and" circuit respectively 
for three input variables x, y and z, as shown in Figs. 

8(e) and 8(f). 
"Complementation" or "not" operation can be made 

most simply in parametron circuits. In order to change 
the binary signal " 1" into "0" and vice versa, we have 
only to reverse the polarity of the input signal, and this 
can be done by coupling two parametrons in reversed 
polarity as shown in Fig. 9. In the schematic diagram, 
such coupling in reversed polarity will be indicated by 
a short bar in the coupling line as shown in Fig. 9. 

Since a digital system of any complexity can be syn-
thesized by combining the four basic circuit elements, 
namely "delay," "and," "or," and " not," it will be seen 
that a complete digital system, e.g., a general purpose 
electronic computer, can in principle be constructed us-
ing only one kind of circuit element—the parametron. 
It should be noted that the above conclusion presup-
poses that some means for logical branching, that is 
amplification of signal power, is provided. Now param-

etrons have a large superregenerative amplification 
and the output of a single parametron can supply input 
signals to a rather large number of parametrons in the 
next stage. For the parametrons currently used, the 
maximum allowable number of the branching is from 
10 to 20. This feature adds flexibility in design of 
digital systems using parametrons. 

IV. SIMPLE EXAMPLES OF PARAMETRON CIRCUITS 

A complete digital apparatus may consist of hundreds 
or thousands of parametrons, coupled to each other by 
wires (via resistors and transformers) to form a net-
work. Such a network of parametrons may be conveni-
ently described by a schematic diagram. 
At this point we will give a short summary of the 

rules and conventions for schematic diagrams currently 
in use in Japan. 
Each parametron is represented by a small circle, as 

shown in the figures. Each pair of circles is connected 
by a line if corresponding parametrons are coupled, one 

(a) 

(b) 

II 

u AND 

• • 

(d) 

II 

(f) 
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THE POLARITY 

IS REVERSED 

(a) 

NOT 

(b) 

Fig. 9—(a) A "not" circuit. (b) The schematic diagram 
of the "not" circuit (a). 

line being used per unit coupling intensity. Hence, a 
double line between circles will indicate that both pa-
rametrons are coupled at double coupling intensity (cf. 
Fig. 14). A short bar across any coupling line denotes 
complementation, that is, both parametrons are coupled 
with reversed polarity (Fig. 9), and otherwise it is under-
stood that they are coupled in the same polarity. 

If not specified, parametrons are supposed to be ex-
cited with the three-beat excitation. Accordingly, only 
parametrons belonging to different groups ( I, II and 

III) can be coupled, and the information is transmitted 
along these lines always in the direction: I —>II, I I—>III 
and I I I —>I. Therefore, each coupling line has a definite 
direction of transmission, and to show this direction, 
usually the output lines from a parametron will come 
from the right side of the circle and go into the left side 
of another circle as input to it. As has been explained in 
Section III, there may be many parametrons which take 
some of their input signals from special parametrons 
called constant parametrons. These belong to a special 
triplet of parametrons, connected in a ring and always 
holding the digit " 1," and serving as the phase reference. 
Since there may be a great many lines that come from 

these constant parametrons, these lines are usually 
omitted from the diagram, in order to avoid complica-
tion, and one "+" symbol is inscribed in the circle per 
unit constant input of positive polarity, and also one 
" — " symbol is inscribed per unit constant input of 
negative polarity. Accordingly, a circle with a "+" 
having two input lines corresponds to an "or" element, 
a circle with a " — " having two input lines corresponds 

to an "and" element, and a circle with " 4-±" having 
three input lines corresponds to a 3-input "or" element, 
etc. It should be noted that the distinction between 
"0" and " 1" in a parametron circuit is only possible by 
referring to the oscillation phase of these constant pa-
rametrons, since the phase is a relative concept. 
The following figures show some simple examples of 

actual parametron circuits in schematic diagrams. The 
reader will not find it difficult to trace the functioning 

of these circuits. Fig. 10 shows a parametron flip-flop 
or a 1-bit memory circuit. Three parametrons, coupled 
in ring form, are required to store 1 bit of information. 
In Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) it is assumed that the signals 
in the set and reset inputs are both normally "0." The 
flip-flop will be set to " 1" when a " 1" signal is applied to 
the set input, and the flip-flop will be reset to "0" when 
a " 1" signal is applied to the reset input. The functional 
difference between Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) consists in 
that, when both the set and the reset signal are applied 
simultaneously, the stored information will not change 
in the circuit of Fig. 10(a), but it will be reset to "0" 
in the circuit of Fig. 10(b). 

Fig. 10(c) shows a flip-flop with a gate. As long as "0" 
is applied to the gate, the stored information does not 
change, but when " 1" is applied to the gate, the signal 
from the input is transferred to the flip-flop. 

Fig. 11 shows three stages of binary counting circuits 
connected in cascade, thus forming a scale-of-8 counter. 
Three flip-flops are included in this circuit to store a 
3-bit count. In the quiescent state, in which "0" is ap-
plied to the input, the bits stored in each flip-flop do not 
change, but each time a " 1" is applied to the input for 
a single clock period, the registered binary number is 
increased by 1 (mod 8). Figs. 12, 13 and 14 show re-
spectively a binary full-adder circuit for three input 
signals, a parity check circuit for five input signals and 
a circuit for "x and (y or z)." These examples will show 
how majority operations can be made use of advanta-
geously compared to the "and " and "or" operations. These 
circuits would have required many more parametrons 
if they were composed of "and" and "or" operations as 
in the usual diode networks. Flexibility of circuit design 
by use of a three- or five-input majority operation will be 
regarded as one of the characteristic features of param-
etron circuits. 

The reason for the necessity of three subclock waves 
I, I I and III, shown in Fig. 4, will be shown in Fig. 15. 
In Fig. 15, P1, P2, etc., indicate parametrons and Cl, 
C2, etc., indicate coupling elements provided between 
parametrons. Each of the parametrons is supposed to 
be excited with either one of the two kinds of radio-
frequency waves, I', and II', as shown in Fig. 16. These 
two waves are switched on and off alternately and 
will be called the two subclock exciting waves. If the 
coupling between two parametrons consists of a passive 
linear circuit, which is essentially a bilateral system, and 
if the two parametrons Pl and P3 in Fig. 15 are gen-
erating oscillations, voltages will be transmitted to P2 
from both Pl and P3 with substantially the same in-
tensity, and the phase-controlling action of P2 will be-

come uncertain. Therefore, in order to use the two sub-
clock exciting waves I', and II' in a parametron circuit, 
it is necessary to use unilateral coupling means. This 

may be accomplished by using a unilateral element, 
such as vacuum tubes and transistors, or by varying the 

coupling coefficient of the coupling elements as K1 and 
K2 in Fig. 16 by means of applying a gating signal to 
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RESET 

SET 

III 

INPUT 

GATE 

 1c)  
III 

Fig. 10—Flip-flop circuits. (a) A flip-flop circuit. (b) A flip-flop circuit. 
(c) A flip-flop circuit with an input gate. 

Ii' 

INPUT 

II III 

REGISTERED NUMBER C. Co + 2C, + AC, 

Fig. 11—Three stages of binary counters 
forming a scale of eight circuits. 

III 

SUM 

Fig. 12—A binary full-adder circuit. 

II 

nonlinear elements, such as diodes and magnetic cores 
[271. 

In the three-beat or the three-subclock exciting 
method, each of the parametrons will be excited once 
in every clock cycle at a definite time. In this respect 
the method may be called stationary excitation. On the 
other hand, we may think of a more general method, 
usually called "non-stationary excitation" or "gated 
excitation" in Japan, in which the excitation of param-
etrons is switched in accordance with gating signals 
[28]. Fig. 17 shows a selecting circuit using the "gated 

Fig. 13—A parity-check circuit for five input signals. 

11 

Fig. 14—A circuit for "x and (y or z)." 

K, 

Fig. 15—Coupling system for two-subclock excitation. 

1 I 

K, 

Ko 

  I1V  

Fig. 16—Two-subclock excitation. 

excitation." SI, Sr, • • • , S„ indicate binary phased in-
formation sources and Pr, Pr, • • • , P„ are gating pa-
rametrons. Supposing that the exciting wave I is applied 
selectively to only one of the gating parametrons, say 
Pr, by controlling the excitation with a gating signal 
so as to produce oscillation only in P2, the information 
from S2 will be selectively transmitted to the parame-
tron P, since the oscillation of P2 is controlled by S2 and 
the oscillation of P is controlled by that of P2. For com-
parison, Fig. 18 shows a selecting circuit for one out of 
four channels using the three-subclock (stationary) ex-
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GATED EXCITING CURRENT 

OUTPUT 

FIR EACH PARAMETRON 

Fig. 17—Channel-selecting circuit using gated excitation. 

54 

OUTPUT 

.4— 2 STAGE DELAy 

Fig. 18— Channel-selecting circuit using three-beat excitation. 

citation. The channel selecting arrangement using 
gated excitation will generally reduce the access time 
and the number of parametrons at the expense of em-
ploying rather complicated exciting circuits. 

V. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF PARAMETRONS 

Fig. 19 shows a commercial unit composed of 25 pa-
rametrons and the component parts. In this unit a ferrite 
disc with two small holes (known as a "binocular type 
core" [7]) is used instead of the two toroids in Fig. 3. 
The coupling transformer consists of a single-turn coil 
wound on a ferrite toroid and is connected in series to 
the resonant circuit as shown in Fig. 20. As the life of 
parametrons is considered to be practically permanent, 
the parametron units are usually not made in a "plug-
in" style, but are directly wired into the logical net-
works. 

As may be seen from Figs. 3, 7, and 8, the wiring of 
parametron circuits is done in an unusual way. A wire 
connected to the output terminal of a parametron in a 
preceding stage is passed through the coupling trans-
formers of all the parametrons in the succeeding stage 
which are to receive the input signal from the pa-
rametron in the preceding stage. This has resulted in a re-
markable simplification in the construction of complex 
logical networks, such as general purpose computers, 
since the whole system can be assembled from identical 
standardized units, and the units can be wired to form 
the specific machine using only wires and with a mini-
mum number of soldering points. Table I shows the 

m I  

Fig. 19—A parametron unit ( 25 paranieti oil-

INPuT WIRES 

COUPLING 
TRANSFORMER 

"8 INOCULAR TYPE CORE " 

EXCITING 
CURRENT 

OUTPUT 
TERMINAL 

Fig. 20—The circuit of a parametron with a "binocular type core" 
and a series type coupling transformer. 

TABLE I 

CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMEOCIAL PARAMETRON UNITS 

High 
Speed 
Type 

Exciting frequency 2f 
Maximum clock frequency 
Exciting power per one pa-

rametron for continuous 
excitation 

DC bias 
Maximum number of inputs 
Maximum number of out-
put branching 

Coupling coefficient* 

Standard 
Type 

Low 
Power 
Type 

6 mc 
140 kc 

120 mw 
0.6 amp 
3 or 5 

12 
—35 db 

2 mc 
25 kc 

30 mw 
0.6 amp 
3 or 5 

15 
—40 db 

200 kc 
2 kc 

5 tnw 
0.6 amp 
3 or 5 

15 
—40 db 

* Note: The coupling coefficient k is defined as the ratio: 

voltage of unit input voltage of 
k= measured at the stationary 

resonant circuit I oscillation 

typical characteristics of commercial parametrons in 
Japan. 

For application to digital computers we are most con-
cerned in the speed of operation, which is essentially 
determined by the clock frequency F. The upper limit 
of Fk is limited by the rates of building up and damping 
of parametric oscillation. 

From (3) it follows that the oscillation builds up pro-
portionally to ern" (cf. Appendix), and hence the maxi-

mum clock frequency will be proportional to the prod-
uct Pf, which we call the "figure of merit" of the pararm-
etron, owing to its analogy to the figure of merit of 
vacuum tubes g„,/27rC. 
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The figure of merit of a parametron naturally de-
pends on the frequency and amplitude of the exciting 
current, and the value for conventional parametrons 
in normal operation lies between 20kc and 1.5 mc. For 
reliable operation, the clock frequency should be chosen 
around Pf/10 if the coupling factor is k = 1/50 ( — 34 db), 
and hence the upper limit for the clock frequency is 
about 150 kc for commercial parametron units. 

In the past, most effort has been made to develop 
parametrons using variable inductance, but it is ap-
parent that the same principle applies when the capac-
itor is the variable element. Parametrons using ceramic 
nonlinear capacitors (barium titanate) have been stud-
ied by Oshima and Kiyasu [8]. 

Studies of parametrons using the variable barrier ca-
pacitance of germanium and selenium diodes have also 
been made, and a parametric oscillation at f = 60 mc 
has been realized [5], [9]. 

and will limit their use in small-scale digital devices. 
At the present stage, parametrons seem to be unfavor-
ably compared with vacuum tubes and transistors in 
speed of operation, but this point may be much im-
proved by further development. 

VI . APPLICATION 

All the characteristics of parametrons just mentioned 
make them ideally suited to applications in large-scale 
digital devices, and particularly to general purpose 
digital computers. Soon after the invention of param-
etrons in 1954, a project was launched to construct 
general purpose computers using control and arithmetic 
units entirely composed of parametrons. At present, 
nearly half of the digital electronic computers built in 
Japan are parametron computers [ 11], [ 14]. Table Il 
shows the characteristics of these computers. 

TABLE II 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF GENERAL PURPOSE PARAMETRON COMPUTERS 

Type ( Date of 
Completion) 

Place of 
Installation 

The 
Number of 
Parametrons 

(Number 
System) 

Frequency  
Clock 

Frequency 

Speed of Operation 
(for Fixed Point) 
Including Access Main Memory Power 

Addition 
 Multipli-
cation 

FACOM 212 Fuji Elec. Co. 8000 2 mc 10 kc 4 nis 15 ms 49 words 5 kw 
(March, 1959) Kawasaki (Decimal) Core Matrix 

11 I PAC-1 Chit. Lab. s 4400 2 mc 10 kc 10 ms 19 ms 1024 words 6 kw 
(December, 
1957) 

Hitachi Elec. Co. 
Kokubunji, Tokyo 

(Binary) Magnet Drum 

M USAS I NO-1 Elec. Communication Lab. 5400 2 mc 6 kc 4 ms 20 ms 256 words 5 kw 
(March, 1957) Mu.sasino, Tokyo (Binary) Core Matrix 

NEAC-1101 Cent. Lab. 3600 2 mc 20 kc 3.5 ins 8 ms 128 words 5 kw 
(April, 1958) Nippon Elec. Co. (Binary) Core Matrix 

Kawasaki 

PC-1 ) 4200 2 mc 15 kc 270 ps 3.4 ins 256 words 3 kw 
(March, 1958) 1 Department of Physics (Binary) Core Matrix 

} University of Tokyo 
PC-2* I Tokyo 9600 6 mc 100 kc 40 is 340 ps 1024 words 10 kw 
(August, 1959)J (Binary) Core Matrix 

SEN AC-1 Elec. Communication Lab. 9600 2 mc 20 kc 2 ms 3 ms 160 words 15 kw 
(November, 
1958) 

University of Tohoku 
Sendai 

(Binary) Magnetic Drum 

* Note: The construction of PC-2 will be completed in August 1959. 

Parametrons are composed of capacitors, resistors 
and coils with ferromagnetic cores which are all stable 
and durable components. Unlike the more conventional 
switching circuits using magnetic amplifiers, parame-
trons require no diodes for their operation. These 
features guarantee for parametron circuits extremely 
high reliability and long life. In several digital com-
puters now in operation in Japan, troubles with pa-
rametrons are extremely rare. 
The necessity of a high-frequency power supply may 

be one of the inherent disadvantages of parametrons 

In the core matrix memory of these parametron com-
puters, an entirely new method, proposed by the author 
in 1955 [24]- [26], is employed both for reading and 
writing. Writing is effected by impressing on each 
memory core the superposition of two ac currents, sup-
plied from parametrons and having frequencies of f and 
f/2. Reading is also effected with parametrons by am-
plifying and sensing the phase of the second harmonic 
component of frequency f which is generated in each 
memory core by impressing an ac current of frequency 
f/2 on it. 
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The new method is called "dual frequency memory 
system," and the following are considered to be char-
acteristic features: 

1) Memory cores are driven by output ac currents of 
parametrons. 

2) Only two windings, X and Y, pass through each 
memory core. 

3) Reading is nondestructive. 

The details will be discussed in a separate paper to 
follow. 

The application of parametrons to other digital de-
vices has also been made in a number of laboratories. 
The Japan Overseas Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany has constructed regenerative repeaters, telegraph 
code converters which convert Morse code to five-unit 
teleprinter code [6], and ARQ (automatic request) 
systems, which have all been in commercial use for 
some years. 

The Japan Telegraph and Telephone Corporation has 
built a number of experimental common-control tele-
phone switching systems, employing parametrons in 
control circuits [ 15]. The Fuji Electric Company and 

the Government Mechanical Laboratory have built 
experimental numerically controlled machine tools [ 13], 
in which parametrons are used for all numerical and 
control operations. Among other applications are auto-
matic recording systems for a meson monitor used in 
cosmic-ray observation and multichannel pulse-height 
analyzers for nuclear research [4]. 

APPENDIX 

AMPLITUDE LIMITING MECHANISM 
OF THE PARAMETRON 

First, we shall derive the equation governing the os-

cillation in a parametric resonant circuit including a 
variable inductance L(t) as shown in Fig. 21. 

L (t) 

Fig. 21—A parametrically-excited resonant circuit. 

The voltage V in the resonant circuit will be given by 

d 
V = — (Li) 

di 
(4) 

where i is the current passing through the inductance. 
From Kirchhoff's law, we obtain 

V d 
+ — + — (CV) = 0. 
R dt 

We shall assume that the inductance is varying as 

Putting 

L(t) = Lo(1 + 2r sin 101). (6) 

I = — i = (1 ± 2P sin 2cot)i 
Lo 

1 1 
= — 8 = toCR Q 

CL0 

and assuming that and a are much smaller than unity 
so that (1+a) (1+211 sin 20)1) -1 may be replaced by 
1+a — 21' sin 2cot, (6) will be rewritten as 

[— d2  d 8w— (02(1 + a — 2r sin lot)] / = O. (10) 
dt2 (li 

We may call (5 the loss factor, a the detunii g of the res-
onant circuit from the second-subharmonic frequency 
co, 1' the modulation index of the inductance and Lo the 
constant part of the inductance. As the difference be-
tween / defined by ( 7) and the actual current i is of the 

order of r, the results to be obtained from the following 
analysis of I may be regarded as substantially the same 
as that of the actual current i when r is small. 

In case a and iS are constants, ( 10) represents a linear 
differential equation, well known as Mathieu's equation 
[16]- [ 18]. In practice, however, ferromagnetic cores 
are used in the inductance to effect the variation, and 
with increasing amplitude the nonlinear B-H curve 
will cause detuning of the resonant circuit and hys-
teresis loss will also increase. Consequently, the loss ô 

and the detuning a of ( 10) will generally be functions of 
the amplitude /2 and ( 10) becomes a nonlinear differ-
ential equation. 

Now, we shall assume the presence of nonlinearity of 
the form 0 1 as the detuning. Then ( 10) becomes 

(12 d 
8w— (42(1 ± a + $12 - 2r sin 2cot] I = 0. ( 11) 

dt 

(02(1 + a) 

Breaking down I into two sinusoidal components as 

I = I„• sin cat -F Ic• cos cat, 

(11) will be rewritten as 

[21.„+8,2184.m.,2/,_ reia+m„,(182+1c2) cos ut 
+ [— 2140— (MI c+ ae I — no2I c+ !W(! .2+ ! 2)I] sin cot 

▪ [1,-FScoic] cos cal 

+[Ïs-I-Scala] sin ut 

±[rw218+10w2lc3--11„2Ic] cos 3w1 

laco21,3+-11„/c2] sin 3cat -= 0. 

(12) 

(13) 

(5) In order to obtain an approximate solution of the 

nonlinear differential equations ( 11) or ( 13), we shall 
assume that a, r and (5 are much smaller than unity. 
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Then I. and Ic in ( 13) will vary much more slowly than 
co, and the third and fourth terms of ( 13) may be neg-
lected since they are much smaller than W. The third 
harmonic terms may also be neglected since they are 
off resonance and thus we will obtain the following ap-
proximate equations for I, and Ic.: 

2. 
— al.+ ri. — + -10(1.2 + 1c2))1. 

2 
— lc = — 61, — FI, + (a + -.1-0(/„2 + Ic2))1.. (14) 

Each term of ( 14) has the following intuitive mean-
ing: the first term with 6 represents the loss in the cir-
cuit; the second term with 1' indicates negative resist-
ance effect for the sine component I. and damping 
(Positive resistance) effect for the cosine component lc; 
and the third term with a and 13 represents detuning 
of the resonant circuit which is a function of the ampli-
tude R, 

R = -VI.' Ic2. 

In case of no detuning, i.e., a= 0, and of small ampli-
tude, the solution of ( 14) is given simply by 

= /.0 exp (Rim — 6)1) 

fc = exp (- 71-(r + 8)1) 

The integral curves of this case 1 have been shown in 
Fig. 5 for typical values a= 0, 6=172, <O. The exist-
ence of two stable states, the exponential build up of 
the small initial oscillation and all other characteristic 
features of parametrons described in Sections II and V 
will be explained by the behaviors of the integral curves 

of this Case 1. 

{ +I, if if) 0 

-I, if fico 

Fig. 22—Classification of the three cases of 
singular points in (a, 8) plane. 

Case 2 

There are five singular points: One stable nodal or 
spiral point at the origin /8= /c= 0, and two unstable 
saddle points at 

(15) = + 4/2(r + 6) 3ioir ( VP' — 62) 

where w=27rf. Therefore, in case r>5 > o holds, the sine 
component I. will increase exponentially as described 
in Section II, while the cosine component Ic decreases 
exponentially. 
The solution of a nonlinear differential equation such 

as ( 14) will be presented as integral curves or loci in the 
(Is, lc) plane and the behavior of these curves will be 
characterized by the singular points, i.e., points in (I„ 
Ic) plane where both I. and lc vanish (cf. [19], [20]). 
The singular points of ( 14) will be obtained by placing 

I.= I.= 0 into ( 14) and the result may be classified into 
three cases 1, 2 and 3 depending on the magnitude of 
the parameters a, r and 8, as shown in Fig. 22. In Fig. 

22, the abscissa represents — Ea and the ordinate, 8, 
where E = + 1 if ¡3>0 and E — 1 if 13 > 0. The character-
istic curves which form the boundary lines of the three 
cases are two half-lines parallel to the a axis and a circle 
of radius r with its center at the origin. These three 
cases will be characterized by the following features. 

Case 1 

There are three singular points: One unstable saddle 
point at the origin /.„ = /, --- 0, and two stable nodal or 
spiral points at 

vgr + 8) 0 I. = + „( ea '2 — 82) 
3r1 01 

4/2(r — 
fc = + E  ,( ea -1- — 62). (16) 

31'1,91 

4/2(r — 8) 
= e  ( Ea — ,/r2 — 62) (17) 

31 ti r 

and two stable nodal or spiral points at 

/2(r + 6) 
 ( ea ± .vre _ 62) 

/ 31 f3 r 

e J2(1' — ô) 
le = +  ( Ea + vr2 — 82). ( 18) 

1/ 31 01 r 

The integral curves of this Case 2 are shown in Fig. 23 
for typical values a=r/2, a= 7r/4, and i3 < 0. In Fig. 
23, S, S' indicate the two unstable saddle points and 

A, A' indicate the two stable spiral points. The presence 
of the stable saddle point at the origin 0 indicates that 
the oscillation is not self-starting. If a suitable initiating 
voltage is applied to the circuit so as to place the point 
representing the initial oscillation either in the + 
region or in the — region of Fig. 23, stationary oscilla-
tion respectively represented by point A or A' will be 
produced. On the other hand, if the point representing 
the initial oscillation were within the 0-region, even a 
voltage of very large amplitude would not initiate sta-
tionary oscillation. As there are three stable states re-
spectively represented by 0, A, A' in this Case 2, param-
etron elements corresponding to this case are usually 
called "tristable" or "ternary" parametrons, while 

those corresponding to Case 1 are called "bistable" or 
"binary" parametrons. In principle, a tristable param-
etron element may either represent a ternary digit by 
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Fig. 23—Integral curves of a tristable parametron. 

the choice among the three stable states or a binary 
digit by the choice between the two states, namely, 
"no oscillation (0)" and "in oscillation (A and A')." 

Case 3 

There is only one stable singular point at the ori-
gin. As the magnitude of the parameters a, I' and O are 
inappropriate, stationary oscillation is not produced in 
this case. 

Now, the functions of the damping will be considered. 
If there were no damping in ( 14), i.e., 0=0, the permis-
sible types (cf. [19], [ 20]) of singular points will be un-
stable saddle points and elliptic points, the stability of 
the latter being neutral. Fig. 24 shows the integral 
curves for a case in which a --- o, r>o, 13 < 0. 0 indi-

cates a saddle point at the origin and A, A' indicate 
two elliptic plints. ( For a point P on each curve, 
AP A 'P = constant is satisfied, and the curves are 
known as Cassini's ovals.) The point in the (I., I.) 
plane, representing both the phase and the amplitude of 
the oscillation, will oscillate indefinitely around the 
points or point A and/or A', and a generally stationary 
state of oscillation with a definite amplitude and phase 
will never be reached. Further, if there were no damp-
ing, the oscillation in a parametron would never damp 
out, even if the parametric excitation were interrupted 
and it would be impossible to make use of the super-
regenerative amplification explained in Section II. 

Hence, we come to the following conclusion—damp-
ing is indispensable both for amplitude stabilization and 
interruption of parametric oscillation. 

On the other hand, if the damping is too large, the 
building-up rate exp (rf (r —3)) of the sine component 
I., given by ( 15), will become so small as to reduce the 
speed of the superregenerative action. Therefore, there 

Fig. 24—Integral curves for a loss-free case. 
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Fig. 25—Amplitude to detuning characteristic of a parametron. 

should exist an optimum value of the magnitude of the 
damping and experimental results show that the opti-
mum value lies in the range P/4 < 8<r/2. 

Fig. 25 shows a typical example of the amplitude to 
detuning characteristic of an actual parametron ele-
ment. In the figure, the abscissa represents the detuning 
a and the ordinate represents the amplitude of oscilla-
tion of a parametron element. In practice, the detuning 

a may be varied either by varying the tuning capaci-
ance C in Fig. 3(a), or the tuning inductance L in Fig. 
3(b), or by varying the frequency or the dc bias of the 
exciting current in the cases of both Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). 
The region Fl to F2 in Fig. 25 corresponds to the 
above mentioned case 1 and is called "bistable region" 

since it represents a bistable parametron. The region 
F2 to F3, corresponding to Case 2, is called "tristable 
region," since it represents a tristable parametron. 
When a is varied continuously a hysteresis jump will 
occur at the boundary F2 between the bistable and 
tristable region, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 25. 
If we assume the presence of nonlinearity only in the 

detuning as in ( 11) and ( 14), the theoretical results in-
dicate that the tristable region should extend indefi-
nitely, as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 25 or by the two 
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half-lines in Fig. 22. Actually, there exists an upper 
limit F3 and this fact will be explained by introducing 
nonlinearity also in the damping, for example by replac-
ing ô in ( 11) and ( 14) by 8+012. For bistable parame-
trolls, however, the present analysis assuming the pres-
ence of nonlinearity only in the detuning is in good 
agreement with the experimental facts and generally it 
is considered satisfactory. 

In regard to the nonlinearity of the detuning OP, one 
might think it were caused by saturation of the mag-
netic cores. If this were the case, fi should be positive 
since the inductance would decrease and the detuning 
would increase with increasing amplitude. Experiments 
made on various ferrite and ferroelectric materials, 
however, show that fi is always negative for these ma-
terials. On the other hand, it is observed that fi is always 
positive for parametrons using barrier capacitance of 
semiconductor junctions. 
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Microwave Parametric Subharmonic Oscillators 
for Digital Computing* 

FRED STERZERt, MEMBER, IRE 

Summary—In a digital information handling system, a binary 
one can be represented by an RF signal of a given phase, frequency, 
and amplitude, and a binary zero by RF of the same frequency and 
amplitude but with opposite phase. The use of subharmonic oscil-
lators to switch, store, and amplify binary information coded in this 
manner is reviewed. A variable capacitance subharmonic oscillator 
having an output frequency of 2000 mc is described, and the use of 
this oscillator in circuits for amplifying, scaling, and performing 
logic functions is discussed. The circuits described operate at pulse 
repetition rates exceeding 100 mc. By raising the carrier frequency 
to X-band, it should be possible to increase the maximum rate to a 
few hundred megacycles. 

INTRODUCTION 

IN a digital computer operating at an effective pulse repetition rate of several hundred megacycles, 
each binary digit is allotted a time interval of only 

a few millimicroseconds. A baseband system' capable 
of handling such digits must have a bandwidth extend-
ing from dc well into the UHF or even the microwave 
region. An alternative to the baseband system is the 
use of a carrier system where the required pass band is 
centered about a suitable carrier frequency. 

For operation at a pulse repetition rate of several 
hundred megacycles, a carrier system offers significant 
advantages over baseband systems. It is very difficult 
to design active and passive components which operate, 
starting from dc, with the necessary wide bandwidth.' 
In a carrier system, on the other hand, the design of 
components is greatly simplified by the fact that, at a 
high carrier frequency, components with a compara-
tively small percentage bandwidth have a large absolute 
bandwidth. Furthermore, carrier-type devices such as 
traveling-wave amplifiers, parametric amplifiers and 
oscillators, hybrid rings, ferrite isolators, etc., can be 
used advantageously in high-speed carrier systems [3]— 
[10], but are not applicable to baseband systems. 

In a digital information handling system, a binary 
one can be represented by an RF signal of a given phase, 
and a binary zero by RF of the same frequency and 
amplitude but with opposite phase. Recently, it has 
been pointed out that subharmonic oscillators call be 

* Original manuscript received by the IRE, March 17, 1959; 
revised manuscript received, June 11, 1959. The work reported in 
this paper was supported by the Bureau of Ships under Contract 
No. NObsr 72717. 
t RCA, Princeton, N. J. 
In a baseband system the signals occupy a frequency band 

starting at or near zero and extending to an upper limit. 
2 Logic circuits so far reported,using baseband pulses, are limited 

to pulse repetition rates of about 50 mc In This speed limitation 
is primarily due to the limited gain-bandwidth product of the devices 
used for amplifying the pulses. 

used to switch, store, and amplify binary information 
coded in this manner [3], [4]. Computing circuits using 
parametric variable inductance subharmonic oscillators 
with a carrier frequency of a few megacycles and a clock 
rate of up to 150 kc have been successfully built [4], [lot 

In this paper the application of subharmonic oscil-
lators to digital computing is briefly reviewed. A vari-
able capacitance subharmonic oscillator having an 
output frequency of 2000 mc is described, and the use of 
this oscillator in novel circuits for amplifying, scaling, 
and performing logic functions is discussed. 

The circuits described can operate at pulse rates 
exceeding 100 mc. By raising the carrier frequency to 
X-band, it should be possible to increase the maximum 
pulse rate to a few hundred megacycles. Thus micro-
wave digital computing systems which are an order of 
magnitude faster than present experimental baseband 
systems appear to be feasible.' 

DESCRIPTION OF MICROWAVE SUBILIRMONIC 
OSCILLATOR 

When a variable reactor is driven from a source, or 
putrip, having a frequency f, a negative conductance is 
established across the reactor at or near the frequency 
f/2. (If the reactance is a nonlinear function of the 
drive, this negative conductance can also be developed 
at f/3, f/4, • • • , f/n.) When connected to a low-loss 
circuit tuned to f/2, this negative conductance can 
overcome the circuit loss and produce stable oscillations 
at the frequency f/2 (i.e., subharmonic oscillations).' 

Fig. 1 shows a subharmonic oscillator, built from 
strip line, which produces a 2000 mc output. The im-
portant elements of this oscillator are: a 2000 mc 
quarter-wave resonator (a) having a variable-capaci-
tance diode attached at one end; a 4000 mc half-wave 
resonant bar (b), which permits the 4000 mc drive (or 
"pump") power to enter resonator (a), but prevents 
2000 mc oscillation power from escaping; and a loosely 
coupled output arm (c). Input and output are connected 
by conventional coaxial connectors. In the experiments 
described here, an experimental RCA variable capaci-
tance germanium point-contact diode housed in a stand-
ard 1N23 mount was used. The capacitance-voltage 
relationship of this diode is approximated in Fig. 2. A 

Computing circuits using subharmonic oscillators can also be 
used in conjunction with other high-speed microwave computing 
techniques 18]. 
' Subharmonic oscillations were already described by several 19th 

century observers (111, [121. 
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Fig. 1—A strip line subharmonic oscillator with 2000 Inc output 
frequency. 
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Fig. 2—Typical diode capacitance-voltage characteristics. 

variable capacitance junction diode has since been de-
veloped at the RCA Laboratories. This diode is encapsu-
lated in a ceramic cylinder of 0.040-inch height and 
0.085-inch outside diameter. The packaged diode fits 
into a small hole drilled in the strip transmission line, 
and permits the construction of very compact oscillator 
circuits. 

Fig. 3 shows the 2000 mc RF output power of the 
oscillator as a function of the 4000 mc RF input power 
for three values of back bias on the diode. The three 
curves have similar shapes. In each case, as the pump 
power is increased, the signal output increases to a 
maximum value and then drops rapidly to zero. The 
drop in output at high input-power levels is the result 
of losses in the diode when it is driven into conduction. 
At some value of input power these losses become too 
large to be overcome by the negative resistance, and 
oscillations stop. The higher the back bias on the diode, 

06 

3.0 V BIAS 
6.0 V BIAS 
7.5 V BIAS 

1 _ 
40 

4000 MC RF INPUT- m W 
60 

Fig. 3— RF power output vs RF power input for subharmonic 
oscillator. 

the higher the pump power which can be applied to the 
diode without causing conduction, and the higher the 
maximum signal output which can be obtained from 
the oscillator.' 
The output oscillations may occur in either of two 

exactly opposite phases, because either phase has the 
same time relationship with the pump, as shown in 
Fig. 4. The two phases may be distinguished by com-
parison with a reference signal of fixed phase. 
The phase in which the oscillator operates is deter-

mined by the conditions in the oscillator at the instant 
the driving frequency is applied. If noise alone is 
present, then either phase is equally probable.' If, how-
ever, a sufficiently strong locking signal at the sub-
harmonic frequency is present in the tank during the 
time oscillations are starting to build up, then oscilla-
tions will start in the phase closest to the phase of this 
initial signal. Initially, therefore, it is possible to select 
whichever of the two phases one desires. Once the circuit 
oscillates, however, the phase of the output remains 
fixed unless it is forcibly changed. 

CODING OF BINARY INFORMATION 

Information can be represented in binary form by 
the presence or absence of dc pulses in " time slots." l n 
such a system, as shown in Fig. 5(a), binary ones are 
represented by the presence of dc pulses and binary 
zeros by the absence of such pulses (dc pulse script). 
Similarly, the presence or absence of RF pulses (RF 
pulse script) can be used to represent binary informa-
tion, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The use of modulator and 

The subharmonic output power also shows hysteresis effects 
with pump power and pump frequency. These effects are described in 
detail by W. T. Clary, Jr., "Nonlinear resonant circuit devices," 
U. S. Patent No. 2,838,687; June 10, 1958. 

6 This fact makes it possible to construct random number gener-
ators. See F. Sterzer, "Random number generator using subharmonic 
oscillators," Rev. Sci. Instr., vol. 30, pp. 241-243; April, 1959. 
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Fig. 4—Two equally probable output phases which can be 
generated by a subharmonic oscillator. 

demodulator circuits' makes it possible to convert dc 
pulse script to RF pulse script, and vice versa. 

In another way of coding binary information, shown 
in Fig. 5(c), a binary one is represented by an RF pulse 
having a particular phase, and a binary zero by an RF 
pulse having the same frequency and amplitude but 
opposite phase (RF phase script). This type of coding 
is particularly useful in conjunction with subharmonic 
oscillators. One of the phases of the subharmonic oscil-
lations can be used to represent a binary one; the other 
a binary zero. Because the phase of the oscillations 
stays fixed (unless forcibly changed), each subharmonic 
oscillator can be used to store one bit of information. 
Furthermore, because the locking signal which is used 
to direct the oscillations into the desired phase call be 
much smaller than the final signal output, subhar-
monic oscillators can also be used to amplify binary 
information coded in phase script. 
The hybrid circuit shown in Fig. 6 can be used to 

convert RF pulse script to RF phase script, or vice 
versa. For the conversion of pulse script to phase script, 
the RF pulses are fed into terminal 1 of the hybrid. 
A continuous wave (CW) RF signal having the sanie 
frequency but only one-half the amplitude of the pulses 
is fed into arm 3. The two signals are adjusted to arrive 
at the circumference of the ring in the same phase. Be-
cause of the superposition of the CW RF signal and the 
RF pulses in the output arm (terminal 4), the RF output 
is of one phase when an RF input pulse is present, and 
of the opposite phase (but same amplitude) when no 
input is present. Similarly, if phase script having the 
same amplitude as the CW RF signal is fed into arm 1, 
the output of arm 4 will be RF pulse script, provided 
the phase of the CW RF signal arriving at the ring is 
the same as either of the two phases of the input. 
Use of the circuits described above makes it possible 

to transform the information coding at will. In a com-
plete system it might be convenient to have input and 
output in dc pulse code, while logic and memory func-
tions are performed in either one or both of the RF 
codes.8 

7 Such circuits have been described elsewhere [13]. 
8 For logic circuits using RF pulse script see [8]. 
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Fig. 5—Three types of script to represent binary information. 
(a) DC pulse script, (b) RF pulse script, (c) RF phase script. 
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Fig. 6—Hybrid circuit for converting pulse script to phase 
script, or vice versa. 

AMPLIFICATION OF PHASE SCRIPT USING SUB-
HARMONIC OSCILLATORS 

It was pointed out in the previous section that sub-
harmonic oscillators can be used to amplify phase 
script by the introduction of a locking signal of the 
desired phase when oscillations are about to start. 
Experimentally it was found that, for the oscillator 
shown in Fig. 1, a locking signal 60 db below the full 
output of the oscillator is sufficient to assure that 
oscillations start in the desired phase (i.e., a gain of 
60 db can be obtained). 

Trains of phase script pulses can be amplified by sub-
harmonic oscillators if the oscillations are stopped 
periodically by short clock pulses. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 7. At time rla clock pulse is applied to the oscillator 
and oscillations start to decay. (Methods for interrupt-
ing oscillations are discussed below.) At T2 conditions 
for oscillations are restored, and oscillations grow to 
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full output at r3. The cycle is repeated at r4. The locking 
signal is introduced into the tank of the oscillator a 
short time before r2. This signal can be broken up into 
two components, one component in quadrature with 
the two possible phases of oscillations, and one com-
ponent in phase with one of the two oscillation phases. 
To assure proper phase locking, the in-phase component 
of the locking signal must have a greater amplitude at 
time r2 than the amplitude of the oscillations still re-
maining in the tank. The saturated output oscillations 
(between r3 and r4) represent the amplified phase script. 
It should be noted that the amplified pulses are both 
retimed and reshaped. 

I  
TI T2 T3 T4 

TIME--e• 

Fig. 7—Diagram illustrating the application of subharmonic oscil-
lators to the amplification of trains of binary digits coded in RF 
phase script. 

Subharmonic oscillations can be switched on and off 
by pulsing the pump power. For the circuit of Fig. 1, 
however, this method of switching is not useful if high-
speed operation is required. The pump power has to 
pass through a 4000 mc half-wave resonant bar before 
it enters the tank circuit. This bar acts as a sharply 
tuned filter and prevents rapid changes of pump power 
level. A much faster method of switching subharmonic 
oscillations is to change the bias on the variable-
capacitance diode. In this scheme the diode is back-
biased, and the pump power is adjusted for maximum 
subharmonic output. Oscillations are turned off by a 
applying a dc clock pulse which drives the diode into the 
forward direction. The conducting diode adds resistance 
to the tank circuit and sharply lowers its Q. Therefore, 
energy in the tank at the subharmonic frequency decays 
rapidly. Upon removal of the clock pulse, oscillations 
resume. 
The ultimate speed of the subharmonic oscillator as a 

pulse amplifier is determined primarily by the rate at 
which oscillations in the tank can be damped, and the 
rate at which they can build up again. The rise and 
decay times were measured as follows. First, the diode 
was biased into conduction so that no oscillations could 
be observed. A dc pulse with rise and decay times of 
a fraction of millimicrosecond was then applied to the 
diode. This pulse changed the bias to a value which 
permitted maximum power output from the oscillator. 
The rise time of the oscillations was measured to be 

between 6 and 7 db per millimicrosecond at low levels, 
and fell to 3 db per millimicrosecond at saturation. The 
output decayed from saturation to a value too small to 
be measured in less than 1.5 mgsec, although a small 
amount of ringing was evident afterwards. These meas-
urements were made using a typical diode; it is believed 
that some of the rise and decay time was due to mis-
match between the dc pulse generator and the diode. 
It can be expected that improved variable capacitance 
diodes and improved oscillator circuits will result in 
oscillators with considerably reduced rise time. 9 

If the rise time measured with the circuit of Fig. 1 
is compared with the rise time of similar oscillators 
operating at a carrier frequency of a few megacycles 
[lb], it is found that the gain per cycle of subharmonic 
oscillation is approximately the same in both cases. This 
result is in agreement with theoretical predictions [7c j. 
Initial results on C-band subharmonic oscillators indi-
cate that it will be possible to raise the output frequency 
of subharmonic oscillators to X-band with available 
diodes. Such oscillators can be expected to have much 
faster rise times than the oscillator of Fig. 1. 
The phase of a subharmonic oscillator can also be 

changed without prior interruption of the oscillations. 
For example, a signal at the subharmonic frequency and 
of phase opposite to the oscillations may be injected 
into the tank circuit. If the injected signal is consider-
ably larger than the output of the oscillator, forced 
phase switching occurs. 

It is also possible to switch the phase of a subharmonic 
oscillator by a signal which is smaller than the output 
of the oscillator. This effect, which may be called "forced 
phase switching with gain," occurs because oscillation 
ceases if the tank circuit of a subharmonic oscillator is 
loaded beyond some critical value. Fig. 8 illustrates 
this method. The output antenna of the oscillator pro-
vides coupling just below the critical value. An input 
signal is applied at point A of the tee. The phase of 
this signal is adjusted to be either in phase or out of 
phase with the signal from the oscillator traveling along 
line B—C. The effective length of line B—D is made one 
and one-half wavelengths. The two phases of the out-
put oscillation can be called 1 and 0. Assume that the 
input signal is in phase with phase 1 in line B—C. In this 
case the electric fields of phase " 1" and the input signal 
add in line B—C. Because the power in the line is pro-
portional to the square of the electric field, the total 
power when both signals are present is larger than the 
sum of the powers if each signal were present alone. 
The input signal, therefore, causes the oscillator to 
deliver more power to the tee, and phase 1 is loaded 
down. On the other hand, the electric fields of phase 0 
and the input signal subtract in line B—C. Therefore, 

9 The influence of diode parameters on the rise time of sub-
harmonic oscillators is discussed in [7c1. 
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the presence of the input signal reduces the loading of 
phase 0. If oscillations are in phase 0, the input signal 
causes no change in oscillator phase. However, if oscil-
lations are in phase 1, and the increased loading due 
to input signal exceeds a critical value, oscillations will 
switch to phase O. Experimentally it has been found that 
signals several db below the oscillator output can induce 
switching. 

INPUT  
A 

f  

D 

1/2 

SUBHARMON C 
OSCILLATOR 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 8—Circuit used for forced switching with gain. 

CIRCUIT FOR SEPARATING INPUT AND OUTPUT OF 
SUBHARMONIC OSCILLATORS 

In a subharmonic oscillator the same terminal serves 
as input for the locking signal as well as output for the 
subharmonic oscillations. The simplest method for using 
a subharmonic oscillator as an amplifier is to put a tee 
at the output of the oscillator. The input locking signal 
is fed into one arm of the tee, and the output is taken 
from the second arm. In this arrangement, only half 
the input signal goes to the subharmonic oscillator; the 
other half goes directly to the output terminal. Similarly, 
the output of the subharmonic oscillator is divided 
equally between input and output arms. Thus this 
method of amplifying has two major disadvantages. 

1) Half the input power and half the output power 
are lost. 

2) Power flows back to the input. 

The second disadvantage is very serious for computer 
applications, since in a computer, information must 
flow in a specified direction. 
A microwave circuit which overcomes both of the 

disadvantages of the simple tee circuit is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 9.'° The input signal is introduced in 
arm 2 of a hybrid ring and splits equally between arms 
1 and 3. A subharmonic oscillator is placed in arm 1 a 
distance (a) from the circumference of the hybrid. A 
second subharmonic oscillator is placed in arm 3 a 
distance (a -FX/4) (X = signal wavelength) from the cir-
cumference. The input signal has to travel an additional 
X/4 to reach the oscillator in arm 3 and the output of 
this oscillator has to travel another additional X/4 to 
return to the hybrid. (Since the phases of the input 
locking signals to the two oscillators differ by 90°, the 

10 A similar circuit has been proposed for use with masers. See 
S. H. Autler, " Proposal for a maser-amplifier system without non-
reciprocal elements," PROC. IRE, vol. 46, pp. 1880-1881; November, 
1958. 

oscillators must be pumped by signals of opposite 
phase.) The output signals from the two oscillators 
reach the hybrid 180° out of phase, and the ratio of 
the power output at terminal 4 (P4) to the power 
appearing at terminal 2(P2), is given by (assuming an 
ideal hybrid) 

P4 (1 + a) + 2N/C; 
= (1) 

P2 (1 + a) — 2.Voi 

where a is the ratio of the output powers of the two 
oscillators. For a = 1 (i.e., for equal power output from 
each oscillator) the entire output of the oscillators ap-
pears at terminal 4, and there is perfect isolation between 
input and output. If a differs from 1, then some power 
is reflected back to the input terminal. However, con-
siderable difference in the power output of the two os-
cillators can usually be tolerated. For example, for a= 2 
(i.e., the power outputs of the two oscillators differ by 
3 db), only about 3 per cent of the total power appears 
at terminal 2. The circuit of Fig. 9 provides, therefore, 
distinct input and output terminals, as long as the two 
subharmonic oscillators are approximately equal in out-
put power. Experimentally, no difficulty has been ex-
perienced in keeping P4/P2> 20. 

INPUT 

o 

OUTPUT 

HYBRID RING 

Fig. 9—Circuit for separating input and output of subharmonic 
oscillators. A = subharmonic oscillator. 

The required directivity of information flow can also 
be obtained by using time division schemes [3], [4], 
[713], [ 10], but such schemes are generally quite com-
plex and introduce significant delays. Ferrite circula-
tors or isolators can also provide directivity [7d], but 
they are not available at all frequencies of interest, and 
also are usually quite bulky. 

LOGIC CIRCUITS USING PHASE SCRIPT 

The three basic logic functions are the NOT, AND, 

and OR functions. In principle, any combinatorial 
logic circuit can be built using a combination of NOT 
circuits and either AND or OR circuits. 
A NOT circuit has one input terminal, and one out-

put. If the input is a binary one, the output is a binary 
zero, and vice versa. In phase script a NOT gate is 
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simply a transmission line one-half wavelength long. 
If the signal frequency is f, then the delay 7" is given by 
r = 1/(2f) ( for f = 2000 mc, r = 0.25 milsec). 
AND and OR circuits have two inputs and one out-

put. In an AND gate the output is a binary one if, and 
only if, both inputs are binary ones. In an OR gate the 
output is a binary one if either or both inputs are binary 
ones. For all other input conditions, the output of the 
two gates is a binary zero. 
Subharmonic oscillators can be used to perform AND 

and OR functions in phase script [3], [4], [ 10]. The 
two input signals, coded in RF phase script, and a bias 
signal of fixed phase and of the same frequency as the 
inputs are combined additively in a transmission line. 
All three signals are adjusted to have the same ampli-
tude. The output of the transmission line provides a 
locking signal to a subharmonic oscillator. If the bias 
signal is chosen to have the phase of a binary zero, then, 
because of the superposition of the three signals in the 
transmission line, the locking signal and therefore the 
output of the subharmonic oscillator, will have the 
phase of a binary one if, and only if, both inputs are 
binary ones (i.e., the circuit performs the AND func-
tion). Similarly, an OR gate is obtained if the bias sig-
nal has the phase of a binary one. 

Several basic logic circuits have been combined into 
a binary full adder. This adder has been operated at a 
clock rate of 100 mc [ 14]. 
The ability of a subharmonic oscillator to amplify 

and store information can be used to simplify the design 
of more com;)licated logic circuits. In the simple shift 
register shown schematically in Fig. 10, for example, a 

Fig. 10—Shift register. A =subharnionic oscillator, B =delay line. 

number of the units shown in Fig. 9 are serially con-
nected by means of delay lines (B) an integral number 
of wavelengths long. The arrows indicate the direction 
of information flow. Information is written into the os-
cillators, in either serial or parallel fashion, by the cod-
ing methods described previously. Information is moved 
one step to the right by interruption of the oscillations 
for a time interval slightly shorter than the delay in line 
B. When oscillations resume, each pair of oscillators 
locks into the previous phase of the oscillators imme-
diately to the left because the previous output of these 
oscillators is still stored in the delay line. 

In the shift register shown in Fig. 10, a dc pulse must 
be used to interrupt oscillations and shift the informa-
tion. It is possible to design shift registers in which all 
oscillators are turned off periodically by dc clock pulses, 
but where the information is shifted only upon the ap-
plication of a signal at the subharmonic frequency. 
Such registers are, however, considerably more com-
plicated than the circuit of Fig. 10, and a description of 
them is outside the scope of this paper. 

SCALING CIRCUITS 

Subharmonic oscillators can be used in the construc-
tion of scaling circuits, but the scaling circuits described 
here require dc input pulses, and are therefore not suit-
able for a digital computing system using only RF phase 
script. However, high-speed dc scaling circuits have 
many other important applications. Furthermore, as 
will be pointed out below, the scaling circuits described 
can be modified to provide bias sources for phase script 
logic circuits of the type discussed in the previous sec-
tion. It is also possible to build scaling circuits which 
use only RF phase script, but these circuits are quite 
complicated and, as in the case of shift registers, their 
description is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Fig. 11 is a schematic diagram of one type of scaling 

4KMC 

OSCILLATOR - 

DELAY LINE 

DOUBLE STUB 

TU N E R 

OUTPUT 

HIGH PASS FILTER 

OSCILLATOR 

'e' 

ATTENUATOR 

Fig. 11—Schematic diagram of scale-of-two circuit. 

circuit. Two subharmonic oscillators are driven from a 
common 4000 mc pump. A filter which passes 4000 mc, 
but rejects 2000 mc, is inserted in the line carrying the 
pump frequency to reduce any coupling between the os-
cillators. The output of oscillator .4 passes through a 
delay line and a double-stub tuner. This tuner reflects 
part of the oscillator output back to the oscillator. The 
length of the delay line is adjusted so that this reflected 
signal is 180° out of phase with the original output of the 
oscillator. Short dc switching pulses are applied to the 
diode of oscillator A, and oscillations are briefly inter-
rupted. Oscillations then resume in the phase of the 
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still present reflected signal, i.e., 180° out of phase with 
the original signal. The duration of the dc pulse must be 
limited to assure that the signal remaining in the delay 
line has sufficient amplitude to re-initiate oscillations in 
the correct phase. 
The output power of oscillator B is adjusted by means 

of an attenuator to be equal to that part of the output 
of A transmitted by the tuner. The two signals are 
combined in a hybrid ring; the difference in phase be-
tween the two signals at the circumference of the hybrid 
is adjusted to be either 180° or 360°. [The hybrid con-
verts from RF phase script to RF pulse script (see Fig. 
6).] Each dc input pulse switches the phase of oscillator 
A by 180°. For one of these phases there will be an RF 
output; for the other there will be no output. This cir-
cuit acts, therefore, as a scale of two. 

This scaler was first tested with pulse trains from a 
conventional hard-tube pulse generator. The pulses had 
rise and fall times of 18 mpsec each. Maximum duty 
cycle was 10 per cent. A 20 mµsec delay line was used. 
Without any adjustments, reliable scaling was obtained 
with pulse widths ranging from 0.05 to 1 psec and peak 
pulse voltages ranging from 1 to 5 volts. 

Next, tests were made with pulses from a discharge-
line-type pulse generator equipped with a coaxial mer-
cury relay. This pulser can produce pulses as narrow as 1 
mpsec, but the maximum pulse repetition rate is limited 
to 150 cps. With a delay line of about 1 mpsec, scaling 
was obtained with pulse widths ranging from 1 to 25 
mpsec and peak pulse voltages ranging from 1 to 5 volts. 

For measurement of the resolving time, the scaler 
was tested with four equally spaced pulses. These pulses 
were produced by dividing the pulse generator power 
into four delay lines. The opposite ends of these delay 
lines were again combined into a common coaxial line. 
Each delay line could be individually adjusted so that 
short pulse trains of any desired pulse spacing could be 
produced. Fig. 12 shows the 4 dc input pulses (spaced 
about 9 mpsec apart), and the corresponding rectified 
RF output pulses. The resolving time was measured to 
be about 8 mpsec." It should be possible to substan-
tially reduce the resolving time by using higher fre-
quency oscillators. 

It is possible to obtain scaling in a subharmonic os-
cillator by simply interrupting oscillations for a definite 
time interval r. Consider an oscillator with subhar-
monic frequency f8 which differs by a few per cent from 
the natural resonant frequency fr of its tank circuit. 

When oscillations are interrupted, the energy stored in 
the tank decays at frequency fr. If conditions for oscil-
lations are restored now, before the stored energy has 
decayed below noise, then the phase of the new oscilla-
tions is determined by the phase of the stored energy. 

" A scale-of-two with a resolving time of 7 meisec has recently 
been reported. This scaler uses high-frequency transistors in flip-
flop circuits. See C. G. Thornton and J. B. Angell, "Technology of 
micro-alloy diffused transistors," PROC. IRE, vol. 46, pp. 1166-1176; 
June, 1958. 

(b) 

Fig. 12—Oscilloscope tracings of (a) four dc input pulses to scale-of-
two circuit, and (b) corresponding RF output pulses. 

For r =m/lIfs—fri -1 (m= odd integer), an odd number 
of half cycles is lost or gained during the interruption of 
oscillations, and the new oscillations will be 180° out of 
phase with the original oscillations; i.e., the device acts 
as a scale of two. 

This principle of operation was successfully applied 
to a 2000 mc subharmonic oscillator.'2 Scaling was 
achieved by pulsing the diode of the oscillator with 1 
volt dc pulses having a duration of about 1 ml.usec. The 
resolving time was not measured. 
The AND and OR circuits described in the previous 

section require subharmonic bias signals with fixed 
phase. To obtain proper addition of all input signals to 
these circuits, it is desirable that the amplitude of the 
bias signals vary in the same manner as that of the 
input phase script pulses. Ideal phase script pulses have 
constant amplitude [Fig. 5(c)]. However, the amplitude 
of phase script pulses produced by subharmonic oscil-
lators is by no means constant (Fig. 7). Signals with 
constant phase, but amplitude variation similar to Fig. 
7, can be conveniently produced by slightly modifying 
either of the two scaling circuits just described. In the 
scaler illustrated in Fig. 11, the length of the delay line 
has to be adjusted so that the reflected signal is in phase 
with the output of oscillator A. In this case, if oscillator 
A is turned off periodically by short clock pulses, oscil-
lations will always remain in the sanie phase, but will 
be amplitude modulated as shown in Fig. 7. Similar re-
sults are obtained with the second type of scaler if os-
cillations are periodically interrupted for a time 
r -= m' If„ (m' = integer). 
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CORRECTION 
The following correction has been brought to the 

attention of the editor. In "The Engineering of Com-
munication Systems for Low Frequencies," by J. S. 
Belrose, W. L. Hatton, C. A. McKerrow, and R. S. 
Thain, pp. 661-680, of the May, 1959, issue of PRo-
CEEDINGS, Fig. 1 on p. 663 should have appeared as 
below, in place of the figure reproduced in error. 
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The Radiansphere Around a Small Antenna* 
HAROLD A. WHEELERt, FELLOW, IRE 

Summary—The "radiansphere" is the boundary between the 

near field and the far field of a small antenna. Its radius is one 
radianlength (X/2v), at which distance the three terms of the field are 
equal in magnitude. A "small "antenna is one somewhat smaller than 
the radiansphere, but it has a "sphere of influence" occupying the 

radiansphere. The power that theoretically can be intercepted by a 
hypothetical isotropic antenna is that which flows through the radian-
sphere or its cross section, the "radiancircle." 

From a small electric dipole, the far field of radiation is identified 
as a retarded magnetic field. Between two such dipoles, the far 
mutual impedance is that of mutual inductance, expressed in terms 
of space properties and the radiansphere. 
A small coil wound on a perfect spherical magnetic core is con-

ceived as an ideal small antenna. Its radiation power factor is equal 
to the ratio of its volume over that of the radiansphere. A fraction of 
this ratio is obtainable in various forms of small antennas (C or L) 
occupying a comparable amount of space. 
A radiation shield, in the form of a conducting shell the size of the 

radiansphere, enables separate measurement of radiation resistance 
and loss resistance. 

INTRODUCTION 

T
HE subject of small antennas deals with the 
problems of effective radiation and interception 
by structures whose dimensions are much less 

than one wavelength. This assumption of small size re-
duces to simplest terms the antenna properties and the 
resulting limitations in practical applications. The con-
cepts and rules to be presented are readily appreciated 
and easily retained for future reference. 
The scope of this paper is limited to some principles 

and viewpoints that are elementary but have not pre-
viously been integrated and clearly presented. They 
come from various sources and have been assembled by 
the writer in the course of occasional studies and design 
experience for widely diversified purposes over the past 
15 years or so. 

Several concepts appear to have been original with 
the writer, although based on well-known principles, 
The "radiansphere" is developed to describe the bound-
ary of the transition between near field and far field, 
and is given significance as the "sphere of influence." 
The "radiancircle" is the interception area of the hypo-
thetical isotropic radiator. The "radiation power fac-
tor," previously introduced by the writer, is formulated 
for an idealized spherical antenna much smaller than 
the radiansphere. The "radiation shield," a spherical 
conductor located at the radian sphere, is presented to 
enable separate determination of radiation resistance 

* Original manuscript received by the IRE, December 23, 1958; 
revised manuscript received, April 14, 1959. This topic has been pre-
sented to meetings of graduate seminars in electrical engineering at 
Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, Md.; December 2, 1954; and at 
Polytech. Inst. of Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N. Y.; October 12, 1956. 
t Wheeler Labs., Great Neck, N. Y. 

and loss resistance, hence the radiation efficiency. The 
mutual impedance between small dipoles is simple and 
useful but seldom stated; here it is analyzed into the 
three kinds of impedance components (C, R, L), and 
is formulated directly in terms of the mean radiation 
resistance of the sending and receiving antennas. 

After a list of symbols, the presentation will start 
with a brief reference to each principal concept, stated 
in the terminology to be used here. 

SYMBOLS 

(MRS units: meters, seconds, watts, volts, amperes, 
ohms, henries, farads.) 

1= length of small dipole (/«X/27r)(/<<r) 
r = radial distance (r>>1) 
h= height above plane 
a = radius of sphere (inductor) 
A = area of small loop 
A= interception area of antenna 
V= volume (of sphere) 
X = wavelength 

X/2ir = radianlength 
f = cycle frequency 
=27rf = radian frequency 

Z = impedance (complex) 
R= resistance (radiation) 
L= inductance 
C=capacitance 
I = current 
V = voltage 
E = electric field 
II= magnetic field 
P1= power radiated from sending antenna 
P2 = power available from receiving antenna 
R0=377 = wave resistance of square area of plane 

wave in free space 
mo= magnetivity in free space 
co = electriviti in free space 

magnetic ratio (in core of inductor) 
n = number of turns (in coil of inductor) 
p =R/coL= power factor (radiation) 
g = power ratio of directivity 

sub-a = inductor sphere 
sub-r = radian sphere 

sub- 1, 2 = sending, receiving (antennas) 
sub- 12 = mutual (between antennas) 

*= subject to retardation by distance angle 

BASIC CONCEPTS 

Radiansphere 

The radiansphere is a hypothetical sphere having a 
radius of one radianlength from the center of an antenna 
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much smaller than the sphere. Physically, it marks the 
transition between the "near field" inside and the " far 
field" outside. While sending, the radiation field com-
prises stored energy and radiating power, the former 
predominating in the near field and the latter in the far 
field. The radiansphere is a measure of the "sphere of 
influence" of the antenna. It is a convenient reference 
for all radial distances. 

Radiancircle 

The radiancircle is the projection of the radiansphere 
and, conceived as such, is the interception area of the 
hypothetical isotropic radiator (to be defined) [2]. 

Radianlength 

The radianlength is 1/27r wavelength (denoted X/27r) 
which appears in many formulas for antennas and 
waves. Its principal significance is its role as the radius 
of the radiansphere and radiancircle. Any length dimen-
sion (l) may be eppressed in terms of its ratio over the 
radianlength (22111X). 

Wave Resistance 

The wave resistance of free space (Ro= 1207r = 377 
ohms) is the apparent resistance (V// or E/H) of a 
square area of a plane wave in free space. It may be in-
cluded in any impedance formula to provide the re-
quired dimension (ohms) in a significant and convenient 
form. For example, the reactance of an inductor usually 
includes the factor coil°, for which may be substituted 
Ro(27r/X); the latter more directly provides the same 
dimensions, ohms per meter [5]. 

Small Antenna 

A "small" antenna is one which is much smaller than 
the radiansphere. Conversely, it is one operating at a 
frequency so low that its sphere of influence is much 
greater than its size. It is characterized by a small 
power factor of radiation, meaning that its radiation re-
sistance is much less than the principal component of its 
self-reactance. A small antenna is usually a simple elec-
tric or magnetic dipole. The near field depends on which 
kind of dipole, while the far field is the same for either 
kind. The electric dipole is a current element physically 
realizable, while the magnetic dipole is a flux element 
simulated by a current loop [5], [6]. 

Mutual Impedance 

Fig. 1 shows the definition of the complex mutual im-
pedance (Z12) between two electric dipoles (as examples 
of small antennas). It includes the attenuation of ampli-
tude and the retardation of angle with the distance 
from sending antenna to receiving antenna [2], [3]. 

Efficiency 

This is here defined as the maximum efficiency of 
transmission from a first antenna to a second. It is equal 
to the ratio of the power available from the second over 

send I1 — 1 

0 1 

Z12 

fi  
V2 receive 

/  

I1Z12 = V• 2 ' I2E2 = V2 

Fig. 1—Definition of mutual impedance between 
two small electric dipoles. 

the power input to the first (P2/P1). For present pur-
poses, the associated connection circuits are assumed to 
be free of dissipation. The second antenna delivers the 
available power if its resistance is matched to a load re-
sistance while tuning out the reactance of both. If the 
antennas are separated far enough to give low efficiency, 
the efficiency may be expressed simply in terms of the 
radiation resistance of both antennas and the magnitude 
of mutual impedance therebetween (R1, R2, I Z121) [ 1], 
[2], [4]. 

Isotrope 

The isotropic radiator or isotrope is one which is con-
ceived to radiate the same in all directions over the 
sphere in space. It is physically realizable in longitudinal 
waves (such as sound) but not in transverse waves (such 
as radio). In any case, it is a helpful concept as a ref-
erence for evaluating directivity [2], [4]. 

Directivity 

The usual antennas concentrate their radiated power 
in some part of the sphere in space. In the direction of 
greatest concentration, the power ratio of directivity (g) 
has its maximum value (greater than unity). Inversely, 
we may say that effectively 1/g of the sphere is filled 
with radiation. The doughnut pattern of a small dipole 
fills 2/3 of the sphere, so g = 3/2 [2], [4]. 

Electric Dipole 

The electric dipole is one that radiates by virtue of a 
current flowing in a length of conductor and returning 
through the capacitance in the surrounding space. By 
reciprocity, when exposed to an electric field, it receives 
an induced voltage proportional to its length. It is the 
simplest type of radiator for theoretical analysis. 

Magnetic Dipole 

The magnetic dipole is one that radiates by virtue of 
magnetic flux from the dipole returning through the 
surrounding space. It is realized by current in a coil of 
conductor having a certain total area of coaxial turns. 
It is distinguished from the electric dipole in that the 
current returns in the conductor and not in the space 
capacitance. Its radiation may be computed by regard-
ing each small element of conductor as an electric 
dipole. Some, but not all, of the general properties to be 
stated for the electric dipole are valid also for the mag-
netic dipole. 
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FAR COMPONENT OF MUTUAL IMPEDANCE 

At radial distances much greater than the radian-
length, the dominant component of mutual impedance 
is the one caused by the far field of radiation. Its magni-
tude may be computed from the mutual inductance 
between current elements. In doing this, we consider 
only the magnetic field, ignoring the electric field. The 
only deficiency is the absence of the retardation caused 
by the interaction of both fields. 

Referring to Fig. 1, the mutual inductance between 
the two short current elements is given by the Neumann 
formula (Ramo-Whinnery), [9 ]: 

1112 
L12 = PO —42rr (1) 

From this is computed the mutual impedance, expressed 
in terms of wave quantities: 

1 Z121 = WLi2 
Ro /1/2 1112 1112 

= Ro = 60T — • (2) 
47r r(X/27r) 2rX rX 

The 47r in the denominator appears when formulating 
a spherical problem in ternis of rationalized (cylindrical) 
units. It is notable that all length dimensions appear in 
ratios, while the impedance dimension is provided by 
Ro. 
The phase angle of inductive reactance and the re-

tardation by distance are easily added to this formula, 
as will be shown below in a complete formula. 

In radial directions different from Fig. 1, the mag-
netic-field coupling is opposed in some degree by elec-
tric-field coupling to give the characteristic doughnut 
pattern. 

RADIATION RESISTANCE 

Since the radiation resistance is determined by the 
radiated power in the far field, it can be computed from 
the simple formula for mutual impedance. We use also 
the concept that the doughnut pattern fills only -32 of 
the sphere. The radiation field is 

1:2 = Z72I1I Ro ii 
1E21 =  

12 — 47r r(X/27r) I «111. (3) 

The radiated power, which determines the radiation re-
sistance (R1), is computed as the product of the 
area of the distance sphere times the power density of 
radiation outward through this sphere. 

= R1 1 /1 1 2 = (47rr2) 1 E2 1 2/Ro 

= 2 Ro 27r/1 )2I /112. 

3 47r\ X 

Pl 

The radiation resistance is therefore 

2 Ro 27r/1)2 /2711\2 
R1 = — — — = 20 -- . 

3 4T X X 

(4) 

(5) 

In this formula, the length of the dipole is expressed as 
a fraction of the radianlength (27/1/X). 

Four such small dipoles may form the basis for com-
puting the radiation resistance of a small square loop 
(of area A1=112). In a direction parallel to one pair of 
sides, only the other pair radiate and they nearly cancel 
each other. The residual far field is 27r/i/X of that of one 
side because this is the angle of the difference of their 
distance and retardation. The directive pattern is that 
of a small magnetic dipole which, like the small electric 
dipole, fills of the sphere in space. Therefore the radia-
tion resistance of the loop is that of one side, multiplied 
by the power ratio ( 27r/i/X)2. 

R1 = _2 /Ît, (M I \ = 

3 47A X ) 

= 20 r  A1 2 
L (X/271-) 2 j • 

20 f 2T11 \ 4 
X ) 

(6) 

The strength of the equivalent magnetic dipole is pro-
portional to the area (A 1). If there are several parallel 
turns carrying the same current (III the effective area 
is the total area of all turns. 

EFFICIENCY IN TERMS OF INTERCEPTION AREA 

The available-power efficiency (if small) is simply 
formulated from the radiation quantities: 

P2 1 Z12 12 

4R1R2 
(7) 

Substituting for these quantities in terms of length di-
mensions, and generalizing each R by changing from 
to 1/g: 

P2 1 X )2 7r(X/27r)2 
— = — gig2 gig2   
Pl 4 27rr 47rr2 

area of radian circle 
= gig2 

area of distance sphere 
(8) 

The last two forms were discovered by the writer [2]; 
the first form was published by Friis [4]. 

Fig. 2 illustrates this rule for the basic simple case of 
two isotropes, while Fig. 3 does the same for the more 
general case, exemplified by two small dipoles. 

Since sending and receiving are reciprocal functions, 
it is natural to identify the interception area of each one. 
This is diagramed in Fig. 3, showing the area each pre-
sents to the other. Letting this area be A = ge(X /2702 =g 
radiancircles, for each antenna, the efficiency becomes 
[2], [4]: 

P2 

Pl 

AIA2 AIA2 

(47rr2)7r(X/27r)2 r2X2 

(sending area)(receiving area) 

(distance sphere)(radiancircle) 
(9) 
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Il 

rad tannpi,,,,•, 1 

Fig. 2—Area of interception for two isotropes. 

g area or I rz le 

(.= = 

Fig. 3—Area of interception for two small dipoles. 

I3y the simple formulas, two isotropes at a distance of 
one radianlength have a coupling efficiency of 1. This 
is approximately valid, being in the transition between 
high and low efficiency. In general, this occurs at a 
distance of /gig, radianlengths, by (8). At lesser dis-
tances, the interaction complicates the formula for 
efficiency. 
The mutual impedance may be expressed in ternis of 

the values of radiation resistance by rearranging ( 7) 
and (8). 

X 

I Z12 = 2N/R1R2N/P2/P1 = — -Vgig2RtRi. (10) 
2/rt. 

This is a corollary to the theorem of interception area 
[2]. It was independently discovered by Huntoon at 
NBS during the war while studying the problem of 
proximity fuzes [ 3]. 
The receiving antenna reradiates an amount of power 

equal to the available power it delivers to the matched 
load. If instead the antenna is tuned without adding any 
resistance, the received current is doubled. The second 
antenna then reradiates four times its available power. 
This rule is limited to a small antenna. 
A large flat array with a reflector can be designed to 

intercept all the power incident on its area. Its power 
ratio of directivity, by comparison with the isotope, is 
then 

g= 
w(X/2,r)2 X2 radiancircle 

area 4,r(area) area 
(11) 

Fig. 4—Intermediate area of interception for two 
antennas over plane ground. 

If the area is covered by many dipoles pitched 4 wave-
length in a rectangular array, the power ratio of direc-
tivity is seen to be r times the number of dipoles. 
Two antennas may be located above the ground at 

heights so low that there is near-cancellation of direct 
and reflected waves. Fig. 4 shows the geometry of such 
a case. It is assumed that the path difference is less than 
one radianlength (hih2<rX/47r) and that the ground is 
a flat surface with a reflection coefficient of minus one 
(which is typical of imperfect conductors near grazing 
incidence). It can be shown that 

Z12 ! 
2121h2 

N/FgiRiRi; 
P2 hth2) 2 

— = gig2 . 
r2 

Taking the partial distances as shown, 

111 
• =   

hi ± 112 

/12 
• r2 =r   

Ill + /12 

(12) 

(13) 

The intermediate height (h) is that of the direct line 
over the point of reflection: 

2h1h2 
h = ; h14- h, 1,/ h = -1-(1/11,1 1.1/12). (14) 

This is taken as the radius of an intermediate circular 
area. It is found that the transmission efficiency is the 
product of two values, one computed by (9) from the 
first antenna to the intermediate circle, and the other 
from this circle to the second antenna. The proximity 
of the ground has the effect of an intermediate aperture 
as shown. 

ALL COMPONENTS OF MUTUAL IMPEDANCE 

In Fig. 1, the complex mutual impedance of two small 
dipoles has three terms at distances much greater than 
the dimension of the dipoles but not necessarily greater 
than the radianlength. These components are readily 
derived from the formula for the transverse electric 
field given in textbooks: 

Z12 = Ro j2711 j2r121- ( 2 r + éX ), \-1 exp 
47 X X RP"' J 

(ohms) 

(sphere) 

j2rr 

(length (C) (R) (L) (retard) 

angles) (distance angle) 

(15) 
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The coefficient in front of the brackets [ ] is equal to 
— 4 VRIR2, in terms of radiation resistance. In Ramo-
Whinnery [9] is found an expression which emphasizes 
the significance of the three components (C, R, L); this 
expression is revised as follows to give the three com-
ponents the dimensions of impedance: 

1112 
Z12 =  (1/iCOEor -1- RO jcomor) exp — j27r/X. (16) 

47e2 

This form is instructive and is also useful for evaluating 
the equivalent circuit elements (C, R, L). The preceding 
form ( 15) is the ultimate in dimensional simplicity. 

Fig. 5 shows the network equivalent to two small 
dipoles, giving a breakdown of the three components of 
mutual impedance, and their variation with distance 
(r). They are marked (*) to denote that they are subject 

to retardation with distance. 
Fig. 6 shows the variation of the three components 

with distance. At a distance of one radianlength, the 
three components are equal in magnitude, so that first 
and third cancel, leaving only the resistance. At lesser 
distances, the capacitive coupling predominates; at 
greater distances, the inductive coupling predominates, 
as derived above for the far field. 

In any other direction, these components are modi-
fied. The far component disappears if either dipole is in 
line with the radial distance. 

SPHERICAL SMALL ANTENNA 

In relation to a spherical wave and the radiansphere, 
the ideal shape of a small antenna might be spherical. 
There is one such antenna that is significant. It is a 
"magnetic dipole" simulated by a spherical inductor 

[101 1121. 
Fig. 7 shows such an inductor. Its winding is pitched 

uniformly in the axial direction. Its core may be filled 

with magnetic material (km). 
If the length of wire is much less than the resonant 

length, the magnetic field inside is uniform, and outside 
has the same pattern as that of a small magnetic dipole. 
(Such an inductor is mentioned by Maxwell but is 

seldom found in the more recent literature; the writer 
made use of this concept about 1941.) 
The inductance of this sphere is 

2r 1 
L = — icoan2   

3 1+ 2/k„, 

Its radiation resistance is 

R Ron2 pray 1 r . 

3 \ X \1+2/km) 

Its inductive reactance is 

27 2ra 1 
wL = — Ron2 

3 X 1 2/ko, 

(17) 

(18) 

Vioci 

Jbei. 

z1 
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R12* (- .127rr 
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12 

)1 
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Fig. 5—Network equivalent to two small electric dipoles. 
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at one radlanlength 
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• 

Fig. 6—Variation of components of mutual impedance. 

Therefore the radiation power factor is 

1Z/col = (--27af  1 
X 1 + 2/k„, 

P = 

volume of inductor sphere 1 
(20) 

volume of radiansphere 1 + 2/k„, 

This relation reaches the ultimate simplicity for the 
ideal case of a perfect magnetic core (km= oc) so that 
there is no stored energy inside the coil. This limiting 
case is represented in Fig. 8. 
The radiansphere may be regarded as a hypothetical 

inductor whose internal energy is the stored energy of 
the magnetic field, and whose external energy is the 
radiating power. The small antenna radiates by virtue 
of its coefficient of coupling with the radiansphere; the 
above ratio (20) is proportional to the square of this 
coefficient of coupling. 

PRACTICAL SMALL ANTENNAS 

In a previous paper, the writer has treated the topic 
of practical small antennas [5]. Special emphasis was 
placed on the role of the volume occupied by the an-
tenna in determining its radiation power factor. A 

(19) cylindrical volume was taken as a basis for comparing 
electric dipoles with magnetic dipoles (air-core coils). 
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inside: µ = V,-

outside: go 

Fig. 7—Spherical inductor. 

P • Va/Vr 

Fig. 8—Spherical inductor in radiansphere. 

Some of the most common forms of small antennas 
are of such shape that the occupied volume is no longer 
significant. This is true of an electric dipole made of a 
straight wire or rod or tower. It is also true of a magnetic 
dipole made of a thin loop of wire. Either of these would 
require a certain size of sphere to contain it. Since this 
volume is only partially utilized, it is presumptive that 
the antenna would have a radiation power factor much 
less than the theoretical upper limit for this size of 
sphere. 
The opposite extreme is a flat capacitor with air-

dielectric or a long inductor with air core. In these 
cases, the radiation power factor approaches a lower 
limit of 2/9 the value for an ideal sphere (with perfect 
magnetic core) of the same volume. 

It is interesting to compare two small antennas of op-
posite kinds occupying the same circular-cylindrical 
space, namely the disk capacitor (C) and the solenoid 
inductor (L), each having an air core. The shape chosen 
is a cylinder of equal diameter and height. As compared 
with an ideal sphere of the same volume (having no 
energy stored inside), each kind has a power factor less 
than the ideal by the following factors: 

C: 

L: 

8 2 
— — = 0.57 
r 9 

(4 1 + _ = 0.32. 
37/9 

In this rating, the power factor of the capacitor is about 
twice that of the inductor. However, the latter can be 
increased by a factor of two or more by inserting an iron 

core, while the former cannot be increased by any 
known materials. 
The comparison with air cores brings out a basic dif-

ference between the two kinds. The external (useful) 
stored energy of the capacitor is about of the total, 
while that of the inductor is about This is because the 
inside and outside flux paths differ in impedance in a 
ratio of about two to one; these paths are in parallel for 
the capacitor and in series for the inductor. Decreasing 
the effective length of internal flux path by inserting 
some material has the effect of increasing the stored 
energy in the capacitor but decreasing it in the inductor. 
The latter is advantageous. 

If a small antenna is restricted in its maximum di-
mension but not in its occupied volume, the radiation 
power factor is increased by utilizing as much as possible 
of the volume of a sphere whose diameter is equal to 
this dimension. The cylinder discussed above is a good 
practical compromise. The practical limitations of 
capacitor and inductor are only slightly different, so the 
choice may be determined by other considerations (such 
as wave polarization, loss power factor, associated cir-
cuits, construction, and environment). 
A special case is a small antenna operating under-

ground or underwater. These mediums are dissipative 
toward a electric field but not a magnetic field. There-
fore the loop antenna is much to be preferred for effi-
ciency of radiation in either of these environments [ II ]. 

RADIATION SHIELD 

For purposes of measurement, it may be desired to 
remove the radiation resistance of a small antenna while 
retaining its other properties (loss resistance, capaci-
tance, inductance). This can be accomplished to a close 
approximation by enclosing the antenna in a radiation 
shield which ideally is a perfectly conducting spherical 
shell whose inner surface is located at the radiansphere. 
(See Fig. 8, for example.) This prevents the radiation 
while causing little disturbance of the near field. In 
practice, the size, shape, and material are not critical. 
A cylinder with one or both ends open may suffice. 
The writer devised this test for a very small loop 

antenna operating at a frequency such that the radian-
sphere had a convenient size; the loop was in an oscil-
lating circuit so the radiation shield caused an increase 
in the amplitude of oscillation. The increase in ampli-
tude was a measure of the radiation efficiency. In 
general, the radiation shield enables the separate deter-
mination of loss resistance and radiation resistance. 

CONCLUSION 

The radiansphere around a small antenna is logically 
regarded as the boundary between the near field of 
stored energy and the far field of radiating power. There 
is not a definite boundary but rather a transition, since 
the terms associated with the near field predominate in-
side and those associated with the far field predominate 
outside. The interception area defined for the hypo-
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thetical isotropic antenna is the area of the radiancircle, 
a projection of the radiansphere, so the latter is logically 
regarded as the sphere of influence of such an antenna. 
An idealized small spherical antenna is found to have a 
radiation power factor equal to the ratio of its volume 
over that of the radiansphere. A radiation shield is de-
scribed whose ideal location is at the radiansphere. All 
of these concepts are helpful in visualizing and remem-
bering the rules governing small antennas, especially 
their near field and far field. 
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Voltage Breakdown Characteristics of 
Microwave Antennas* 

J. B. CHOWNt, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, W. E. SCHARFMANt, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, AND 
T. MORITAt, SENIOR MEMBER 

Summary—The problem of voltage breakdown and its effects is 

discussed for a pulse antenna system. Voltage breakdown occurs at 
power levels when the pressure is reduced. The minimum breakdown 
potential occurs approximately at the pressure where the frequency 
of collision between electrons and gas atoms is equal to the fre-
quency of the applied field. Experiments were made to determine the 
power levels required to produce breakdown and the effect of break-
down on the VSWR, pulse shape, radiation pattern, and radiated 
power. It is shown that all four of the quantities vary with pulse 
width and peak power. 

INTRODUCTION 

A
T low pressures, antennas are susceptible to voltage 

breakdown. In the case of antennas on high-
altitude vehicles, there are indications that very 

low power is sufficient to initiate and maintain break-
down." When voltage breakdown occurs, the effect 

• Original manuscript received by the IRE, October 16, 1958; 
revised manuscript received, March 23, 1959. 
t Stanford Research Inst., Menlo Park, Calif. 
' E. White and K. Richer, "Received Signal from High-Altitude 

Rockets," Ballistics Res. Labs., Tech. Note 70; 1949. 
2 R. A. Paska, "VHF Breakdown of Air. at Low Pressures," 

Ballistics Res. Labs., Rept. No. 944; August, 1955. 
3 F. Worth, "A Study of Voltage Breakdown in the Cavity Fed 

Slot Antenna," Missile Systems Div. MSD 2030, Lockheed Aircraft 
Corp.; January, 1957. 

is fourfold: the input impedance is altered; the pulse 
shape is modified; the total radiated power is decreased; 
and the radiation pattern is changed. 
Any evaluation of a system that is to perform at high 

altitude must consider the voltage breakdown effect. 
Therefore, an experimental investigation of antenna 
breakdown and the problems associated with it was 
initiated. A brief description of the voltage breakdown 
problem is presented here, followed by a report on a 
series of measurements made on a particular antenna 
type to determine its electrical characteristics under 
breakdown conditions. 

VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN PHENOMENA 

The theory of high-frequency gas-discharge break-
down has been well covered in the literature for non-
radiating structures." It has been shown that primary 

S. C. Brown, "High frequency gas-discharge breakdown," 
PROC. IRE, vol. 39, pp. 1493-1501; December, 1951. 

5 L. Gould and L. W. Roberts, "Breakdown of air at microwave 
frequencies," J. Appt. Phys., vol. 27, pp. 1162-1170; October, 1956. 

5 G. K. Hart, F. R. Stevenson, and M. S. Tanenbaum, "High 
power breakdown of microwave structures," 1956 NATIONAL IRE 
CONVENTION RECORD, Pt. 5, pp. 100-203. 
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ionization due to electron motion is the principal source 
of electron production at high frequencies. These elec-
trons gain energy from the radio-frequency (RF) field 
by having their ordered oscillatory motion changed to 
random motion on collision. On the average, free elec-
trons in an RF field gain energy with each collision until 
they attain sufficient energy to have an ionizing colli-
sion. A gas discharge occurs when the gain in electron 
density due to ionization of the gas becomes equal to the 
loss of electrons by diffusion, recombination, and attach-
ment. 

MAGNETRON 
OSCILLATOR 

-FERRITE LOAD 
- ISOLATOR 

30 OA 
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PULSE 
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HIGH POWER 
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POWER 

MET ER 

30 de 
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ried on to obtain quantitative data on the field required 
to initiate breakdown for various antenna configura-
tions. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

Measurements were made at X-band because of the 
availability of the pulsed-magnetron source and be-
cause it was more convenient to use a small antenna 
and make measurements inside the laboratory. The ex-
perimental set-up used for the measurement is shown 
in Fig. 1. The magnetron had 25-kw peak-power output 
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Fig. 1—Experimental set-up used for X-band voltage-breakdown measurements. 

At high pressures, the mean free time of the electron 
is small compared to the RF period, and the energy 
gained per collision is small. In this region, the field 
strength required to ionize the gas varies linearly with 
pressure. On the other hand, at very low pressures the 
mean free time of an electron is large compared to an 
RF period, and the electrons make many oscillations per 
collision. Since the electrons gain energy only through 
collision, the ionizing field varies inversely with pres-
sure. At some intermediate pressure, the mean free time 
will be such that the frequency of collision between elec-
tron and gas atom is equal to the frequency of the ap-
plied field. This is approximately the pressure at which 
minimum voltage is required for breakdown. 
The theories that have so far been developed to pre-

dict the power at which voltage breakdown will occur 
depend upon a knowledge of the field strength through-
out the region of interest. Experimental verification of 
the theories is based on experiments with parallel plates, 
transmission lines, or cavities in which the field strength 
is known and the concept of diffusion length is applica-
ble. For most antennas, the field configuration is very 
complex. Furthermore, in unbounded regions such as 
the space into which the antenna radiates, the concept 
of diffusion length is not readily applicable. Conse-
quently, an experimental program was initiated to meas-
ure the parameters of importance in the design of an-
tennas for high altitude. In addition to the qualitative 
description presented here, experiments are being car-

PULSE 

MONITOR 

and was triggered to run at a pulse repetition frequency 
of 200 to 400 pulses per second (pps) and pulse widths 
of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 µs. The magnetron output was fed 
through a ferrite isolator to an attenuator to decrease 
the power level to any desired value. The incident power 
and pulse shape were monitored using directional cou-
plers. A slotted line was connected in series with the 
main power line to monitor the input standing-wave 
ratio of the antenna under test. A monitor horn was pro-
vided, which could be rotated about the top hemisphere 
as shown in Fig. 2. The horn rotated about the center 
of the sphere and monitored the radiated signal at vari-
ous angles from the antenna enclosed within the cham-
ber. The chamber itself is a Plexiglas sphere 4 feet in 
diameter, which is made in two sections. The minimum 
obtainable pressure for the system is about 0.003 milli-
meter of mercury (mm Hg). 

In order to ensure the presence of electrons to start 
the ionizing collisions, a 1000 µcurie source was placed 
adjacent to the antenna. A polonium source was chosen 
because it requires no special handling, as do the cobalt-
60 sources in common use. The alpha particles emitted 
from the polonium source have low energy but a large 
collision cross section, and therefore, produce a large 
number of ionizing collisions. The effective radius of 
ionization by polonium is about 1-1- inches at atmospheric 
pressure. However, the effective radius is inversely pro-
portional to the pressure, so that at low pressures where 
the measurements presented were obtained, the polo-
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Fig. 2—Photograph of Plexiglas vacuum chamber. 

nium will provide ionization over the entire surface of 
the antenna. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Several types of antennas have been tested. Some 
typical results of the breakdown characteristic for a 
flush- mounted, dielectric-loaded, end-fire antenna with 
a gain of approximately 20 and 12 db are presented. 
The antenna was located in the chamber as shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2 with the main lobe of the radiation pattern 
pointed upward. 

Minimum Breakdown Power 

Fig. 3 is a plot of the power required for breakdown as 
a function of pressure and pulse width. Both the initiat-
ing and extinguishing power levels are shown. Break-
down was defined as the first appearance of a glow dis-
charge on the surface of the antenna. As previously dis-
cussed, the minimum breakdown potential exists where 
the collision frequency is approximately equal to the 
frequency of the applied field. This condition occurs at 
X band at a pressure of about 5 mm Hg, as shown in 
Fig. 3. The minimum peak power required to initiate 
breakdown is 3.5 kw for a 2-12s pulse, and 4.8 kw for an 
0.5-ps pulse on this particular aperture. 
Around the minimum power for breakdown, the ini-

tiating and extinguishing peak powers differ by only 
about 0.2 kw or less. Without an external source of 
radiation to provide ionizing collisions, the level of the 
power required to initiate breakdown is quite erratic, 
since the breakdown cannot proceed without some 
initial free electrons to be accelerated by the RF field. 

PRESSURE — "In RR 

Fig. 3—Breakdown power as a function of pressure for a 20-db 
X-band traveling-wave slot antenna. 

Without the source, the process depends upon stray 
electrons reaching the region about the antenna. 

Voltage Standing- Wave Ratio ( VSWR) and Radiated 
Power 

The next series of voltage breakdown tests were made 
to indicate the variations in the VSWR and in the 
power radiated in the main lobe of the antenna as a 
function of the pressure for a constant peak power. 

In these tests, a constant peak power was applied to 
the antenna. As the pressure was reduced, the VSWR 
of the antenna and the power received by the monitor 
horn were recorded. Figs. 4 and 5 show the results ob-
tained for peak powers of 5 and 25 kw. For 5-kw peak 
power applied, the data show a decrease in the VSWR 
during the time breakdown occurs. Thus, as the plasma 
created on the surface of the antenna absorbs energy 
from the RF field, the conditions are such that the 
match of the antenna to the feed system improves. 
When the peak power is increased to 25 kw, the match 
is still improved for a major portion of the breakdown 
region, and only slightly exceeds the VSWR before 
breakdown, for a small portion of the breakdown period. 
The variation in the VSWR is not a severe limitation, 
at least for the power conditions used here. However, 
for higher average powers, the VSWR variations will 
become quite large. 
The power radiated under breakdown conditions was 

measured by the monitoring horn which was located 
outside the chamber and on the main lobe of the an-
tenna. As the pressure was reduced, the power radiated 
on the main lobe reached a minimum at 5 mm Hg, the 
same pressure where minimum breakdown potential 
exists, as shown in Fig. 5. As the peak power increases, 
the minimum power radiated decreases and the pressure 
range over which the condition of reduced radiated 
power occurs becomes greater. Thus the maximum 
power will be radiated at 5 mm when the transmitter 
peak power is kept just below the minimum breakdown 
level. 
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Fig. 5—Power transmitted on main lobe as a function of pressure 
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It is interesting to note that when breakdown has oc-
curred, the power radiated is a function of only the peak 
power. This is illustrated by the two curves in Fig. 5 for 
5-kw peak power at 0.5- and 2.0-gis pulse width which 
indicate that essentially the same average power was 
radiated during the time breakdown was present for the 
two conditions. 

Radiation Patterns and Pulse Shape 

To ensure that reasonably good approximations of 
the radiation patterns would be obtained in the altitude 
chamber, radiation patterns were made both with and 
without the Plexiglas cover; they showed good agree-
ment with each other as well as with pattern measure-
ments made on the pattern range. 

To determine the effect of breakdown on the pattern 
of the traveling-wave slot antenna, E-plane radiation 
patterns were made by swinging the monitor horn above 
the antenna. Patterns of the antenna under three condi-
tions are shown in Fig. 6. The top pattern was the nor-
mal radiation pattern of the antenna prior to break-
down. The other patterns were measured at a pressure 
of 5 mm Hg, with 5- and 25-kw peak power applied to 
the antenna. The major effect of the breakdown was to 
reduce the amplitude of the main lobe. For example, at 
5-kw peak power the main lobe was reduced approxi-
mately 7 db. Increasing the peak power to 25 kw re-
duced the power radiated in the main lobe another 5.5 
db, down to 12.5 db below the power radiated for 5 kw 
before breakdown. The shape of the main lobe was not 
changed, but the side-lobe structure was changed ma-
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Fig. 6—E-plane radiation pattern of 20-db traveling-wave 
antenna under breakdown conditions. 

terially. In Fig. 7, the data from Fig. 6 have been nor-
malized and replotted to make this variation more ap-
parent. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the side lobes increased 
when breakdown took place and increased also as the 
peak power was increased. For example, with 25-kw 
peak power at 5 mm Fig, the side-lobe level at 0=70° 
was only about 7.5 db below the power radiated on the 
main lobe. Similar radiation pattern distortion existed 
in the H-plane pattern, which is illustrated in Fig. 8. 
The radiation pattern variations indicate that the 

plasma set up by the discharge not only absorbs energy 
but also serves as a scatterer. Measured field distribu-
tions prior to breakdown show a traveling-wave distri-
bution across the aperture. After breakdown, the dis-
charge forms a distinct standing-wave pattern, which 
varies as a function of the antenna input power and the 
pressure, thus modifying the aperture distribution. Fig. 
9 shows two typical standing-wave patterns on the sur-
face of a 2.25-wavelength traveling-wave slot antenna 
tinder breakdown conditions at pressures of 1 and 5 mm 
I lg. It is interesting to note that the standing-wave pat-
tern which is produced at 1.0 mm Hg corresponds to a 
frequency twice that of the X-band power source, i.e., 
the distances between the maxima of the standing wave 
are one-half wavelength at 20 kc instead of 10 kc. The 
amount of second harmonic energy radiated during 
breakdown was found to be only a few per cent of the 
fundamental. 
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A similar increase in the side-lobe level is shown in 
Fig. 10. Here the peak power is held constant and the 
pulse width is varied. It is also evident from Fig. 10 that 
the power radiated in the main lobe remains constant 

Fig. 9—Photograph of a 12-db traveling-wave slot antenna 
under voltage breakdown conditions. 
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Fig. 10—E-plane radiation pattern for 20-db traveling-wave 
antenna under breakdown conditions. 

under breakdown conditions even though the average 
power is increased by 6 db by increasing the pulse width 
from 0.5 to 2.0 I.ts. Fig. 11 shows the reason for this be-
havior. In Fig. Il are shown the pulse shapes radiated 
in the main lobe, at 0=0°, and also at 0=52.5° where 

variation in the radiated power is experienced as the 
pulse width is varied. At 0=0°, the pulse shape changes 
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Fig. 11—Pulse shapes radiated by 20-db traveling-wave antenna 
under breakdown conditions. 

to only a sharp spike independent of pulse width. This 
indicates that when the breakdown occurs, a major por-
tion of the additional power contained in the pulse fol-
lowing the breakdown point becomes absorbed in the 
plasma, and a small portion is scattered and appears as 

an increase in energy in the side lobes. This is evidenced 
by the pulse shape variation shown for 0=52.5° in Fig. 
11. In fact, except for the pulse shapes in the vicinity of 
the main lobe where the shape of the radiation pattern 
remains the same under breakdown conditions, the 
pulse shapes vary radically as a function of angle. Since 
breakdown initiates on each pulse and extinguishes at 

the end of each pulse, the shape of the main beam re-
mains unaltered because it is primarily the pattern of 
the initial pulse prior to breakdown and is, therefore, 
the radiation pattern of the antenna before breakdown. 
The variation in pulse shape as a function of pulse 
length indicates that the breakdown plasma does not 
reach an equilibrium condition during the 2-µs pulse. 
The pulse radiated on the main lobe of the antenna is 

reduced in length when breakdown occurs, until the 
pulse length corresponds to the time the given peak 
power must be applied before breakdown is initiated. 
Thus the minimum power transmitted on the main 
beam is dependent only on the magnitude of the peak 
power. A curve showing this effect for the 20-db travel-
ing-wave slot antenna for 5- min pressure is shown in 

Fig. 12. The example shown in Fig. 12 is for a 5-kw 
peak-power pulse of 2-1.4 duration. The pulse radiated 

on the main lobe is reduced to about 0.5 ps, correspond-
ing to the point where breakdown is initiated. Pulse 
shapes for the example given in Fig. 12 are shown in 

Fig. 13 for various angles in the E plane. 
When the antenna is broken down at 5-mm pressure 

(Fig. 12), the breakdown occurs on the leading edge of 

the pulse for peak powers greater than about 12.5 kw. 
Any increase in peak power beyond this point will in-
crease the side-lobe level, but the power radiated in the 
direction of the main lobe will remain essentially con-
stant. Increasing the pulse width of course will also in-
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crease the side-lobe level. This condition is illustrated 
in Fig. 9 where the peak power applied was 25 kw. 

Short Antenna 

In the case of shorter traveling-wave slots, the effects 
are more pronounced. From measurements on a 2.25-
wavelength traveling-wave antenna with 12-db gain, it 
was noted that the VSWR increased more rapidly than 
the VSWR of the longer antenna as the input power 
was increased. For example, with 25-kw peak power ap-
plied and 0.5-ms pulse width, the VSWR of the 12-db 
antenna increased from 1.2:1 to 2.14:1 at breakdown; 
while the VSWR of the 20-db antenna only increased 
from 1.28:1 to 1.35:1 under the saine conditions. 
The minimum breakdown potential was substantially 

the saine for both antennas, as was the reduction in 
width of the transmitted pulse when breakdown oc-
curred. This was to be expected from measurements of 
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the aperture distribution, which showed that the maxi-
mum field strength for a given input power was the 

same for both antennas. The modification in radiation 
pattern was considerably less, however, for the short 
antenna. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Over the range of peak powers and pulse repetition 
rates considered here, several important conclusions 
may be drawn regarding the operation of traveling-
wave slot antennas under breakdown conditions: 

1) When breakdown occurs, the power radiated on 
the main lobe is essentially dependent on the peak 
power only. 

2) For an amount of power that produces large over-
voltage conditions, breakdown will occur on the 
leading edge of the applied pulse, and power radi-
ated on the main lobe is constant and becomes in-
dependent of the peak power applied. 

3) When large powers must be employed, it is advis-

able to include load isolators in the system because 
of the large reflection present during breakdown. 

4) In the design of systems that must operate at alti-
tudes where breakdown is likely to occur, wher-

ever possible the peak power should be kept be-
low the minimum breakdown potential, since the 
decrease in power radiated and the modification 
of pulse shapes are quite severe when breakdown 
occurs. The altitude range over which the break-
down condition exists also increases as the power 
is increased. For the same average power some in-
crease in power-handling capacity may be ob-
tained by decreasing the pulse width and increas-
ing the pulse rate. 

It should be remembered that the complex environ-
ment surrounding high-speed vehicles (air turbulence, 
high temperature, and excess ionization due to rocket 
flame and aerodynamic heating) may considerably alter 
the final results from those obtained in a static test. 
Methods for simulating some of these environmental 
conditions are now being considered. 
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Some Broad-Band Transformers* 
C. L. RUTHROFFt, MEMBER, IRE 

Summary—Several transmission line transformers are described 
which have bandwidth ratios as high as 20,000:1 in the frequency 
range of a few tens of kilocycles to over a thousand megacycles. 
Experimental data are presented on both transformers and hybrid 
circuits. 

Typical applications are: interstage transformers for broad-band 
amplifiers; baluns for driving balanced antennas and broad-band os-
cilloscopes; and hybrids for use in pulse reflectometers, balanced 
modulators, etc. 

These transformers can be made quite small. Excellent trans-

formers have been made using ferrite toroids having an outside 
diameter of 0.080 inch. 

SEVERAL transmission line transformers having 
bandwidths of several hundred megacycles are de-
scribed here. The transformers are shown in Figs. 

1-9. When drawn in the transmission line form, the 
transforming properties are sometimes difficult to see. 

For this reason, a more conventional form is shown 

Original manuscript received by the IRE, February 5, 1959; 
revised manuscript received, April 1, 1959. 
t Bell Telephone Labs., Inc., Holmdel, N. J. 

with the transmission line form. Some winding arrange-
ments are also shown. Certain of these configurations 
have been discussed elsewhere and are included here for 
the sake of completeness [1-4]. 

In conventional transformers the interwinding ca-
pacity resonates with the leakage inductance producing 
a loss peak. This mechanism limits the high frequency 

response. In transmission line transformers, the coils 
are so arranged that the interwinding capacity is a com-
ponent of the characteristic impedance of the line, and 
as such forms no resonances which seriously limit the 
bandwidth. Also, for this reason, the windings can be 

spaced closely together maintaining good coupling. The 
net result is that transformers can be built this way 
which have good high frequency response. In all of the 

transformers for which experimental data are presented, 
the transmission lines take the form of twisted pairs. In 

some configurations the high frequency response is de-
termined by the length of the windings and while any 
type of transmission line can be used in principle, it is 
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CONVENTIONAL FORM TRANSMISSION LINE FORM 

MAGNE'r IC CORE 

Fig. 1—Reversing transformer. 

TRANSMISS ON LINE FORM 

Fig: 2—Unbalanced to balanced transformer. 

quite convenient to make very small windings with 
twisted pairs. 
The sketches showing the conventional form of trans-

former demonstrate clearly that the low frequency re-
sponse is determined in the usual way, i.e., by the pri-
mary inductance. The larger the core permeability, the 
fewer the turns required for a given low frequency re-
sponse and the larger the over-all bandwidth. Thus a 
good core material is desirable. Ferrite toroids have been 
found very satisfactory. The permeability of some fer-
rites is very high at low frequencies and falls off at high-
er frequencies. Thus, at low frequencies, large reactance 
can be obtained with few turns. When the permeability 
falls off the reactance is maintained by the increase in 
frequency and good response is obtained over a large 
frequency range. It is important that the coupling be 
high at all frequencies or the transformer action fails. 
Fortunately, the bifilar winding tends to give good 
coupling. All of the cores used in the experimental 
transformers described here were supplied by F. J. 
Schnettler of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. 

POLARITY REVERSING TRANSFORMER— FIG. 1 

This transformer consists of a single bifilar winding 
and is the basic building block for all of the transform-
ers. That a reversal is obtained is seen from the conven-
tional form which indicates current polarities. Both 

TRANSMISSION LINE FORM 

2R 

2R 

CONVENTIONAL FORM 

WIRING DIAGRAM 

Fig. 3-4:1 Impedance transformer. 

TRANSMISSION LINE FORM 

WIRING DIAGRAM 

-13Al E - UNBALANCE 
TRANSFORMER 

CONVENTIONAL FORM 

R, 

as 

aTt 

Re4113 

Fig. 4-4:1 Impedance transformer. Unbalanced—symmetrical. 

ends of the load resistor are isolated from ground by coil 
reactance. Either end of the load resistor can then be 
grounded, depending upon the output polarity desired. 
If the center of the resistor is grounded, the output is 
balanced. A suitable winding consists of a twisted pair 
of Formex insulated wire. In such a winding, the pri-
mary and secondary are very close together, insuring 
good coupling. The interwinding capacity is absorbed 
in the characteristic impedance of the line. 
At high frequencies this transformer can be regarded 

as an ideal reversing transformer plus a length of trans-
mission line. If the characteristic impedance of the line 
is equal to the terminating impedances, the transmission 
is inherently broadband. If not, there will be a dip in 
the response at the frequency at which the transmission 
line is a quarter-wavelength long. The depth of the dip 
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2R 

2R 

Fig. 5—Balanced—unbalanced 4:1 impedance transformer. 

TRANSMISSION LINE FORM 

(a) 

TRANSMISSION LINE FORM 

CONVENTIONAL FORM 

CONVENTIONAL FORM 

(b) 

Fig. 6—(a) Basic hybrid. (b) Unsymmetrical hybrid with equal 
conjugate impedances. 

is a function of the ratio of terminating impedance to 
line impedance and is easily calculated. 

Experimental data on a reversing transformer are 
shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Fig. 10 is the response of a 
'transformer with no extra impedance matching. The 
return loss of this transformer to a 3 m sec pulse is 
20 db. The transformer of Fig. 11 has been adjusted to 
provide more than 40 db return loss to a 3 meisec pulse. 
The transformer loss (about 0.5 db before matching) is 
matched to 75 ohms with the two 3.8-ohm resistors. The 
inductance is tuned out with the capacity of the resis-

tors to the ground plane. The match was adjusted while 
watching the reflection of a 3 ml.isec pulse. 

BALANCED-TO-UNBALANCED 1:1 IMPEDANCE 
TRANSFORMER—FIG. 2 

This is similar to Fig. 1 except that an extra length of 
winding is added. This is necessary to complete the 
path for the magnetizing current. 

TRANSMISSION LINE FORM 

(a) 

TINS WINO NS ON 
XIWIATC CORE 

CONVE N 'ON FORM 

(b) 

Fig. 7—(a) Symmetrical hybrid with equal conjugate impedances. 
(b) Unbalanced symmetrical hybrid with equal conjugate im-
pedances. 

2 CORES REQUIRED 

Fig. 8—Hybrid with equal conjugate impedances. Each arm 
single ended. 

RESISTANCE BRIDGE 

RESISTANCE BRiOGE WITH 
ALL ARMS (A8,C.D) SINGLE 
ENDED (CONVENTIONAL FORM) 

TRANSMISSION ‘Rit FORM 

Fig. 9—Resistance hybrid with equal impedance loads. (This hybrid 
has 3 db loss in addition to transformer loss.) 

UNBALANCED-UNSYMMETRICAL 4:1 IMPEDANCE 
TRANSFORMER—FIG. 3 

This transformer is interesting because with it a 4:1 
impedance transformation is obtained with a single 
bifilar winding such as used in the reversing transform-
er. The transforming properties are evident from Fig. 3. 
Not so easily seen is the high frequency cutoff charac-
teristic. 

The response of this device at high frequencies is de-
rived in the Appendix and only the result for matched 
impedances is given here. 

Power Available (1 + 3 cos 042 + 4 sine ttl 

Power Output 4(1 ± cos /3/)2 (1) 
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where 13 is the phase constant of the line, and / is the 
length of the line. Thus, the response is down 1 db when 

the line length is X/4 wavelengths and the response is 
zero at X/2. For wideband response this transformer 
must be made small. For a plot of ( 1) see Fig. 16. 

Experimental data are given for a transformer of this 

type in Fig. 12. 

UN BALANCED-SYMMETRI(;AL 4:1 IM PEDANCE 
TRANSFORMER— FIG. 4 

This configuration requires three bifilar windings as 
shown in Fig. 4. All three windings can be placed on one 
core, a procedure which improves the low frequency 
response.' When winding multiwinding transformers the 
following well-known rule should be followed: with the 
generator connected and the load open, a completed 
circuit should be formed by the windings so that the 
core will be magnetized. The fields set up by the cur-

rents should be arranged so as to aid each other. 

l Pointed out to the author by N. J. Pierce of Bell Telephone 
Labs., Inc., Holmdel, N. J. 

BALANCED-TO-UNBALANCED 4: 1 IMPEDANCE 
TRANSFORMERS— FIG. 5 

The circuit of Fig. 5 is quite simple. The single bifilar 
winding is used as a reversing transformer as in Fig. 1. 
The high frequency cutoff is the same as that for the 
transformer of Fig. 3. 

In some applications it is desirable to omit the phys-
ical ground on the balanced end. In such cases, Fig. 
5(b) can be used. The high frequency cutoff is the same 
as for the transformer of Fig. 3. The low frequency anal-
ysis is presented in Appendix B. 

HYBRID CIRCUITS: FIGS. 6-9 

Various hybrid circuits are developed from the basic 
form using the transformers discussed previously. The 
drawings are very nearly self-explanatory. In all hybrids 
in which all four arms are single-ended, it has been 
found necessary to use two cores in order to get proper 
magnetizing currents. 
Two hybrids have been measured and data included 

here. The response of a hybrid of the type shown in Fig. 
8 is given in Fig. 13. For this measurement R =150 
ohms. In order to measure the hybrid in a 75-ohm cir-
cuit, arms B, D were measured with 75-ohm series re-
sistances in series with the 75-ohm measuring gear. This 
accounts for 3 db of the loss. Under these conditions 
arms B and D have a 6 db return loss. 
The transmission of the resistance hybrid of Fig. 9 

is given in Fig. 14. This hybrid has been matched using 
the technique described previously for the reversing 
transformer. The results of this matching are included 
in the figure. This hybrid was designed for use in a pulse 
reflectometer, the main part of which is a stroboscopic 
oscilloscope with a resolution of better than 3 mpsec. 
The oscilloscope was designed by W. M. Goodall. 

APPLICATIONS 

Many applications for these transformers will occur 
to the reader. For purposes of illustration, a few of them 

are listed here. 

1) The reversing transformer of Fig. 1 can be used to 
reverse the polarity of short pulses, an operation 
which is frequently necessary. It has also been 
used in balanced detectors and to drive push-pull 
amplifiers from single-ended generators. 

2) The transformers of Figs. 2 and 5(b) are useful for 
driving balanced antennas. The circuit of Fig. 
5(b) may find application in connecting twin lead 
transmission line to commercial television receiv-

ers. 
3) The transformer of Fig. 3 has found wide use in 

broadband amplifier interstages. It will also be 
useful in transforming the high output impedances 
of distributed amplifiers to coaxial cable imped-
ances. They can also be cascaded to get higher 
turns ratios. 
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4) The circuit of Fig. 5(a) has been used to drive 
broadband oscilloscopes, with balanced inputs, 
from single-ended generators. It can also find use 
in balanced detectors. 

5) Hybrids have many uses such as in power dividers, 
balanced amplitude and phase detectors; as direc-
tional couplers for pulse reflectometers, IF and 
broadband sweepers. They might also be used as 
necessary components in a short pulse repeater 
for passing pulses in both directions on a single 
transmission line. 

APPENDIX A 

The high frequency response of the circuit of Fig. 3 is 
derived from Fig. 15. The loop equations are as follows: 

e = (11+ .12)Rg 

e -= (11-1- Io)Rg — V2 + 12R1. 

V 1 = V2 COS 191 ± jI2Z0 sin 131 

172 
= 12 COS 131 sin 01. (2) 

Zo 

This set of equations is solved for the output power Po. 
Po= I /21 2Rz 

= I I2RL 

Feç 

CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE OF ZIFILAR WINDING =Z,,, 
THE REACTANCE OF THE WINDINGS X >> RL,R9 

Fig. 15—Transformer schematic. 
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Fig. 16—Theoretical insertion loss vs frequency. 

From this expression, the conditions for maximum pow-
er transmission are obtained by setting / = 0 and setting 
dPo/dRLII...o = O. The transformer is matched when 
RL=4Rg. The optimum value for Zo is obtained by 
minimizing the coefficient of sine Cl/ in (3). In this man-
ner the proper value for Zo is found to be Zo=2Rg. 
Now, setting RL = 4Rg and Zo=2Rg, (3) reduces to 

e2(1 + cos One 

Also, 

Po = 
Rg[(1± 3 cos /i/)2 + 4 sineje] 

ee 
Pevailable =   

4Rg 

(4) 

(5) 

and dividing (4) by (3): 

Power Available =. (1 ± 3 cos $l)2 ± 4 sine 01 
  • (6) Power Output 4(1 + cos 01)2 

This function is plotted in Fig. 16. 
The impedances seen at either end of the transformer 

with the other end terminated in ZL have been derived. 
They are: 

Zin(low impedance end) 

ZL cos 0/ + jZo sin 0/ \ 
= Zo   

2Z0(1 + cos f//) jZL sin $1 
(7) 

e2(1 + cos ao2RL 

E 
Zol  2 sin2 

[±2Rg(1 + cos OP RL cos l]2 
L zo 

(3) 
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and 

Zi„(high impedance end) 

= zo (2ZL(1 + cos fil) jZo sin fit ) 
  • (8) 
Zo cos al jZ L sin fit 

APPENDIX B 

In the low frequency analysis of the transformer of 
Fig. 5 the series impedance of each half of the bifilar 
winding is denoted by Z. The loop equations are: 

E = (Rg Z)I1 — (Z kZ)I2 

E = (Rg — kZ)li (RL Z kZ)I2, (9) 

from which 

Ii RL + 2Z(1 + k) 
  — 2 if Z >> RL. 

Z(1 + k) 

We now proceed to calculate the voltages from 
1 and 2 to ground 

(10) 

With the aid of ( 10) this can be rearranged to 

[Z(1 + k)2 — kRL — 2kZ(1 + k)] 
I. ( 12) V10 = Z/1   

RL + 2Z(1 + k) 

Now let the coupling coefficient k = 1, then 

/IRL r  _kRL  
LRL+ 2Z(1+ k)J 4 

for Z» RL. 

When the transformer is matched, RL-= 4Rg so that 

V10 = 11Rg = VW, 

and the load is balanced with respect to ground. 
From ( 13) it is clear that the center point of RL is 

at ground potential. This point can therefore be 
grounded physically, resulting in Fig. 5(a). 
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V2G = E = 

When the transformer is matched, E=2IiRg and 

V20 = I iRg. (11) 

Similarly, 

VIO =  12Z - kZ(I - 12) • 
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Dissipation Loss in Multiple-Coupled-
Resonator Filters* 

SEYMOUR B. COHNt, SENIOR MEMBER, IRE 

Summary—This paper examines the effect of dissipation on the 

response of multiple-coupled-resonator filters designed from lossless 
prototype low-pass filters. A simple approximate formula makes 
possible the computation of center-frequency loss in terms of band-
width, unloaded Q of the resonators, and the parameters of the 
prototype filter. It is shown how the insertion loss elsewhere in the 
pass band and stop band may be computed from the prototype filter 

* Original manuscript received by the IRE, March 2, 1959; re-
vised manuscript received, April 20, 1959. The work described in this 
paper was supported by the U. S. Army Signal Res. and Dey. Lab. 
under Contract DA 36-039 SC-74862. 

t Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif. 

after modifying its circuit to take account of dissipation in the 
resonators. The computational techniques are used to compare 
several symmetrical designs with each other and with unsymmetrical 
designs having exact maximally-flat and equal-ripple response in the 
presence of dissipation. It is found that the synunetrical designs offer 
lower pass-band loss than the unsymmetrical designs. It is proven 
that a synunetrical filter based on an equal-element prototype has 
minimum-possible center-frequency loss for given unloaded Q and 
stop-band bandwidth, subject to assumptions that the loss per 
resonator is small and that the stop-band insertion loss may be deter-
mined accurately from the highest-power term of the insertion-loss 
polynomial. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

IFILTERS consisting of resonators coupled in cas-
cade are widely used in all frequency ranges. At 
microwave frequencies the resonators are usually 

waveguide cavities or lengths of coaxial or strip line. 
At lower frequencies they may be resonant circuits of 
capacitors and inductors, or they may be quartz crys-
tals or other mechanically-vibrating structures. 

Because of the importance of coupled-resonator filters, 
their design has received considerable attention. The 
most convenient design approach is to synthesize first a 
low-pass prototype filter having the desired insertion-
loss response, and then to calculate the resonator and 
coupling parameters that will yield the same insertion-
loss response on a transformed frequency scale. It is 
most simple to assume nondissipative elements in the 
prototype filter. In that case closed-form formulas are 
available for designing low-pass filters of any number of 
elements to have maximally-flat or equal-ripple re-
sponse. However, power dissipation is always present 
in a practical filter, and as a result the actual insertion-
loss response function of the coupled-resonator filter 
will deviate somewhat from the theoretical response of 
the ideal prototype. The deviation is most evident in the 
pass band, where it usually appears as an increase in 
the minimum insertion loss, a rounding near the cutoff 
points, and a partial or complete obliteration of ripples. 
In the stop band the effect is usually very slight. This 
paper will present a simple approximate formula by 
which the center-frequency dissipation loss may be de-
termined. A computational method is also described by 
which the insertion loss may be evaluated at all fre-
quencies in the pass band and stop band. 
The approximate approach used in computing center-

frequency loss is equivalent to calculating the fields in 
lossless resonators coupled to yield a desired response 
function, and then calculating the power dissipated 
when these fields act upon the actual dissipative regions 
of the resonators. The formula obtained is simple and 
requires a knowledge only of the unloaded Q of the 
resonators, the filter bandwidth, and the element values 
of the equivalent low-pass prototype from which the 
multiple-resonator filter was designed. The formula ap-
plies only to the center of the pass band and assumes 
that the reflection loss is small and that the dissipation 
loss does not exceed n db for good accuracy, or 2n db 
for fair accuracy where n is the number of resonators 
in the filter. However, it is shown with examples how 
all of these conditions may be removed to obtain the 
actual insertion loss at all frequencies through compu-
tations on the low-pass prototype circuit. 

Although the method used here is to assume first a 

nondissipative filter and then to compute the effect of 
finite-Q elements, this is not the only possible approach 
to the design problem. Narrow-bandwidth coupled-
resonator filters can be synthesized to have any physi-
cally-realizable response function in the presence of 
dissipation. Dishal gives data that may be used for the 

design of such filters to yield maximally-flat, equal-
ripple, and maximally-linear-phase response functions 
when resonators of finite unloaded Q are used." It turns 
out that for more than two resonators the filter must be 
constructed unsymmetrically in order to obtain these 
exact response functions, and that for any given number 
of resonators an infinite number of sets of design param-
eters will yield the same response function. Taub and 
Bogner' have shown for three resonators, and Fubini 
and Guillemin' for any number of resonators, that if the 
requirement of minimum pass-band loss is added to the 
filter specification, a single design will then be uniquely 
determined in the case of exact maximally-flat or equal-
ripple response. By means of Taub and Bogner's graphs, 
the design parameters may be obtained quite readily 
for three-resonator maximally-flat filters, but for the 
three-resonator equal-ripple case and for all cases with 
more than three resonators a laborious computational 
procedure is necessary. 

The work of Taub and Bogner and of Fubini and 
Guillemin on minimum-loss designs apply in detail only 
to the synthesis of filters having exact maximally-flat or 
equal-ripple response, for which it is necessary for the 
filter structure to be unsymmetrical (except for n=1 or 
2). This dissymmetry produces mismatch loss at band 
center, which is needed to overcome the rounding effect 
of dissipation loss. The rounding results from the 
greater dissipation loss toward the edges of the pass 
band than at the center, but by introducing mismatch 
loss properly the response may be flattened and the 
exact maximally-flat or equal-ripple function achieved. 
However, it is clear that if this center-frequency mis-
match is eliminated, the insertion loss will be reduced. 
Therefore, the minimum-loss design for exact maximally-
flat or equal-ripple response does not give the least 
center-frequency insertion loss that can be achieved 
with the same unloaded Q, number of resonators, and 
bandwidth. 

It should be realized that for many applications a 
reduced insertion loss would be preferred to an idealized 
response shape. An important practical problem, there-
fore, is to find design parameters yielding the true 
minimum-possible center-frequency loss, and to deter-
mine the value of this loss and the shape of the response 
curve. This problem is studied in this paper with the aid 
of the simple formula for center-frequency loss. The 
formula permits the various factors to be quickly evalu-
ated and designs to be found yielding very close to the 
true minimum-possible loss. 

M. Dishal, " Design of dissipative band-pass filters producing 
desired exact amplitude-frequency characteristics," P ROC. IRE, vol. 
37, pp. 1050-1069; September, 149. 

2 " Reference Data for Radio Engineers, 4th Ed.," IT&T Corp., 
New York, N. Y., pp. 188-204; 1956. (See list of other references in 
footnote, p. 199.) 

3 J. J. Taub and B. F. Bogner, " Design of three-resonator band-
pass filters having minimum insertion loss," PROC. IRE, vol. 45, pp. 
681-687; May, 1957. 

4 E. G. Fubini and E. A. Guillemin, "Minimum insertion loss fil-
ters," PROC. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 37-41; January, 1959. 
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II. COMPUTATION METHODS 

Convenient design formulas have been given by 
which multiple-resonator band-pass filters may be de-
signed to have the response function (transformed in 
frequency) of the low-pass prototype filter." The basic 
parameters entering into the design are the desired 
bandwidth of the multiple-resonator filter and the ele-
ment values g, of the low-pass prototype. For conven-
ience, formulas for the element values of nondissipative 
maximally-flat and equal-ripple low-pass prototype fil-
ters have been gathered from several sources and are in-
cluded by Cohn.5-7 The use of these element values will 
yield good approximations to maximally-flat and equal-
ripple response in the multiple-resonator filter if the 
resonator unloaded Q's are sufficiently high. Usually, 
however, there will be sufficient dissipation loss to alter 
noticeably both the center-frequency loss and the shape 
of the response curve. Methods of calculating these 
effects will now be presented. 

1. Center- Frequency Loss 

The following formulas derived in Section V give the 
insertion loss due to dissipation at the center of the pass 
band of a multiple-resonator filter: 

" gi 
L. = 4.343 — E - db (1) 

I Qui 

where, as shown in Fig. 1, wi' is a point on the low-pass-
prototype frequency scale corresponding to frequencies 
fi and 12 on the band-pass frequency scale, w is the 
relative bandwidth (f2—fi)/fo where fo is the center fre-

quency, gh gz, • • • , g„ are the respective element value 
of the prototype filter in farads and henries as shown 
in Fig. 2. Qui, Q,a, • • • , Q., are the respective unloaded 
Q's of the resonators, and n of the number of resonators 
in the filter. As is made clear in the derivation, this 
formula usually has very good accuracy for Lo up to 
about n db, and fairly good accuracy up to about 2n 
db. In order for ( 1) to be valid, the filter must be well-
enough matched at fo so that mismatch loss will be 
small. When this is not the case, the insertion loss will 
usually lie between the value given by ( 1) and that value 
plus the mismatch loss of the nondissipative filter, which 
is given by 10 logio [( 1 --1-r) 2/4r ] where r ohms and 1 ohm 
are the terminating resistances shown in Fig. 2. 

2. Exact Calculation Using Low-Pass Prototype 

The approximations involved in ( 1) may be avoided 

6 S. B. Cohn, " Direct-coupled-resonator filters," PROC. IRE, vol. 
45, pp. 187-196; February, 1957. 

e S. B. Cohn, " Parallel-coupled transmission-line-resonator fil-
ters," IRE TRANS. ON MICROWAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, vol. 
MTT-6, pp. 223-231; April, 1958. 

7 As explained by Cohn,' the use of these formulas results in sym-
metrical coupled-resonator structures in all cases, although the low-
pass prototype is unsymmetrical for equal-ripple response with n 
even. That is, although g, and r 1 in the latter case, the coupled-
resonator filter derived from the prototype is symmetrical and has 
equal terminating impedances. Therefore, the insertion loss for the 
coupled-resonator filter is not strictly equal to the insertion loss of 
the prototype, but is equal to the difference in decibels between the 
maximum power available from the generator and the power deliv-
ered through the filter to the load r. 

db 

PROTOTYPE RESPONSE 8ANDPA SS RESPONSE 

Fig. 1—Correspondence between low-pass prototype response and 
equivalent band-pass response. 

In 62 9• g. 

Fig. 2—Nondissipative low-pass prototype filter. 

In g, R'z 

Fig. 3—Dissipative low-pass prototype filter. 

if exact network calculations are made on an equivalent 
circuit of the multiple-resonator filter. The low-pass-
prototype filter circuit of Fig. 3 is the most convenient 
for this purpose. The series resistances and shunt con-
ductances are determined from the respective resonator 
unloaded Q's by the following formulas, which are de-
rived in Section V: 

= for i even 
wQui 

w  
Gi = igi for i odd. 

wQui 

The capacitances and inductances gi are related to the 
resonator and coupling parameters of the multiple-
resonator filter by the same formulas used for the non-
dissipative case." 

With the dissipative prototype filter of Fig. 3 thus 
fully determined, the frequency response on the co' scale 
can be obtained exactly by direct calculation, and then 
the frequency response of the multiple-resonator band-
pass filter may be found by means of the frequency 
transformation between co' for the low-pass filter and f 
for the band-pass filter. For bandwidths up to a few 
per cent, the following simple transformation gives good 
results: 

I f — fol  
fo 2 coi' 

w CO' 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

More precise transformation formulas are available for 
certain lumped-constant, waveguide, and strip-line 
configurations, and should be used for bandwidths of 
more than a few per cent.' 
At the center frequency fo, corresponding to w' = 0, 

the computation is particularly simple since the circuit 
is pure resistive and all quantities are real. At other 
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frequencies, the impedances and admittances are com-
plex numbers, and the voltages and currents must also 
be treated as complex. In either case, the most con-
venient procedure is to assume V00, = 1 volt and then 
to compute the voltages and currents back through the 
filter until V, is determined. Then, since the power 
available from the generator is ( V9/2)2 and the output 
power is V012/r, the insertion loss of the coupled-
resonator filters is related to V9/ Vc,„, by 

L = 20 logio 
vo 
vout 

4 
— 10 logio — db. (5) 

This procedure gives directly the combined effect of 

mismatch and dissipation loss and is valid at all fre-
quencies, in the pass band, transition band, and stop 
band. 

III. MINIMUM Loss FOR SYMMETRICAL DESIGNS 

1. A pproximate Minimum-Loss Design 

The design parameters of multiple-resonator filters 
having very nearly minimum-possible center-frequency 
loss, irrespective of response-curve shape, may be arrived 
at easily in the case of given values of unloaded Q and 
stop-band bandwidth . The results are subject to the 
assumptions that the loss is small (not more than about 
n db) and that the insertion-loss ratio at the edges of 
the stop band is accurately given by the highest-power 
term in the insertion- loss polynomial. When the first 
assumption is met, ( 1) is accurate, and when the second 
is met, the stop-band insertion loss is given by the fol-
lowing formula derived in Section V: 9 

L, = 20 logio (w.'ngig2g3 • • • g.) + C (6) 

where the subscript s indicates values at the stop-band 
limits, and C is a constant dependent upon the load re-

sistance r, as discussed in Section V. Thus, if w,, Q„, n, 
and r are assumed fixed and the element values g, are 
allowed to vary, L, will remain constant if 

(roel)ngig2 • • • g. = constant, 

and Lo will be minimum if 

(gi g2 + • • • g.) = 

Differentiating ( 7) and (8) yields 

6(o).,'gi) + i5(coa2) + 5(wan) 
— o 

(3).'g2cos' g. 

and 

minimum. 

8(0.,./gi) 6(c0.1g2) 45(walg.) = 0 . 

(7) 

(8) 

These two equations can hold in general only if the 
quantities co,igi are all equal. Thus, subject to the ap-
proximations, minimum dissipation loss at fo is obtained 

8 See preceding footnote. 
9 Eq. (6) holds in the case of maximally-flat response if L.> 20 db, 

while in the other cases considered in this paper experience has shown 
(6) to be within 1.5 db at 60 db for n = 5, and much closer for n 
smaller. 

when the elements in the prototype filter are equal: 

= g2 = g3 = • • • = g.. (9) 

It is further necessary that r be close to unity; that is, 
that the terminating resistances be almost equal. If this 
were not the case, excessive mismatch loss would occur. 
It is likely that the true minimum possible loss will be 
achieved in a given case by a set of gi values that are 
somewhat unequal, and possibly with an r value slightly 
different from unity, but the center-frequency insertion 
loss of a symmetrical filter designed with r = 1 and 
g = g2-- • • • = g„ will certainly be extremely close to the 
true minimum-possible loss in cases where both ( 1) and 
(6) are valid. 

2. Exact Minimum-Loss Design for Symmetrical Filter 
with n=3 

Schiffman has derived exact design formulas for the 
three-resonator symmetrical filter yielding minimum-
possible loss when the unloaded Q and stop-band band-
width are specified." Upon converting Schiffman's 
formulas into the notation of this paper, it was found 
that the elements of his low-pass prototype approach 
equality as Lo approaches zero. This agrees with the ap-

proximate analysis above. As an example of the effect 
of a high value of Lo on the accuracy of the approximate 
analysis, the exact minimum-loss design having L0=3 
db has elements gi in the ratio 1:0.775:1. An equal-
element filter with the same unloaded Q and stop-band 
bandwidth has Lo = 3.23 db, about 8 per cent higher. 
This discrepancy vanishes very rapidly as Lo is reduced. 

IV. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF 
DIFFERENT DESIGNS 

1. Pass-Band Response 

Exact calculations were made of the pass-band in-
sertion-loss response of various coupled-resonator filters 
having n=3 and n=5. A comparison of three response 
curves for three-resonator filters is shown in Fig. 4. The 
same Q, and 60-db bandwidth, w„, are assumed for each 
case; that is, all curves, if extended, would intersect at the 
60-db points. One of the curves is for the minimum-loss 

maximally flat case of Taub and Bogner.3 A second 
curve is labelled pseudo maximally flat , since it is the 
curve for a filter designed from a nondissipative maxi-
mally-flat prototype. The third curve is for the mini-
mum-loss symmetrical design of Schiffman." 

A number of interesting facts are evident from Fig. 4. 
1) Although the exact maximally-flat case has minimum 
loss compared to all other possible maximally-flat filters 
having the same n, Q„ and w,, it has higher center-
frequency loss than the other two curves in the figure. 
2) The rounding effect of dissipation is clearly evident 
in the other curves. 3) As predicted above, the mini-
mum-loss symmetrical design has the least loss of the 

three curves at fo. This case also has the least loss 
throughout the pass band, and offers the greatest 3-db 

J. F. Cline and B. M. Schiffman, "Tunable passive multicoup-
lers employing minimum-loss filters," [RE TRANS. ON MICROWAVE 
THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, Vol. MTT-7, pp. 121-127; January, 1959. 
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bandwidth. It may also be regarded as a pseudo-equal-
ripple case, since the nondissipative low-pass prototype 
of the minimum-loss symmetrical filter has an equal-
ripple response with ripple level of about 0.2 db. Note 
that dissipation has removed all but a suggestion of 
these ripples. 

Fig. 5 shows a similar set of response curves for 
various five-resonator filters. The same Q. and same 
60-db bandwidth are assumed throughout, as before. 
The results are qualitatively the same as for the three-
resonator filters. I) The minimum-loss exact maximally-
flat curve has higher midband loss than the other curves, 
which are again rounded by dissipation. 2) The equal-
element curve offers the least loss at center frequency, 
although the 0.1-db pseudo-equal-ripple curve is almost 
as good. 3) The equal-element and pseudo-equal-ripple 
curves have less loss everywhere in the pass band than 
the exact maximally-flat case. 4) All ripples are oblit-
erated. 

It is thus clear that the minimum-loss exact maxi-
mally-flat design does not give the least possible loss 
when restrictions on response-curve shape are removed. 
If the maximally-flat response is definitely needed in a 
given application, it should of course be used. In many 
applications, however, the rounded response curves of 
the other cases would be satisfactory and therefore 
would be favored because of their lower loss and better 
match in the pass band. Further advantages of these 
other cases are their ease of design from simple available 
formulas and their symmetrical physical structures. The 
rounding to be expected depends upon the amount of 
dissipation loss occurring in the filter. For example, if 
Lo were 1.0 db, the response curves in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 
would conform much more closely to the curves for the 
lossless prototypes. 

Fubini and Guillemin have shown that exact equal-
ripple filters have considerably higher pass-band loss 
than a maximally-flat filter of the same number of 
resonators, unloaded Q, and 3-db bandwidth.' This is 
true even for ripple levels as small as 0.001 db, and the 
loss increases very rapidly as the ripple level is increased. 
The reason for this behavior may be deduced from the 
curves of Figs. 4 and 5, where the ripples in the equal-
element and pseudo-equal-ripple curves have been re-
moved by dissipation. Evidently, it is inherently dif-
ficult for a filter to produce ripples in the presence of 
dissipation, and to accomplish this a large amount of 
reflection loss must be introduced, thus yielding a high 
pass-band insertion loss. This conclusion does not apply, 
however, to the pseudo-equal-ripple case, where the 
ripples of the nondissipative prototype are allowed to 

diminish or disappear in the presence of dissipation. In 
fact, Figs. 4 and 5 show that the pseudo-equal-ripple 
designs are superior to the pseudo maximally flat de-
signs as far as both minimum loss and pass-band shape 
are concerned. 

2. Center- Frequency Loss 

The approximate formula for 
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Fig. 5—Pass-band insertion-loss curves for four different 
five-resonator filter designs. 

(1), has been checked against the exact insertion-loss 
curves of Figs. 4 and 5. In the case of three resonators, 
(1) gives errors of only +0.09 and — 0.07 db respec-
tively for the minimum-loss (symmetrical) and pseudo-
maximally-flat cases. Eq. (1) should not be applied to 
the exact maximally-flat case because of the mismatch 
in that design at fo. In the case of five resonators, (1) 
gives errors of + 0.02, 0.00, and +0.01 db, respectively, 
for the equal-element, pseudo-equal-ripple, and pseudo-
maximally-flat cases. 

Eq. (1) has been used to compare the center-frequency 
loss of filters with various response functions, and the 
results are plotted in Fig. 6 vs the number of resonators. 
As a basis of comparison, the product of unloaded Q and 
relative bandwidth between 60-db points in the stop 
band is assumed to be equal to 100 in all cases. Since w 
and Qt, appear as a product in ( 1), the data will apply to 
any pair of values, such as 0.01 and 10,000 for example, 
having the product 100. Or, if wQo differs from 100, Lo 
in Fig. 6 should be scaled inversely proportional to wQo. 
The selection of stop-band bandwidth as the reference 
bandwidth instead of pass-band bandwidth is reasonable 

center-frequency loss, when isolation between channels is the most important 
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Fig. 6—Center-frequency dissipation loss and relative bandwidth 
for various symmetrical multiple-resonator filters. 

consideration. In such cases, the number of resonators 
should be made large enough so that the pass band will 
equal or exceed the desired signal bandwidth. 
The following cases are considered in Fig. 6: 1) equal-

element prototype; 2) pseudo maximally flat; and 3) 
pseudo equal ripple. In the latter category, three differ-

ent ripple levels are assumed for the nondissipative 
prototype-0.01 db (shown as a dash-dot curve), 0.1 db 
(plotted as triangular points), and 0.5 db (plotted as cir-
cular points). The latter two cases are shown only for n 
odd, since for n even they have substantial mismatch 
loss at fo. Also plotted in Fig. 6 is the ratio of pass-band 
to stop-band bandwidth, 21/3 db/W60 db. These bandwidths 
were computed assuming no dissipation. Dissipation 
will reduce wo di, moderately, while hardly affecting 
We0 db. 

A number of important facts may be deduced from 
Fig. 6: 1) The spread in loss among the different de-
signs for a given value of n is only about 10 per cent, a 
surprisingly small range. 2) The bandwidth ratio 
W3c1b/We0 db increases with n, the slope being greatest for 
small n. 3) The center-frequency loss drops sharply 
with n, reaching a minimum at n=6 or 7, and then rises 
slowly. This last observation is readily explained by the 
fact that the rapid increase in 3-db bandwidth with n 
reduces the loss more rapidly than the number of resona-
tors added in cascade increases it. 

The equal-element curve in Fig. 6 is of special interest 
since it was shown above to approximate the minimum-
possible-loss case within a certain range of validity. 
This curve lies below the others for n up to 8, but not 

beyond. This behavior is reasonable, silice the assump-
tion expressed by (6) breaks down for n>5. 
The bandwidth data is also worth inspecting. For 

example, a ratio of bandwidths of 0.37 can be obtained 
either by means of five resonators with an equal-element 
design or by seven resonators with a pseudo maximally 
flat design. In either case, the midband loss would be 
about the same. 

If a stop-band bandwidth other than the 60-db band-
width were used as a reference, the general appearance 
of Fig. 6 would not change. However, quantitative dif-
ferences in center-frequency loss and bandwidth ratio 
could be considerable. Also, the broad minimum in the 
loss curves would be likely to shift to another value of n. 

V. DERIVATION OF FORMULAS 

1. Low-Pass Equivalent of Dissipative Band-Pass Filter 

The low-pass filter of Fig. 3 will now be justified as 
the equivalent of a band-pass filter having dissipative 
resonators. It has been shown previously that a band-
pass filter consisting of coupled nondissipative resona-
tors can be made equivalent in a narrow-bandwidth ap-
proximation to the lumped-constant band-pass filter of 
Fig. 7(a). The latter filter is equivalent to the low-pass 
prototype filter of Fig. 7(b), with the frequency trans-
formation indicated in Fig. 1. The equivalence of Figs. 
7(a) and 7(b) requires that the series reactances or shunt 
susceptances of corresponding arms be equal at corre-
sponding frequencies; for example, for series arms 
wig, =wLi — 1/wCi. This relationship between reactances 

and susceptances causes equal voltages and currents to 
appear at all corresponding points in the two filters, and 
hence results in the insertion losses of the filters being 
the same. When the resonators have finite unloaded 
Q's, one must introduce resistances and conductances 
into the lumped-constant band-pass circuit as indicated 
in Fig. 8(a). Then, to achieve equal dissipation loss in 
corresponding elements, the same resistances and con-
ductances must be placed in the low-pass circuit of Fig. 
8(b). Thus, for corresponding series arms Ri' 
Therefore 

co'g, 1 1 
—  = —  (wL, — Qui (1 — 

R, ce 
(10) 

where Qui=coL2/Ri and (002= 1/LiCi. Now, assuming 
narrow bandwidth, we have 

CO02 

1 — — = 
CO2 

(002 
CO — CO0 

  -- 2   
CO2 wO 

Let w' = oh' and w = w2 be corresponding frequencies and 
note that 

where w is the 
viously defined. 

C002 

1 — 21), 
2 

relative bandwidth (f2—fi)/fo as pre-
Then ( 10) yields 

=   (12) 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 7—(a) Nondissipative lumped-constant band-pass filter, and 
(b) equivalent low-pass prototype filter. 

C, g, 10; 

(b) 

Fig. 8—(a) Dissipative lumped-constant band-pass filter, and 
(b) equivalent low-pass prototype filter. 

In a similar manner, we obtain the relation for the shunt 
conductance 

G.' =   (13) 

The two identical formulas, ( 12) and (13), provide the 
desired relationship between the unloaded Q's of the 
resonators in the band-pass filter and the equivalent re-
sistances and conductances in the low-pass prototype. 

2. The Center-Frequency Loss Formula 

Eq. ( 1) can be obtained very simply from the low-
pass circuit of Fig. 3, since calculations only at zero fre-
quency are involved. Let the load resistance r be 1 ohm 
for convenience. It will be assumed that the resistances 
and conductances are small compared to unity so that 
they affect the match at co' = 0 only slightly. Then the 
resistance looking to the right or left will be approxi-
mately 1 ohm anywhere in the filter. Thus in the vicinity 
of the ith arm, if we assume a shunt voltage of 1 volt, 
the series current will be 1 ampere. Then, by ( 12) and 
(13), the power dissipated in the ith arm will be 

Luigi 
Pdi = -- watts. (14) 

72,(4i 

The input and output powers at the ith arm are 

Pin 1 -F I-Pdi watts, Pout g-- 1 - Pd1 watts, 

and therefore the loss in the ith arm may be expressed 
in decibels as 

Loi = 10 login 
+ 

4.343Pdi db (15) 

for P di < 0.5. The total loss at co' = 0, or f =f0, is 

8 4.343(44' 2.1— 
E db. Lo E =  (16) 

The approximation in ( 15) holds within 2 per cent for 
Loi as large as 2 db. Calculations for numerous specific 

cases have shown that the other important approxima-
tion—that the resistance level anywhere in the filter is 
not affected by dissipation loss—causes very little error 
for Lo up to n db, and only moderate error up to 2n db. 

This is true because the errors in the various terms of 
the summation in ( 16) tend to cancel each other. 

3. The Stop-Band Loss Formula 

The insertion loss of the low-pass filter of Fig. 2 may 
be expressed rigorously in terms of a polynomial in co' as 

L = 10 logio (a.c012,. an_i„,2n-2 . . 

aid2 ao)db (17) 

where the constants a; are related to the element values 
and terminating resistance in Fig. 2. In the stop band, 
only the higher powers of co' are important, and where 

co' is sufficiently large, 

L. r-,• 10 logio (a.cos"n) db (18) 

where the subscript s denotes a point in the stop band. 
Assume that the element g„ adjacent to r is a series 

element. Then the ratio of voltage across r to that across 
g„_i is r/(r-Fjcos'g„) The admittance Y to the 
right of the gn_c element is very much smaller than the 
susceptance jc.o.'gn_i, and hence the ratio of the voltages 
across g„._i and g._3 is 

1 

Y ± 1 

.iwg1gig-2 
Y -I- :7(0.1 g.-3. 

If we assume the first element gi to be a shunt element, 
the ratio of input voltage to generator voltage will be 

1/jcoRigi. Now, multiplying together all the 
voltage ratios in the filter 

1 (iw.tg._0(iCOs'gn-2) 

'T out = 

V, I cosingig2g3 • • • g. 

The output power is 

-  Vout,I2 r 1 V.12 
Pout  

(wingigg • • • g.)2 

and the available power is P.= I V9/21 2. Therefore, the 
stop-band power loss in decibels is 

= 20 logio (w.'"gigg • • • g.) - 10 logic (4r) db. (21) 

Eq. (21) assumes the terminating resistance r to be con-
nected to a series element in the filter. If it were con-
nected to a shunt element, the equation would be 

L. = 20 logio (co.'ngig2 • • • g„) - 10 logio (-4-) db. (22) 

(19) 

(20) 

These formulas would be unchanged if the element gi 
next to the 1-ohm generator resistor were a series ele-
ment instead of a shunt element. It is also evident that 
reversing the direction of power flow would not alter 

these formulas. 
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NOTE ON THE USE OF STANDARD 
FREQUENCY BAND DESIGNATIONS 

In the following Standard, reference is made to Fre-
quency Bands by number (e.g., see page 1354). For the 
benefit of the user who is not familiar with those band 
designations, a few words of historical background and 
explanation are in order. 

Attempts have been made to designate portions of the 
RF spectrum by such nomenclatures as "long waves," 
"short waves" and similar names since radio's early 
beginnings. One of the earliest classifications was 
adopted at the first CCIR meeting at The Hague in 1929. 
In this system, the spectrum from below 100 kc to 
above 30,000 kc was divided into five bands: "low 
frequency," "medium frequency," "medium-high fre-
quency:" "high frequency" and "very-high frequency." 

At the Atlantic City Radio Conference of 1947, a 
further modification was adopted as below: 

VLF 
LF 
MF 
HF 
VHF 
UHF 
SHF 
EHF 

(Very-low frequency) 
(Low frequency) 
(Medium frequency) 
(High frequency) 
(Very-high frequency) 
(Ultra-high frequency) 
(Super-high frequency) 
(Extremely-high frequency) 

This usage has persisted to the present day, as evi-
denced by frequent references to the "VHF" and "UHF" 
television bands. It has obvious disadvantages in that 
the designations are qualitative, ambiguous, .and not 
extendable without coining new terms which add to the 
potential confusion. 

Realizing the limitations of the above system, the 
CCIR, meeting in London and Warsaw (in 1953 and 
1956) adopted a number designation system, based on 
CCIR Recommendation No. 225. The following table 
and notes are taken from this Recommendation: 

Band 
No. 

Frequency Range 
(lower limit exclusive, 
upper limit inclusive) 

Metric Subdivision 

4 3 to 30 kc 
5 30-300 kc 
6 300-3,000 kc 
7 3,000-30,000 kc 
8 30-300 mc 
9 300-3,000 mc 
10 3,000-30,000 mc 
11 30,000-300,000 mc 
12 300,000-3,000,000 mc 

Myriametric waves 
Kilometric waves 
Hectometric waves 
Decametric waves 
Metric waves 
Decimetric waves 
Centimetric waves 
Millimetric waves 
Deci-millimetric waves 

Note 1: " Band N" extends from 0.3X 10N to 3 X 10N 
cps. 

Note 2: When a service adopts a reference number 
or letter to designate a specific frequency band allo-
cated to it and situated, wholly or for the most part, 
in band "N" of the above nomenclature, the prefix 
N should normally precede the reference in question. 

For example, for the 41- to 68-mc band, to which 
broadcast users give the reference " I," the appropriate 
designation is "broadcast band 8-1," since it refers to 
a part of "band 8." This practice, applicable in the 
drafting of CCIR documents, is generally recom-
mended for all cases where such a definition would 
obviate the risk of confusion in designating the nu-
merous frequency bands and subbands. 

It is hoped that the above words of explanation will 
enable the reader to translate readily from one system 
to the other and further, will eventually result in wider 
use of the numerical references. 

—IRE Standards Committee 

INTRODUCTION 

HE TERM "Radio Direction Finding," as used 
in these standards, is a procedure for determining 
the bearing, at a receiving point, of the source of a 

Below 30 kc 
30-300 kc 
300-3,000 kc 
3,000-30,000 kc 
30,000 kc-300 mc 
300-3,000 mc 
3,000-30,000 mc 
30,000-300,000 mc 

Myriametric waves 
Kilometric waves 
Hectometric waves 
Decametric waves 
Metric waves 
Decimetric waves 
Centimetric waves 
Millimetric waves 

radio signal by observing the direction of arrival and 
other properties of the signal. Direction Finders may 
be used for navigation and other purposes without 
necessitating the specialized transmissions generally re-
quired by other radio navigational devices. 
The purpose of standardizing measurement methods 

and procedures is to enable the determination of a 
Direction Finder's characteristics which will permit 
analysis of DF performance in a uniform manner or the 
correlation of data when two or more types of Direction 
Finders are to be compared. An effort has been made to 
follow and adapt previously-used methods of measure-
ment and limit the measurement procedures to those 
suitable for the majority of types of Direction Finders. 
It is probable that certain tests have been omitted which 
might be required for some specialized types. Such 
shortcomings may be offset by supplementing the 
standardized procedures, as necessary, for a particular 
design. 

ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS OF 
TERMS USED IN THIS STANDARD 

Accuracy (in Direction Finding). The correctness of an 
indication in terms of its deviation from the true value 
of the quantity indicated when the probability that 
this deviation will be exceeded is less than a stated 
value. 

Apparent Bearing. The direction of arrival of the signal 
with respect to some reference direction. 
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Bearing Accuracy (in Direction Finding). The correct-
ness of DF indication expressed as the deviation (of the 
indicated bearing from the direction of arrival of the 
signal) whose probability of being exceeded is less than 
some stated value. 

Bearing Accuracy, Instrumental DF. The systematic 
component of Bearing Accuracy. The deviations in-
volved include such factors as structure and imbalance 
among elements of the DF Antenna System, Goniome-
ter, balanced modulator of the DF equipment itself, 
etc., and errors in the calibration of the indicating sys-
tem. It does not include errors due to distortions of the 

signal field caused by effects exterior to the DF equip-
ment, nor does it include offsets which can be corrected 

by a fixed displacement of the indicator scale. 

Bearing Error Curve (DF Equipment). A plot of the 
Instrumental Bearing Errors vs Indicated Bearings. 

Bearing Error Curve (DF Installation). A plot of the 
combined Instrumental Bearing Error (DF Equipment) 
and site error vs Indicated Bearings. 

Bearing Offset, Indicated. The difference between the 
indicated and apparent bearings of a number of signal 
sources, substantially uniformly distributed in azimuth. 

Bearing Reciprocal (in Direction Finding). The opposite 

I i rec ti on to a bearing. 

Blur (in Null-Type DF Systems). In null-type systems, 
the output (including noise) at the bearing of minimum 
response expressed as a percentage of the output at the 
bearing of maximum response. 

DF Antenna. A DF Antenna may consist of a single 
loop, orthogonal loops, spaced differentially-connected 
dipoles or Adcock antennas, or any other antenna com-
bination included in a Direction Finder for obtaining a 
phase or amplitude reference with respect to the re-
ceived signal. 

DF Antenna System. One or more DF Antennas, their 
combining circuits and feeder systems, together with the 
shielding and all electrical and mechanical items up to 
the termination at the receiver input terminals. 

DF Dummy Antenna. An electrical network that simu-
lates the impedance characteristics of the DF Antenna. 

DF Dummy Antenna System. An electrical network 
which simulates the impedance characteristics of the 
DF Antenna System. 

Note: When a signal generator is used to excite a 
DF Dummy Antenna or DF Dummy Antenna Sys-
tem, the generator impedance must be considered in 
the design of the Dummy. 

DF Noise Level. In the absence of the desired signals, 
the average power or rms voltage at any specified point 
in a Direction Finder System. 

Note: in RF and audio channels, the Noise Level, 
DF is usually measured in terms of the power dissi-
pated in a suitable termination. In a video channel, 
it is customarily measured in terms of voltage across 
a given impedance, or of the cathode-ray deflection. 

Null. In direction finding systems wherein the output 
amplitude is a function of the direction of arrival of the 
signal, or of the rotation in bearing of the response pat-
tern of the DF Antenna System, the minimum output 
amplitude (ideally zero). 

Note: The Null is frequently employed as a means 
of determining bearing. The term "minimum" is oftee 
used to indicate an imperfect Null. 

Overload Point, Signal. For any setting of receiver con-
trols, and with an input signal increasing from any level 
within the linear operating range of the receiver, that 
input signal amplitude at which the ratio of output to 
the input first differs by 3 db from the ratio of output 
to input observed within the linear operating range. 

Pick-up Factor, DF Antenna System. An index of merit 
expressed as the quotient of the voltage across the re-
ceiver input impedance divided by the signal field-
strength to which the antenna system is exposed, the 
direction of arrival and polarization of the wave being 
such as to give maximum response. 

Polarization, Desired. The polarization of the radio 
wave for which the DF Antenna System is designed. 

Note: The Desired Polarization is ordinarily either 
vertical or horizontal. 

Polarization, Undesired. Any polarization of the radio 
wave other than that for which the DF Antenna System 
is designed. 

Note: When the Desired Polarization is vertical or 
horizontal, then the Undesired Polarization is horizontal 
or vertical, respectively. 

Reference Test Field. That field strength, in microvolts 
per meter, numerically equal to the DF Sensitivity. 

Sensitivity, DF. That field strength, in microvolts per 
meter, to which the DF Antenna System is exposed at 
the DF site, which produces a ratio of signal-plus-noise 
to noise of 20 db in the receiver output, the direction 
of arrival of the signal being such as to produce maxi-
mum pickup in the DF Antenna System (see Sensitivity 
at Maximum Response Position, 1.2). 

Note: lf, because of equipment limitation, a 20-db 
signal-plus-noise to noise ratio cannot be attained, 
the sensitivity can be calculated by extrapolating 
from an attainable signal-plus-noise to noise ratio 
within the linear region. 
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Standard Multiples. The Standard Multiples of meas-
urement shall be 1 X10" and 3 X 10n for all pertinent 
(i.e., positive, negative and zero) integral values of n. 

Standard Output Levels (Audio). The Standard Output 
Levels, into a Standard Output Load, shall be 0.006, 
0.050 or 0.3 watt, depending upon the output capabili-
ties of the equipment. 

Standard Output Load (Audio). The Standard Output 
Load (Audio) shall be resistive and shall be of a value 
equal to the load into which the audio channel of the 
receiver is designed or specified to operate. 

Standard Test Frequencies. The Standard Test Ere-
tuencies shall be the mid-frequency and nominal limits 
of each tuning band of the DF receiver. Where the band-
tuning ratio is less than one and one-half to one, two 
frequencies, approximately 10 per cent inside the nom-
inal limits of the band coverage, will suffice. 

Standard Wave Error. The DF bearing error produced 
by a wave incident at 45°, having equal vertically- and 
horizontally-polarized electric fields, the relative phases 
of the two components being such as to produce the 
maximum DF bearing error. 

Target Transmitter. A source of radio frequency energy 
suitable for providing test signals at the test site. 

STANDARD TEST CONDITIONS 

Test Sites 

Two types of test sites, suitable for DF measurements, 
are described, together with methods of calibrating field 
strength. 
The selection of and method of establishing known 

field strengths at a site such as may be used for actual 
operation are described under Section 1. Where the DF 
Antenna System is sufficiently compact, the use of a 
screen room and transmission line is recommended and 
this is described in Section 2. 
Standard conditions of temperature, installation 

alignment, warmup, and modulation are described in 
Section 3. 

1. SITE REQUIREMENTS FOR DF TESTING 

For proper evaluation of Radio Direction Finders, it 
is necessary to make measurements at a site where the 
electrical characteristics are such that the effects of 
absorption, reflection, refraction, and radiation of radio 
frequency energy are negligible. Therefore, a site should 
be selected very carefully with regard to the terrain and 
electrical characteristics. 

1.1 Visual Inspection 

1.1.1 The area should be substantially flat in all di-
rections from the DF Antenna for a distance of at least 

one wavelength at the lowest operating frequency and 
should have no more than a gentle slope for several 
times that distance. Mountainous or hilly country 
should be avoided. 

1.1.2 In order that shoreline refractive errors shall be 
negligible, the site must be located a distance of five 
wavelengths or more from the shoreline of large bodies 
of water. 

1.1.3 The conductivity of the soil at the site should 
be uniform and high. Areas uniformly covered with 
grass or vegetation usually meet this requirement. 
Rocky or sandy soil generally is unsatisfactory. Sites 
having low but uniform conductivity are preferable to 
sites having high conductivity spotted with rock forma-
tion, sand or varying moisture content. 

1.1.4 Regions where there are abrupt terrain irregu-
larities such as cliffs, cuts, fills, ravines, or gaps should 
be avoided. 

1.1.5 The site should be free from buildings, tall trees, 
wire fences, radio antennas, railroad tracks, sharp 
ground contours, buried metal conductors, overhead 
conductors, chimney stacks and small bodies of water 
or other objects capable of reradiating RF energy. No 
hills or objects should appear above an elevation angle 
of 3°. 

1.1.6 Distances to be maintained between the Direc-
tion Finder and various types of obstruction to minimize 
their effect on DF accuracy are given in Table I. 

TABLE 1 

Obstruction 
Minimum 

Distance to be 
Maintained 

Scattered trees and single small buildings 
Wire fences 
Buried conductors (other than DF supply lines) 
Towers, etc. 
Overhead conductors and railroad tracks 
Small bodies of water 
Forests and metal structures 
Mountains 

150 yards 
150 yards 
300 yards 
500 yards 
500 yards 
150-500 yards 
500-1,000 yards 
5-25 miles 

1.2 Electrical Inspection 

After the available sites have been visually inspected, 
the following electrical tests should be made. 

1.2.1 Noise Measurement. The noise level of a pro-
posed site should be checked with a field-strength meter 
to ensure that excessive electrical noise will not pro-
hibit the performance of any desired measurement se-
lected from this standard. 

1.2.2 Field Pattern. The purpose of this test is to 
determine the suitability of a site for Target Trans-
mitter testing of a Direction Finder. This test shall be 
made prior to the installation of any ground screen. 

1.2.2.1 Place a field-strength meter at the spot where 
the DF Antenna System is to be erected. 

1.2.2.2 Position a Target Transmitter at a point at 
least two wavelengths from the field-strength meter and 
in a known direction (such as magnetic north); record 
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the field strength at this bearing for all standard test 
frequencies. Repeat the procedure after moving the 
Target Transmitter at a constant radius for all specified 
bearings. 

1.2.2.3 Plot the data on rectangular coordinate paper 

as field strength vs bearing for each frequency. Any 
irregularities indicate an absorption or reflection or 
refraction of the wave which would affect the accuracy i 
of the Direction Finder. 

1.2.2.4 If significant irregularities are evident in the 1 
plot, compute the mean value of the field strength for 
each frequency. If the field strength deviates more than 
5 per cent from the mean at any point, the site should t 
not be used without taking corrective steps. 

1.2.3 Ground Conditions. Site conditions shall be re-
corded, including measurements of ground conductivity p 
and dielectric constant and statement made of the 
methods employed. 

1.3 Discussion 

A site intended for Target Transmitter tests need not 
satisfy requirements of 1.1 ( Visual Inspection) as far as 
regions beyond the distance to the Target Transmitter 
are concerned. A site to be used for Statistical Bearing 
Data, however, should be selected with the greater 
emphasis upon 1.1 ( Visual Inspection). 

1.4 Method of Establishing a Known Field Strength at 
the DF Antenna System Site 

Where measurement of DF Sensitivity or Pick-up 
Factor is to be made at the DF site, it is necessary to 
establish a known field at the center of the DF Antenna 
Array. The most convenient procedure for establishing 
a known field depends upon the characteristics of the 
particular equipment being measured. 

1.4.1 Conditions. A Target Transmitter shall be 
coupled to an antenna connected to provide the Desired 
Polarization. 

1.4.2 Normal Procedure. 

1.4.2.1 Install a Target Transmitter at least two 
wavelengths from the center of the test site. 

1.4.2.2 With the DF equipment removed, locate a 
field-strength meter at the center of the test site. Adjust 
the Target Transmitter to produce the desired field 
strength at this test site. 

1.4.2.3 Locate a second field-strength monitor or a 
second field-strength meter at a convenient point be-

hind the Target Transmitter and record the level corre-
sponding to the desired field strength at the test site and 
record a measure of the target transmitter power. 

1.4.2.4 Remove the first field-strength meter and 
install the DF equipment. 

1.4.2.5 Set the Target Transmitter to the power re-
corded in 1.4.2.3 and read the monitor. This reading 
is the reference level. 

1.4.2.6 Perform the required tests, while adjusting 
the Target Transmitter to produce the monitor-level 
determined in 1.4.2.5. 
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Where the DF Antenna Array cannot be moved with-
out inconvenience, a known field can often be estab-
lished at its center as follows: 

1.4.3 Alternate Procedure. 

1.4.3.1 Locate a Target Transmitter at a point at 
least two wavelengths from the test site. 

1.4.3.2 Locate a field-strength meter at a point that 
s the same distance from the Target Transmitter as is 
the DF Antenna, and removed by at least two wave-
engths from the DF Antenna. 

1.4.3.3 Orient the Target Transmitter antenna to 
produce maximum field-strength response and adjust 
he Target Transmitter to produce the desired field 
trength at the field-strength meter location. 
1.4.3.4 Reorient the Target Transmitter antenna to 

roduce maximum signal at the DF. 

1.4.3.5 Observe the new reading of the field-strength 
eter as a reference level, and maintain the signal at 

his level. Under these conditions, the signal field 
trength at the DF Antenna site has approximately the 
alue obtained in 1.4.3.3 provided that the field at the 
onitor is not appreciably distorted by DF Antenna. 
1.4.4 Special Requirements for Low-Level Measure-

ments. When measurements requiring controlled field 
strengths at low levels are to be made in the field, the 
following procedure may be used for calibrations or 
monitoring the Target Transmitter. 

It is assumed that the available field-strength meas-
uring equipment does not have sufficient sensitivity to 
measure the low field-strength levels which are required 
by some of the measurements. Also, it is often the case 
that the Target Transmitter is not equipped with a 

calibrated attenuator, although generally some means 
are provided for decoupling the power from the trans-
mitter to the antenna. 

A suggested procedure is to measure the field strength 
from the Target Transmitter with the transmitter ad-
justed to produce a sufficiently strong field to be recorded 

on the meter. The field-strength meter may then be 
moved close to the Target Transmitter, preferably be-
hind the transmitter and on a line with the center of the 
collector system and the field strength again established 

at that point. If the Target Transmitter is readjusted to 
a new level, a measurement of the field at the second 
location will establish the ratio of change from which 
the corresponding field at the center of the collector 
system may be readily calculated. It is often convenient 

to monitor the Target Transmitter with an absorption 
type of wave-meter equipped with a thermocouple 
meter. The change in transmitter output may be ob-
tained from the meter. The type of meter should be 
noted to determine whether the meter indications are 
proportional to the power or to the current. 

2. SCREEN Room AND TRANSMISSION LINE 
FOR DF TESTING 

A laboratory method of simulating, in a shielded 
room, a radiated field having vertical polarization and 
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controllable properties of strength is of considerable 
value in the measurement of Direction Finders, which 
are sufficiently compact to be tested in the shielded 
room. 
The setup to be described will furnish a field of known 

direction and strength,' at all frequencies in general up 
to Band 6.2 This setup may also be arranged to provide 
voltage of proper phase and amplitude to circuits (in 
the DF) used for Sense and Balance purposes. 

2.1 Installation 

The details of the test installation are shown by 
Figs. 1 and 2. 

2.2 Calibration 

The calibration consists of the determination of a 
relationship between the input voltage from the signal 
generator to the test line and the field produced at the 
position chosen for the loop. 
The relationship is the line constant K. 

K (meters) = E/F (1) 

I Alternative methods of known reliability may be employed. 
2 This method fails at higher frequencies due to standing-wave 

effects in the shielded room and parasitic impedance in the measuring 
circuits. The method can be extended to higher frequencies by taking 
these effects into account, but such corrections are not described in 
this standard. 

Fig. 2—Terminating resistance for test line. 
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where 

E= microvolts input to the test line, 

and 

F= microvolts per meter equivalent field intensity 
at the loop. 

The value of K may be found by using the Direction 
Finder receiver as a voltmeter and a single-turn auxil-
iary loop of the same diameter as the loop to be tested. 
The following discussion gives the principles involved 
in the method to be used. If a loop is placed in a radia-
tion field of intensity F with the loop oriented for max-
imum induced voltage, the voltage, eL, effectively in 
series with the loop will be 

eL = (2) 

where 

kr, is the effective height of the loop. 
Conversely 

F = eL/hi, 

where 

F is the equivalent homogeneous field (even though 
the actual field varies over the area of the loop 
as when obtained from the test line). 

The effective height may be determined by the equation 

hL = TA Nf/150 (3) 

where 

hi, is 
A is 
Nis 
f is 

in meters, 
the enclosed loop area in square meters, 
the number of turns on the loop, and 
the frequency in megacycles per second. 

The voltage induced in the loop-circuit also appears 
across the loop terminals unless the terminating im-
pedance is comparable to the impedance looking back 
into the loop. 
The three relationships of K, e, and h may be combin-

ed to give the equation 

K = 1.06 X 10-5d2NfE/er, (4) 

where 

d is the diameters of the loop in inches, 
N is the number of turns on the loop, and 
f is the frequency in megacycles per second. 

The method of calibration consists of: 1) applying a 
voltage E of frequency f, to the test line, 2) measuring 
the open circuit voltage el, induced in the loop when the 
loop is at the selected distance X of Fig. 1, and 3) sub-
stituting the values used and measured in (4). 

If the input impedance of the first tube of the re-
ceiver is large, compared to the impedance looking back 
into the loop, the value of el, may be measured with the 

aid of the Direction Finder receiver as a sensitive de-
tector. The lead normally connected to the grid of the 
first tube is removed. One of the loop terminals is then 
connected to the grid and the other to the chassis 
ground, care being exercised to retain normal grid bias 
conditions. The receiver is then tuned to resonance as 
indicated by an output meter. Sufficient input (E) is 
applied to the test line to give a usable reading on the 
output meter with the sensitivity control adjusted to 
produce negligible tube-hiss or noise. Next the signal 
generator is temporarily disconnected from the test line 
and is connected from the grid to ground in place of the 
calibration loop. The generator output must be adjusted 
to produce the same receiver output reading as was 
obtained when the generator was applied to the line and 
the loop was connected between the grid and ground. 

It is important that the receiver tuning, sensitivity-
control adjustment and input frequency be undisturbed 
after the first measurement. 

In this manner, the value of K may be checked over 
the frequency range of the direction-finder receiver. It 
is important that the frequency used be known within 
1.0 per cent since it enters directly into the determina-
tion of K. As previously stated, the value of K should 
remain the same over the band of frequencies checked. 
There are three principal causes for variation in the 
value of K: 1) improper termination of the line, 2) 
resonance effects in the loop circuit, and 3) resonance 
effects of the room. The first cause may be checked by 
correcting the value of R and checking for any inductive 
effect (which is unlikely if a carbon resistor is used). 
The second cause can usually be avoided by using the 
untuned one-turn auxiliary loop of the same diameter 
as the loop to be measured. A convenient method of 
constructing the auxiliary loop is to fasten a single loop 
of the required diameter to a sheet of cardboard which 
may be hung on the transmission line at the required 
spacing. A twisted pair connects the loop to the receiver 
input grid for the previous measurements. 
The loading effect of the test line on the signal gen-

erator may also affect the calibration and should be 
checked. Usually the lower attenuator taps of the gen-
erator are relatively free of this effect, but at high out-
put settings of the generator coarse-control of the 
step-attenuator, such as may be required for the value 
of E [see (4)], the effect may be considerable, thus pro-
ducing an incorrect line constant if not accounted for. 
The corrected value of E may be found in the following 
manner: 

1) Connect the generator between the grid of the 
input tube and ground. Connect a resistor, approx-
imately equal to that used for the test-line termination 
(R), between the grid and ground. The resistance is 
sufficiently accurate if only nominally the same as R. 

2) Reduce the sensitivity control setting and set 
the generator output to that read apparently as E. 
Call this value E'. 
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3) Adjust the sensitivity control to produce an 
output meter reading well below the overload point 
of the receiver but near a maximum of one of the 
low-voltage scales of the output meter (for example, 
4 volts on the 5-volt scale). Note the reading. 

4) Remove the resistor between the input grid and 
ground. The output reading will increase if the shunt-
ing effect being checked is present. Reduce the gen-
erator output to produce an output meter reading 
as in 3) above. The generator now reads substantially 
the correct value of E which should be used instead 
of E' in the calculation of line constant. [See (4).] 

The loading effect of R may vary with the attenuator 
setting. The effect may be checked in the same manner 
as described for obtaining the corrected value of E. A 
correction factor may then be applied to the field 
strength as determined by the line constant (measured 
as previously described) and the generator output read-
ing. For example, the field strength would apparently 
be 100 1.4v per meter for a generator reading of 600 
my and a line constant of 6.0. However, if the line-
termination resistance-load caused a reduction in gen-
erator-output voltage of 5 per cent (as determined by 
the loading-effect check), the actual field would be 95 
tiv per meter. An inaccuracy of this order could be 
ignored in the usual test work. This inaccuracy and its 
negligibility should not be confused with the inaccuracy 
of the line constant caused by the lack of correction of 
the value of E of (4), for which the correction should 
be applied as described. 

2.3 Dummy Sense or Balance Antenna 

When the Direction Finder is to be checked as a non-
directional receiver, the generator output is coupled to 
a standard dummy antenna, which, for the sake of ex-
ample, let us assume has a capacity of 100 µbd. The ca-
pacitor simulates a representative antenna capacitance 
with which the receiver is to be used, but does not ac-
count for the effective height of the antenna. When the 
Direction Finder is used as a left-right indicating Di-
rection Finder, or requires an open antenna for any other 
purpose, the effective height of the simulated antenna 
should be comparable with those in actual use. An 
antenna effective-height of 1 meter is representative 
for certain applications and is used here as an example. 
An antenna of 1 meter effective-height implies that 
the voltage induced in the antenna of the receiver is 
1 of the field intensity figure expressed in volts per meter. 
For example, a 1-meter antenna in a 1000-µv-per-meter 
field produces 250 ¡ay at the antenna post. Thus related, 

where 

ea 
hA 

eA = hAF (5) 

is the open circuit antenna voltage in microvolts, 
is the effective height in meters, and 
is the field intensity in microvolts per meter. 

In the discussion of line calibration, (1) states K=E/F 
(or E=KF). By combining this relationship with (5), 
we obtain 

hA/K = e4/E. (6) 

By connecting a capacitance divider across the signal 
generator as shown in Fig. 3, the antenna input may 
be reduced to the receiver so that when the value of E 
microvolts is applied to the test line, producing a field 
strength of F microvolts-per-meter at the loop, the prop-
er value of e4 is applied across the receiver antenna and 
ground points to simulate a 1-meter antenna. The re-
lationship of eA/E (and eA/K) to CI and C2 is 

eA/E = Ci/(Ci + C2) = h4/K. 

TO HIGH SIDE  
OF SIGNAL < 
GENERATOR   

TO GROUND SIDE 
OF SIGNAL <  
GENERATOR 

 o VER rare. POST 

O RECEIVER GROUND 

Fig. 3—Capacitance divider connections for simulated antenna. 

The value of (CI ±C2) is the total effective capacitance 
of the simulated antenna at the receiver. Thus, all rela-
tions are known for simulating the antenna. As an ex-
ample, if K=6, ha = 1 meter, and (CI C2) = lOOMPf• 

1/4 
hA(Ci C2)/K = — X 100 = 4.2 mid 

6 

C2 = 100 - 4.2 = 95.8 gid• 

Ordinarily, for this example, small fixed-mica capacitors 
nominally 5 iamf (for CI) and 100 1.4 (for C2) would be 
suitable, resulting in an effective height of 0.28 meter 
at 105 ¡ad at the nominal values. 
The antenna and ground connections of the receiver 

may be at a relatively large distance from the output 
terminals of the generator, as illustrated in Fig. 1. As 
shown, a shielded lead is used for connection between 
the signal generator and the dummy antenna (CI and 
C2) which is located at the receiver connection posts. 
The dummy antenna should not be located at the gen-
erator and the shielded lead connected across C'2, running 
thence to the receiver, or the division of voltages will 
be incorrect. 

3. OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Ambient Temperature 

Unless otherwise specified, the ambient temperature 
within the protective shelter normally housing portions 
of the equipment shall be maintained between 20° and 
30°C. 

Installation and Alignment 

The alteration of adjustments specifically provided 
for installation or manufacturing alignment of the 
equipment is not permissible during tests. 
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Modulation 

When modulation is required, a signal modulated 
to a depth of 30 per cent at 400 cps shall be used unless 
otherwise specified. 

Warm-up Period 

The warm-up period shall be sufficiently long to 
stabilize all operating characteristics. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

Signal Generato:-

An 1:F signal source providing modulated or un-
modulated output at calibrated levels. 

Note: For use in the Standard Measurements which 
follow, the output voltage of the signal generator shall 
be continuously adjustable from approximately 0.5 
to at least 100,000 µv. The output level should be 
within + 10 per cent of the specified value throughout 
the frequency range. The RF output should be free 
of frequency modulation. 
The RF harmonic content preferably should be less 

than 2 per cent and not more than 5 per cent. Modu-
lation shall be 400 cycles and, unless otherwise speci-
fied, shall be 30 per cent. 

For the majority of Direction Finder measure-
ments, the shielding must be such that direct radia-
tion into the antenna system does not occur. 

1. DIRECTION FINDER SENSITIVITY 

1.1 DF Antenna System Pick-up Factor 

1.1.1 Purpose. The purpose of this measurement is 
to determine the Pick-up Factor of the DF Antenna 
System (see Fig. 4). 

1,..‘ • 1.111•11., 
«HO 

I  H •1001•1•11 
vi•CoOr 

r FL----   .•... I I •  t 
Ill •••(•01/ 4. 1 

L ___________J 
Fig. 4—Typical "OF antenna system." 

1.1.2 conditions. Standard Test Conditions shall ap-
ply. AGC, if provided, shall be disabled for this meas-
urement and a manually operated sensitivity control 
substituted. If the DF does not contain an output in-
dicator, a meter or oscilloscope shall be connected to 
indicate the signal level from the DF detector. The DF 
Antenna shall be oriented in bearing for maximum re-
ception. Measurements shall be conducted at a sufficient 
number of Standard Test Frequencies to determine the 
performance required. 

1.1.3 Procedure: 
1.1.3.1 Apply a known field strength at one of the 

Standard Test Frequencies to the DF Antenna System 
(See Standard Test Conditions 2 and 3) of sufficient 
strength to override the noise. Record the reading of 
the output meter and the field strength. 

For this test, the DF Antenna System (or goniome-
ter) shall be positioned for maximum antenna pick-up 
and this bearing recorded. If the display device de-
pends upon continuous rotation of the antenna pattern, 
this rotation shall be maintained and measurements 
shall be made at the bearing of maximum antenna 
pick-up. 

1.1.3.2 Adjust the receiver sensitivity control to 
produce an output below the Overload Point and record 
this output amplitude. 

1.1.3.3 Without readjusting the receiver controls, 
transfer the receiver to a shielded room, if available. 
(Measurements on the receiver may be made at the 
Test Site when due precautions are taken to prevent 
the reception of external noise.) 

1.1.3.4 Across the receiver input terminals connect 
an adjustable susceptance which has a sign opposite to 
that of the receiver input susceptance and adjust for 
zero total susceptance at the receiver input terminals. 
(See Appendix A.) 

1.1.3.5 Connect a Signal Generator to the input 
terminals of the receiver (and in shunt with the suscept-
ance of 1.1.3.4 if applicable). Record the reading of 
the output meter of the Signal Generator (See Ap-
pendix A) required to produce the same output indica-
tion as 1.1.3.2. 

1.1.3.6 Connect a resistance, equal to that of the 
generator, across the generator output and the receiver 
input and also the susceptance of 1.1.3.4. Record the 
reading of the output meter of the Signal Generator 
now required to produce the same receiver output in-
dication as 1.1.3.2. 

1.1.3.7 Compute the receiver input voltage as: 
Receiver Input Voltage = Signal Generator readings 

of paragraph 1.1.3.6, minus readings of paragraph 
1.1.3.5. 

1.1.3.8 Compute the DF Antenna System Pick-up 
Factor as: 

Pick-up Factor (meters) 

Receiver input volts (from Section 1.1.3.7) 

Field Strength (from Section 1.1.3.1) 

1.1.4 Alternate Test Procedure Above 100 Mc. 
1.1.4.1 Establish and record the Reference Test 

Field. 
1.1.4.2 If necessary, adjust the readio-receiver sensi-

tivity control to produce an output below the Overload 
Point of the receiver. Record this output. 
1.1.4.3 Without readjusting the controls of the radio 

receiver, disconnect the DF Antenna System from the 
receiver. Replace the DF Antenna System with a half-
wave dipole and matching cable. Locate the dipole 
at the center of the DF Antenna System and orient 
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it to the saine polarization. If horizontal polarization 
is employed, orient the dipole to obtain maximum pick-
up from the Target Transmitter. Connect the receiving 
end of the cable to a slotted line or other measuring 
device suitable for determining SWR. Then, connect the 
measuring device and a variable resistor to the receiver 
input. Connect the resistor in series with the receiver in-
put, if the receiver input conductance is greater than 
that of the line and in parallel if less than that of the line. 
Connect a matching stub or other suitable reactive 
element in shunt with the receiver input terminals. 

1.1.4.4 Adjust the variable resistance and the stub 
line for unity SWR. Record the value of resistance. 

1.1.4.5 Readjust the Target Transmitter ouput to 
produce a field strength giving the same receiver output 
as obtained in Section 1.1.4.2. Record the field strength. 

1.1.4.6 Determine the effective height of the dipole 
and substitute the value in the following equation: 

Transmitter. The signal source shall be unmodulated. 
The transmitter dipole shall be placed at a distance 
of at least 20 times the diameter of the DF Antenna 
System to minimize error in measurement resulting 
from parallax. The transmitting dipole may be ele-
vated, if necessary, to be in the same horizontal plane 
as the center of the collector. The field intensity at 
the center of the DF Antenna System shall be known 
for all transmitter output levels employed in the tests. 
Suitable methods for determining and monitoring the 
field strength are suggested under Standard Test Con-
ditions. 
Couple the Direction Finder receiver to the Anten-

na System under test and connect the ouput of the 
receiver to an audio output meter or other device suit-

able for obtaining accurate readings of the output. Use 
the beat-frequency oscillator to provide audio output 
or if the receiver is not equipped with a BFO, provide 

Field Strength of Section 1.1.4.5   
(Effective Height of Dipole of Sec. 1.1.4.6\ (1 — R Series of Sec. 1.1.4.4\ 

2 A Dipole Cable Imped. 

Field Strength of Section 1.1.4.1 

12 Sensitivity at Maximum Response Position 

1.2.1 Purpose: This test is similar to the over-all 
measurement of sensitivity of conventional receivers. 
Its purpose is to determine the over-all Direction Finder 
System sensitivity (at the bearing of maximum response) 
in terms of the minimum field strength of a CW signal, 
which when turned on and off will produce a 20-db 
change in the Direction Finder output. 

Note: If a 20-db level change cannot be obtained, 
record the maximum change attainable. 
Three methods of performing the test are described 

below. 
1.2.2 Direct Method: This method is the simplest, but 

will not be suitable in many cases. 
1.2.2.1 Conditions: A CW measurement of the over-all 

Antenna System and receiver sensitivity shall be made 
at the maximum response orientation using one of the 
following signal sources. 

a) VLF through MF (band 6 and below) Direction 
Finders: Provide a calibrated signal source. This may 
be a well-shielded Signal Generator coupled to a 
transmission line in a shielded room, as shown in 
Section 2 of Standard Test Conditions, or it may be 
any other signal source which will establish a known 
field of the Desired Polarization. 

b) HF through SHF (band 7 through band 10) Di-
rection Finders: Provide a calibrated signal source. 
This may be either a well-shielded Signal Generator 
coupled to a balanced dipole capable of being oriented 
to the Desired Polarization or it may be a Target 

an alternate means to read the IF level. Disable the 
AGC, if used in the receiver system under test, and 
employ a manually operated sensitivity control. 

1.2.2.2 Procedure: 
1.2.2.2.1 Tune-in the signal from the Target Trans-

mitter and rotate the Antenna System (or goniometer, 
if used) to the bearing, giving the maximum receiver 
output. Record the bearing. If an electronic goniometer is 
used, it should be kept running and measurements made 
at the bearing of maximum response. Turn off the Tar-
get Transmitter. 

1.2.2.2.2 Adjust the receiver sensitivity control to 
produce a noise output at least 30 db below the Over-
load Point of the receiver 

1.2.2.2.3 Turn on the Target Transmitter and adjust 
the output to that level required to produce a receiver 
output 20 db above the reference noise level. Record 
the field strength required to produce the above signal-
plus-noise to noise ratio. This is the DF Sensitivity and 
is numerically equal to the Reference Test Field. 

1.2.2.2.4 Maintain the sensitivity setting obtained in 
Section 1.2.2.2.3. Turn off the Target Transmitter and 
recheck and record the reference noise-output level. 

1.2.2.2.5 Replace the DF Antenna elements with 
their shielded equivalent impedances and remeasure 
and record the noise-output level. 

1.2.2.2.6 Divide the noise-output level of Section 
1.2.2.2.4 (as expressed in volts) by the noise-output 
level of Section 1.2.2.2.5. If this ratio, converted to 
decibels, exceeds 6 db, the Indirect Method of 1.2.3 
should be used. 
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Note: If the change is less than 6 db, the DF Sensi-
tivity may be computed approximately by multiply-
ing the Reference Test Field of Section 1.2.2.2.3 by 
the reciprocal of the ratio. 
1.2.3 Indirect Method: System Divided at Receiver 

Input Terminals 
When the DF employs a large Antenna System which 

cannot be enclosed conveniently within a shielded room; 
where external noise at the test site, such as atmos-
pherics, precludes an accurate measurement at high 
sensitivities; or where the frequencies employed are such 
that reflections from the inside walls of shielded rooms 
will cause errors, it is necessary to make separate meas-
urements of the Antenna System and the receiver and 
then calculate the required data to obtain the DF Sensi-

tivity. 
1.2.3.1 Procedure: 
1.2.3.1.1 Measure the DF Antenna System Pickup 

Factor as directed in Section 1.1. 
1.2.3.1.2 Without changing the receiver controls, 

transfer the receiver to a shielded room (if available). 
Measurements on the receiver may be made at the test 
site when due precautions are taken to prevent the re-

ception of external noise. 
1.2.3.1.3 Replace each collector element of the DF 

Antenna with an equivalent impedance having negli-
gible pickup. Adjust the receiver sensitivity control to 
produce a noise level (measured across the DF detector 
load) 30 db below the receiver Overload Point. 

Note: If the display device depends upon continu-
ous rotation of the antenna pattern through the use 
of electronic goniometers, etc., such rotation shall 

be maintained. 
1.2.3.1.4 Across the receiver input terminals connect 

an adjustable susceptance which has a sign opposite to 
that of the receiver input susceptance and adjust for 
zero total susceptance at the receiver input terminals. 

Note 1: If the input admittance is a simple suscept-
ance (for example, a pure capacity), this adjustment 
may be obtained by connecting the signal to the input 
terminals in series with a resistance 10 or more times 
the impedance of the receiver input and adjusting the 
variable susceptance for maximum output from the 

receiver. 
Note 2: If the electrical characteristics of the input 

circuitry are such that simple maximizing of the 
response of Note 1 does not produce zero susceptance, 
this adjustment must be performed with the aid of 

an RF Susceptance Bridge. 
Note 3: If the input impedance of the receiver is 

nonreactive, i.e., a pure resistance, then Section 
1.2.3.1.4 may be omitted. 

Note 4: If the input impedance of the receiver is 
very much greater ( 10 or more) than the output 
impedance of the Signal Generator, then Sections 
1.2.3.1.4 and 1.2.3.1.6 may be omitted. 
1.2.3.1.5 Connect a Signal Generator to the input 

terminals of the receiver in shunt with the susceptance 
in Section 1.2.3.1.4, if present. (See Note 4.) Record the 
Signal Generator output voltage el (see Appendix A), 
required to produce an output indication 20 db above 
the noise determined in Section 1.2.3.1.3. 

1.2.3.1.6 Connect a resistance equal to that of the 
generator resistance across the generator output in 
shunt with the receiver input and the susceptance of 
Section 1.2.3.1.4. Record the Signal Generator output 
voltage el (see Appendix A), now required to produce the 
same receiver output indication as Section 1.2.3.1.5. 

1.2.3.1.7 Compute the receiver input voltage E (for 
20-db signal-plus-noise to noise ratio): E=e2—ei. 

1.2.3.1.8 Compute the Sensitivity At Maximum Re-
sponse by dividing the receiver input voltage E (Section 
1.2.3.1.7) by the DF Antenna Pickup Factor. (See Sec-

tion 1.1.3.8 or 1.1.4.6.) The result is expressed in micro-
volts per meter. 

1.2.3.1.9 Measurements shall be conducted at the 
same Standard Test Frequencies as used in measure-
ment 1.1. 

1.3 DF Antenna System Response Pattern 

1.3.1 Purpose: The purpose of this test is to deter-
mine the DF Antenna System response pattern in the 
horizontal plane. 

1.3.2 Conditions: The Direction Finder under test 
shall be adjusted for optimum performance. A signal 
source sufficient to produce an output of 20 db above 
noise shall be used. Either the Target Transmitter may 
be moved around the DF Antenna System or the DF 
Antenna System may be rotated about its vertical axis. 
It is desirable that the transmitter level be adjusted to 
maintain constant receiver output as the DF Antenna 
System is rotated, or the transmitter is moved. If a 
transmitter of adjustable output is not available, then, 
as an alternative, the Director Finder receiver may be 
calibrated and used with a transmitter of constant out-
put. 

Measurements shouldbe made at a sufficient number 
of Standard Test Frequencies to determine the effect of 
frequency upon the pattern. 

1.3.3 Procedures: 
1.3.3.1 With the receiver adjusted for optimum 

performance, rotate the DF Antenna System or goni-
°meter in increments of 10°. (Alternatively, the trans-
mitter may be moved about the DF.) Maintain con-
stand receiver output by adjusting the transmitter 

output levels. Record these levels. 
Note: Additional smaller increments may be re-

quired near points of maxima or minima to assure an 
accurate plot. 
1.3.3.2 Calculate the reciprocals of the recorded 

transmitter output-voltage. Plot these data on polar 
coordinate paper, using a scale sufficiently large to show 
any minor lobes. Frequently, these data are normalized. 
(See Fig. 5.) 
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Note: The values of maximum and minimum 
should be recorded at their proper bearings. Where 
lobe-switching systems are measured, data should 
include each lobe showing the normal intersection 
point. Where switched cardoid systems are measured, 
means should be provided to obtain both patterns 
under normal antenna gain conditions. 
1.3.4 Alternate Procedure: 
1.3.4.1 Conditions: With the DF Antenna System 

oriented for maximum response, adjust the transmitter 
level and receiver sensitivity control to obtain a signal-
plus-noise ratio of not less than 40 db in the receiver 
output. Maintain these values of transmitter output 
and receiver gain. 

1.3.4.2 Procedure: 
1.3.4.2.1 Rotate the DF Antenna System or goni-

ometer in increments of 10° and record the receiver 
output levels. (Additional smaller increments may be 
required at points of maxima and minima to assure an 
accurate plot.) 

1.3.4.2.2 Plot these data on polar coordinate paper, 
using a scale sufficiently large to show any minor lobes. 
Frequently these data are normalized. (See Fig. 5.) 

Note: The values of maximum and minimum should 
be recorded at their proper bearings. Where lobe 
switching systems are measured, data should include 
each lobe showing the normal intersection point. 
Where switched cardoid systems are measured, means 
should be provided to obtain both patterns under 
normal antenna gain conditions. 

1.4 Bearing Sensitivity 

1.4.1 Purpose: The purpose of this test is to establish: 

a) The minimum field required to maintain the 
Bearing Accuracy, as determined by different op-
erators, within 5°. 

b) The minimum field required to obtain repeatable 
bearings within the bearing accuracy of the equip-
ment. (See Section 1.4.3.8.) 

1.4.2 Conditions: The Target Transmitter shall be 
keyed CW and the speed of transmission shall be approx-
imately 25 wpm. 

Introduce a known angular displacement between the 
DF Antenna System and the bearing indicator so as 
to disguise the actual bearing position by an indefinite 
number of degrees. Other means of obtaining equiva-
lent results may be substituted for the displaced bear-
ing scale. The object is to require the operator to work 
with a scale such that his performance is not influ-
enced by his previous knowledge of the correct bear-
ing. It shall be permissible to readjust the receiver 
sensitivity control of such other controls as are normally 
used to obtain maximum performance. The tests shall 
be performed at one of the Standard Test Frequencies 
which shall be provided. Probable performance at other 
Test Frequencies may be predicted from data obtained 
in Paragraph 1.1. 

1.4.3 Procedure: A group of not less than five (5) 
observers shall be used in determining the Bearing 
Sensitivity. In order to reduce the personal equation, 
the bearing observations of each operator shall be kept 
from the other operators. If the design of the equipment 
permits, it is advantageous to mask the bearing scale 
from the observers and have the recorder read the 
actual indicated bearings. 

1.4.3.1 Adjust the output of the Target Transmitter 
until an indication of a bearing is just discernible. 

1.4.3.2 Detune the receiver and maladjust normal 
operating controls. 

1.4.3.3 Have one operator adjust the equipment and 
report to the recorder his observation of the bearing. 

1.4.3.4 Repeat Sections 1.4.3.2 and 1.4.3.3 with each 
operator. 

1.4.3.5 Record the field strength and each reported 
bearing observation, noting the identity of the ob-
servers. 

1.4.3.6 Increase the output of the transmitter suf-
ficiently to permit somewhat more accurate bearings 
to be obtained. 

1.4.3.7 Repeat Sections 1.4.3.2-1.4.3.5 inclusive. 
1.4.3.8 Again, increase the transmitter power in in-

cremental steps, repeating the procedure of Sections 
1.4.3.2-1.4.3.5 for each power employed until it is 
apparent that no further increase will improve the 
bearing accuracy. 

1.4.3.9 Arithmetically average the bearings reported 
for the highest field strength, using this value as the 
average bearing. 

1.4.3.10 Determine the error with respect to this 
average bearing for each operator and plot these errors 
as discrete points against respective field strengths 
using semi-log paper. It is advantageous to employ 
different symbols for each operator. 

1.4.3.11 Compute the arithmetical average of the 
calculated errors at the discrete field intensities used. 
Plot these averaged values as a function of field intensi-
ty. The resulting curve indicates the Averaged Obser-
vational Error. (See Fig. 6.) 
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2. DF SYSTEM ACCURACY 

2.1 DF System Accuracy—Desired Polarization 

2.1.1 Systematic Bearing Error 
2.1.1.1 Purpose: To measure the systematic error of 

the DF Bearing indication. A measure of Systematic 
DF bearing Accuracy is given by the curve of the sys-
tematic deviation of the indicated bearing from the 
direction of arrival of the signal, as a function of indi-
cated bearing. 

2.1.1.2 Methods of Measurement—General: The 
curve of Systematic Deviation vs Indicated Bearing is 
obtained by takings bearings on a number of signals of 
different known bearings with respect to the DF equip-
ment, determining the difference between each indi-
cated bearing and the direction of arrival of the corre-
sponding signal, and plotting the deviations from the 
mean of these differences vs the indicated bearings. 
This procedure eliminates that portion of the systematic 
displacements between the indicated bearing and the 
direction of arrival of the signal which could be corrected 
by a fixed displacement of the indicator scale, retaining 
only that part of the systematic deviation which is a 
function of bearing. The measurement of bearing accu-
racy can be obtained either by 1) locating a Target 
Transmitter successively at a number of points around 
the test site, or by 2) rotating the DF equipment as a 
whole in bearing, while taking bearings on a Target 
Transmitter at a fixed location. 
Where the position of the Target Transmitter is 

fixed and the DF equipment is rotated to obtain bear-
ings as in Sections 2.1.1.3 and 2.1.1.4 below, it may be 
assumed that the direction of arrival of the signal is 
constant except for effect due to the DF equipment 
itself. Where the DF equipment is of such a form or 
size that it cannot be moved as a unit (as in Section 
2.1.1.5 below), so that the test of DF system accuracy 
must be obtained by carrying a Target Transmitter 
around the test site, any distortion of the signal field 
due to nonuniformity of terrain, etc., which causes the 
direction of the field at the center of the test site at 
different azimuths to vary with respect to the geo-
graphical bearing of the Target Transmitter will appear 
as a deviation in the measurement. Hence, in performing 
this test, the actual direction of the field at the test site, 
which may be determined as directed in Appendix II, 
must be used in place of the geographical bearing of the 
Target Transmitter. 

2.1.1.3 Bearing Accuracy (A) 

2.1.1.3.1 Conditions: DF equipment readily portable 
and small enough to be enclosed and operated in a 
Screen Room. 

Where the DF equipment is physically small and 
readily portable, this test can most conveniently be 

3 In determining each such bearing, a sufficient number of read-
ings is averaged to render insignificant the random component of 
errors. 

performed in a Screen Room fitted with a Transmission 
Line Antenna which establishes a field of the Desired 
Polarization, as described in Section 2. of Standard 
Test Conditions. The Screen Room shall be equipped 
with a turntable upon which to mount the DF equip-
ment, and the turntable shall accommodate the entire 
equipment so that the relative positions of the equip-
ment components are not changed as the equipment is 
rotated in bearing. 
An azimuth scale, calibrated to better than one-tenth 

the error within which it is desired to determine the 
accuracy of the equipment, shall be attached to the 
turntable mounting to indicate the heading of the DF 
equipment relative to the field. The indicated heading 
shall increase with clockwise rotation of the mounting. 

2.1.1.3.2 Procedure: 
2.1.1.3.2.1 With the equipment installed in the Screen 

Room, adjust the Signal Generator to produce a signal 
field strength 100 times the Reference Test Field at one 
of the Standard Test Frequencies. 

2.1.1.3.2.2 With the DF and turntable at any con-
venient initial heading, adjust the DF to take the bear-
ing of the Test Signal. Repeat 6 times and record the 
averaged bearing. 

Note 1: If the equipment is manually operated, 
in repeating the readings, approach the final adjust-
ment with opposite sense in successive readings. 

Note 2: If the equipment is direct-indicating or 
automatic, rotate the turntable 10° or more in al-
ternating directions, 6 times in succession, each time 
returning to the specified heading. 
2.1.1.3.2.3 Repeat Section 2.1.1.3.2.2 with the turn-

table set successively to headings spaced 15° apart, con-
tinuing until one full rotation is covered. 

2.1.1.3.2.4 To each average relative bearing found in 
Section 2.1.1.3.2.3, add the corresponding turntable 
heading. 

2.1.1.3.2.5 Calculate the average value of the quan-
tities found in Section 2.1.1.3.2.4. 

2.1.1.3.2.6 From each quantity determined in Section 
2.1.1.3.2.4, subtract the average quantity obtained in 
Section 2.1.1.3.2.5 and plot the difference vs the 
corresponding relative heading as indicated by the DF 
in Section 2.1.1.3.2.3. This is the curve of Instrumental 
Bearing Error vs Indicated Bearing. 

2.1.1.3.2.7 Repeat the procedure at all pertinent 
Standard Test Frequencies. 

2.1.1.4 Bearing Accuracy (B) 
2.1.1.4.1 Conditions: A DF of such size and form 

that it can be rotated in heading as a unit when set up 
and in normal operating condition, but, because of size 
or the presence of unwanted reflections, satisfactory 
operation is not possible inside a Screen Room. 

This test shall be performed at a Test Site as de-
scribed under Section 1 of Standard Test Conditions. 
The equipment under test shall be mounted on a turn-
table or other rotatable mounting. The rotatable mount-
ing shall be symmetrical with respect to the DF An-
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tenna so as not to produce bearing errors due to the 
presence of the mounting, and shall be provided with 
an azimuth scale calibrated to read the heading of the 
DF equipment with respect to any convenient reference, 
with an error less than one-tenth the accuracy to be 
determined. The indicated heading shall increase with 
clockwise rotation of the mounting. 
A Target Transmitter producing a signal of the De-

sired Polarization shall be erected at a point at least 
two wavelengths distant from the DF Antenna or 10 
times the aperture of the DF Antenna, whichever is 
greater. 

2.1.1.4.2 Procedure: 
2.1.1.4.2.1 Adjust the Target Transmitter to pro-

duce a signal having an intensity 100 times the Refer-
ence Test Field at the center of the DF Antenna. 

2.1.1.4.2.2 With the DF and turntable at any con-
venient initial heading, adjust the DF to take the 
bearing of the Test Signal. Repeat 6 times and record 
the average bearing. 

Note 1: If the DF equipment is manually operated, 
approach the final adjustment with opposite sense 
in successive readings. 

Note 2: If the DF equipment is automatic, displace 
the goniometer, loop or antenna drive to one side 
and then the other and release to obtain successive 
readings. 

Note 3: If the DF equipment is an instantaneous 
(cathode-ray-tube display) indicating system, one 
reading is sufficient. 
2.1.1.4.2.3 Repeat Section 2.1.1.4.2.2 with the DF 

equipment set successively to headings approxinetely 
15° apart, continuing until one full rotation is covered. 

2.1.1.4.2.4 To each average bearing found in Section 
2.1.1.4.2.3 add the corresponding turntable heading. 

2.1.1.4.2.5 Calculate the average of the quantities 
found in Section 2.1.1.4.2.4. 

2.1.1.4.2.6 From each quantity found in Section 
2.1.1.4.2.4, substract the average quantity found in 
Section 2.1.1.4.2.5. 

2.1.1.4.2.7 Plot each value found in Section 2.1.1.4.2.6 
vs the corresponding average indicated bearing found 
in Section 2.1.1.4.2.3. This is the curve of Systematic 
Bearing Error vs Bearing. (See Fig. 7.) 

2.1.1.4.2.8 Repeat the procedure at all Standard 
Test Frequencies. 

0. 100 . 200 • 500 . 56Cé• 

INDICATED BEARING IN DEGREESiéààfiriii[1,1FAIÉ 

Fig. 7—Systematic bearing error vs error. 

2.1.1.5 Bearing Accuracy (C) 

2.1.1.5.1 Conditions: A DF which cannot be moved 
due to size, type of construction, etc. The test shall be 
performed at a Test Site selected as described under 
Standard Test Conditions. Prior to installation of the 
DF equipment, the Apparent Bearing of the signal 
provided by a Target Transmitter at each of 24 differ-
ent locations, shall be established as directed in Ap-
pendix II. Where a ground-screen is a component 
part of the DF, the Apparent Bearings should be deter-
mined without and with the ground-screen installed. 
The Apparent Bearings showing the smaller deviations 
shall be taken as the reference. 

2.1.1.5.2 Procedure: 

2.1.1.5.2.1 Install the DF at the Test Site and adjust 
it in accordance with its instructions for installation. 
The DF Antenna System shall be centered upon the 
point at which the center of the Test DF in Appendix 
II was previously located. 

2.1.1.5.2.2 Erect the Target Transmitter at any con-
venient one of the transmitting sites for which the Ap-
parent Bearing has been determined. 

2.1.1.5.2.3 Set the Target Transmitter to one of the 
Standard Test Frequencies and adjust its output to 
produce at the center of the site a signal field that is 
100 times the Reference Test Field. 

2.1.1.5.2.4 Measure and record the Indicated Bear-
ing of the signal field with the DF equipment being 
tested. Repeat the measurement 6 times, approaching 
the reading with opposite sense in successive readings. 
Record the Indicated Bearing of the signal field as 
the average of the readings so obtained, and record 
the transmitter frequency and the identification of the 
transmitter site. 

2.1.1.5.2.5 Repeat Sections 2.1.1.5.2.3 and 2.1.1.5.2.4 
at all pertinent Standard Test Frequencies. 

2.1.1.5.2.6. Move the Target Transmitter to another 
transmitter location for which the Apparent Bearing 
has been established and repeat Sections 2.1.1.5.2.3 
to 2.1.1.5.2.4, continuing until all 24 .transmitting 
locations have been occupied. 

2.1.1.5.2.7 Tabulate the data for each Standard Test 
Frequency, as shown in the example, Table II, putting 
the station identification symbol in Column 1, the 
Apparent Bearing as determined by the procedure of 
Appendix II in Column II and the Indicated Bearing 
as determined by Sections 2.1.1.5.2.1-2.1.1.5.2.6 above 
in Column III. 

2.1.1.5.2.8 Subtract the Indicated Bearing, Column 
III, from the Apparent Bearing, Column II, and 
tabulate as the difference in Column IV. 

2.1.1.5.2.9 Determine the mean difference by sum-

ming Column IV and dividing the sum by 24. 
2.1.1.5.2.10 Subtract the mean difference of Section 

2.1.1.5.2.9 from each difference tabulated in Column 
IV and tabulate as the Deviation in Column V, taking 
due regard for sign. 
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TABLE 11 

Trans-
mitter 

A 

E 

G 

N 
o 

l• 
V 

X 

II 
Apparent 
Bearing 

hi 
Indicated 
Bearing 

IV 
Difference 

V 
Deviation 

43.65 
59.74 
71.00 
85 28 
95.33 
110.62 
119.78 
141.12 
15S.74 
174.55 
190.26 
205.63 
217.73 
230.99 
245.33 
248.63 
275.16 
292.17 
307.72 
329.85 
345.53 

4.28 
21.33 
36.34 

6.1 
22.3 
33.7 
48.2 
58.4 
73.9 
83.2 
107.6 
122.2 
137.9 
153.4 
168.5 
180.3 
193.4 
207.6 
210.8 
237.3 
254.4 
270.1 
292.2 
307.8 
326.5 
343.6 
358.7 

37.55 
37.44 
37.30 
37.08 
36.93 
36.72 
36.58 
36.52 
36.54 
36.65 
36.86 
37.13 
37.43 
37.59 
37.73 
37.83 
37.86 
37.77 
37.62 
37.65 
37.73 
37.78 
37.73 
37.64 

0.23 
0.12 

-0.02 
-0.24 
-0.39 
-0.60 
-0.74 
-0.90 
-0.78 
-0.67 
-0.46 
-0.19 
0.11 
0.27 
0.41 
0.51 
0.54 
0.45 
0.30 
0.33 
0.41 
0.46 
0.41 
0.32 

Sum 897.66 

897.66 
Mean Difference =  - 37.319 

24 

2.1.1.5.2.11 Plot the Deviation (Column V) vs the 
Indicated Bearing (Column III) and connect the 
plotted points with a smooth curve. This is the curve 
of Bearing Accuracy for the DF at that Standard 
Test Frequency. 

2.1.1.5.2.12 Repeat Sections 2.1.1.5.2.7-2.1.1.5.2.11 
for all pertinent Standard Test Frequencies. 

2.1.2 DF Off-Resonant Operation 
2.1.2.1 Purpose: To determine the variations in bear-

ings caused by mis-tuning of the DF receiver. 
2.1.2.2 Conditions: The test setup shall be the same 

as previously used for establishing a known field of the 
Desired Polarization. (See Standard Test Conditions.) 
Measurements shall be made at Standard Test Fre-
quencies. The frequency of either the receiver or the 
transmitter may be varied to provide the nonresonant 
operation of the receiver. Section 2.1.2.3 applies to 
receivers fitted with a manual sensitivity control; 
Section 2.1.2.4 applies to receivers having AGC. 

2.1.2.3 DF Receivers Equipped with a Manual Sen-
sitivity Control 

2.1.2.3.1 Procedure: 
2.1.2.3.1.1 With the Target Transmitter adjusted 

to produce a field strength of 10 times the Reference 
Test Field, adjust the DF receiver to produce Standard 
Output and record the bearing. 

2.1.2.3.1.2 Decrease the Target Transmitter output 
by 6 db and increase the gain of the receiver to obtain 
Standard Output. 

2.1.2.3.1.3 Restore the Target Transmitter output 
to produce the initial output of Section 2.1.2.3.1.1 

and detune the receiver (or vary the frequency of the 
transmitter) each side of resonance, recording the bear-
ing and frequencies at which Standard Output is ob-
tained. 

2.1.2.3.1.4 Repeat Sections 2.1.2.3.1.2 and 2.1.2.3.1.3, 
continuing until the maximum receiver gain has been 
reached. 

2.1.2.3.1.5 Repeat Sections 2.1.2.3.1.1-2.1.2.3.1.4, ad-
justing the Target Transmitter output specified in 
Section 2.1.2.3.1.1 successively to 100 and 1000 times 
the Reference Test Field. 

2.1.2.4 DF Receivers Equipped with AGC 
2.1.2.4.1 Procedure: 
2.1.2.4.1.1 If not otherwise available, determine the 

bandwidth of the receiver at 80-db points. Determine 
the increments of 9 equally-spaced frequencies so that 
the outer frequencies (1 and 9) are at the 80-db points 
with number 5 at center of pass band. 

2.1.2.4.1.2 With the Target Transmitter adjusted 
to produce a field strength of 10 times the Reference 
Test Field, tune the DF receiver to resonance and 
adjust the audio output control to produce Standard 
Output. Record the bearing. 

2.1.2.4.1.3 Increase the transmitter output to produce 
100 times the Reference Test Field. Detune the re-
ceiver (or vary the transmitter frequency) each side 
of resonance to the discrete intervals obtained in Sec-
tion 2.1.2.4.1.1 and record the departure of the bear-
ing from the original bearing at each of the frequency 
intervals. Record the maximum departure of the bear-
ing should it occur between the test frequencies. 

2.1.2.4.1.4 Repeat Section 2.1.2.4.1.3 but with the 
Target Transmitter output adjusted to produce a field 
1000 times the Reference Test Field. 

2.1.2.4.1.5 Repeat Section 2.1.2.4.1.3 with the Tar-
get Transmitter adjusted to produce a field 10,000 
times the Reference Test Field, but in addition to 
the nine-frequency adjustments above, continue to 
tune each side of the pass band until the signal is lost 
in the noise. Record departure of bearings and the fre-
quencies at which these occurred. 

2.1.3 Operational Test 
2.1.3.1 Purpose: To determine the Statistical Bear-

ing Accuracy under actual conditions of operation. 
2.1.3.2 Conditions: The DF to be measured is to be 

completely installed on either a test site or the final site 
on which it will be used. 

2.1.3.3 Procedure: 
2.1.3.3.1 Record the indicated bearings of the sources 

of at least 200 transmissions, the locations of which 
are known. These should be distributed in frequency 
throughout the DF frequency range and in bearing 
throughout the service area. Insofar as practicable, 
make bearing measurements at random seasons and 

times of day. 
Notations of relative field strength, degrees of swing, 

and operator's judgement of classification of the bearing 
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of 100 times the Reference Test Field. Adjust the Direc-
tion Finder for optimum performance and obtain a bear-
ing on the signal. 

2.2.7.2.2 Record the ratio of length and width of the 
bearing pattern. ( In addition to quantitative data, a 
photographic record of patterns resulting from the 
various conditions of test should be provided.) 

2.2.7.2.3 Vary all controls, other than tuning controls 
and controls provided specifically for the Direction 
Finder channel selection. Record any change in bearing 
or pattern as a result of such adjustments. 

2.2.7.2.4 Repeat Section 2.2.7.2.3 in Standard Multi-
ples of field strength up to 2 volts per meter. Report 
any distortion of pattern shape and the sharpness and 
definition of bearing indication. 

2.2.7.2.5 Repeat Section 2.2.7.2.4, employing keyed 
signals (both CW and ICW), varying in speed from 0 to 
500 wpm. Sketch or describe any abnormal patterns 
and the conditions which produce them. Report any 
tendency toward "wobbulations." 

2.2.7.3 Procedure B: Left-Right and Self-Orienting 
Types of Direction Finders 

2.2.7.3.1 Set the Target Transmitter at the mid-
frequency of one DF receiver band to produce a Refer-
ence Test Field. Adjust the Direction Finder for opti-
mum performance and obtain a bearing on the trans-
mitter signal. 

2.2.7.3.2 Record the bearing and adjust all controls 
other than tuning controls and controls specifically pro-
vided for the Direction Finder channel selection. Record 
any bearing shift. 

2.2.7.3.3. Rotate the DF Antenna System to the 
maximum pick-up position and return to the bearing 
position, noting in the case of the Left- Right indi-
cator, whether there is a monotonic change in indication 
or whether the indication partially reverses its move-
ment. (A partial reverse shall be understood to be an 
indication which has a tendency to dip and rise, rather 
than to cross the zero indication as a true reversal.) 
Plot the indicator deflection in terms of DF Antenna 
Orientation. (See Fig. 10.) In the case of a Self-Orient-

Fig. 10—Indicator deflection vs antenna orientation. 

ing Direction Finder, release the antenna at 90 and 
180° from the actual bearing position. Record any 
tendency to stall. 

2.2.7.3.4 Repeat Sections 2.2.7.3.2 and 2.2.7.3.3. at 
Standard Multiples of field strength up to two volts 
per meter at the mid-frequency of each remaining band. 

2.2.7.4 Procedure C: Pointer or Stroboscopic Indicator 
2.2.7.4.1 Set the Target Transmitter at the mid-

frequency of one DF receiver band to produce a Refer-
ence Test Field. Adjust the Direction Finder for opti-
mum performance and obtain a bearing on the trans-
mitter signal. 

2.2.7.4.2 Vary the field strength in Standard Multi-
ples and record any bearing deviations and "wobbula-
tion" of the indication. 

3. TIME REQUIREMENTS—(Desired Polarization) 

3.1 Instrumental Time Requirements 

3.1.1 Purpose: To determine the rms bearing devia-
tion error as a function of duration of the received 
signal. 

3.1.2 Conditions: The measurement shall be made at 
a Standard Test Frequency in a Reference Test Field 
using Desired Polarization. The test transmitter shall 
be normally OFF. Upon manual initiation, the trans-
mitter shall emit a signal of predetermined duration 
which may be adjusted during the test. It is suggested 
that the duration be adjustable between 0.1 and 10 

seconds, but in any case sufficient to adequately test the 
equipment under examination. 

3.1.3 Procedure A: Direct-Reading Cathode-Ray In-
dicator Types 

3.1.3.1 Select by trial the shortest signal duration at 
which a DF bearing indication with a spread of approx-
imately 5° is discernible. With a signal of this duration, 
record 10 separate bearing observations, and record the 
signal duration. 

3.1.3.2 Shorten the signal duration (from the preced-
ing signal of Section 3.1.3.1). Record the signal dura-
tion. Take at least 10 bearings and record them. 

3.1.3.3 Repeat Section 3.1.3.2 until the spread of the 
observations exceeds 10°. 

3.1.3.4 Compute the rnis deviation for each signal 
duration and plot deviation vs duration. 

3.1.3.5 To aid in system analysis, submission of per-
tinent design data on the DF is suggested, particularly 
the factors affecting speed of response such as type of 
indicator and circuit, speed of rotation of collector or 
goniometer, circuit modulation frequency, bandwidth 
of system, and filtering. 

3.1.4 Procedure B: Let-Right, Manually-Operated and 
Self-Orienting Types. 

Special Additional Condition: Before taking each 
bearing, the antenna or goniometer shall be displaced 
from its true bearing position by a random amount. 

3.1.4.1 Repeat Sections 3.1.3.1-3.1.3.4. 
3.1.4.2 Key the signal at various speeds up to 25 

wpm ( 10 cps). Displace the antenna or goniometer by a 
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random amount prior to taking bearings. Note any 
effects on speed of operation, hunting or tendency to 
stall and record the keying speed at which such effect 
is produced. 

3.1.4.3 If the DF requires an additional operation to 
resolve a bilateral bearing, describe the additional time 
required for the operation under Section 3.1.3.1 of pro-
cedure A. 

3.2 Operational Time Requirements 

3.2.1 Purpose: To determine the time required to 
"tune-in" a signal, make all necessary adjustment of 
controls and secure a bearing of some specified rms 
deviation. 

3.2.2 Conditions: Establish the Reference Test Field 
of the Desired Polarization at a Standard Test Fre-
quency near one end of a band. Turn on the receiver 
and set the receiver tuning control at the opposite end 
of the band from the chosen Standard Test Frequency. 
Place other controls in random positions. The following 
test should be made by several qualified operators. 

3.2.3 Procedure: 

3.2.3.1 Tune in the receiver, adjust the controls and 
take a bearing. Record the bearing and the elapsed time 
to perform the above operations. 

3.2.3.2 Note any additional time required for resolu-
tion of a bilateral bearing. 

4. INTERFERENCE 

4.1 Adjacent Channel Interference 

4.1.1 Purpose: The purpose of this test is to deter-
mine the minimum separation in frequency between 
two signals at which a specified error occurs (due to in-
terference) in the DF under test. 

4.1.2 Conditions: Two transmitters having the De-
sired Polarization shall be placed in approximately the 
same horizontal plane as the DF Antenna System. These 
shall be located at equal distances from the DF An-
tenna System, this common distance being not less than 
20 times the width of the DF Antenna System. For 
shielded room operation, the interfering transmitter may 
be simulated by a Signal Generator feeding a transmis-
sion line similar to that used for the desired signal, but 
physically at right angles to it. One of these transmitters 
shall hereafter be referred to as the " Desired Trans-
mitter," the other will be designated the " Interfering 
Transmitter." The Interfering Transmitter shall be 
displaced in bearing from the Desired Transmitter so 
as to produce the maximum bearing error. 

In some cases, this displacement will be obvious from 
the geometry of the DF Antenna System and may equal 
the angle between maximum and minimum responses 
of the DF Antenna System. In other cases, an experi-
mental test may be necessary. 

4.1.3 Procedure: 
4.1.3.1 Turn on the Desired Transmitter signal and 

establish the Reference Test Field. Obtain and record 
the bearing. 

4.1.3.2 Turn on the Interfering Transmitter and ad-
just it to produce a field strength equal to that of the 
Desired Transmitter. Vary the frequency until a bear-
ing error of 5° is observed. Record the difference in fre-
quencies between the Desired and Interfering carrier 
frequencies. 

4.1.3.3 Repeat 4.1.3.2 with the Interfering signal at 
10, 100 and 1000 times the initial value. 

4.1.3.4 Repeat Steps 4.1.3.1 and 4.1.3.2 with both 
transmitters randomly keyed. 

Note: With certain types of Direction Finders it 
will not be possible to obtain a 5° bearing error. The 
bearings will either be clearly and separately dis-
tinguishable or be mixed in such a way that no bear-
ing will be determined. When such conditions are 
observed, record the frequency difference between 
the two transmitters which just causes obliteration 
of the desired signal bearing. 

4.2 Modulation Phase Interference 

4.2.1 Purpose: When dot-lock or devices of a similar 
nature are employed which are capable of differentiating 
between signals arriving at different time intervals, tests 
should be made to determine their effectiveness in re-
gard to interference. 

4.2.2 Conditions: The transmitters shall be physically 
located as described in Conditions of Section 4.1. 
Means should be provided for keying the transmitters 
from a single source and for introducing time delay of 
known amounts between the keyed characters of the 
transmitters producing the " Desired" and " Interfering" 
signals. 

Both transmitters shall be operated at the same fre-
quency and shall produce equal field intensities at the 
center of the DF Antenna System. 

4.2.3 Procedure: 
4.2.3.1 Adjust the DF for normal operation using the 

keyed signal from the transmitter designated to produce 
the " Desired" signal as the bearing source, and record 
the bearing. 

4.2.3.2 Turn on the " Interfering" signal and adjust 
the time delay between the keying of the " Desired" and 
"Interfering" signal until a bearing is obtainable which 
departs by at least 5° from the recorded bearing of 
Section 4.2.3.1. 

4.2.3.3 Record the time interval difference between 
the two transmitters determined by Section 4.2.3.2. 

Note: With certain types of Direction Finders it 
will not be possible to obtain a 5° bearing error. The 
bearings will either be clearly and separately dis-
tinguishable or be mixed in such a way that no 
bearing will be determined. When such conditions are 
observed, slowly increase the time interval and record 
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the time interval between the two transmissions 
which cause obliteration of the "Desired" signal 
bearing. 

APPENDIX I 

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON DF SENSITIVITY 

In a Direction Finder, the term " Pick-up Factor" 
is defined as the quotient of the voltage across a 
specified pair of terminals (the receiver input terminals, 
for instance, as shown in Fig. 11) divided by the strength 
of field to which the Antenna System is exposed, with 
the Antenna System oriented for maximum response. 
To determine the Pick-up Factor, a known field is 
established at the Antenna System; then the voltage 
thereby developed at the specified terminals is deter-
mined by substituting a Signal Generator for the An-
tenna System and adjusting its output to produce the 
same output indication from the Direction Finder. 
Since the field strength has the dimensions " Micro-
volts per Meter," and the resulting potential the dimen-
sion " Microvolts," the Pick-up Factor must have the 
dimension " Meters." 

In making this substitution measurement, care must 
be taken that the voltage indicated by the substitution 
does not differ from the voltage produced by the An-
tenna System due to the difference in the impedances 
of the Signal Generator and the Antenna System. The 
procedure outlined in Section 1.1.3 arrives at the correct 
value without requiring the use of a Dummy Antenna 
for establishing the correct impedance relationship; nor 
does it require that either the receiver input impedance 
or the Signal Generator impedance be known numeri-
cally. The only conditions that need be established are: 
1) that the impedance facing the receiver be a pure 
resistance; 2) that an external resistance shall be avail-
able whose value is equal to this resistance; and 3) that 

some means be provided for neutralizing the suscer tance 
of the terminals to which the Pick-up Factor is referred. 

The method is based upon the principle that, if the 
receiver gain is fixed and the receiver input network is 
linear, the ratio of receiver output to voltage at any 
particular specified terminals at any particular frequency 
is independent of the impedance of the source providing 
the input voltage. That this must be the case is shown 
as follows: 

Consider Fig. 12. The receiver input circuitry from 
its input terminals to the grid of the first tube is shown 
as a four-terminal network, and it is assumed to be 
evident that no changes in source impedance can affect 
the system beyond the first tube. 

Provided the system is linear, the receiver input cir-
cuits can be represented at a single frequency by a single 
r (or T) section of three impedance elements, z1, z2 and 
z3, and this is true in general for any input circuitry, 
regardless of whether it is lumped or distributed, re-
sistive or reactive. 

FIELD e 

COUPLING NETWORK 

ANTENNA SYSTEM  

PICKUP FACTOR OF 
ANTENNA SYSTEM 

j-

A 

a 

Fig. 11—DF antenna system. 
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Fig. 12—Sensitivity measurement setup. 

If a voltage (E) is applied to the input terminals from 
any source whatsoever, the ratio of the voltage (e) at 
the tube grid to the voltage (E) at the input terminals 
will be determined solely by the network and is inde-
pendent of the impedance of the source supplying the 
driving voltage, being simply 

e/E = Z3/(Z2+ Z3)• 

Hence, it follows that, if the voltage at the input 
terminals required to produce the same output from the 
receiver as is obtained with the signal from the Target 
Transmitter is determined by any means, the pick-up 
factor is simply the ratio of this voltage to the Field 
Strength of the signal from the Target Transmitter; 
and the input impedance of the receiver does not enter 
into the relation. 
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The voltage at the receiver input terminals, required 
to produce the stated output, can be deduced by sub-
stitution with a Signal Generator, without knowledge 
of the receiver input impedance, by the following pro-

cedure. 
The input to the receiver, as shown in Fig. 13, pre-

sents some unknown admittance Y=G-1-jB at its 
terminals. An adjustable auxiliary susceptance may be 
connected across the input terminals and adjusted to 
provide an admittance y =g —jB whose susceptance 
—jB is equal but opposite in sign to the input suscept-
ance of the receiver and therefore neutralizes it, so that 

the total impedance across the receiver terminals is then 
a pure (although unknown) resistance r=1/(G±g). 

When the receiver input is a pure resistance (r) (as 
can always be obtained by neutralizing the receiver 
input susceptance as outlined above), the open-circuit 
voltage of a signal generator having an output imped-
ance that is a pure resistance (R) required to produce 

a receiver input voltage (E) is (el) as shown in Fig. 
14(a), where 

= (r R)E/r = E ± (RIr)E. (7) 

If a resistance equal to the signal generator output 
resistance (R) is then shunted across the signal generator 
output as in Fig. 14(b), the open-circuit signal generator 

output now required to produce the same receiver input 
E is ex, where 

C2 - 

rR 
R +  

r R 

rR 

r R 

E — 2E ± (R/r)E. (8) 

Subtracting ( 7) from (8) eliminates both (r) and (R), 
and the desired voltage is given by 

E = ex — e. 

Hence, by neutralizing the input susceptance of the 
receiver and providing a shunting resistor equal to the 
generator resistance, it is possible to determine the re-

ceiver input voltage for the specified output indication 
as the difference of two generator voltage settings. It is 
not even necessary to know the signal generator re-
sistance; only that the shunting resistance is equal to it. 
Nor is it necessary to know the receiver input impedance 
or the Q of the susceptance neutralizing circuits; only 
that the receiver input susceptance is neutralized so 
that the receiver input appears as a pure resistance to 
the signal generator. 

APPENDIX II 

METHOD OF ESTABLISHING A SIGNAL FIELD 
OF KNOWN BEARING 

1. FOREWORD 

Since any distortion of a signal field by nonuniformity 
of terrain or other factors may cause the direction of 

Fig. 13—Susceptance neutralization. 

SIGNAL GENERATOR RECEIVER 

o 

SIGNAL GENERATOR RECEIVER 

(h) 

i. I 4—(a) Receiver input voltage; (b) receiver input voltage, 
signal generator shunted. 

arrival of the wave at a DF Antenna to be different from 
the bearing of the signal source, the actual direction 
of such arrival must be established before the DF Bear-
ing Accuracy can be measured. 
The following method of establishing a signal field 

of known bearing is applicable to those measurements 
of DF Bearing Accuracy in which it is impracticable to 
rotate the DF because of its size, type of construction, 

or for other reasons. 

2. EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 

2.1 Target Transmitter 

2.2 A Test Direction Finder comprising a self-contained, 
well-designed battery-operated aural-null Direction 
Finder, equipped with a well-balanced, shielded loop or 
equivalent: The Test DF shall be mounted as a single 
unit on a nonconductive turntable equipped with a 
su table means whereby the axis of the DF loop can be 
set and maintained truly vertical. A bearing scale, cali-
brated in degrees to better than one-tenth the error 
within which it is desired to determine the accuracy of 
the equipment, shall be attached to the turntable mount-
ing. The scale calibration shall increase numerically 
with clockwise rotation of the mounting. 

3. PROCEDURE 

3.1 Select a Test Site in accordance with the require-
ments described under Standard Test Conditions. 
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3.2 Locate 24 Target Transmitter sites more or less 
evenly spaced in bearing, and distant from the center 
of the Test Site at least two wavelengths or 10 times 
the aperture of the DF equipment to be tested, which-
ever is greater; identify the transmitting sites alpha-
betically from A to X (or by any other convenient 
nomenclature). 

Note: The geographical locations of the Target 
Transmitter sites need not be known, but it is essential 

that it be possible to relocate the Target Transmitter 
at each transmitting site to within the accuracy 
with which the test is to be performed. 

3.3 Set up the Test Direction Finder at the center of 
the Test Site with the zero of the bearing scale oriented 
to any convenient reference direction. 

Note: 4Although the direction of the reference need 
not be known, the reference must not be changed or 
varied throughout the test. 

3.4 Locate the Target Transmitter at any of the Trans-
mitter Sites and adjust it to produce a field strength 
at the Test Site 100 times the Reference Test Field at 
one of the Standard Test Frequencies. 

Note: See Standard Test Conditions for the pro-
cedure for establishing a known field strength. 

3.5 Determine the Apparent Bearing of the signal 
field with the Test Direction Finder equipment by rotat-
ing the turntable. Record the Transmitter Site identity, 
signal frequency and bearing as indicated by the turn-
table scale. 

Note: In taking the bearings, determine the null 
6 times in succession, approaching the null from alter-
nate directions in successive determinations, the 
average of the 6 measurements being taken as the 
bearing. 

3.6 Repeat Sections 3.4 and 3.5 at all other Standard 
Test Frequencies pertinent to DF Equipment to be 
tested. 

3.7 Move the Target Transmitter to another of the 
sites established in Section 3.2 and repeat Sections 3.4, 
3.5 and 3.6, continuing until all 24 Target Transmitter 
sites have been occupied. 

3.8 Prepare a Table of Apparent Bearing vs Trans-
mitter Sites for each Standard Test Frequency as shown 
in the example which follows: 

DF TEST SITE APPARENT BEARING 

KC 

Transmitter Apparent Transmitter Apparent 
Sites Bearing Sites Bearing 

A 43.65 M 217.73 
B 59.74 N 230.99 
C 71.00 0 245.33 
I) 85.28 P 248.63 
F 95.33 Q 275.16 
F 110.62 R 292.17 
G 119.78 S 307.72 
H 144.12 T 329.85 
I 158.74 U 345.53 
J 174.55 V 4.28 
K 190.26 W 21.33 
L 205.63 X 36.34 

Correspondence  

ASA Sectional Committee N3 on 

Nuclear Instrumentation* 

Representatives from twenty-two pro-
fessional societies meet quarterly to hasten 
the development of standards for nuclear 
instruments and controls. These representa-
tives comprise Sectional Committee N3 
on Nuclear Instrumentation of the Nuclear 
Standards Board, a group of the American 
Standards Association. 

In its deliberations the Committee is at-
tempting to set up means for adoption of 
standards that are useful to manufacturers 
and users of nuclear instrument and control 
equipment. Careful scrutiny to assure uni-
versal concurrence by all concerned in pro-

* Received by the IRE. June 5, 1959. 

posed standards is made. Then the standard 
is published by the American Standards 
Association, indicating acceptance of the 
proposal for general use. 

As a first step in the Committee's func-
tioning, a survey of standards in existence 
or in the process of preparation was made. 
The results have been summarized and 
published by R. F. Shea as " Index of Nu-
clear Standardization Work."' 

The scope of work of the Committee is 
officially stated as follows: 

Standards, specifications and methods of testing 
for instrumentation in the nuclear field including 
instrumentation for personnel protection, reactor con-
trol, industrial processes, analysis and laboratory 
work, radiation calibration equipment and com-
ponents therefor. 

1 Copies can be obtained by writing to L. G. Cum-
ming, Technical Secretary. The Institute of Radio 
Engineers, Inc., 1 East 79 Street. New York 21. N. Y. 

Through the International Electrotech-
nical Commission the N3 Committee is 
planning to participate in the formulation 
of international standards. Technical Com-
mittee 45 was authorized by the Internation-
al Electrotechnical Commission in 1958. 
Germany ( Dr. Richard Vieweg) was estab-
lished as the Secretariat. The United States 
was designated to nominate the Chairman. 
The N3 Chairman has subsequently been 
nominated by the United States for the 
position of Chairman of TC 45. R. F. Shea 
has been nominated as the U. S. delegate 
to the Committee. The opening meeting is 
planned for late 1959. 

Any standards or specifications believed 
to be acceptable for ASA adoption should be 
brought to the attention of any one of the 
members. Specific correspondence to the 
Committee can be addressed through the 
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Institute of Radio Engineers, the sponsor 
society for N3. Write to L. G. Cumming, 
Technical Secretary, The Institute of Radio 
Engineers, Inc., I East 79 Street, New 
York 21, N. Y. 

The N3 Committee is not planning to 
prepare standards. Rather, its present opera-
tion is designed to process proposals from 
member professional societies after the pro-
posal has been accepted by the sponsoring 
organization. 

Two things are earnestly sought by the 
N3 Committee: 

1) Information on the need for standards 
in particular fields. Once a need is 
made known, an effort will be made to 
have a standard developed through 
appropriate channels. 

2) Since the nuclear instrument field is 
new, early standardization of concepts 
can achieve a real economy for the 
industry. For this reason N3 is 
anxious to receive proposals for adop-
tion by the American Standards 
Association and will process them 
into usable standards expeditiously. 

W. H. II Atétu.Tori 
Chairman 

FM Multiplex Spectra and Inter-

ference* 

It has been suggested by several groups 
that the use of a frequency-modulated sub-
carrier on an FM signal is the most practical 
method of transmitting stereophonic pro-
grams. The various proposals and physical 
setups have used different subcarrier fre-
quencies and deviations. Those worked on 
by Armstrong and Bose used subcarrier 
frequencies of about 30 kc and low radio-
frequency deviations. More recent systems 
do not hesitate to let the instantaneous sub-
carrier frequency reach 75 kc. The radio-
frequency carrier is deviated by various 
amounts up to 37.5 kc at the subcarrier rate. 

At first glance these proposals are a little 
frightening as they would appear to widen 
the transmitting spectrum quite appre-
ciably. ("l'he problem presented itself during 
duscussions of the Audio Engineering 
Society's Standards Committee.) The fear is 
strengthened by carrying out an analysis of 
the signals. However, experimental lab-
oratory work with commercial tuners shows 
that in practice this spectrum widening has 
almost no effect on adjacent or alternate 
channel interference. 

SPECTRUM 

As is well known, a simple frequency-
modulated signal consists of a carrier and 
various side frequencies spaced by the modu-
lation frequency. In the case where the 
modulation frequency is much higher than the 
frequency deviation (âw/caoiodut.t,00=m, «1) 
this spectrum simplifies essentially to a 

I' Received by the IRE. May 8. 1959. 

carrier and two sidebands. If the whole 
signal has unit amplitude the carrier is 
nearly 1 and the sidebands are approxi-
mately mf/2 in amplitude. For example if 
we modulate a transmitter by ± 15 kc at a 
50-kc subcarrier rate, mf =15/50 = 0.3 and 
we have a carrier and two sidebands each of 
15 per cent amplitude spaced 50 kc above 
and below the carrier. 

Now what happens if we add an audio 
modulation of ± 60 kc at a very low fre-
quency rate, for convenience 1/60 cycle or 
once a minute? Intuition would indicate 
that at moments when the low-frequency 
input is zero we will have a carrier and two 
50-kc sidebands. However, when the low-
frequency input is for a few seconds at its 
highest swing, we should expect to find the 
carrier shifted upwards by 60 kc and, like-
wise, we should expect to find the two side-
bands following it. Thus we should not be 
surprised to find the sidebands wandering 
around ± 110 kc from center frequency. We 
should expect to have the spectrum extended 
by twice the subcarrier frequency. 

Detailed computations show that this 
naive point of view is justified; the total 
bandwidth over which the energy density is 
relatively high is equal to twice the main-
channel deviation plus twice the highest 
instantaneous value of the subcarrier fre-
quency. 

Let's take a look at the arithmetic asso-
ciated with a subcarrier. (This has been done 
numerous times before but the writer has 
not found the results tabulated in a form 
pointing up the physical picture just dis-
cussed.) For simplicity we assume that the 
subcarrier is unmodulated and write: 

= p + COS qi ào.,, cos ri (1) 

where p is the carrier, q is the audio fre-
quency, and r is the subcarrier frequency. 

and àüe, are the corresponding peak de-
viations. Then 

e= cm( fa,a) 
= cos [(pl + mo sin q1) + m, sin rt] (2) 

= cos (pi + 1114 sin qi) cos (m, sin ri) 

71-
+ cos (pi + -- + my sin qt)sin (m, sin 11). (3) 

Now cos (pt+m, sin qt) is a straight fre-
quency-modulated wave with the well-
known spectrum. 

Jo (my) ±J1(m5) cos (P-±q)1+J2 cos 
(p+2q)t ±./3 cos (p ±3q)t+ • • •. Similarly 
(cos pt+T /2 +mo sin qt) has the same spec-
trum but pt-Hr/2 must be substituted for 
pi wherever it occurs, purely a matter of 
phase. 

But cos (nt, sin rt)=Jo(tn,)+2J2(mr) 
cos 2r1-1-24(m,) cos 411+ • • • and sin 
(2/sr) sind -= 2./1(ni,) cos ri + 2.13(m) cos 

3 ri+ • • • • 
If we consider the terms in r we notice 

that each of these terms is acted on by the 
full audio spectrum. Thus Jo(mr) (the car-
rier that would be present with subcarrier 
modulation and no audio modulation) be-
comes 

jo(m,)[Jo(mg cos pi ±11(m o) cos (P±q)t 

+J2(nzo) cos ( p ± 2q)I • • • 1. 

Similarly the upper subcarrier sideband be-
comes 

ji(m,)[Jo(mq) cos (Pt -I-

± q) cos (pi + ± qt) 

+ J2(mo) cos (pt + 2q1) ± • • • 

and there is a corresponding term for the 
lower subcarrier sideband. This shows that 
each of the simple sideband terms for a wave 
with r modulation splits into a series of terms 
when the audio is added and each one of 
these series can be interpreted as a fre-
quency-modulated wave. Thus the carrier 
and all of the r sidebands can be thought of 
as sweeping at the audio ratio q. The side-
bands associated with the subcarrier are 20 
logio Ji(m,)/Jo(rn,) or approximately 20 logis 
Glue /2r) db below those in the central 
region. 

The actual situation is of course much 
more complicated than has been indicated 
because the subcarrier itself is frequency 
modulated and so its frequency varies about 
its center point. This means that the band 
is widened somewhat beyond the amounts 
indicated. In any case there will be quite 
appreciable energy at frequencies differing 
from center channel by ± (audio deviation 
+maximum frequency of subcarrier). 

Fortunately the case where there are two 
subcarriers in addition to audio modulation 
is not much worse than that with a single 
subcarrier. While the deviation is consider-
ably greater than in the case of a simple sub-
carrier the offending terms have amplitudes 
of Ji(m,) X JI(m.) /.1 o(mr)X J o(m.) or ap-
proximately a fraction (àcür X Aws) /4 (r X s) 
of the main carrier. 

Example: Main channel modulated 
at ± 37.5 kc, 50-kc subcarrier modulated 
±25 kc, and swinging carrier by ± 37.5 
kc. 

First we let the subcarrier be un-
modulated and modulate the main chan-
nel with a low-audio frequency. Here 
In, =37.5/50=0.75, J1(0.75) = 0.329, and 
J2(0.75) = 0.065. The upper sideband is 
only 10 db below the carrier and swings 
up to 50+37.5=87.5 kc. The second 
upper sideband is not entirely negligible, 
about 24 db below the carrier, and swings 
up to 137.5 kc above center. 

At moments when the subcarrier has 
its maximum value (75 kc), m,=37.5/75 
=0.5. J1(0.5) = 0.242, J2(0.5) = 0.03. The 
first sideband reaches a maximum of 
75+37.5 = 112.5 kc and is about 12 db 
below carrier. The second reaches 187.5 
kc above center but is about 30 db below 
carrier. These results are shown in sweep 
form in Fig. I. 

The nominal bandwidth of the system 
(not allowing for increase due to high-audio 
frequencies) can be considered as approxi-
mately the sum of twice the highest instan-
taneous value of the subcarrier plus twice 
the main channel deviation. Thus in the 
example the nominal bandwidth is 2(37.5 
+75) or 225 kc. 

In systems like that of the example 
quoted in which the instantaneous sub-
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carrier frequency is allowed to reach 75 kc, 
the fractional voltage associated with the 
maximum swings outside the band is 
roughly given by 

subcarrier deviation 
m, 

• 2X subcarrier frequency 

This is numerically half the fractional modu-
lation allotted to the subcarrier. 

It should be emphasized that the exam-
ple just treated is statistically worse than 
practical cases. We have permitted the 
subcarrier to have its worst possible value 
of 75 kc continuously and we have also used 
a sinusoidal modulation on the main chan-
nel rather than a program source. The frac-
tional time that the main channel would be 
expected to be near full instantaneous de-
viation simultaneously with the subcarrier 
is of course small. 

LABORATORY RESULTS 

In order to get some idea of the worst 
interference to be expected from these sys-
tems, the writer set up a pair of signal gen-
erators. One represented the desired signal 
and was modulated ± 75 kc at a 400,,, rate. 
The tuner was tuned to this generator. The 
second generator was arranged so that it was 
first modulated by ± 75 kc at 50 ,,, and then 
simultaneously by ± 37.5 kc at 50 ,,, and by 
37.5 kc at 75 kc. The 75-kc subcarrier was 
not modulated. The interfering signal was 
then displaced by varying amounts from the 
desired signal, leaving the tuner adjustment 
constant. 

The results are shown in Fig. 2 for two 
receivers of widely different design. Re-
ceiver A had a flat-topped IF response and 
broad-band detector; receiver B had a some-
what peaked IF response and a detector 300 
kc wide. The curves show the minimum ratio 
of the desired and interfering signals that 
could be tolerated for 3 per cent audio cross-
talk. This ratio is shown as a function of the 
separation between the center frequencies 
of the two signals. 

The cross-talk with only audio modula-
tion on the interfering signal is shown in the 
solid curves; the results with the audio and 
75-kc multiplex are shown in the dotted 
curves. Notice that the differences for a 
given receiver with the same total modula-
tion are very small, much less than the dif-
ferences between the two receivers. 
A third receiver (not shown) with a 

somewhat peaked IF but a wide-band de-
tector gave very much the same results as 
receiver A except that the ratio for co-chan-
nel interference was midway between those 
for receivers A and B. 

We can summarize these curves by say-
ing that the nature of the modulation of the 
undesired signal made only about 2-db dif-
ference in the amount that could be toler-
ated; this could be in either direction and 
was much less than the differences between 
receivers. 

The reason for these seemingly paradox-
ical results is not difficult to find. In a sim-
plex system it is not improper to think of 
the signal as a sine wave of unit voltage 
whose frequency wanders slowly over the 
full range of deviations. This is indicated in 
Fig. 3. With a multiplex system with fixed 
75-kc subcarrier frequency and 50,, audio 

— 112.5 — 37.5 0 +37.5 + 112.5 

Fig. 1—Audio sweep range of carrier and first-order 
sidebands for subcarrier at maximum value 
(75 kc). 
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Fig. 2—Permissible signal-to-interterence ratio (for 
three per cent cross talk) as a function of carrier 
separation. 
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Fig. 3—Sweep pattern of a simple FM signal. 
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— 112.5 — 37.5 0 +37.5 +112.5 

Fig. 4—Sweep pattern with fifty per cent each 
on audio and 75-kc subcarrier. 

deviation we have three main products, the 
carrier and two 75-kc sidebands, all three 
moving about by ± 37.5 kc. This distribu-
tion was indicated in Fig. I which is repro-
duced here as Fig. 4. 

It is clear that a receiver with perfect 
flat-top response and infinite rejection out-
side this band would be bothered by a multi-
plex signal in the adjacent channel and not 
by the standard one. However all actual 
receivers fall short of this and give appreci-
able response outside their nominal pass 
bands. The relative amounts of interference 
to be expected from such receivers depend 
upon the details of their resonance curves 

and upon the capture properties of their 
limiter-detector arrangements. 

There is a minor bother associated with 
the use of multiplex. Suppose we try to re-
ceive such a signal with a tuner that has a 
bandwidth of 200 kc and falls off sharply 
outside this band. Twice during each audio 
cycle one or the other of the subcarrier's side-
bands will be forced out of the pass band. 
Each time this happens the numerical fre-
quency deviation occurring at a subcarrier 
rate drops by 2:1. In our numerical example 
the IF output is not always deviated ± 15 
kc at a 50-kc rate but at the audiopeaks 
the deviation drops to + 7.5 kc. As a check 
on this notion the writer simultaneously 
modulated a signal generator with 50 kw and 
100,,,. The output of a tuner was then con-
nected through a high-pass filter to an os-
cilloscope. The pattern showed that in fact 
the 50-kc output was varied by about 4 db 
at a 200,-,, rate. 

The foregoing contrast between paper 
and laboratory work is an interesting one. 
There is no doubt that the use of a subcar-
rier causes a widening of the transmitted 
spectrum and at first sight we should expect 
trouble. Experiment shows, however, that 
this widening of the spectrum is not accom-
panied by any significant change in inter-
ference, even when the most selective com-
mercially available tuners are used. 

For once we are in luck. 

L. B. ARGUIMBAU 
McIntosh Laboratory, Inc. 

Binghamton, N. Y. 

Low-Field X-Band Ruby Maser* 

A solid-state maser utilizing rubyl has 
been operated at an X-band signal frequency 
of 9540 mc using an X-band pump fre-
quency of 10,850 mc. The maser was op-
erated at low magnetic fields (350 gauss) 
oriented at -= 32° to the ruby C-axis. 

To obtain spin temperature inversion in 
a three-level maser, it is necessary2 that 
either f23/b2>rsiln2 for amplification at fre-
quency fis, or that fis/f23>712/r23 for ampli-
fication at frequency f2s, where the three 
energy levels have been numbered from 1 to 
3, and fi,, f, and 712, r23 are the frequencies 
and spin-lattice relaxation times, respec-
tively, of the two intermediate transitions. 

In most three-level ruby masers pre-
viously operated,3.4 these two relaxation 
times were approximately equal, so that 
good inversion was obtained by making the 

* Received by the IRE, May 15, 1959. This work 
is part of a Ph.D. dissertation, Polytechnic Institute 
of Brooklyn, Bklyn, N. Y. 

1 G. Makhov, C. Kikuchi, J. Lambe, and R. W. 
Terhune, "Maser action in ruby," Phys. Rev., vol. 
109, pp. 1399-1400; February IS. 1956. 

N. Bloembergen, "Proposal for a new type solid-
state maser," Phys. Rev., vol. 104, pp. 324-327; 
October IS, 1956. 

R. W. DeGrasse, E. O. Schulz-DuBois, and 
H. E. D. Scovil. "Three-level solid-state traveling. 
wave maser." Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 38. pp. 305-334; 
March, 1959. 

F. R. Arams and S. Okwit, "Tunable L-band 
ruby maser." Pnoc. IRE. vol. 47, pp. 992-993; May. 1959. 
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idler frequency /23 several times the signal 
frequencyfu. However, we, as well as others,' 
found it difficult to obtain this type of "fre-
quency-ratio" maser operation's in ruby at 
low magnetic fields for an L-band signal fre-
quency112 = 800 to 2000 mc for a large range 
of magnetic field orientations. Our measure-
ments showed that for O near 32°, the mag-
netic absorption in the L-band transition 
increased when pump power was applied. 
Also, the spin temperature in the idler transi-
tion f23 becomes more positive when pump 
power is applied, and, in fact, maser opera-
tion at f23 is obtained ( Fig. 1). Evidently, 
this is "relaxation-time ratio" operation9— 
that is, ri2 is considerably shorter than T23 to 
overcome the unfavorable frequency ratio 
f12/f 1/6. Measurements of relaxation 
times and of the influence of the fourth 
energy level are being made to investigate 
this. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 1—Oscilloscope display of power reflected from 
maser cavity as a function of frequency. (a) No 
pump power. (b) Pump power sufficient to over-
come cavity losses. (c) Maser gain with high pump 
power. 

The cavity (operating in the TE 10 wave-
guide mode) used a 100-carat ruby crystal 
having a 0.05-per cent residual chromium 
content. The measured voltage-gain band-
width product was 4 mc at a helium bath 
temperature of 4.2°K. Pump power was 
approximately 50 milliwatts. 

Perhaps the type of operation reported 
here may find application in millimeter-
wave masers using paramagnetic materials 
with large zero-field splittings. In this ap-
plication, the relatively low-pump frequency 
and low-magnetic field requirements of this 
type of operation may be attractive, even 
though the achievable gain-bandwidth prod-
uct will be lower than that for masers using 
more favorable frequency ratios. 

Stimulating discussions with S. Okwit 
(AIL), M. Birnbaum (Polytechnic Institute 
of Brooklyn), and S. Shapiro (Harvard Uni-
versity) are gratefully acknowledged. 

FRANK R. ARAMS 
Airborne Instruments Lab. 

Melville, N. Y. 

1. Private communication. 
e E. O. Schulz- DuBois. H. E. D. Scovil, and 

R. W. DeGrasse, -Use of active material in three-
level solid-state inasers," Bell Nys. Tech. J., vol. 38, 
pp. 335-352; March, 1959. 

A Surface Wave Parametric Ampli-

fier* 

In recent years there have been minter-
oils advances in the theory" and develop-
ment, of parametric amplifiers. The concept 
has been extended to include traveling-wave 
type parametric amplifiers" for extension 
of the frequency range to the microwaves. 
The devices proposed to date have been of 
the transmission-line type, involving cross-
coupling by means of nonlinear mutual in-
ductances," or nonlinear capacitances.bm 
While the inductances and capacitances 
considered are assumed to be distributed 
elements, they are all limited to the purely 
transverse waves, which are not usable at 
the shorter microwave wavelengths. 
A structure is proposed here which 

should allow the extension of traveling-wave 
parametric-amplifier concept to the higher 
microwave frequencies. This structure is the 
"11-guides.° with a slab of ferroelectric ma-
terial replacing the usual slab of dielectric 
material between the two conducting planes 
(see Fig. 1). This line, operated in the dom-

Metal Plane 

Ferroelectric 
Material 

Fig. I. 

conventional waveguide would impose seri-
ous problems of mechanical tolerance and 
fabrication. That is, with "loose" surface-
wave "binding," (X„->)t.), the entire struc-
ture may be made many times larger than 
conventional waveguide size. 

5) Finally, losses in such an open struc-
ture are generally lower than in rectangular 
guide (containing the same material).9 This 
is especially important when the use of lossy 
ferroelectric materials is considered. 

The operation of this line as a traveling-
wave parametric amplifier would be analo-
gous to the low frequency (transmission line) 
model,'.9 where variable capacitors along the 
line are modulated by a pumping wave to 
have the following time-length dependence: 

i) = C. [1 — exp j(wt - tiz) 
2 

—2 exp - j(wt - et)] (I) 

where 

w = pump frequency 
= pump propagation constant 
=amplitude of the variable part of the 
capacitance. 

In this model, the solutions of coupled trans-
mission line equations, one at the signal fre-
quency (w1) and the other at the idler fre-
quency (w2), yield dominant growing waves 

Metal Plane at these two frequencies. For the degenerate 
case (wi = w2), the signal-wave solution is of 
the form 

VI(z, 1) = a exp (fie) exp j(wil - fie) (2) 

where inant TE,, mode,8•9 has these advantages: 
1) The parallel-plane configuration al-

lows the use of a dc-biasing field for the fer-
roelectric material, which would not be pos-
sible in a closed waveguide. 

2) The TEio mode has a zero frequency 
cutoff, and therefore has the necessary sin-
gle mode bandwidth to support the frequen-
cies of a two- or three-frequency system. 

3) For the surface wave, the adjustable 
parameters of slab width, dielectric con-
stant, and spacing between the plates are at 
the disposal of the designer for optimum 
electrical performance. 

4) The adjustable parameters are also 
an advantage when the operating wave-
length has become so short that the size of a 

* Received by the IRE, May 13, 1959. 
I J. M. Manley and H. E. Rowe. "Some general 

properties of nonlinear elements—Part I. General 
energy relations." PROC. IRE, vol. 44, pp. 904-913; 
July, 1956. 

7 M. T. Weiss. "Quantum derivation of energy 
relations analogous to those for nonlinear reactances," 
PROC. IRE, vol. 45, pp. 1012-1013; July, 1957. 

H. A. Haus. "Power-flow relations in nonlinear 
media," IRE TRANS. ON M ICROWAVE THEORY AND 
TECHNIQUES, vol. MTT-6, pp. 317-324; July, 1958. 
" Solid-State Circuits Conference (IRE-Al EE), 

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa., Febru-
ary 12-13, 1959. 

e R. S. Englebrecht, "A low-noise nonlinear re-
actance traveling-wave amplifier," PROC. IRE, vol. 
46, p. 1655; Septembeer, 1955. 

P. K. Tein and H. Sutil, "A traveling-wave ferro-
magnetic amplifier," PROC. IRE, vol. 46, pp. 700-706; 
April, 1958. 

7 P. K. Tein, "Parametric amplification and fre-
quency mixing in propagating circuits," J. Appl. 
Phys., vol. 29, pp. 1347-1357; September, 1958. 

R. A. Moore and R. E. Beam, "Duo-dielectric 
parallel-plane waveguides," Proc. NEC, vol. 12. pp. 
689-705; 1956. 

e M. Cohn, "Propagation in a dielectric-loaded 
parallel plane waveguide," IRE TRANS. ON » elm-
WAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, VOL MTT-7, pp. 
202-208; April. 1959. 

ai =. 1/4 WI 

th worLC-71 

if 

WI + = 

(3 ± (32 = 

In the case of the TEio mode on an H-guide 
line of ferroelectric material, the derivation 
is very similar to that for the LF case. It is 
assumed that the ferroelectric slab is pumped 
with high power at a frequency w such that 
the electric displacement of the low-level sig-
nal (or idler) frequency has the form 

4,(x, z, = 1(x, z, 1) + e0E, i(x, z, I) 

• ix. exP./.(wi - /3z) ± x, exp -j(,0/ - dz)) (3) 

where 

x.= amplitude of the variable part of the 
electric susceptibility. 

The derivation, involving the three compo-
nents (E,, 115, and 1-1.) of the signal fre-
quency, then follows from the Maxwell curl 
relations to give a coupled-wave equation at 
the signal frequency. The result, again for 
the degenerate case of WI = oh, is 

z, = (x) exp (cr,x) expj(we - 13.,z) (4) 

where 

xo,)xrde = 
x., 2 

WI 2T 
= — -= — 
C X„, 
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Power propagating in the ferroelectric 
r = 

Total power in the wave 
if 

WI ± W2!= W 

tkli 4 - 1602 = SP 
where 

feui = (Prop. constant at oh) = 27r/Xgi 
= (Prop. constant at co2)=278-/Xot 

Of, = (Prop. constant at co) = 2w/X,. 

An analysis of the effect of an error term 
on the condition on propagation constants 
of the type 

(5) 

also yields results similar to those for the 
low-frequency model.,,, The expression for 
the gain becomes 

ap,= [(xx.::)2 :x 

where 

1 — 4.43)2 1/2 
(er] (6) 

16 Hog'2 

1901, = SO: + 

This reduction in gain is controllable, since 
X9/X0 and 4,/X, are determined by the line 
parameters. 

Losses have been assumed to be small 
enough that the usual assumptions for a loss-
less analysis may be used. Attenuation due 
to dielectric and wall losses is then included 
from the unperturbed line characteristics., 

The principle of amplification on such a 
structure having been established, the next 
problem is that of the ferroelectric material 
to be used. Surprisingly enough, computa-
tions show that gain is possible even with 
presently known BaTiO3-SrTiO, mixtures. 
The following is a tabulation of the esti-
mated performance of a parametric H-guide 
line, calculated from published data on this 
type material :10,11 

Material: 

Polycrystalline BaTiO3-SrTiOs 

e/eo = 20001assuming dc-bias field of 
tan 5=0.1 12.8 kv/cm" 

x/E(pump) = 100 (per kv/cm of pumping 
field.") 

Electrical Characteristics: 

E(pump) = 1.18 kv/cm, x=118 
2a/X«,, =0.01, =0.0289, 

b/X., = 0.0266 
r=0.760, J4:1X,„, = 0.62w nepers 
Attenuation: cxX., =4.68w nepers 
Initial gain: adt„, = 22.5w nepers 
Length for gain > attenuation:" 

=0.072 
Net gain (in length "4"),ke 19.3 db 

These operating characteristics could be 
attained only by use of a pulsed X-band 

u, J. G. Powles and W. Jackson, "The measure-
ment of the dielectric properties of high-permittivity 
materials at centimeter wavelengths," Proc. IRE, 
vol. 96. III, PP. 383-389; September, 1949. 
U L. Davis and L. G. Rubin, "Some dielectri, 

properties of barium-strontium titinate ceramics 
at 3000 megacycles." J. Appl. Phys., vol. 24, p. 
1194; September, 1953. 

I' The gain at the signal frequency will decrease 
exponentially with length, due to attenuation of the 
pump power along the line. The length "Is" is the 
point where the gain has decreased to the point of 
equaling the attenuation at the signal frequency. 

magnetron, with one-kw peak power, as a 
pumping oscillator. Published data for mix-
tures having over 40 per cent strontium 
titanite,'° indicate that the relaxation fre-
quency is higher than 10 kmc. Thus, it seems 
reasonable to assume that pulsed operation 
as shown above could be attained by use of 
some material like a 60-40 per cent mixture 
of the two titanites with an X-band magne-
tron as pump to amplify 5-kmc signals. 
A much more practical device would be 

possible if polycrystalline titanites could be 
suspended in a nonpolar binder, such that 
the following would hold: 

Material: 

ele°=  tan 0.01 100}dc-biasing again used 
ó = 

x/E =5.0 (per kv/cm of pump field). 

A line could then be built which would have 
the following characteristics: 

Electrical Characteristics :9 

E(ptunp) = 1.14 kv/cm, x=5.7 
2a/X„,, = 0.05, X0,/X,,i = 0.1244, 

b/X„ = 0.006 
r=0.844, -MX. = 0.88 neper 
Attenuation: aX0, =0.33 neper 
Initial gain: %X., = 1.8 nepers 
Length for net gain: 1„/X., = 2.56 
Net Gaines 19.3 db. 

This device could be operated with a 200-
watt (CW) pump, with pump frequencies in 
excess of 10 km, since relaxation frequencies 
of some of the barium-strontium titanites 
can evidently be raised as mentioned 
above." Additional encouraging evidence 
has been found that would indicate that the 
relaxation frequencies of ferroelectrics can 
be raised even more. Single domain crystals 
have been found to have dielectric constant 
vs frequency behavior" which put the re-
laxation frequency above 50 kmc. 

Thus, it would appear that with further 
development in ferroelectric materials, the 
H-guide parametric amplifier holds promise 
as the millimeter waveform of the traveling-
wave parametric amplifier. 

The author should like to acknowledge 
stimulating discussions and advice on this 
subject from M. Cohn, C. F. Miller, and 
J. M. Minkowski. 

E. S. CASSEDY, JR. 
The Johns Hopkins University 

Radiation Laboratory 
Baltimore, 2, Md. 

as T. S. Benedict and J. L. Durand, *Dielectric 
properties of single domain crystals of BaTiO3 at 
microwave frequencies," Phys. Rev., vol. 109, p. 1091; 
February, 1958 

Relaxation Phenomena in Diode 

Parametric Amplifiers* 

Relaxation oscillations have been ob-
served in S, C, and X band parametric am-
plifiers utilizing CW pump sources and no 

• Received by the IRE, May 13, 1959. 

other signal inputs. These oscillations occur 
when certain diodes are operated with open-
circuited or high-resistance dc paths, and 
are allowed to develop a negative self-bias 
through the charging path consisting of the 
parallel combination of the nonlinear resist-
ance and capacitance of the semiconductor 
junction. The effect was first observed as a 
Fourier spectrum at signal and idle micro-
wave frequencies, and later as an audio-
frequency voltage waveform appearing 
across the diode (Fig. 1). 

(a) 

(c) 

Fig. 1—(a) Diode voltage waveform; (b) typical 
relaxation oscillation microwave spectrum; (c) 
stable oscillation for increased pump power. 

VOLTAGE 

Fig. 2— Capacitance vs voltage 
characteristic of a diode. 

The mechanism is believed to be the 
following (Fig. 2): As pump power is in-
creased, the diode charges to a bias VI. At 
this point, corresponding to a critical pump 
power PI, the slope of the capacity-voltage 
curve is sufficient to cause generation of os-
cillations at both "signal" and "idle" fre-
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quencies; these induce a further bias buildup 
to V2. At V2, however, the capacitance gra-
dient is insufficient to maintain these cavity 
oscillations for the given amount of pump 
power, and the system relaxes back to VI. A 
further cause for modulation of oscillations 
arises since the signal, idle, and pump 
cavities are detuned by the varying capaci-
tance. The frequency, waveform, and ampli-
tude of the diode voltage vary with the type 
of diode used (germanium point contact or 
silicon diffused) and the amount of pump 
power applied; frequencies between 20 and 
100 kc have been observed with peak-to-
peak amplitudes on the order of 0.1 volt. The 
period is correlative with the known RC time 
constant of the diode. 

The microwave oscillations, as observed 
on a spectrum analyzer, exhibit sidebands 
spaced in frequency by the relaxation-oscilla-
tion frequency. A spectrum appears at 
both signal and idle frequencies in a non-
degenerate amplifier, and at Ildpump in a de-
generate case. The spectrum is that of a 
frequency and amplitude modulated RF sig-
nal. As the pump power is increased beyond 
PI, the spacing between consecutive side-
bands increases since the average capaci-
tance, and consequently the time constant, 
is decreased. Beyond a second critical value 
of the pump, P2, the sidebands disappear 
but a strong monochromatic oscillation re-
mains (lower part of photograph) and the 
bias assumes a constant value. This phe-
nomenon is also consistent with the preced-
ing explanation if account is taken of the 
fact that for high pump powers operation 
shifts to a flatter region of the capacitance-
voltage curve. 

Similar relaxation phenomena have al-
ready been observed in ferromagnetic single 
crystals.' 

H. ENDLER 
A. D. BERK 

W. L. WHIRRY 
Hughes Aircraft Co. 

Electronics Research Dept. 
Culver City, Calif. 

1 M. T. Weiss, "Microwave and low frequency 
oscillation due to resonance instabilities in ferrites," 
J. Ape Phys.. suppl. to vol. 30, pp. 146S-I47S; 
April. 1959. 

Experiment Indicating Generation 
of Submillimeter Waves by an Ava-
lanching Semiconductor* 

EXPERIMENTAL BASIC ARRANGEMENT 

Fig. 1 shows a diagram of an experimen-
tal arrangement, originally made for investi-
gation of some problems in connection with 
field emission in air at electrode distances of 
around 1 micron. The cathode k was a needle 
with a nose radius of 25-35 microns. Tung-
sten, molybdenum, steel, and goldplated 
steel were used successively. Much work was 

* Received by the IRE. November 4, 1958; 
revision received. February 11.1959. 

done with ordinary phonograph pickup 
needles. By means of a micromanipulator, 
the cathode needle k could be separated from 
the anode p with an accuracy better than 
one third of a micron. The anode p was made 
of tungsten, molybdenum, platinum, steel, 
nickel, copper, silver, and brass. A volt-
meter mi was used as a combined micro-
ampere meter (max. 50 tea) and gap series 
resistor (5 megohms), and another voltmeter 
nie was used for measuring the voltage across 
gap and voltmeter nu in series. At spacings 
of around 1 micron, the field emission cur-
rent was of such a small magnitude that it 
could not be read on the meter nti at voltages 
smaller than 300 y which is the minimum 
sparking potential at atmospheric pressure. 

e.5501, 

Fig. 1—Diagram of the experimental 
basic arrangement. 

SMALL GAP DISCHARGES 

When the voltage was raised slightly 
above 300 y, a corolla discharge was formed 
around the nose of the cathode. The corona 
could easily be seen in a straight tube micro-
scope. The discharge could also be followed 
by means of an oscilloscope os loosely 
coupled to the cathode k. Alternatively, the 
corolla discharge could readily be heard in a 
radio receiver re. The resulting average cur-
rent was often around 10 pa. In cases where 
the anode was made of a material with a 
comparatively low melting point, e.g., cop-
per, silver, or brass, the corona discharge 
caused a transfer of matter,I resulting in the 
formation of a circular embankment on the 
anode. Fig. 2 shows how such an embank-
ment b is built on the anode p around the 
cathode k. The material in the embankment 
comes primarily from the cathode. Mechani-
cally, the embankment is surprisingly 
strong. Its electric resistivity is high. Obser-
vations indicate that the material is of semi-
conductor character. Low frequency oscilla-
tions in the circuit will often result from light 
contacts between the cathode and the em-
bankment. Voltage, external series resist-
ance, and external parallel capacitance in-
fluence the frequency of these oscillations, 
which probably are built up on the basis of 
avalanche breakdown at the contact area 
between the cathode and the embankment, 
cp, an ordinary glow discharge oscillator. 
When the embankment is built up to such 

an extent that only a few microns separate it 
from the cathode, the corona discharge 
ceases and a steady current can be main-
tained across the gap. Often, a steady gap 
current is around 10 pa at a total voltage of 
around 270 v, corresponding to roughly 
200 y across the gap. The emission can be 

1 R. Holm, " Electric Contacts," H. Gebers. Stock-
holm. Sweden. pp. 309-323; 1946. 

increased to around 50 pa without any 
tendency to corona discharge or sparking. 
The gap voltage is practically independent 
of the emission current within these limits. 

Hitherto, it has not been possible to ob-
tain a similar embankment and a similar 
steady emission current in cases where the 
anode material has a relatively high melting 
point, i.e. tungsten, molybdenum, platinum, 
steel, and nickel. 

60/../ — 

Fig. 2—A corona discharge results in the formation of 
a circular embankment b fastened on the anode p 
and surrounding the cathode k. 

Fig. 3—The embankment is removed from the anode. 

It has been found that the embankment 
may be removed from the anode as shown in 
Fig. 3. The cathode has been moved down-
wards to good contact with the inside of the 
embankment. The adherence between cath-
ode and embankment is often so strong that 
the embankment comes loose from the 
anode, when the cathode is withdrawn. This 
electrode configuration is suitable for a 
visual investigation of the space between the 
cathode nose and the anode. As a rule, the 
steady current is associated with a diminu-
tive luminous discharge between the cathode 
nose and the anode. The discharge generally 
has a cross section less than 1 micron at 
electrode distances of around 1 micron. 
Cases have been observed, however, where 
a steady current has been associated with a 
somewhat more diffuse luminous discharge 
with a cross section of around 10 microns. 
An increase of the emission current is associ-
ated with an increase of the discharge lumi-
nosity. It is believed that the luminosity is 
an indication of the presence of positive ions 
in the discharge. Due to the fact that the gap 
is of the same order of magnitude as the 
electron mean free path in air at atmospheric 
pressure, the amount of current carried by 
positive ions is probably very small as com-
pared with the current carried by electrons. 
The ions may, however, give rise to an in-
creased potential gradient, thereby causing 
an increase of field emission current in the 
gap.1 

" W. S. Boyle, P. Kisliuk, and L. H. Germer, 
"Electrical breakdown in high vacuum." J. Appt. 
Phys., vol. 26, pp. 724-725; June. 1955. 
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CURRENT JUMPS 

With electrode configurations according 
to both Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, a small increase 
above a certain value of the voltage, meas-
ured with mg, occasionally causes a sudden 
jump in the emission current, measured with 
mi. The jump may be from around 5 pa to 
around 15 pa. Under such conditions, it is 
impossible to adjust the emission current to 
values between these two. Above the jump, 
the emission current can readily be increased 
to around 50pa by increasing the voltage as 
measured with mg. Fig. 4 shows an example 
of the relationship between emission current 
and voltage above the jump. 
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Fig. 4—Relationship between the current I and the 
gap voltage E„„, above a current jump. 

It was believed that these jumps were 
caused by a transition on the current-voltage 
characteristic of the discharge. A visual in-
spection of the space between cathode nose 
and anode showed, however, that the cur-
rent jumps occurred under conditions where 
no luminous discharge could be observed. It 
was concluded that the current jumps are 
not caused by conditions which are con-
nected with emission currents in the free 
space between cathode and anode. Thus, the 
above mentioned possibility of transitions 
on the current-voltage discharge character-
istic of such emission current was ruled out. 
A thorough visual inspection of the cath-

ode-anode space under conditions of current 
jumps seemed to indicate that small parti-
cles shorted the gap. Consequently, a very 
small portion of an embankment was taken 
loose and moved to a cathode-anode gap of 
a few microns magnitude. It was found that 
also in this case a current of the order of 
10 pa at gap voltages of around 200 y can be 
maintained. As in the case of the free-space 
discharge, the current can be increased to 
around 50 pa. Furthermore, it was found 
that electrode pressure on the material 
taken from the embankment, and voltage 
across the material, can be so adjusted that 
current jumps are produced, voltages and 
currents being of the same magnitude as 
mentioned earlier. It was concluded that the 
jumps are caused by avalanche breakdown 
in the embankment material. 

TUNING THE CATHODE 

Avalanche breakdown in silicon diodes 
has been shown to be associated with genera-
tion of microwave transients in the 9 kmc 
region.' Attempts have been made to find 

J. L. Moll, A. Uhler. Jr.. and B. Senitzky, "Mi-
crowave transients from avalanching silicon diodes," 
PROC. IRE. vol. 46. pp. 1306-1307; June. 1958. 

out whether microwaves are generated also 
in this case. The accessible equipment has 
not been well suited for such purpose, how-
ever, and no positive results have been ob-
tained as far as detection of microwaves is 
concerned. An experiment has been carried 
through, however, which seems to indicate 
generation of submillimeter waves with a 
wavelength of around 100 microns. 

In Fig. 5 the cathode k consists of a tung-
sten wire with a diameter of 30 microns. The 
end of the cathode wire has been well rounded 
by electrolytical etching in an 0.6 normal 
NaOH solution. The length of the wire is 
approximately 500 microns. The anode I, 
consists of brass and between cathode and 
anode is placed an embankment portion s, 
approximately 10-20 microns in length and 
5 microns in cross section. A grid g, consist-
ing of gold-plated tungsten wires with a 
diameter of 5 microns, stretched with a cen-
ter to center spacing of 25 microns, is 
threaded on the cathode in such a way that 
the axis of the cathode is perpendicular to 
the plane of the grid. The grid is adjusted so 
that the grid wires on each side of the cathode 
exert equal contact pressures against the 
cathode. By means of a micromanipulator, 
the grid may be slid along the cathode. Fur-
ther, the cathode and the anode may be 
moved in relation to each other and in rela-
tion to the grid. 

If the device is adjusted for a current 
slightly above the jump, the current drops 
several microamperes when the grid is placed 
around 10 microns from the cathode tip, 
measured axially, [--s-'(x/4)]. Current dips 
have also been found approximately 50 and 
100 microns >2(x/2) resp.•-•X] further away 
from the cathode nose. It has been possible, 
at times, to cause a current jump instead of 
a mere current dip when the grid has been 
adjusted near the cathode nose. Investiga-
tions by means of the oscilloscope ( Fig. 1) 
seem to show that the current dips are not as-
sociated with mechanical macro-resonances 
in the device. The experiment supports a hy-
pothesis of generation of submillimeter waves 
with a wavelength of around 100 microns. It 
also indicates a method of increasing the ra-
diation of power from the hypothetical gen-
erator. 

It is suggested that submillimeter oscil-
lations are built up on a basis of avalanches 
across a potential barrier at the contact area 
between the cathode nose and the embank-
ment material, e.g., at a dislocation. The ca-
pacitance across a diminutive avalanche re-
gion, and the resistance of the semiconductor 
near the avalanche region and between this 
region and the anode, may form an RC net-
work giving rise to an intermittent ava-
lanche current, thus causing the hypotheti-
cal generation of submillimeter waves. 

This proposal is a micro-analogy to the 
suggestion which was set forth earlier in this 
report in connection with the generation of 
low-frequency oscillations at light-pressure 
contacts between the cathode and the em-
bankment. The proposal is purely hypo-
thetical, however, and other explanations 
may still be found. 

INFLUENCE OF SURFACE STATES 

It appears natural to expect that the 
properties of a very small semiconductor ele-
ment are greatly influenced by the surface 

(a) 

states. In the arrangement according to 
Fig. 5, this is indeed the case. The observa-
tions correlate qualitatively with investiga-
tions on germanium surfaces.“ 

Fig. 6(a) shows schematically the condi-
tions which may normally be expected in the 
case under consideration. The bulk of the 
semiconductor s is probably of n-type. Ad-
sorbed molecules from the surrounding air, 
which contains some water vapor, induces 
donor-like slow states, thus forming an n-
type surface. 

Fig. 5—Evidence of the generation of submillimeter 
waves is obtained by this arrangement, in which k 
is a tungsten cathode. diameter 30 microns; s is a 
particle from an embankment; p is an anode; and 
g is a grid consisting of gold-plated tungsten wires. 
diameter 5 microns. stretched with a c-c distance 
of 25 microns. The grid g may be slid along the 
cathode k by means of a micromanipulator. 
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Fig. 6—Variations in surface states by changes of 
surrounding gas ambients. The embankment par-
ticle sis placed between a cathode k and an anode p. 

Vapors having an OH radical, i.e., 
methyl alcohol, acetone, acetic acid etc., will 
give rise to an increased density of the donor-
like slow states as indicated in Fig. 6(b). A 
corresponding increase of the voltage, nec-
essary to produce an avalanche, is to be ex-
pected. Thus, the current through the semi-
conductor may jump down from values 
above the jump, when such vapor ambients 
surround the semiconductor. It is to be ex-
pected that an increase of the voltage across 
the semiconductor will cause a new ava-
lanche. It also appears probable that condi-
tions will relax back to the original, corre-
sponding to surrounding air plus water 
vapor ambients, when the supply of vapors 
with an OH radical is stopped. Experiments 
are in agreement with these expectations. 
The time constant is around a second in the 
case of an OH induced n-type slow-state 
density increase, whereas the relaxation 
time is of the order of a few seconds. 

W. H. Brattain and J. Bardeen. "Surface proper-
ties of germanium," Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 32, pp. 
1-41; January, 1953. 

R. H. Kingston. "Review of germanium surface 
phenomena," J. Appi. Phys., vol. 27, pp. 101-114; 
February. 1956. 
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Methyl chloride and carbon monoxide 
are not expected to influence the conditions 
prevailing at surrounding air plus water 
vapor ambients. Experiments have shown 
that these gases do not interact with the 
current jumps. 
A gas ambient such as ozone induces ac-

ceptor-like surface slow states, thus forming 
a p-type surface as indicated in Fig. 6(c). 
Experiments have shown that the presence 
of ozone ambients causes an increase of the 
current through the semiconductor. The 
change occurs within a few seconds. Under 
such conditions no jump can be observed as 
the current is decreased by decreasing the 
supply voltage. Apparently, the avalanche 
region is shorted or entirely changed by the 
p-type surface states. When the ozone sup-
ply is stopped, a relaxation back to the con-
ditions according to Fig. 6(a) takes place 
within a few seconds. Current jumps now 
show up again. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
The negative slope characteristic of the 

device (Fig. 4) has been used for amplifica-
tion at frequencies up to around 100 kc. At 
1000 c, a voltage amplification of around 15 
times has been obtained. 

The device is sensitive to changes in con-
tact pressure at current values slightly above 
the jump value. This has been demonstrated 
in an experiment using a piece of brass foil, 
50 microns thick, as the anode. The foil was 
fastened to supports about 7 mm apart. The 
cathode was an ordinary phonograph pickup 
needle. Normal speech 2 to 3 m from the de-
vice causes voice frequency voltages of 
around 25-50 y across the 5 megohms meter 
mi (Fig. 1) in series with the electrode gap. 
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Further Notes on Indicated 
Generation of Submillimeter 
Waves by an Avalanching 
Semiconductor* 

ALTERNATE MIMIOD OF 
TUNING THE CATHODE 

Interaction between a semiconductor 
avalanche breakdown current and the posi-
tion of a grid, slid on a cathode lead to the 
avalanching element, has been reported in 
the first communication above. The experi-
ment was interpreted as evidence of genera-
tion of submillimeter waves. It was men-
tioned in the same report, however, that 

* Received by the IRE. May II, 1959. 

the device is sensitive to mechanical vibra-
tions. Therefore, it was considered im-
portant to duplicate the experiment under 
conditions of no mechanical contact between 
the cathode wire and the laterals of the 

movable grid. 
Fig. 1(a) shows how a tungsten cathode 

wire k, having a diameter of 6 microns, is 
threaded through a grid g with 6 micron 
tungsten laterals, spaced with a center to 
center distance of 25 microns. A semicon-
ductor element s, having a cross section of 
around 2 microns and a length of around 10 
microns, is placed between the cathode wire 
and the anode p. The grid is kept at cathode 
potential. By means of a micromanipulator 
the grid may be moved along the cathode 
wire without touching it. 

Fig. I (b) shows the relationship between 
the position of the grid and the current 
through the device. it is suggested that this 
relationship is caused by the composition of 
1) the curve shown in Fig. 1(c), illustrating 
the effect of changes in field multiplication 
at the avalanche region adjacent to the 
cathode tip, and 2) the curve shown in Fig. 
1(d), where the dips are suggested to derive 
from impedance changes of the cathode wire 
as seen by a submillimeter wave, generated 
at the cathode tip. The experiment appears 
to give additional evidence of generation of 
submillimeter waves with a wavelength of 
around 100 microns. 
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Fig. 1—Electrode arrangement and essential dimen-
sions. Further, the relationship between the 
avalanche current and the position of the grid is 
shown. 

FREQUENCY DETERMINING NETWORK 

Even though the measurements neces-
sarily are lacking in exactness, it appears 
justified to point out the fact that the ap-
parent wavelength has been in the neighbor-
hood of 100 microns regardless of the size of 
the semiconductor element ( 10-40 microns 

in length), the diameter of the cathode wire 
(6-30 microns in diameter), and the voltage 
across the semiconductor, necessary to pro-
duce an avalanche breakdown ( 125-250 
volts). The conclusion is drawn that the fre-
quency is determined by factors relating 
to the immediate neighborhood of the ava-
lanche. It also appears reasonable to draw 
the conclusion that the avalanche discharge 
is produced very near the cathode tip and 
that the resistance between the avalanche 
region and the cathode tip is comparatively 
small. Otherwise, the variation in cathode 
impedance, caused by moving the grid, 
would hardly be noticeable. 
A microscopic investigation of the em-

bankment material has shown that the 
"bulk" consists of a network of whiskers. 
These have cross sections of around 0.2 mi-
cron. The openings of the mesh are of the 
order of 0.4-0.8 micron. Fig. 2 shows roughly 
a typical cross section of an embankment 
particle. 

Fig. 2—Section through an embankment particle. 

On the basis of the related observations 
and conclusions, the following hypothesis is 
suggested. The total capacitance across the 
junction and between the semiconductor and 
the cathode in the vicinity of the junction is 
thought to derive from a great number of 
extremely small capacitors, having their 
positive plates coupled in parallel by the 
resistance of the surrounding bulk material. 
Besides, each one of these capacitor plates 
is connected to the anode through the bulk 
and the bulk-anode interface. It was con-
cluded above that the resistance from the 
avalanche region to the cathode is low. We 
will assume that it is low enough to be neg-
lected. As a consequence we will also assume 
that the negative capacitor plates are 
coupled in parallel by zero resistance connec-
tors. Fig. 3 visualizes the suggestion. In a 
semiconductor whisker w a diminutive junc-
tion j is formed adjacent to the tip of the 
cathode k. In addition to the junction ca-
pacity other semiconductor-cathode ca-
pacitances in the vicinit y of the junction are 
suggested. 

Fig. 4 shows the situation diagram-
matically. The positive plates of the con-
densers cp, ca, • • • • c;„ are interconnected 
by the resistors rI, ris, • • • , ri(„_1). Further, 
these condenser plates are connected to 
the anode by the resistors rH, rbt, • • • , rbb. 
We will assume that breakdown is pro-
duced in the condenser cp. It is suggested 
that the conditions roughly correspond to 
the case shown in Fig. 5. The avalanching 
condenser is here represented by the con-
denser cm and the gas discharge tube y, 
the capacitance of which is neglected. One 
side of the avalanching capacitor is in direct 
contact with the cathode k. The other side 
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Fig. 3—An embankment whisker ur in contact with 
the cathode k. A junction at j is suggested. At 
reverse bias this junction gives rise to a capacitance 
between the whisker and the cathode. Other 
capacitances between whiskers and cathode in the 
vicinity of the junction are shown. 

Fig. 4—Semiconductor capacitances and 
resistances at reverse bias. 

Fig. 5—Suggested RC networks in and outside the 
semiconductor s at reverse bias. 

of the condenser is connected to the con-
denser 

Cit = E Ci. 
In — 2 

through the resistor 

rig = 
1 

Further, the condenser ce is connected to 
the anode p through the resistor rm. The 
condenser ce is connected to the anode p 
through the resistor 

rat = 
1 

rn—n. E 
rbm 

The gap capacitance cep and the ex-
ternal capacitances c.., are coupled in paral-
lel across the semiconductor element s be-
tween cathode and anode. The external re-
sistor ro., completes the picture. It seems 
reasonable to suggest that co>>cii, and 
rm»rii. Hence, presupposing an avalanche 
breakdown formation time shorter than 
=ro •cii, oscillations may start. The fre-

quency of these oscillations will be deter-
mined by the avalanche breakdown forma-
tion time and the time constant of the 
network cer, t. The influence of the resistor 
rm is neglected both here and in the follow-
ing discussion, the reason being that rbi»rit 
and rm>>41. The effect of recombination, 
of diffusion across the junction, and of cur-
rent of Zener or avalanche type, not leading 
to breakdown, is also neglected. Further, the 
effect of stray capacitances across the resis-
tors ri„, and ro„, is neglected. It is to be ex-
pected that the values of ce and rit will vary 
considerably during a cycle due to the move-
ment of the carriers, produced by the ava-
lanche. 

GENERATION OF LOW-FREQUENCY 
OSCILLATIONS 

The discharges increase the current 
through the semiconductor. This, again, oc-
casions an increased voltage drop across the 
resistors rot and Text. The effect may be that 
the voltage across cif and, consequently, the 
maximum voltage across cp assume values, 
which are too low to produce breakdown. 
Therefore, the discharges may cease, there-
by causing the voltage across cig to increase 
until a new series of discharges builds up. 
Apparently, this condition will result in ad-
ditional oscillations, the frequency of which 
is determined or influenced both by condi-
tions in the avalanche region and by the 
network consisting of cif, c„„p, cext, rot, and 
re.t. It should be borne in mind that ni prob-
ably decreases somewhat with increasing 
current, due to avalanche-produced carriers. 
Experimental work has seemingly verified 
the possibility of obtaining such oscillations. 
The maximum amplitude and frequency is 
obtained at supply voltages corresponding 
to the minimum avalanche breakdown volt-
age of the device. At somewhat increased 
supply voltages, the amplitude and fre-
quency is lowered. Only a small increase of 
the supply voltage is needed to stop the 
oscillations. The maximum frequency is of-
ten around 1000 c. The oscillations can easily 
be detected by means of the oscilloscope in 
the basic arrangement described in the first 
communication. 

These oscillations seem to be different 
from the low-frequency oscillations which 
were related. Experiments have shown that 
those oscillations do not stop at a somewhat 
increased supply voltage. Besides, the oscilla-
tion frequency is considerably higher in that 
case—often of the order of 15 kc. It is sug-

gested that those oscillations are produced 
when the negative resistance across the 
semiconductor numerically becomes greater 
than rext. Under such conditions heat phe-
nomena, unlinearities, or other factors may 
be expected to occasion oscillations. An-
other possibility is that the avalanche break-
down formation time becomes longer than 
the time constant of the network 
in which case the network consisting of 
Cup, Cext, rah and re.t may determine the 
frequency of generated low-frequency oscil-
lations. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE 

The curve according to Fig. 1(c) appears 
to indicate a possible method of high im-
pedance control of the current—preferably 
an avalanche based current—through a 
semiconductor. Fig. 6 shows a hypothetical 
example. Changes of the potential of the 
control electrode g are expected to cause 
changes of the current through the semicon-
ductor element s, placed between the pointed 
cathode k and the anode p. 

Fig. 6—Suggested arrangement for high impedance 
control of the current in a small semiconductor 
element s between an anode p and a pointed 
cathode k, g being the control electrode. 
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Avalanche Controlled Semicon-

ductor Amplifier* 

In a recent publication,' the author 
used analog techniques to depict the inter-
action between two space-charge regions in 
a semiconductor. This interaction can be 
used for control in a variety of semiconduc-
tor amplifiers, one of which is considered 
in an approximate theoretical manner herein. 

The device to be considered together 
with related relevant information is shown 

* Received by the IRE. January 7, 1959. 
l L. J. Giacoletto, "Analog solution of space-charge 

regions in semiconductors," PROC. IRE, vol. 46, pp. 
1083-1085; June, 1958. 
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in Fig. 1. The structure is essentially identi-
cal to a conventional transistor, but the 
mode of operation is considerably different. 
A n-p-n structure is considered for con-
venience in this analysis which can be easily 
modified for a p-n-p structure. Suppose the 
collector electrode is biased in the reverse 
direction until avalanche breakdown occurs. 
According to S. L. Miller's2 work, the 
collector-to-source voltage, Ves, correspond-
ing to avalanche breakdown voltage, VA, in 
germanium with a Shottky "abrupt" junc-
tion is given by 

Ves = VA = ± 22.2 X 1016 1± ( N. — 

± 1980[± B]-). 72e volts (1) 

where like signs go together and are chosen 
so that the quantities within the brackets 
are positive, N. and Nd are acceptor and 
donor impurity concentrations, respectively 
(impurities/metera), and 

It,, — Na  
B = (2) 

ni 

B is the impurity doping of the semiconduc-
tor normalized by ni, the electron (or hole) 
carrier density in the intrinsic semiconduc-
tor (ni = 2.4 X101° carriers/meter3 in ger-
manium at near room temperature, 300°K). 
The application of the voltage, Vs = VA, 
causes complete depletion of mobile car-
riers in a region of the germanium given 
by the depletion width, WA, 

WA = — 38.15 X 10-4± /31"4"62 meters. (3) 

The variation of voltage within the de-
pleted region is parabolic with distance as 
shown by the right-hand portion of the 
solid curve shown in Fig. 2. The voltage 
gradient at the collector, E.., corresponding 
to avalanche breakdown field, EA, is given 
by 

E, = — 2-171 = EA 
Ox o 

= + 10.37 X 101 ± /31"38 volts/meter. (4) 

For any collector-to-source voltage. I Vrsi 
<I VA, Miller2 has found 

M = [1 — (5) 

where n is a parameter that depends upon 
the resistivity and resistivity type of the 
germanium; n = 4-6 for "metallic" . n on p 
abrupt diodic junctions, and n 3 for "me-
tallic" p on n abrupt diodic junctions. Eq. 
5 can also be written as 

tEe, \ Ray. 

kEA 

(e) 

It is seen that M is a rapid function of 
Ec as EC—'EA. 

Suppose that the semiconductor wafer 
thickness, W, is larger than WA. Then, the 
application of an interaction electrode-to-
source voltage, Vis, will cause depletion 
of mobile carriers from the semiconductor 
near the interaction electrode diodic junc-
tion. When Vis= VI, the two depletion 
regions just touch at x= WA as shown by 
the solid curve in Fig. 2. 

2 s. L. Miller, Avalanche breakdown in germani-
um," Phys. Rev.. vol. 99. pp. 1234-1241; August IS. 
1955. 
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Fig. 1—Structure and drcuit arrangement 
of amplifier. 
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Fig. 2—Variation of voltage with distance 
within the semiconducter. 

924  
— B(W — ¡174)12Keo  

= 1.36 X 10"B(W — WA)2. (7) 

In this equation, q is the charge of a hole 
(1.60X 10-2 coulombs), en is the permittiv-
ity of free space 

(-1 X 10-2 farads/meter), 36T 

K is the relative permittivity of the semi-
conductor ( 16 for germanium), and the 
evaluated constant is applicable for ger-
manium. A small contact voltage usually of 
less than 1 volt has been neglected in (7). 
If now, Vis is made larger than VI, a voltage 
distribution as shown by the dotted line of 
Fig. 2 is obtained. It is evident that the 
voltage gradient at the collector is now 
smaller than EA and avalanche breakdown is 
eliminated. By varying Vis, it is thus pos-
sible to vary the value of M, and, therefore, 
control the collector current. The interaction 
electrode, being a reverse biased diodic 
junction, will represent a small input con-
ductance. The collector electrode is also a 
reverse biased diodic junction and because 
of this will have a small capacitance associ-
ated with it. But the output conductance 
will be large since the multiplied minority 
carriers will flow out of the collector and the 
equal majority carriers will flow out of the 
source. 

The collector current, Ir, will be that of 
a reverse biased diodic junction, 

lc = /es/I, (8) 

where /es is the saturation current of the 
junction. M will be a function of Vis and 
Ves since these voltages determine Ec. As-
suming a parallel plane geometry and 
neglecting the lateral flow of current, the 

voltage distribution through the semicon-
ductor can be obtained by solving Pois-
son's equation, 

d2V pi; B, 
dx2 

(9) 

subject to the boundary conditions that 1) 
V = Vos at x=0 and 2) V= Vis at x=1,11, 
provided also that 

.7, 
(± VC8) 112 (± VW "  0)1/2 >, W 

2Keo 

to insure that (9) is everywhere applicable. 
The solution for the voltage and the electric 
field is 

get; 
x2V= -- B — (Yes — V is 

2Keo 

E = — 

+ 
gniBW- 2) x 

+ Vcs, ( 10) 
2K 0 W 

dV = qniB ) 

dx h o k 2 

Vcs — V,3 
(11) 

The voltage minimum is located at xm, 

= W Ken iVes Vis 
XII 2 qtte W 

and has the value, 

Kes Vcs — V isr 

We. 2qn¡B4. ‘ 
VCS  +V is  

(13) 
2 

The electric field at the collector is 

(12) 

dittil3W Ves — V is 
Ec . (14) 

2Keo 

This electric field can be employed in (6) 
to formulate the dependence of M on 
Ves and Vis. The device output, g, and 
forward transfer, g,i, small-signal conduc-
tances can then be evaluated as 

Oie At — 1 
--- ,„ = 2n lc , (15) g‘. 
0 v cs I vis.-com. EeW 

.315  
toi = — g“.• (16) 

ov .ves-nonnt 

The device input qii and reverse transfer, 
small-signal conductances would be ap-

proximately zero. For gt,O and —g„, 
the maximum power amplification is 
and would be large in view of the fact that 

ii 0. The small-signal conductances are 
for the idealized device and would be nuxli-
fied significantly by extraneous effects. The 
most important of these effects would be 
that associated with lateral current flow to 
the source electrode. 

The preceding equations can be used for 
carrying out calculations whose results are 
tabulated below. 

1) Choose germanium with (N.— Nd) 
.= 2.4 X10" acceptor impurities/me-
ter". A smaller value would be desir-
able for larger W, but greater diffi-
culty would then be encountered with 
surface avalanche breakdown. 
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2) o=58 mhos/meter (p=1.7 ohm cm.). 
3) B=100 (2). 
4) l'A = 70 volts ( I). 
5) WA=- 7.22 microns (3). 
6) EA= 19.57 X1 01 volts/meter (4). 
7) Choose W=7.5 microns, V8=75 

volts, and VIA =5 volts. 
8) Ec=19.54 X106 volts/meter ( 14). 
9) M=54.3 1(6) with n=6 as given in 

Reference 21. 
10) g,;/./c-= - 4.4 volts ( 15 and 16). 

Larger values of M and g,i//e can be ob-
tained by reducing 17/8; as Vis-t4.7 volts, 
M and g,.;//e would approach infinity. 

Since the movement of both minority and 
majority carriers is determined almost en-
tirely by electric fields, rather good high-
frequency operation should be possible-at 
least for the idealized device. Impurity 
grading could be employed to optimize cer-
tain operating characteristics. 

The avalanche controlled semiconductor 
amplifier was conceived several years ago 
while the writer was with the RCA Labora-
tories, Princeton, N. J. 

L. J. GIACOLETTO 
Scientific Lab. 

Ford Motor Co. 
Dearborn, Mich. 

A New Very Low-Frequency CW 

Transmitter for Ionospheric Inyesti-
gation-KM2 XIX* 

The California Institute of Technology 
has recently completed a VLF transmitting 
station at Shaver Lake, Calif. The trans-
mitter consists of a 20-kw amplifier with a 
flat frequency response from 4 to 40 kc 
built by Ling Electronics, Inc. However, 
propagation experiments will be conducted 
at 8.4 kc for the present. The signal source 
is an 8.4-kc crystal oscillator. 

The transmitting antenna" consists of 
an 8-mile section of a Southern California 
Edison Co. power line which has been iso-
lated electrically for RF as shown in Fig. 1. 
The line is approximately one-half wave-
length long at 8.4 kc. In order to reduce 
parasitic effects of the second wire, both 
wires are driven in phase as shown. 

The parallel tuned circuits resonate at 
transmitted frequency, while presenting neg-
ligible impedance to the 60-cps circuit. The 
series tuned circuits permit coupling the RF 
energy into the line while preventing the 60-
cycle high voltage from appearing across the 
output transformer of the amplifier. 

* Received by the IRE. January 23. 1959. This 
work was supported by the U.S. Air Force, Air Res. 
and Devel. Command. 0.S.R.. under Contract No. 
AF 18(600)-1552. 

R. M. Golden, R. S. Macmillan. and W. V. T. 
Rusch, *A VLF Antenna for Generating a Hori-
zontally Polarized Radiation Field," Pasadena, Calif., 
AFOSR-TN-57-9 ASTIA Doc. No. AD 115 041; July 
1957. 

R. M. Golden. R. V. Langmuir. R. S. Macmillan. 
and W. V. T. Rusch. *Design and Construction of 
Equipment Used to Operate a Commercial Power 
Line as a Very Low-Frequency Antenna," Pasadena, 
Calif., AFOSR-TN-58-908. ASTIA Doc. No. AD 204 
514; October. 1958. 

Fig. 1-Schematic diagram of power line used 
as VLF antenna. 

Output 
Trar.slcruer 

Preliminary experiments have shown 
that a strong transmitted signal can be 
easily detected at a distance of 250 km from 
the transmitter. Measurements beyond this 
distance have not yet been made. 

During station operation, transmission 
consists of CW on for three minutes and off 
for one minute, commencing on the hour, 
except for the period between 28 minutes 
and 40 minutes past the hour when trans-
mission is one second on and 4 seconds off. 
Although time of transmission is still spo-
radic, a definite transmitting schedule will 
soon be established and generally will take 
place on the weekends. 

Initial experiments conducted during 
the afternoon hours and the early morning 
hours at near vertical incidence have indi-
cated strong fading in the late afternoon 
until sunset and strong fading at approxi-
mately sunrise. The 1-second to 4-second 
pulsing data are presently being studied for 
the existence of whistler mode echos. 

R. M. GOLDEN 
R. V. LANGMUIR 

R. S. MACMILLAN 
W. V. T. RUSCH 

California Inst. Tech. 
Pasadena, Calif. 

New Geometrical Properties and 
their Usefulness for Ionospheric 

Radio Propagation* 

If one chooses an arbitrary point P in-
side of two concentric circles other than 
their center, a normal s upon the diameter, 
both through P, forms a segment As which 
is one-half of the difference between the 
secants of both circles (Fig. 1). As dimin-
ishes if s is rotated on P in either sense. For 
the conditions stated above As is a maxi-

mum.' The proof has been reported else-
where.2 

In determining the height of the night 
airglow the increase of As with increasing 
zenith distance was first utilized by Van 
Rhijn.2 Because of the geometrical property 
stated above, an extension of its utilization 

* Received by the IRE. January 30. 1959. 
First stated at the Spring URSI Meeting, Wash-

ington, D. C., April 23-26. 1958. A more elaborate 
report has been presented at the Congres Inter-
national sur la Propagation des Ondes Radio-Elec-
triques. 1958, Liége. Belgium. October 6-11, 1958. 

2 K. Toman. "A maximum property of two con-
centric circles," Math. Gazette, to be published. 

P. J. Van Rhijn, *On the Brightness of the Sky at 
Night and the Total Amount of Starlight," Astron. 
Lab.. Groningen. The Netherlands. Publ. No. 31: 
1921. 

for the region below the horizon is possible. 
If one applies it to propagating radio waves, 
one arrives at the following conclusion: if a 
linear radio beam is moved from the zenith 
to the horizon As, the distance inside of a 
concentric layer of constant thickness in-
creases monotonically and reaches a maxi-
mum for zero elevation angle à of the beam. 
For highly elevated antennas, negative ele-
vation angles are possible. Hence, As passes 
through a maximum before the beam is tan-
gential to the earth. Similarly, the angle of 
incidence 0 of this beam (Fig. I) upon a 
spherical concentric layer passes through a 
minimum for à-==.0.4.6 This minimum prop-
erty of 0 and the maximum property of As 
show symmetry relative to à =0 (Fig. 2). 
For a radio beam which originates at an 
antenna height I:4 = 40 km and for an ef-
fective earth radius 1?,ff = 7972.5 km, the 
As-f!istribution as a function of the elevation 
angle is shown for two absorbing layers, one 
extending from 60-120 km, the other from 
60-90 km. The As-distribution has a sharp 
maximum at à-=- 0. As is a minimum for 
A = ±r/2. Aehadow is the elevation angle 
for which the radio beam grazes the earth. 
For elevated antennas it is possible to bring 
the maximum within the observation range. 
If As is considered the path length of ab-
sorption of a radio wave, its maximum ab-
sorption will occur at AseO. It is implicit in 
this discussion that ray paths remain linear 
and are not refracted inside of the absorbing 
region. This assumption conflicts less with 
actual physical conditions the higher the 
frequency of the radio wave. Since curve 1 
(Fig. 2) cannot be normalized to curve 2, it 
follows by inference that the As-distribu-
tions contain information from which the 
unknown thickness of a uniform absorbing 
layer can be determined. In this case it is 
assumed that r (Fig. 1) is constant. It can 
be shown in general that any às(à)-dis-
tribution as given by d, C, and r (Fig. 1) is 
unique. In an experiment C, the elevation of 
the receiving point as measured from the 
center of the earth is preselected. By meas-
uring the à-distribution of absorption, one 
is able to determine the height and the 
thickness of the absorbing region. The meas-
urement of this distribution assumes a radio 
signal to be transmitted from a satellite. 

The maximum property of As for linear 
rays can be generalized to include circular 
rays as well. In this case it can be shown 
that As between two concentric circles of a 
circular ray rotating on P is a maximum if 
the departure angle at P is zero, i.e. if the 
circular ray is tangent to the normal s upon 
the diameter through P. Moreover, these 
circular rays can be concave as well as con-
vex (Fig. 3). While As.. strictly adheres to 
the condition of AseO, , às.i. does not 
occur at à = + r/2. It occurs at values of à 
which depend on the magnitude of the ra-
dius of curvature of the ray relative to the 
parameters of the geometry. For circular 
ray paths, the As(à)-distribution is sym-
metrical relative to à=0 at P. 

In the above, it was assumed that ray 
paths pass through the absorbing region 
without being refracted. If we allow for re-

• K. Toman, "On the earth geometry-a theorem." 
Paoc. IRE. vol. 46, p. 495; February, 1958. 

K. Toman, "A minimum property of the circle." 
Math. Gazette, to be published. 
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Fig. I. 

Fig. 2—Absorption path length As and reflection 
angle e as a function of the elevation angle A; 
hA =40 km. hi, =250 km. Rd( =79723 km. Ab-
sorbing layer: I) 60-120 km, 2) 60-90 km. 

Fig. 3. 

fraction it can also be shown that the total 
geometrical path length of the refracted ray 
inside the absorbing region reaches a maxi-
mum for à = 0 (Fig. 4). This is true for any 
p(h)-distribution within the ionosphere. 
Consequently, the maximum of the absorp-
tion path length to be obtained at à=0 is of 
general validity. With elevated antennas, it 
is possible to put the absorption maximum 
within the observation range. For a ho-
mogeneous ionosphere concentric to the 
earth, one can conclude that the maximum 
of a nondeviative absorption is strictly ob-
tained at à = 0. The absorption path length 
distribution is also in this case symmetrical 
relative to à=0. Actual conditions in the 
ionosphere complicate the radio-path analy-
sis and any description is approximate.' For 

G. H. Millman. "Atmospheric effects on VHF 
and UHF propagation," PROC. IRE. vol. 46, pp. 
1492-1501; August. 1958. 

Fig. 4. 

grounded receiving antennas, the influence 
of refraction in the ionosphere upon the 
"radio-rise" and "radio-set" of signals from 
the first satellite were used in the USSR to 
determine the electron concentration in the 
outer ionosphere.7 The above-stated prop-
erty regarding the symmetry of the absorp-
tion path length distribution relative to 
positive and negative elevation angles is 
considered a useful supplement to such in-
vestigations. 
A similar generalization as for às can be 

made with respect to the minimum prop-
erty of #.4.5 It can be shown that the angle 
of incidence of a circular concave ray upon a 
layer (Fig. 5) is a minimum for zero depar-
ture angle at P. tà =0 is obtained when the 
ray is tangential to s through P. s is the nor-
mal to the line which connects P with the 
centers of both ray path and layer respec-
tively. Rotating a circular ray on P in a 
clockwise sense yields a maximum of 1,1, for a 
departure angle at P of a.180°, provided 
one is consistent about the notation of over 
a full swing of à. The 4'()-distributions for 
convex and concave circular ray paths are 
both symmetrical relative to à =0 at P. 

Almost circular ray paths are obtained 
if the refractive index of the atmosphere de-
creases exponentially with height. In that 
case circular ray paths are important if an 
effective earth radius is used.8.° The trans-
formation involved does not preserve e. If, 
for a given geometry, one wishes to pre-
serve e, one finds an optimum value for the 
earth-radius modification-factor k. 

The minimum property of e and its 
symmetry relative to i=0 is important for 
the MUF-concept. In the past the MUF-
concept functioned only because for zero an-
tenna height, a monotonic increase of trans-
mission distance for the ionospheric mode is 
related to a monotonic decrease of the angle 
of incidence at the reflecting layer. For 
elevated antennas, the symmetry of t,t,(à) 
with respect to à =0 implies that for in-
creasingly negative elevation angles (a<o), 
4, increases with an increase of the transmis-

7 1. L. Al'pert, F. F.. Dubriakova, F. F. Chudesen-
ko, and B. S. Shapiro, "On the results of determining 
the electron concentrations of the outer regions of the 
ionosphere by means of observations on the radio sig-
nals of the first satellite," Dok. Akad. S.S.S.R., vol. 
120, pp. 743-746; June. 1958. 

G. Millington. "The concept of the equivalent 
radius of the earth in, tropospheric propagation," 
Marconi Rev., vol. 20, pf. 79-93; August 11, 1957. 

E. C. Jordan. " Electromagnetic Waves and Ra-
diating Systems." Prentice- Hall, Inc., New York, 
N. Y.. p. 649, 1950. 

Fig. 5. 

sion distance. Consequently, the reflection 
of radio signals of decreasing frequency is 
sustained. This behavior calls for an exten-
sion of the MUF-concept for highly elevated 
antennas. In this case the total transmission 
distance increases up to the limiting condi-
tion of a grazing beam, but for à<0, the 
M UF decreases. 

KURT TOMAN 
Geophysics Research Directorate 

Boston, Mass. 

WWV Standard Frequency 

Transmissions* 

Since October 9, 1957, the National 
Bureau of Standards radio stations WWV 
and WWVH have been maintained as con-
stant as possible with respect to atomic fre-
quency standards maintained and oper-
ated by the Boulder Laboratories, National 
Bureau of Standards. On October 9, 1957, 
the USA Frequency Standard was 1.4 parts 
in 100 high with respect to the frequency 
derived from the UT 2 second (provisional 
value) as determined by the US Naval 
Observatory. The atomic frequency stand-
ards remain constant and are known to be 
constant to 1 part in 10° or better. The 
broadcast frequency can be further cor-
rected with respect to the USA Frequency 
Standard, as indicated in the table; values 
are given as parts in 10'°. This correction is 
not with respect to the current value of 
frequency based on UT 2. A minus sign 
indicates that the broadcast frequency was 
low. 

The WWV and WWVH time signals 
are synchronized; however, they may gradu-
ally depart from UT 2 (mean solar time 
corrected for polar variation and annual 
fluctuation in the rotation of the earth). 
Corrections are determined and published 
by the US Naval Observatory. 
WWV and WWVH time signals are 

maintained in close agreement with UT 2 
by making step adjustments in time of 
precisely plus or minus twenty milliseconds 

* Received by the IRE, June 26. 1959. 
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on Wednesdays at 1900 UT when necessary; 
no time adjustment was made during this 
month at WWV and WWVH. 

WWV Frequency t 

vs NBS: 
Atomic 

Standards 
30-Day 

1959 Moving 
May Average 

Seconds 
pulses at 
15 Mc 

Vs Atom- Vs Atom-
ichron ichron 

at WWV at NRL 
Measuring Measuring 

Time Time 
1 Hour 56 Minutes 
2.5 Mc 2.5 Mc 

1 —31 —35 —32 
2 —32 —35 
3 —32 —35 
4 —33 —35 —31 
5 —33 —35 —31 
6 —33 —35 —31 
7 —34 —35 —31 
8 —34 —35 —31 
9 —34 —34 
10 —33 —35 
11 —33 —35 —31 
12 —34 —35 —30 
13 —33 —34 —31 
14 —32 —35 —30 
15 —33 —35 —31 
16 —33 —35 
17 —33 — 35 
18 —33 —35 —31 
19 —33 —35 —30 
20 —33 —35 —31 
21 —33 —35 —32 
22 —34 —35 —31 
23 —35 —35 
24 —35 —35 
25 —36 —34 
26 —36 —34 
27 —36 —34 
28 —36 —34 
29 —36 —34 
30 —35 —34 
31 —35 —34 

—31 
—32 
—31 
—31 
—31 

T WVVVH frequency is synchronized with that 
of WWV. 

Method of averaging is such that an adjustment 
of frequency of the control oscillator appears on the 
day it is made. No adjustment was made during May. 

National Bureau of Standards 
Boulder, Colorado 

Novel Expression for the Relation-
ship Between the Real and Imagi-
nary Parts of the Transfer Function 
of a Linear Filter* 

The relationship between the real and 
imaginary parts of the transfer function of 
a linear filter is generally expressed in the 
following form: 

X(w) 
2w R(x)dx  

Jo (x2 — w2) 

* Received by the IRE. April 6, 1959. 

(1) 

wherein R(w) and X(w) are, respectively, the 
real and imaginary parts of the filter's trans-
fer function. This formula contains a singu-
lar integrand, and its derivation customarily 
involves considerable gymnastics in the 
complex plane. The purpose here is to pre-
sent the much simpler derivation of a useful 
and novel formula equivalent to ( 1) and 
logically antecedent to ( 1) in the sense that 
(1) can readily be derived from the new 
formula. 

The key to the new derivation is the con-
sideration of the impulse-response function 
U(T) of the filter. It is well known that the 
physical restriction that U(T) should be 
zero before application of the impulse 
enables U(T) to be determined if either 
R(w) or X(w) is known. In particular, 
Guillemin' gives ( in slightly different nota-
tion) 

2 
U(T) = — f R(w) cos wTdw. (2) 

r 0 

On the other hand, the impulse-response 
function determines the complex transfer 
function of the filter; these two functions in 
fact form a Fourier-Transform pair. The 
part of the Fourier reciprocal relationship 
which gives the imaginary part of the trans-
fer function in terms of the impulse-response 
function is 

X(w) = — f LT(T) sin (ea' . (3) 

By eliminating the impulse-response 
function U(T) between ( 2) and (3), the 
following relationship is obtained: 

X(w) = — —2 J 'R(x) cos x7' 
7o 

• sin wTdx.e/T. (4) 

This novel form for the relationship between 
the real and imaginary parts of the transfer 
function of a linear filter involves a double 
integral but features a nonsingular integrand 
in contrast to the usual formula ( 1). The 
derivation of (4) makes use only of the Fou-
rier reciprocal relationship between the trans-
fer function of a filter and its impulse-re-
sponse function, and of the physical restric-
tion on the latter function mentioned earlier. 

The usual formula ( 1) can be derived 
from (4) by interchanging the order of the 
two integrations in (4) and carrying out the 
evaluation of the resulting indeterminate 
integral with respect to T by the Cesàro 
method. 

In closing, it should be pointed out that 
the inverse relationship to (4), giving R(w) 
in terms of X(w), can readily be derived by 
essentially the same logical procedure which 
led to (4). This inverse relationship is 

R(w) = — —2 f f 'X(x) sin xT 
r 0 0 

• cos cord xdr . (5) 

The highly symmetrical reciprocal rela-
tionships (4) and ( 5) define a type of trans-

E. A. Guillemin, "Synthesis of Passive Net-
works," John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, N. V., 
pp. 281-282; 1957. 

formation which appears to be a logical 
antecedent of the Hilbert transformation 
insofar as the latter applies to the theory of 
realizable electrical filters. 

DANIEL. M. LIPKIN 
American Electronic 

Laboratories, Inc. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Some Notes on Space Communica-

tions* 

INTRODUCTION 

Satellite and space-probe telemetry sys-
tems which have been extensively used in 
the past' employ audio sub-carriers which 
are modulated with information signals de-
rived from sensing devices in the vehicle. 
The modulated sub-carriers are combined 
additively, and this composite audio signal 
is then used to phase or frequency modulate 
the RF carrier. Due to the deviations used 
in the final modulation process the resulting 
RF signal is usually characterized by a 
rather large carrier component with a sym-
metrical sideband distribution very similar 
to that which would obtain from amplitude-
modulation of the RF carrier. Telemetry re-
ception is accomplished by synchronous de-
tection, employing a local oscillator which is 
phase-locked to the carrier component of the 
received signal. 

Since SNRs often become critical, es-
pecially for space-probe vehicles, the tele-
metry technique described above poses some 
rather interesting design problems, for ex-
ample, determining the proper division of 
available power between the carrier and the 
sideband components. Excessive carrier 
power will result in good receiver-oscillator 
phase-lock at times when the telemetry sub-
channel SNRs are so poor as to be useless. 
Conversely, excessive sideband powers (as-
suming a carrier-lock scheme is used) will 
result at times in good telemetry SN Rs 
which will be made useless by the inability 
of the receiver to achieve an acceptable 
phase-lock. A bit of reflection on these mat-
ters could well lead to the formulation of the 
following questions: 

1) If a carrier-lock scheme is used, what 
is the proper division of available power be-
tween carrier and sidebands? 

2) Can a proper division of power be 
achieved using conventional modulation 
techniques such as AM, NBFM, or PM? 

3) Since sideband energy must be ex-
pended in order to transmit information, is 
it possible to use this sideband energy for 
phase-lock purposes? If so, is any carrier 
necessary or may complete carrier suppres-
sion be employed? 

4) With regard to the telemetry infor-
mation, what are the relative merits of time-
division and frequency-division-multiplex 

* Received by the IRE, February I I, 1959. 
"Telemetry standards for guided missiles," Elec-

tronics. vol. 31. pp. 96-98; October 24. 1958. 
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techniques in a space communication sys-
tem? 

Without knowledge of the specific pa-
rameters involved in a given application, 
exact answers to some of the above ques-
tions cannot be given. However, it is be-
lieved that the analysis which follows con-
tains results which may be used to obtain 
definite answers for a given application 
Furthermore, it is believed that these re-
sults will permit valid conclusions to be 
drawn for a majority of future space com-
munications systems. 

CARRIER-LOCK SYSTEM 

Shown in Fig. 1 are the fundamental ele-
ments of a phase-lock system typically used 
for receiver local-oscillator phase-control. 
The incoming carrier and noise are multi-
plied by the local-oscillator signal in a prod-
uct detector to produce a control signal 
which is filtered and used to actuate a 
phase-control device. 

The low-pass filter is assumed ideal with 
a cutoff frequency of ab cps. Thus, only 
noise components falling within ± Alp cycles 
of the carrier frequency need be considered. 
We are then able to represent2 the input 
noise as two base-band noise voltages DSB-
modulating a pair of quadrature carriers at 
frequency fo. Thus, the received signal, 
Mt), may be written as 

= A cos coot + ni(t) cos wet 

+ n,(t) sin coot (1) 

where ni(t) and n, (I) are white, Gaussian, 
independent variables with highest fre-
quency Jib. Furthermore, 

n,2(t) = n52(1) = 2a2ab, (2) 

where a2 is the input noise power density ex-
pressed in watts per cycle. The output of the 
product detector, ea(1), will be 

ea(1) = A sin tie + th(t) sin gt, ± n.(1) cos qi; (3) 

and, since the phase error is to be kept 
small, 

ea(1) n„(1) (4) 

where d, is the error angle in radians. Since 
no(t) contains no frequencies higher than 
ab, ea(t) will appear at the input to the 
phase-control device without filtering effects. 
Assume for the servo system that 

0(1) = — Kree(1), (5) 

which when combined with (4) yields 

K1 
0(1) = 

1 + A Kt 

For most servo systems of interest (A K,>>1), 
(6) simplifies to 

q5(t) — n50)/A. (7) 

From (7) and (2) we may obtain at once the 
rms value of phase error for carrier-lock as 

[ —2alàbj1/2 radians. 
A 2 

Note that the ratio in (8) involves one-half 
the input noise power divided by the carrier 
power. 

<1'nos CL =-

n.(1). (6) 

(8) 

J. L. Lawson and G. E. Uhlenbeck, "Threshold 
Signals." Rad. Lab. Ser., vol. 24. pp. $9-60; 1950. 

Fig. I—Carrier-lock system. 

Fig. 2—Sideband (DSB) phase-lock system. 

DSB PRASE-LOCK SYSTEM 

Although carrier power is able to provide 
only one function, receiver-oscillator phase-
lock, sideband power can be used for both 
the transmission of information and phase-
control purposes. One receiving system for 
obtaining this dual performance has been 
described in the literature.2 A block diagram 
of this system is shown in Fig. 2, as modified 
for the reception of a telemetry signal using 
one audio sub-carrier at frequency fa. It is 
assumed that a total bandwidth of Art cycles, 
centered about the sub-channel frequency 

is required to accommodate the sub-
carrier modulation, and bandpass filters ap-
pear in Fig. 2 accordingly. Consequently, 
only noise components falling within ± a/2 
cycles of each of the two RF sidebands will 
be significant. Using the same noise repre-
sentation as before, we may write for the re-
ceived signal, e,(t), 

e,(1) C cos co.1 cos coot ni(1) cos (wo + ra„)t 

+ no(t) sin (wo + ± na(1) cos (amo — (41 

n.(1) sin (wo — co„)/, (9) 

where all the noise voltages are white, 
Gaussian, independent, and with highest 
frequency aa/2 cycles. Further, 

;I? = = 774i = ela (10) 

where a2 has the same meaning as before and 
.ddr is the telemetry sub-channel bandwidth. 
It may be easily shown that if 

ea(t) iffl•q(1), (11) 

then the products of interest in ea(S) may be 
written for small d, as 

2 C 
ea(S) = C + (n2 + no) ± nin4 + nono, (12) 

2 

where Cis the peak sideband amplitude. The 
first term in (12) is the desired phase-control 
voltage and the remaining terms are unde-
sired noise voltages. Of special interest here 
is the noise power, P., which appears at the 
output of the low-pass filter. If a <àa/2, a 
condition easily satisfied in most systems, 
then some fairly routine operations yield 

J. P. Costas. "Synchronous communications," 
PROC. IRE, vol. 44, pp. 1713-1718; December, 1956. 

4a2Aa 
= C2aba2[1 — —)] (13) 

C2 2,Cia. 

as the expression for the noise power at the 
input to the phase-control device. This equa-
tion may be simplified by noting that the 
SNR in the telemetry sub-channel on an 
average power basis, (S/N),', will be given 
by 

S C2 

NI,' 4a1.1a 

Then (13) becomes 

P " = Clàba2[1 (S /1111)T (I )], (15) 

which for good telemetry sub-channel SNRs 
may be approximated as 

'="`_2 C2Aba2. (16) 

Note that for (S/N)T > 1(0 db), the approxi-
mation in (16) is in error by less than 3 db. 

From this point, a development identical 
to that used for the servo loop in the carrier-
lock case will give 

DHa= [4P./C41112 

[442M/C2]' /2 radians, (17) 

or, more generally, if there are K reason-
ably spaced telemetry sub-channels, 

r  4a2.Cib]i /2 
L radians, (18) 4rma DSB 

which simplifies to 

(14) 

Ab/tio  it/ 
em 2 s 1)88 radians (19) 

[K(S/Itnr 

when (14) is used. Eq. (19) will be quite ac-
currate for (S/N),' of 10 db or greater, and 
the approximation error will be less than 
3 db if (S/N),' is greater than 0 db. 

DISCUSSION 

Although (14) was derived for the DSB 
phase-lock system, it applies equally well in 
the carrier-lock case. Thus, by combining 
(14) and (8), we obtain 

A r  eibleà2(sewo  1' 12 / 4,.. eL 

c L  (20) 

which determines the ratio of carrier ampli-
tude to peak sideband amplitude (for one 
sub-channel) required for a specified rms 
phase error concurrent with a specified telem-
etry SNR. For example, if the maximum 
rms phase error is to be 20° and the minimum 
telemetry channel SNR +3 db, then for 
&Vein = 1/10, we obtain 

A/C = 0.45 or C = 2.2A. 

Thus an optimum division of power in this 
case requires that the peak sideband ampli-
tude be over two times the carrier amplitude. 
Since in AM A > C, it appears that for this 
example the use of AM would result in an 
excessive amount of carrier power in relation 
to sideband power. Furthermore, as the 
data rate of the system is increased either 
by continued use of one sub-channel (which 
means progressively smaller tib/ WI ratios) 
or by the addition of other sub-channels, 
(20) shows rather clearly that AM will be-
come progressively poorer in regard to di-
vision of available power between carrier 
and sidebands. When used with phase-lock 
receivers, NBFM and PM techniques do not 
appear to offer any improvement over AM 
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with regard to proper carrier-to-sideband 
power ratio. 

Since it has been shown that the side-
bands may be used for receiver-oscillator 
phase control, it is interesting to compare the 
relative performance of carrier-lock and 
sideband-lock systems. This may be done by 
combining (17) and (8) to obtain 

e n». Dui [A 2/11/2 

CL 

[  Ave. Carrier Power  In . (21) 

Ave. Sideband Power 

Note that if the telemetry channel SNR is 
reasonably good, the sideband-lock system 
is just as efficient as the carrier-lock system 
from considerations of average power. Even 
if an unfavorable (S/N)T is assumed, the 
sideband-lock system will almost always 
come within 3 db of the performance of the 
carrier-lock technique. The above compari-
son tends to obscure a very important obvi-
ous fact: Since sideband energy may also be 
used for phase-lock purposes any communica-
tions system which obtains receiver lock only 
from a carrier component is inherently in-
efficient, at least to some degree. The fact that 
average sideband power is equally as effec-
tive as average carrier power for phase-lock 
purposes serves to make more serious the 
shortcomings of a system which employs 
carrier lock exclusively. 

Since sideband power will normally be as 
effective as carrier power for phase-lock pur-
poses, it seems reasonable at this point to 
inquire as to the necessity for any carrier 
component in the transmitted signal. Eq. 
(19) is useful in this investigation. 

[ Abia, ] 112 

enna DSB — K(S/N)T radians. (19) 

Choosing ,C,b/Act = 1110, K (4 sub-chan-
nels), (S/N)T =4 (+6 db), we obtain an runs 
phase error of about 4.5 degrees, which is 
quite good. In any event, as the data rate 
requirements are increased, the phase lock 

will improve either because K is increased or 
because Ab/Act is decreased. Since sideband 
power is being used for phase lock, the lock 
system will perform better as the data rate 
increases since sideband power must be in-
creased along with the data rate; this can-
not be avoided. These results are confirmed 
by our own experience with highly efficient 
binary data transmission systems using 
DSB RF techniques. At extreme range, 
failure occurs because of poor SNRs in the 
data channel and not because of excessive 
oscillator phase error. 

In the previous discussion, it has been 
mentioned that increased data rate may be 
obtained either by increasing the speed of a 
single channel or by using additional sub-
channels of a given speed. In effect, we may 
choose between serial and parallel data 
transmission or, if you will, between time 
division and frequency division multiplex-
ing. For HF radio transmission frequency 
division multiplex has become somewhat 
traditional and for a very good reason—mul-
tipath. Since multipath echoes in HF limit 
the speed of data transmission on a given 
channel, a practical way to increase data 
rate has been to send slowly on many chan-
nels.' In a space communication system, 
multipath should be of minor concern so 
that frequency division multiplexing may be 
avoided, if desired. Indeed, there are good 
reasons why frequency division should be 
avoided if a choice exists. Since peak power 
is usually the limitation in transmitter de-
sign, the RF peak-to-rms factor in parallel 
data transmission will normally result in 
significantly less average power per sub-
channel as compared to serial data trans-
mission under the same peak-power limita-
tions. Also parallel data transmission usually 

Those of us who have attempted to plush the 
state of the art in HF data transmission must, at 
times, agree with the British scientist who held that 
the discovery of the Kennelly-Heaviside layer was un-
fortunate. Had this discovery not been made, he 
argued, we would have directed our efforts along paths 
which, by this time, would have provided us with 
satisfactory world-wide communications. 

makes rather stringent demands on trans-
mitter linearity; serial data transmission is 
quite tolerant in this regard. Before the au-
thor is accused of being a theoretician,' let it 
be said that in early space vehicles there 
may well be overpowering practical con-
siderations which force use of frequency-di-
vision techniques. In future systems, how-
ever, it seems safe to predict that time-
division techniques will be found to be the 
more desirable. 

CONCLUSION 

We should now be able to answer with 
some assurance the questions raised at the 
beginning of this note. 

1) If carrier-lock is used, the proper di-
vision of power between carrier and side-
bands may be determined by setting limits 
on RMS phase error and telemetry-channel 
SNR, and substituting these limits into (20). 

2) In general, a proper division of trans-
mitter power cannot be obtained by use of 
AM, NBFM, or PM techniques. In most 
practical cases of interest, such use will re-
sult in excessive carrier power, especially if 
frequency division multiplex techniques are 
employed. 

3) Since sideband energy must be ex-
pended in order to transmit information, it 
is fortunate that this energy may also be 
used for receiver phase-lock purposes. 1 n 
most cases the lock obtained from the side-
bands will be more than adequate and, 
hence, suppressed-carrier transmissions may 
be used. Consequently, systems which use 
carrier-lock exclusively are inherently in-
efficient, at least to some degree. 

4) The relative freedom of space com-
munication circuits from multipath permits 
use of either serial or parallel data trans-
mission. In most cases the choice will be 
easy to make—serial. 

JOHN P. COSTAS 
General Electric Company 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

Theoretician—one who has been trained to as-
sume everything but responsibility. 
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Scanning the Transactions  

We welcome the first issue of the TRANSACTIONS of 
PGRFI ( Radio Frequency Interference) to the growing fam-
ily of IRE publications, now 32 in number. To illustrate the 
broad nature of PGRFI interests, all three papers in the issue 
are discussed below. The papers are concerned with measure-
ment techniques, instrumentation, and suppression. 

Control of Microwave Interference. This paper is of a 
tutorial nature and deals with a topic currently of extended 
interest. It discusses the nature of radiation from microwave 
tubes, as distinguished from that at lower frequencies, and 
special problems arising therefrom. Clearly, the techniques 
for measuring such radiation are substantially different from 
"conventional" techniques, largely because of the peculiar 
characteristics of microwave transmission circuits, and a 
number of new methods are described in some detail. In con-
trolling interference in this region, filtering and other tech-
niques likewise are unique. The bibliography provides a 
wealth of source material for those who have not been active 
in this area. It is expected that this paper will be followed by 
others in the near future which will go into more detail on 
some of the techniques now in development. (A. H. Ryan, 
"Control of microwave interference," IRE TRANS. ON RADIO 
FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE, May, 1959.) 
A quasi-peak detector is included in most present-day 

noise measuring equipments. Although a number of papers 
have analyzed it in various ways, this paper pays special at-
tention to its response when a step carrier is applied. This 
technique is one which is sometimes used to define the detec-
tor performance. The objective is to provide a practical meth-
od for the design of a detector circuit with specified charge and 
discharge time constants. It has application to the design of 
other detector circuits also, since any circuit containing a di-
ode has "charge and discharge" time constants. (Y. Peless, 
"Design of quasi-peak detectors with specified time con-
stants," IRE TRANS. ON RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE, 
May, 1959.) 

The development of the feedthrough capacitor was very 
significant in the control of radio frequency interference. The 
requirements for miniaturization in modern electronic equip-
ment calls for new concepts in the design and application of 
such capacitors. An analysis has now been made of an assem-
blage of such capacitors which make use of a common ferrite 
wall to provide improved characteristics. Problems arise in 
this construction due to cross-talk between circuits, but this 
cross-talk is negligible when a low-cost lossy ferrite is used. 
The analysis is extended to include several multi-wall struc-
tures. The :lata on performance which are given should be of 
considerable interest to equipment designers. ( I. Melngailis, 
E. M. Williams and J. H. Foster, "Analysis of through-
channel and cross-channel insertion loss in ferrite-wall mul-
tiple-circuit feedthrough capacitors," IRE TRANS. ON RADIO 
FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE, May, 1959.) 

If the beat-beat dovap, ullage, and hypergolic sound to you 
like words from another world, you wouldn't be very far from 
wrong. Actually, these terms come from the field of astro-
nautics and are in every-day use at U. S. missile test ranges. 
Members of the 9898th Air Reserve Squadron at Eau Gallie, 
Florida, recently compiled over 100 such "common" words 
and their definitions to form a glossary of astronautic terms 
which gives an excellent insight into the vast extent of missile 
test operations and the expanding field of space electronics. 
So the next time you say " Egads," bear in mind that to some 
people it means " Electronic Ground Automatic Destruct Se-

quencer." (D. C. Madrid, "Glossary of astronautics termi-
nology," IRE TRANS. ON SPACE ELECTRONICS AND TELEM-
ETRY, June, 1959.) 

Circuit theory and information theory, although they are 
distinctly separate fields, exhibit a number of interesting and 
significant similarities. Specialists in both fields employ many 
of the same disciplines: graph theory, statistical theory, bi-
nary algebra, matrix algebra, to name a few. The differences 
are often primarily of interpretation, not of substance. In ap-
plications of graph theory, for example, both the circuit and 
the information theorists deal with flows, but call the flows 
currents in one case and information in the other. In order to 
illuminate the large area of interest which they share, the 
PGCT and PGIT recently held a joint International Sym-
posium on Circuit and Information Theory and jointly pub-
lished the papers in their respective May issues of TRANSAC-
TIONS—a broadening course of action that is most welcome 
in an age of narrow specialization. 

Sequential transducers. When a large collection of bistable 
circuit elements is interconnected in a network, the overall 
configuration can exhibit a "memory." That is, the action of 
the network will at any given time be influenced not only by 
the signals which impinge on it then, but also by signals which 
appeared in the remote past. Even in a network containing a 
small finite number of memory elements an input signal ap-
pearing at one time can influence the behavior of the circuit 
an indefinite time into the future, in spite of the fact that that 
input will have long since been replaced by the other input 
signals which followed it. This kind of " finite-state" logical 
machine serves as an instructive model for a wide variety of 
computing, control and coding circuits. 

Many important things can be said about a finite-state 
machine in its role as a transducer between an input and an 
output stream of digits without referring to the specific tech-
nology used in realizing the elements from which it is made. 
Most of the papers in the "Sequence Transducer" issue of the 
IRE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUIT THEORY, March, 1959, con-
centrate their attention on the transformations possible on 
the data streams at the input and output terminals of finite-
state machines, some with special emphasis upon a special 
class of linear transformations. Other papers deal specifically 
with the internal communication problems of these trans-
ducers, with questions of network efficiency, and with the 
question of the equivalence of machines constructed in a 
variety of ways to achieve the same ultimate data-processing 
objective. 

Dial jockeys have been struck a mortal blow. Automatic 
brightness and contrast control circuitry has been developed 
for color television receivers that eliminates the need for dial 
adjustments by the viewer. In fact, the automatic circuitry 
has been found on the average to adjust the set better than a 
viewer would, especially when the viewer is nontechnical. 
(L. L. Burns, R. \V. Ahrons, and L. B. Johnson, "Simplifica-
tion of viewer brightness and contrast controls on color TV 
receivers," IRE TRANS. ON BROADCAST AND TELEVISION RE-
CEIVERS, May, 1959.) 

The Medical Electronics Center of the Rockefeller Insti-
tute has recently completed a 1959 Supplement to the 1958 
Bibliography on Medical Electronics. The Supplement covers 
2500 articles which have appeared in journals all over the 
world and forms a most important addition to the 2200 arti-
cles covered by the 1958 edition. The Supplement is truly 
world-wide in its coverage, having been compiled by 75 cor-
respondents in 10 countries. It has just been published by the 
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IRE Professional Group on Medical Electronics, and is now 
available from IRE headquarters at $2.50 per copy. (SUPPLE-
MENT I, BIBLIOGRAPHY ON MEDICAL ELECTRONICS, June, 
1959.) 

Modem weapons and space control systems operate with 
inputs, outputs, and disturbances which may be characterized 
as vector quantities. These systems include devices such as 

coordinate converters, fire control and guidance computers, 
gyroscopic instruments, and inertial navigation systems. One 
of the difficulties associated with three-dimensional problems 
is the physical visualization of the operation. This is especially 
true in dynamic problems where time as well as space is in-

volved. Intuition and simple calculations often lead to the 
omission of important design factors related to inobvious dy-
namic coupling between system variables. To reduce these 
errors, a systematic vector notation may be used which 

breaks the continuum of motion into a series of static two-
dimensional problems in much the same way that the motion 
picture camera reduces continuous motion to a series of still 
pictures. This vector notation is developed and illustrated 
with several practical design problems in the first of a three 
part tutorial series. (A. Lange, "Automatic control of vector 
quantities," IRE TRANS. ON AUTOMATIC CONTROL, May, 
1959.) 

Books  

Semiconductors, edited by N. B. Hannay 

Published ( 1959) by the Reinhold Publishing Co., 
430 Park Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y. 752 pages + 15 index 
pages +xxiii pages. Illus. 6 X9. $15.00. 

This book on semiconductor materials 
fills a long felt need for a comprehensive 
reference to the properties of a wide variety 
of semiconducting materials. Published as 
American Chemical Society Monograph 
#140, it provides a good balance between the 
chemistry and physics of semiconductors. 
Most of the chapters were written from the 
chemical point of view, and thereby will be 
found more useful by chemists in particular 
than other existing references written spe-
cifically for physicists or other professions. 

Although it is not a book on radio engi-
neering, it will be of great value to those 
members of the radio engineering profession 
who are concerned with research, develop-
ment, or production of semiconductor 
devices. 

The scope and organization of the sub-
ject matter is indicated by the seventeen 
chapters, each written by an authority on 
his subject: 1) Semiconductor Principles, 
N. B. Hannay; 2) Survey of Semiconductor 
Chemistry, J. J. Lander; 3) Semiconductor 
Crystal Growing, M. Tanenbaum; 4) Con-
trol of Composition in Semiconductors by 
Freezing Methods, C. D. Thurmond; 4) De-
fect Interactions in Semiconductors, C. S. 
Fuller; 6) Diffusion Processes in Germanium 
and Silicon, H. Reiss and C. S. Fuller; 7) 
The Chemistry of Saine Compound Semi-
conductors, D. G. Thomas; 8) Group IV 
Semiconductors, T. H. Geballe; 9) Proper-
ties of Some Covalent Semiconductors, 
J. M. Whelan; 10) Infrared Absorption of 
Semiconductors, H. J. Hrostowski; 11) Re-
combination and Trapping, R. G. Shulman; 
12) Effect of Imperfections on Germanium 
and Silicon, J. N. Hobstetter; 13) Semi-
conducting Properties of Some Oxides and 
Sulfides, A. R. Hutson; 14) Oxides of the 
3d Transition Metals, F. J. Morin; 15) Or-
ganic Semiconductors, C. G. B. Garrett; 16) 
Semiconductor Surfaces, J. T. Law; 17) 
Semiconductor Electrodes, J. F. Dewald. 

There is some emphasis on germanium 

and silicon because of the relatively excellent 
state of our knowledge of these materials as 
well as their demonstrated usefulness, but 
the other semiconductors have not been 
neglected. The text is clearly written and 
there is a unity of approach which helps tie 
together the work of the seventeen authors. 

In addition to the well illustrated text 
material, there are many references to the 
literature (average 90 references per chap-
ter), so that original sources for most of the 
contents are accessible with a minimum of 
searching. 

The book has been held down to size by 
keeping its contents closely within its stated 
scope of semiconductor materials. Junctions 
and electrolytic contacts are discussed only 
in their relation to material properties. The 
authors have discussed bulk semiconductor 
transport properties, but have not digressed 
into transistor or rectifier theory. They have 
discussed certain optical properties, but have 
avoided almost all discussion of phosphor 
phenomenon. These necessary limitations 
have been applied with a high degree of con-
sistency. Of course, the specialist in any 
field may have some minor quibbles con-
cerning the relative amount of space devoted 
to the different materials. For example, 
there are pages of fairly speculative material 
on certain organic semiconductors, yet there 
is very limited information on the known 
properties of such important materials as 
SiC and ZnS. On the whole, however, the 
balance of emphasis is excellent. 

This book should rapidly become recog-
nized as a comprehensive standard reference 
of great value in the literature of semi-
conducting materials. 

JOHN S. SABY 
General Electric Co. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Noise in Electron Devices, edited by 
L. D. Smullin and H. A. Haus 

Published ( 1959) by the Technology Press, M.I.T., 
Cambridge, Mass. and John Wiley and Sons, Inc , 440 
Fourth Ave., N. Y. 16, N. Y. 406 pages +7 index pages 
+xvi pages. Illus. 51 X9. $12.00. 

Six outstanding contributors to the field 

of low-noise electronics present, in this 
volume, seven monographs dealing with 
noise in space-charge control tubes, electron 
beam amplifier, and semiconductor devices. 
The material was adapted from notes pre-
pared for an M.I.T. short course in 1955. 

C. F. Quate, in the opening chapter, de-
rives classical shot effect formulas, and de-
scribes recent analyses relating to noise near 
the potential minimum at thermionic cath-
odes. A. Van der Ziel next discusses, in con-
siderable detail, the flicker effect (which 
leads to 1/f noise) and various theories of its 
cause. Following is the generalized noise 
theory of linear electron beam devices 
(H. A. Haus), which the mathematically in-
clined reader will find most intriguing. 
T. E. Talpey gives a classical treatment of 
noise in space-charge control tubes, also a 
good deal of practical information on noise 
measurements. In the fifth chapter, R. W. 
Peter discusses noise in traveling wave tubes, 
largely from a qualitative point of view. 
Changing the subject to semiconductors, 
Van der Ziel develops general theories for 
noise production in semiconductor devices. 
In the final chapter, W. H. Fonger develops 
noise theories and equivalent circuits for 
transistors, and includes a small section on 
transistor amplifier design. 

This book is really a research report up 
to 1956, rather than a general treatise on its 
subject. Although the writing of each in-
dividual author unifies the work in his area, 
the book lacks a unified approach and 
wholly consistent symbolism. This is its 
major shortcoming. It must also be pointed 
out that substantial progress in low-noise 
electronics has been achieved since 1956, 
especially in the maser and parametric 
amplifier fields. 

Those active in low-noise electron device 
research will find "Noise in Electron De-
vices" a useful reference. It might also be 
used as an advanced text, complementary to 
Van der Ziel's book entitled "Noise" (Pren-
tice-Hall, 1954). 

WALTER R. BEAM 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst. 

Troy, N. Y. 
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Analysis of Linear Systems, by David Cheng 
Published (1959) by Addison-Wesley Publishing 

Co., Inc., Reading. Mass. 382 pages +9 index pages 
+35 appendix pages. Illus. 6 X9. $8.50. 

This is a remarkably good text and refer-
ence book devoted primarily to the applica-
tion of linear differential equations with con-
stant coefficients to engineering problems 
with emphasis on the Laplace transform 
method of solution. The audience appears to 
be the advanced undergraduate, the gradu-
ate student, and the practicing engineer. 
Portions of the book can be used as a text 
or reference for the separate subjects 
covered. Especially noteworthy are the fine 
tutorial style and the breadth of coverage. 

While reading the book, one gets the 
feeling of being in a classroom. Each subject 
starts with a physical problem, leads the stu-
dent through the process of writing his own 
equations, and then proceeding to solve them. 
It is then illuminated through the use of 
pertinent examples, which are designed 
either to bring home a point, or to impress an 
important method of attack on the mind of 
the reader. A wealth of informative problems 
are given at the end of each chapter. 

The book starts with the general develop-
ment of the properties of linear differential 
equations. It then swings into an intensive 
attack on the classical methods of solution. 

Attention then shifts to electric circuit 
theory. The treatment is surprisingly com-
plete considering the small pagination. Mesh 
and node analysis, duality, and Thevenin 
and Norton equivalents are discussed in 
considerable detail. 

The treatment is then broadened to in-
clude other analogous systems such as 
mechanical, acoustic, and electromechanic 
acoustic systems. It is a pity these analogies 
were not developed from the basic energy 
equations by Lagrange's method, since this 
gives a more basic understanding of what 
the analogies mean and their limitations. 

With this background, attention then 
shifts to Fourier series, Fourier integrals, 
and Fourier transforms. 

This presentation is particularly fortu-
nate. The book explains to the student just 
why each step is made. "Sinusoidal functions 
. . . are the favorite functions of engineers 
because arbitrary periodic functions with 
few restrictions can be expanded into Fourier 
series of harmonic sinusoidal components, 
and transient nonperiodic functions can be 
expressed a Fourier integral." A simple 
statement but one enlightening and com-
forting to the neophyte in the Fourier world. 

The transition to Laplace transforms is 
then performed. Here again the purpose of 
the Laplace transform is very carefully ex-
plained before plunging into the mathemat-
ics. The application of Laplace transforms to 
the solution of simultaneous differential 
equations is then detailed including initial 
and terminal conditions considerations. 
Finally, additional concepts such as the im-
pulse function, the convolution integral, and 
the inverse transform of irrational functions 
such as the gamma function and the error 
function are covered. 

Feedback systems are next discussed. 
Block diagram and flow graph concepts are 
introduced. Such concepts as complex plane 
mapping and stability criteria are included. 
The Z transformations and the use of 2 
transforms in solving sampled data systems 

with feedback are covered in some detail. 
Finally, a short survey of Laplace trans-

form solution for distributed parameter cir-
cuits is given. 

Appendixes include Graeffe's method for 
numerical solution of algebraic equations, a 
fairly good table of Laplace transforms, and 
answers to the chapter problems. 

All in all, these reviewers feel that this is 
a very fine book for the personal library of 
every engineer and physicist who has need 
for a ready reference on linear system 
theory and the use of Laplace and Z trans-
forms. We also recommend it to the instruc-
tors in these fields for consideration as a 
standard text. The main fault we find is the 
almost complete lack of a bibliography. 

KNOX MCILWAIN 
A. J. MEYERHOFF 

Burroughs Corp. 
Paoli, Pa. 

Successful Technical Writing, by T. G. Hicks 

Published ( 1959) by McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 
330 W. 42 St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. 287 pages-1-6 index 
pages +xi pages. Illus. 5# X8. $5.50. 

The growth of publications groups and 
fruitless search for well-qualified technical 
writers emphasizes an increasing need for 
more and better writing by engineers and 
scientists of the electronics industry. Tyler 
Hicks makes a strong contribution to meet-
ing this need in a well written text which 
furnishes both the motivation and the in-
struction for more and better writing by 
technical people. 

In a book which clearly illustrates his 
teachings, the author covers the various 
categories of technical writing and the tech-
niques essential to successful writing in each 
of these areas. Perhaps of greatest interest 
to readers of PROCEEDINGS are the chapters 
on technical papers and on illustrations. 
Nevertheless the treatment of magazine 
articles, reports, manuals, advertising and 
catalogs, and technical books all merit re-
flective and careful reading. 
A professional editor and author as well 

as a mechanical engineer, Mr. Hicks has 
written a book on technical writing of con-
siderable use to any engineer or scientist who 
wishes to write for publication. Following a 
section dealing with the rewards of writing, 
the author devotes a good portion of the 
book to articles for technical publications. 
He describes techniques for developing 
ideas, outlining, and rewriting and polishing. 
Coming from an editor, the material on sell-
ing articles is of special significance. 

To those who write technical papers, the 
book offers much. Careful study of the 
section on graphs and illustrations deserves 
the gratitude of those who struggle to 
fathom the many overburdened, confusing 
slides presented at technical meetings. The 
material on preparing papers and on pro-
cedures for submitting them and gaining 
their acceptance will help engineers and 
scientists who are beginning to cultivate the 
writing phase of a professional career. The 
professional man will find the chapters on 
technical books both stimulating and help-
ful. To some extent, they spell out the obvi-
ous. Still there is enough material on types 
of technical books, dealings with publishers, 
and such practical devices as writing 
schedules and progress books, to make read-
ing and rereading very worthwhile. In fart, 

there is some danger that the reader of the 
chapters on writing technical books will 
catch the bug himself. 

In essence, "Successful Technical Writ-
ing" is a useful "do it yourself" book for 
engineers or scientists who would write. It is 
logical and well planned. It contains a 
wealth of useful detail and helpful instruc-
tional material. Repeated reading in con-
junction with specific writing tasks will 
prove well worthwhile. Quite helpful are the 
chapter summaries and the questions which 
appear at the end of each chapter. 

JOSEPH CRYDEN 
Litton Industries, Inc. 

Beverly Hills, Calif. 

Transform Method in Linear System 
Analysis, by John A. Aseltine 

Published ( 1958) by McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc., 
330 W. 42 St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. 269 pages +8 index 
pages-l-22 appendix pages -1-xvi pages. Illus. 61 X9I. 
$8.50. 

Almost all new textbooks are hailed at 
some time or other as models of lucid exposi-
tion. Since such statements frequently have 
little foundation in fact, many readers are 
inclined to view such descriptions with sus-
picion. This is unfortunate, because when 
an author does make a sincere effort to write 
an easily understandable book and succeeds, 
the reviewer has no way of adequately call-
ing attention to this achievement. Neverthe-
less, it should be stated that the main virtue 
of Dr. Aseltine's book is excellent readability. 

According to the preface the book has a 
threefold purpose: to show what the trans-
form method is, how it is applied, and how 
it can give understanding of physical phe-
nomena. The mathematical aspects of the 
Laplace transform are covered in five non-
consecutive chapters. Four chapters are de-
voted to applications, primarily electrical or 
mechanical in nature, and to the solution 
of partial differential equations. There are 
two-chapter discussions on each of the fol-
lowing topics: systems analysis, Fourier 
series and transforms, random processes, 
and special transforms including the Z 
transform and the Mellin transform. 

Although portions of the book have been 
used in both the undergraduate and gradu-
ate curricula, at UCLA, it would appear 
that it will prove most useful at the under-
graduate level or as an introduction to the 
subject for the practicing engineer. It is 
definitely not adequate for an engineer who 
already has a good grasp of the fundamentals, 
since the range of topics considered is so 
broad as to preclude any treatment in depth. 
In fact, the last two chapters on difference 
equations and Mellin transforms are so in-
substantial that one might question includ-
ing them at all. This superficial treatment of 
certain topics could be compensated, in part, 
by providing a more comprehensive list of 
references. 

On the other hand the examples are 
clearly stated and solved in illuminating de-
tail, and a reasonable number of carefully 
selected problems are included. In view of 
the importance to engineers of transform 
techniques as a basic tool, Dr. Aseltine de-
serves credit for contributing a carefully 
prepared addition to the available instruc-
tional literature. 

J. T. BANGERT 
Bell Telephone Labs. 
Murray Hill, N. J. 
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Conductance Design of Active Circuits, 
by Keats A. Pullen, Jr. 

Published (1959) by John F. Rider, Inc., 116 W. 
14 St., N. Y. 11, N. Y. 306 pages +7 index pages +2 
bibliography pages + 15 appendix pages +xiii pages. 
Illus. 6 X9. $9.95. 

Conductance design of active circuits as 
described in this book seems little different 
from the methods taught in any good engi-
neering college. The difference lies primarily 
in the vast amount of practical know how 
included with the design data. A better title 
might have been "Practical Circuit De-
sign." For example, the first chapter which 
claims to cover basic principles ends by dis-
cussing such things as cathode interface im-
pedance, cathode drift, microphonics, heater 
cathode leakage, etc. Similarly, the second 
chapter, entitled " Data Presentation Prob-
lem," deals with practical component char-
acteristics. Frequency effects on resistors, 
losses in iron core coils, self resonance of 
capacitors, reforming of electrolytic capaci-
tors, and similar topics are covered. The 
following chapters deal with the design of 
tube circuits and considers in detail the de-
sign problems of keeping all components and 
tube elements within their voltage, current 
and power dissipation ratings. How to select 
the proper tube for a particular application 
is discussed to the inclusion of tube size and 
mounting problems. Detection and elimina-
tion of parasitic oscillations by tracing with 
a grid dip meter are described completely, 
even including an explanation of the princi-
ple of the grid dipmeter. 

Finally, the last two chapters deal with 
some elementary transistor circuits, again 
from a very practical view point. For anyone 
wanting more information on active circuit 
design, there are 35 references in the bibli-
ography, 34 of them by the author. 

In summary, this is a book that might 

be helpful to a technician designing equip-
ment for laboratory use or a young engineer 
just starting product design work. It cer-
tainly would be an enlightening book for a 
college engineering senior to make him aware 
of some of the engineering difficulties of 
putting theory into practice. 

G. B. HERZOG 
RCA Laboratories 

Princeton, N. J. 

The Magneto-Ionic Theory and Its Applica-
tions to the Ionosphere, by J. A. Ratcliffe 

Published ( 1959) by The Cambridge University 
Press, 32 E. 57 St., N. Y. 22. N. Y. 191 pages +2 index 
pages + 12 bibliography pages +1 appendix page +x 
pages. Illus. 54 X84. $7.50. 

This book is an authoritative and out-
standing contribution to the literature of 
electromagnetic wave propagation. It is the 
first concise and complete treatment of the 
basic theory which underlies all phenomena 
associated with the propagation of electro-
magnetic waves through the ionosphere. In 
addition, it contains material never before 
published. Its general excellence can be 
traced to the author's many years of leader-
ship in ionospheric research and his signifi-
cant personal contributions to the subject 
of his book. 

In Part I the equations are derived rigor-
ously from a macroscopic point of view. A 
parallel microscopic approach leads to useful 
physical pictures which are essential to a 
good working knowledge of the theory. In-
terpretation of the mathematical equations 
developed in Part I is considered extensively 
in Part II. Representative curves of refrac-
tive index and absorption together with 
polarization are presented and clearly ex-
plained. The two principle approximations 
to the magneto-ionic theory, the quasi-
longitudinal and the quasi-transverse, are 

treated extensively with the aid of graphical 
methods. Applications to the terrestrial 
ionosphere are considered in Part Ill; they 
are illustrated with phenomena observed 
mainly in vertical incidence sounding of the 
ionosphere. In addition, the nature of elec-
tron motion and related heating effects in 
the ionosphere are discusssed quantitatively 

In the last part of the book, various 
special topics are considered briefly , such as 
the controversial Lorentz polarization term, 
ion effects, propagation through the in-
homogeneous inedia, comparison with crys-
tal optics, and the propagation of wave 
packets. 

The rather brief treatment of applica-
tions of the theory, such as ionospheric cross 
modulation, is compensated to a large extent 
by the annotated bibliography arranged 
both by author and by section of the book. 
More than 130 papers are listed and should 
provide a complete source of information on 
any topic related to the magneto-ionic 
theory. 

All ionosphere research workers should 
have a copy of this book. Anyone interested 
in electromagnetic theory will find it a useful 
addition to his library. Workers in the new 
fields of plasma physics and ion-loaded 
waveguides should find this book useful as a 
reference. It appears to this reviewer that 
Ratcliffe's book would also be useful as a 
text in a graduate course on ionospheric 
propagation. Its main disadvantage for 
course work would be the lack of practice 
problems. 

In the field of technical literature, Rat-
cliffe's book is an outstanding and scholarly 
contribution. It will undoubtedly be the 
standard reference on the magneto-ionic 
theory for some years to come. 

R. A. HELLIWELL 
Stanford University 

Stanford. Calif 

Abstracts of IRE Transactions  

The following issues of TRANSACTIONS 
have been published recently, and are now 
available from The Institute of Radio En-
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Automatic Control 

VOL. AC-4, No. 1, MAY, 1959 

Control Concepts—The Editor (p. I) 
Chairman's Report—J. E. Ward (p. 2) 
The Issue in Brief—(p. 4) 
The American Automatic Control Council— 

R. Oldenburger (p. 5) 
Comparison of Lead Network, Tachometer, 

and Damper Stabilization for Electric Servos— 
G. A. Biernson (p. 7) 

Three types of compensation widely used to 
achieve stable operation in instrument servo-
mechanisms are: the lead network, tachometer 
feedback, and the viscous-coupled-inertia dam-
per. The paper compares these types of com-
pensation in such matters as servo bandwidth, 
velocity constant, torque constant, transient 
response, tolerance to gear-train backlash, 
noise, and required amplifier gain. The purpose 
of this comparison is to provide a basis for 
selection of the most appropriate type of com-
pensation for a particular application. 

The paper also serves to illustrate a method 
of analyzing servo performance in terms of the 
asymptotic gain-crossover frequency. Although 
this method may be theoretically trivial, it 
actually is a powerful tool for analyzing the 
performance of feedback control systems. 

The Analysis of Sampled-Data Control 
Systems with a Periodically Time-Varying 
Sampling Rate—E. L Jury and F. J. Mullin 
(p. 15) 

The z-transform is used to solve sampled-
data systems which have a periodically time-
varying sampling rate, i.e., systems which have 
a repetitive sampling pattern in which the time 
duration between the individual samples is not 
constant. Such systems are described by linear 
difference equations with periodic coefficients; 
however, the difference equation which de-
scribes the system at sampling instants corre-
sponding to KN, where N is the period of the 
coefficients of the difference equation, and 
K=0, 1, 2, • • • , is a linear difference equation 
with constant coefficients. Thus by forming a 
series of difference equations which individually 
describe the system at sampling instants cor-
responding to KN, KN-I-2, • • • 
(KA-1)N— 1, the time varying features of the 
system are in essence removed from the analysis 
and the z-transform can be used to solve the 
resulting constant coefficient difference equa-
tions. Also, the response between the sampling 
instants can be found using the solutions of 
these difference equations. 

The method presented is straightforward 
and can be used to analyze any linear sampled-
data system with a periodic sampling pattern. 
Such a condition could occur, for example, 
when a computer is time shared by more that: 
one system or in some telemetering devices 
which periodically give to control systems in-
formation on quantities being monitored but in 
which the desired information is not available 
at equally spaced intervals of time. This 
method can also be used to obtain an approxi-
mate solution for the output of any linear 
system which is excited by a periodic but non-
sinusoidal forcing function and, because of the 
flexibility of the sampling pattern, should give 
more accurate results than an approximation 
which uses equally spaced samples. 

In this analysis, only periodicity of the 
sampling pattern is assumed, and no relation-
ship between the individual sampling intervals 
is required. A few examples have been intro-
duced to illustrate the analytical procedure and 
the features of the response of a system to 
sinusoidal inputs is indicated in one of the 
examples. 

Automatic Control of Vector Quantities— 
A. S. Lange (p. 21) 
A method is presented for synthesizing a 

feedback system under the constraints that the 
open-loop transfer function must have specified 

K. and contain real poles at prescribed loca-
tions. The method is based on examination of 
the inverse root-locus plot for the closed-loop 
poles and zeros. Algebraic equations are ob-
tained for the open-loop pole and zero loca-
tions. Examples are given for systems through 
fourth order in which the resulting linear 
algebraic equations are readily solved for the 
required compensation poles and zeros. 

On the Synthesis of Feedback Systems 
with Open-Loop Constraints—J. A. Aseltine 
(p. 31) 

This is primarily a tutorial paper written to 
acquaint control engineers with mathematics 
pertaining to important sub-systems in modern 
weapons and space control systems. It is in-
tended to minimize basic design errors often 
made when attempting to visualize the 
processes involved, particularly those involving 
dynamics where time as well as three-dimen-
sional space is involved. 

Complex-Curve Fitting—E. C. Levy (p. 37) 
The mathematical analysis of linear dy-

namic systems, based on experimental test 
results, often requires that the frequency re-
sponse of the system be fitted by an algebraic 
expression. The form in which this expression 
is usually desired is that of a ratio of two fre-
quency-dependent polynomials. 

In this paper, a method of evaluation of the 
polynomial coefficients is presented. It is based 
on the minimization of the weighted sum of 
the squares of the errors between the absolute 
magnitudes of the actual function and the 
polynomial ratio, taken at various values of 
frequency (the independent variable). 

The problem of the evaluation of the un-
known coefficients is reduced to that of the 
numerical solution of certain determinants. 
The elements of these determinants are func-
tions of the amplitude ratio and phase shift, 
taken at various values of frequency. This form 
of solution is particularly adaptable to digital 
computing methods, because of the simplicity 
in the required programming. The treatment is 
restricted to systems which have no poles on 
the imaginary axis; i.e., to systems having a 
finite, steady-state (zero frequency) magnitude. 

Characteristics of the Human Operator in 
Simple Manual Control Systems—J. I. Elkind 
and C. D. Forgie (p. 44) 

The characteristics of simple pursuit and 
compensatory manual control systems were 
measured with a family of gaussian input sig-
nals having power-density spectra that covered 
a range of bandwidths, center frequencies, and 
some variety of shapes. The experimental re-
sults, presented in the form of graphs, show the 
nature of the dependence of human operator 
characteristics upon input-signal characteris-
tics. The superiority of pursuit systems over 
compensatory systems is clearly demonstrated. 

Simple analytic models that approximate 
these measured results are derived for both 
systems. The compensatory model is highly de-
veloped and relations among its parameters 
and those of the input have been obtained. The 
pursuit model is not so well developed and 
only approximate relations among its parame-
ters and the input parameters have been found. 
The measured results and the analytic models 
together provide a description of manual con-
trol systems that should be useful in design of 
control systems that should be useful in design 
of control systems. 

Transportation Lag—An Annotated Bibli-
ography—R. Weiss (p. 56) 

This bibliography is an attempt to survey 
the writings, in various fields of study, which 
deal with functions with retarded argument. 
This problem is characterized by a response to a 
stimulus which is identical to a normal response 
except that it is delayed in time. Some situa-
tions in which this transportation lag occurs 
include process control (distance-velocity lag), 
control of thermal systems (including control 

of nuclear reactors), rocket motor combustion 
(ignition and combustion lags), traveling 
waves, magnetic amplifiers, human link in 
control systems (reaction time), high-speed 
aero-dynamic control, and economic systems 
(period of gestation or production lag). A 
bibliography is presented which lists and ab-
stracts a number of the references dealing with 
this problem. Relevant references in two major 
categories have been omitted. Foreign lan-
guage works and pure mathematical treat-
ments have not been listed. A comprehensive 
list of these references may be found in an ex-
cellent bibliography on the subject. 

The format of the reference listings is an 
adaptation of standard bibliographical format 
convenient to the type of material presented. 
References are lettered according to the 
author's surname, rather than numbered, to 
facilitate future additions without breaking the 
continuity of the reference notation. 

Adaptive of Self-Optimizing Control Sys-
tems—A Bibliography—P. R. Stromer (p. 65) 

Adaptive, self-adjusting, or self-optimizing 
servos are designed for operation in a slowly-
changing environment as opposed to servos 
intended for a fixed environment. Optimalizer 
controls and similar services which hunt for and 
adjust to a pre-set optimum condition are con-
sidered as adaptive servos. The references 
which follow are a selective sampling of the 
latest material on this subject taken from the 
open literature and technical reports. Servos 
which are designed to operate at some pre-set 
optimum based on pre-filtering of input signals 
evolved from Wiener's optimum filter theory, 
and, accordingly, references to the latter topic 
have also been included. 

Correspondence (p. 69) 
Contributors (p. 70) 
PGAC News (p. 72) 
PGAC Membership Directory (p. 74) 

Broadcast and Television 

Receivers 

VOL. BTR-5, No. 2, MAY, 1959 

Meet Our New 1959 Chairman (p. i) 
PGBTR (p. ii) 
Minutes of Administrative Committee 

Meeting, March 25, 1959 (p. 1) 
Chapter News (p. 4) 
Awards (p. 5) 
Design of Transistor Vertical Deflection 

Output and Driver Stages—M. J. Hellstrom 
(P. 7) 

Television vertical deflection circuits using 
transistors and direct coupling to the deflec-
tion yoke have been described. Although 
techniques for compensation for the large aver-
age flux in the yoke are known, they suffer 
from difficulties with linearity, raster distor-
tion and power consumption. A circuit which 
uses direct coupling to the yoke requires ap-
proximately twice as much power from the 
battery as does one using ac coupling to the 
yoke. This is illustrated in a figure which 
shows graphically the relative power con-
sumption and its division between the yoke 
and output transistor. Since power is a prime 
consideration in a portable television receiver 
which is to be operated from a battery, ac 
coupling is considered an important design 
objective. To aid in understanding some of the 
problems involved, the circuit requirements of 
the output and driver stages are studied. 

Improving Vertical Synchronization—H. W. 
Proudfoot (p. 18) 
A continuous 31.5 kcs pulse-train, derived 

from the stabilized horizontal deflection wave-
form, is added to the integrated vertical sync 
pulse. The gating action of the integrated verti-
cal sync wave limits triggering to a single 31.5 
kcs pulse in each field, thereby stabilizing the 
repetitive trigger-phase of the vertical oscillator 
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in the presence of noise and/or crosstalk from 
the horizontal sweep circuits. 

Experimental results are included which 
demonstrate that the minimum signal-to-
noise ratio tolerance of a television monitor was 
extended more than 15 db by employing the 
proposed stabilizing method. 

Double-Tuned Transistor IF Amplifiers for 
TV Receivers—H. C. Lee (p. 25) 
A transistor television picture IF double-

tuned amplifier strip using three transistors is 
described. The over-all power gain at 44 mc is 
70 db bandwidth equal to 3.6 mc. The over-all 
pass band is substantially flat from 43 mc to 
45 mc. The AGC range is 45 db. The first part 
of this paper covers 1) the pole configuration 
for a double-tuned network for the case of un-
equal primary and secondary circuit Q's, and 
2) the design of the double-tuned transformer 
based on maximum power transfer. The second 
part of this paper deals with the practical as-
pects of designing a transistor double-tuned IF 
strip. The choice of transistors, the design of the 
output stage, AGC consideration as well as 
traps used for the transistor amplifier are dis-
cussed. 

Hold Range and Pulse Interference Im-
munity of Triggered Deflection Oscillators for 
Television Receivers—E. Luedicke (p. 33) 

It is shown that formulas can be derived 
which describe the property of pulse triggered 
saw-tooth oscillators if interference pulses are 
in the synchronizing signal. 

To synchronize a free-running oscillator it is 
necessary that the free-running frequency of 
the oscillator be in a certain range, the hold 
range. If interference pulses are in the synchro-
nizing signal the position of the free-running 
frequency in this range describes whether the 
oscillator will be triggered by interference 
pulse or not and how many cycles pass before 
the oscillator will regain synchronization. The 
derived formulas and supporting experiments 
show that it is advantageous to operate the 
oscillator at the lower frequency part of the 
hold range to get the best interference im-
munity. A chart is presented which gives the 
relationship between hold range, interference 
immunity and how many cycles will pass 
before the oscillator will regain synchronization. 

Modification of U.S. Television Receivers 
for Operation in 50-Cycle Power Areas—R. C. 
Auriema and R. J. Farber (p. 50) 

Conventional television receivers designed 
for operation in continental United States can 
be operated, after some modification, in other 
environments. The most likely of these are: 
1) the 525-line 60-field standard, as in the 
United States, but with 50-cps nominal pri-
mar>, power; and 2) the 625-line 50-field sys-
tems with 4.5 mc or 5.5 mc inter-carrier spacing. 
This report describes the nature of the modifi-
cations that have been employed under these 
various conditions. 

Simplification of Viewer Brightness and 
Contrast Controls on Color TV Receivers— 
L. L. Burns, R. W. Ahrons, and L. B. Johnston 
(p. 54) 

Automatic brightness and contrast control 
circuitry has been developed for color television 
receivers that eliminates the need for viewer 
adjustment of these functions. This circuitry 
prevents spot blooming and ultor power supply 
overload and results in a picture that is on the 
average superior to the picture obtained when a 
nontechnical viewer adjusts the sets. Inherent 
in this circuitry is some variation in the back-
ground brightness level. 

Two versions of this automatic circuitry 
have been built. One has both viewer brightness 
and contrast controls removed while the other 
retains a single picture knob. Both versions use 
a high-impedance diode circuit to sense the 
point where spot blooming begins. The signal 
from this circuit is amplified, rectified, and then 
fed back to turn down the overall set gain so 

as to reduce the amount of spot blooming. 
Another circuit uses the boosted B plus as a 
gate signal to gate through a signal propor-
tional to the ultor power supply load. This 
signal is also amplified and rectified, and is then 
used to control picture brightness. 
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Sequential Transducer Issue 

Abstracts (p. 2) 
Buyer's Guide—D. A. Huffman, Guest 

Editor (p. 4) 
Transistion Matrices of Sequencial Ma-

chines—S. Seshu, R. E. Miller, and G. Metze 
(13. 5) 

In this paper a matrix technique is intro-
duced for the analysis of state diagrams of 
synchronous sequential machines. The matrices 
introduced are closely related to the relation 
matrices of the calculus of relations and provide 
a formal tool for discussing state diagrams. It 
is shown that several of the well-known theo-
rems on state diagrams are consequences of 
properties of transition matrices, which remain 
invariant under matrix multiplication. A reduc-
tion procedure for state diagrams, based on 
transition matrices, which is similar to Moore's 
technique, is given. A method of extending the 
results to asynchronous machines is also in-
cluded. 

Hazards and Delays in Asynchronous Se-
quential Switching Circuits—S. H. Unger 
(p. 12) 

This paper is concerned with asynchronous, 
sequential switching circuits in which the vari-
ables are represented by voltage levels, not by 
pulses. The effects of arbitrarily located stray 
delays in such circuits are analyzed, and it is 
shown that, for a certain class of functions, 
proper operation can be assured regardless of 
the presence of stray delays and without the 
introduction of delay elements by the designer. 
All other functions require at least one delay 
element in their circuit realizations to insure 
against hazards. In the latter case it is shown 
that a single delay element is always sufficient. 
The price that must be paid for minimizing the 
number of delay elements is that of greater 
circuit complexity. 
A Note on Memory Aspects of Sequence 

Transducers—J. M. Simon (p. 26) 
This paper defines several classes of se-

quence transducers whose operations exhibit 
simple forms of memory. Some of the special 
properties and interrelationships for these 
classes of transducers are established. 

Equivalent Sequential Circuits—W. J. 
Cadden (p. 30) 

Three types of sequential circuits are de-
fined, two of which are synchronous and one of 
which is asynchronous. The concept of equiva-
lent sequential circuits as discussed by Huff-
man, Mealy, and Moore is extended to circuits 
of different types. Transformation procedures 
are given for transforming a state table of one 
type into state tables of the other types. One 
of these transformations can also be used to 
introduce unit delay between corresponding 
inputs and outputs for a synchronous circuit. 
The transformation methods allow a com-
parison of circuits, or state tables of different 
types to be made for a given sequential circuit 
problem. A few general conclusions are drawn 
about the different types of sequential circuits. 

Analysis of Bilateral Iterative Networks— 
F. C. Hennie (p. 35) 

In the usual iterative switching circuit, 
which may be considered the space analog of a 
synchronous sequential transducer, the output 
of any cell is dependent only upon the inputs of 
the cells to its left. This paper describes a 
more general type of one-dimensional iterative 
network in which the output of each cell may 

be a function of the inputs of all the cells in the 
network, both to the left and to the right of 
the given cell. Starting from a table of combi-
nations which specifies the behavior of an 
individual cell, a means of describing the 
steady-state behavior of the entire network is 
developed. This description is readily reduced 
to a fairly simple canonic form, so that equiva-
lent networks can be recognized. Certain types 
of redundancy which do not occur in an ordi-
nary iterative or sequential network are dis-
cussed, and a means of detecting these re-
dundancies is described. Examples are pre-
sented which indicate that the process of 
removing redundancies is more complex than 
the corresponding process in the sequential 
case. Finally, one method of synthesizing a 
stable bilateral iterative network is described, 
and some of the problems of transient behavior 
are indicated. 

The Theory of Autonomous Linear Se-
quential Networks—B. Elspas (p. 45) 

Analysis and synthesis techniques for a class 
of sequential discrete-state networks are dis-
cussed. These networks, made up of arbitrary 
interconnections of unit-delay elements (or of 
trigger flip-flops), modulo-p adders, and 
scalar multipliers (modulo a, prime p), are 
of importance in unconventional radar and 
communication systems, in automatic error-
correction circuits, and in the control circuits 
of digital computers. In addition, these net-
works are of theoretical significance to the 
study of more general sequential networks. 

The basic problem with which this paper is 
concerned is that of finding economical realiza-
tions of such networks for prescribed auton-
omous (excitation-free) behavior. To this end, 
an analytical-algebraic model is described 
which permits the investigation of the rela-
tion between network logical structure and 
state-sequential behavior. This relation is 
studied in detail for nonsingular networks 
(those with purely cyclic behavior). Among the 
results of this investigation is the establishment 
of relations between the state diagram of the 
network and a characteristic polynomial de-
rived from its logical structure. An operation of 
multiplication of state diagrams is shown to 
correspond to multiplication of the correspond-
ing polynomials. 
A criterion is established for the realiza-

bility of prescribed cyclic behavior by means 
of linear autonomous sequential networks. An 
effective procedure for the economical realiza-
tion of such networks is described, and it is 
shown that linear feedback shift registers 
constitute a canonical class of realizations. 
Examples are given of the realization proce-
dure. The problem of synthesis with only one-
cycle length specified is also discussed. A par-
tial solution is obtained to this "don't care" 
problem. 

Some special families of feedback shift 
registers are investigated in detail, and the 
state-diagram structures are obtained for an 
arbitrary number of stages and an arbitrary 
(prime) modulus. 

Mathematical appendixes are included 
which summarize the pertinent results in Galois 
field theory and in the factorization of cyclo-
tomic polynomials into irreducible factors over 
a modular field. 

The relation of the theory developed in this 
paper to Huffman's description of linear se-
quence transducers in terms of the D operator 
is discussed, as well as unsolved problems and 
directions for further generalization. 

Linear Modular Sequential Circuits—B. 
Friedland (p. 61) 

Sequential circuits comprising 1) modulo-p 
(p = prime) summers, 2) amplifiers whose gains 
are integers <p, and 3) unit delays are consid-
ered in this paper which constitutes an exten-
sion of earlier work by Huffman. Such circuits 
are characterized in terms of the modular field 
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GF(p) and vectors and matrices defined there-
over. A summary of the properties of GF(p) is 
given. 
A linear sequential circuit is defined in 

terms of 

y(n) =Cs(n)= Dx(n) 

• 
s(n-1-1)=As(n)+Bx(n) 

where A, B, C, and D are k X k matrices defined 
over GF(p). The latter equations constitute a 
canonical representation of any circuit com-
prising the above listed components. It is shown 
that circuits of this type meet the usual addi-
tivity criterion of linear systems. 

The behavior of the circuit is described in 
a finite state space of k dimensions and pk 
states. The autonomous circuit (A, B, C, 

D= constant and x(n) .=z 0, all n) is charac-
terized by the matrix A. If A is nonsingular 
all initial states are either finite equilibrium 
points or lie in periodic sequences of length 

pk—l. If the minimum polynomial 
of A' has distinct roots, T, divides r(p- 1). If 
A is singular, there are some singular initial 
states to which the circuit cannot return in the 
absence of excitation. 

The use of Z transforms for linear modular 
sequential circuits is demonstrated. Inputs and 
outputs are represented by their "transforms" 
and the circuit by its "transfer function." The 
transform of the output is the product of the 
transfer function and the transform of the in-
put. Several illustrative examples are included. 

Linear blultivalued Sequential Coding Net-
works—J. Hartrnanis (p. 69). 

Linear multivalued sequential coding net-
works are circuits whose input and output are 
synchronized sequences of non-negative inte-
gers less than some fixed number m. The output 
depends linearly on the present input and a 
finite number of previous inputs and outputs. 
The transfer characteristics of such a network 
are described by a ratio of polynomials in the 
delay operator, where the multiplication and 
addition are performed with respect to the 
fixed modulus m. An algebraic theory of the 
delay polynomials is obtained. It is shown that 
a polynomial has a complete set of null se-
quences if, and only if, its first and last co-
efficients are prime to the modulus m. The 
polynomials with no null sequences are char-
acterized. It is shown when common null se-
quences imply that the polynomials have com-
mon factors and that a complete set of null 
sequences defines the polynomials. 

It is also shown that a transfer function can 
be realized if the denominator contains a con-
stant term prime to m and explicit construc-
tions are given. A network is stable if the poly-
nomial in the denominator of the transfer 
junction has no null sequence. Thus any non-
trivial polynomial or its inverse is unstable if 
we are working modulo a prime. If the modulus 
is not prime, stable networks with stable in-
verses are constructed. Finally it is indicated 
how polynomials with no null sequences can 
be used to simplify the construction of coding 
networks. 

Equivalent Ladder Networks by the Use of 
Signal Flow Graphs—C. F. Simone (p. 75) 

Signal flow graphs of ladder networks have 
properties that make them convenient for de-
termining impedances and transfer ratios. Be-
cause of the symmetry of these flow graphs it is 
possible to recognize equivalent flow graphs, 
and hence equivalent networks, with respect to 
some desired characteristic. In particular, the 
output-input voltage ratio is the characteristic 
that is used as thebasis for equivalence. Evalu-
ation of elements in the equivalent circuits re-
sults from relating coefficients in the transfer 
voltage ratio to the element values. 

Using 4-branch ladder networks, examples 
are given of distributing resistance, determin-
ing when networks must use active elements for 

certain transfer functions, and finding the 
number of equivalences that exist. 
A particular equivalence is derived between 

a bridged-T and ladder, and between a lattice 
and ladder. In each case, three of the branches 
of the ladder are the same as in the bridged-T 
or lattice, while the fourth branch of the ladder 
is a function of all the impedances. These 
equivalences are derived by recognizing the 
flow graph configuration for a ladder within 
the flow graph of each of the other circuits and 
then reducing these flow graphs to the one ror 
the ladder. 

Identification of Certain Networks with Re-
flection Coefficient Zero Locations—D. C. 
Fielder (p. 81) 

In this paper, the coefficients of return loss 
expansions are found for certain low-pass, LC 
ladder networks which have n lossless elements 
and which exhibit Tchebycheff (or equal ripple) 
pass band and monotonic stop band trans-
mission behaviors. The return loss expansion is 
the Taylor expansion of In ( 1/p,(s)) about s 
equal to infinity, the variable s being the 
familiar complex frequency variable s=o+jco, 
and p, being the reflection coefficient between 
a resistive termination and the remainder of 
the network. The return loas coefficients are 
tabulated according to reflection zero locations 
for odd and even n. 

Methods for synthesizing low-pass, LC 
ladder networks from return loss coefficients 
are available. A presentation of the modifica-
tions necessary to adapt these methods for use 
with the particular coefficients discussed above 
is given. Thus, it is possible to synthesize cer-
tain Tchebycheff networks through use of re-
turn loss coefficients which are, in turn, directly 
identified with reflection zero locations. 

The paper concludes with brief discussion 
of the extension of existing tables of Tcheby-
cheff network element values for finding the 
element values for several reflection zero distri-
butions and LC ladder arrangements. 

The Degrees of Freedom in RLC Networks 
—A. Bers (p. 91) 

It is shown here that the number of degrees 
of freedom, or what is equivalent—the number 
of natural frequencies—of any RLC network 
can readily be determined from the number of 
energy-storing elements and the topology of 
the network. The effect of loss (resistance) in 
altering the number of degrees of freedom is 
explained. 

Pole Migration in Coupled-Resonator 
Filters—R. La Rosa (p. 95) 

The narrow-band, coupled-resonator filter 
is analyzed by giving a vector interpretation 
to the transfer function. The significant par-
ameters are the natural frequencies of the com-
plete filter and the natural frequencies of the 
individual resonators. It is shown that insertion 
loss is related to the migration of the natural 
frequencies (poles) as the coupling coefficients 
between resonators are increased from zero. A 
vector construction is described for the pole 
migration of three coupled resonators. 

Bounded Real Scattering Matrices and the 
Foundations of Linear Passive Network Theory 
—D. Youla, L. Castriota, and H. J. Carlin 
(p. 102) 

In this paper the most general linear, pas-
sive, time-invariant n-port (e.g., networks 
which may be both distributed and non-
reciprocal) is studied from an axiomatic point 
of view, and a completely rigorous theory is 
constructed by the systematic use of theorems 
of Bochner and Wiener. An n-port 4, is defined 
to be an operator in H., the space of all 
n-vectors whose components are measurable 
functions of a real variable t, (- co <1.< co) 
(and as such need not be single-valued). Under 
very weak conditions on the domain of 4›, it 
is shown that linearity and passivity imply 
causality. In every case, +a, the n-port cor-
responding to di augmented by n series resistors 

is always causal (4,,, is the "augmented net-
work,"). Under the further assumptions that 
the domain of (b,, is dense in Hilbert space 
and is time-invariant, it is proved that 4) 
possesses a frequency response and defines an 
n X n matrix S(z) (the scattering matrix) of a 
complex variable z=w+iI3 with the following 
properties: 1) S(z) is analytic in Im z>0; 
2) Q(z) = 1„-S*(z)S(z) is the matrix of a non-
negative quadratic form for all z in the strict 
upper half-plane and almost all w. Conversely, 
it is also established that any such matrix repre-
sents the scattering description of a linear, pas-
sive, time-invariant n-port • such that the 
domain of contains all of Hilbert space. 
Such matrices are termed "bounded real scat-
tering matrices" and are a generalization of 
the familiar positive-real immittance matrices. 

When e and 4)-1 are single-valued, it is 
possible to define two auxiliary positive-real 
matrices Y(z) and Z(z), the admittance and 
impedance matrices of 4), respectively, which 
either exist for all z in Im z>0 and almost all 
to or nowhere. The necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for an n X n matrix A,,(z) to represent 
either the scattering or immittance description 
of a linear, passive, time-invariant n-port 4, are 
derived in terms of the real frequency behavior 
of A,,(w). 

Necessary and sufficient conditions for 41). 
to admit the representation 

i(t) f dW,,(-y)e(l - 'Y) 

for all integrable e(i) in its domain are given 
in terms of S(z). The last section concludes with 
a discussion concerning the nature of the singu-
larities of S(z) and the possible extension of the 
theory to active networks. 
A New Operation for Analyzing Series-

Parallel Networks—K. E. Erickson (p. 124) 
The operation * is defined as AkB = A B /A 

+B. The symbol * has algebraic properties 
which simplify the formal solution of many 
series-parallel network problems. If the opera-
tion * were included as a subroutine in a digital 
computer, it could simplify the programming 
of certain network calculations. 

Abstracts of Articles on Circuit Theory 
(p. 127) 

Correspondence (p. 129) 
PGCT News (p. 139) 

Circuit Theory 

VOL. CT-6, SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT, 
MAY, 1959 

Transactions of the 1959 International Sym-
posium on Circuit and Information Theory, Los 
Angeles, Calif., June 16-18, 1959. 

This material also appears as a special sup-
plement to the IRE TRANS. ON INFORMATION 
THEORY, Vol.. 1T-5, M AY, 1959. 

Optimum Filter Theory 
Nonstationary Smoothing and Prediction 

Using Network Theory Concepts—S. Darling-
ton ( p. 1) 

Nonstationary signal and noise statistics 
are assumed, such that ensembles with the 
same covariances can be generated by passing 
white noise through finite networks of linear, 
time-variable, positive elements. Linear least-
squares smoothing and prediction operations 
are to be found. This paper may be regarded 
as an extension, to nonstationary systems, of 
methods applied to stationary systems by 
Bode and Shannon, using primarily circuit 
theory concepts. Analogous results are ob-
tained by examining analogous operations in 
frequency domain, and differential equations 
terms. 
A New Kind of Matched Filter—H. P. 

Debart (p. 14) 
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In this article, an attempt is made to bring 
together the method of frequency filters, de-
signed to separate signals whose spectra are 
nonoverlapping without regard to the statisti-
cal properties of the signals being separated, 
and the method of "optimum filters" (Wiener, 
Zadelt-Ragazzini) where the desired signal and 
the interference are specified by their power 
spectral densities or their autocorrelation 
functions. 

Thus a class of new filters is defined; their 
fundamental properties are studied and a 
number of examples are furnished. Finally, a 
comparison is made, referring to a particular 
case, with the method of Zadeh and Ragazzini. 

Nonlinear System Characterization and 
Optimization—A. G. Bose (p. 30) 

The characterization and optimization of 
nonlinear systems is considered from the func-
tion space point of view. The design of non-
linear systems is regarded as the problem of 
mapping the function space of the past of the 
input onto a line that corresponds to the ampli-
tude of the filter output. An orthogonal func-
tional representation for a system is shown to 
result from any mapping which partitions this 
space into nonoverlapping cells. The complica-
tion of solving for optimum systems in terms 
of measured higher order statistics is circum-
vented by formulating the problem so that 
particular statistical measurements directly 
yield the optimum systems. 

Coding Theory 
Canonical Forms for Information-Lossless 

Finite-State Logical Machines—D. A. Huff-
man (p. 41) 

An important class of finite-state machines 
transforms input sequences of digits into out-
put sequences in a way such that, after an ex-
periment of any finite length on the machine, 
its input sequences may be deduced from a 
knowledge of the corresponding output se-
quence, its initial and final states, and the set of 
specifications for the transformations by which 
the machine produces output sequences from 
input sequences. These machines are called 
"information-lossless." 

Canonical circuit forms are shown into 
which any information-lossless machine may 
by synthesized. The existence of inverses for 
these circuits is investigated; and circuits for 
their realization are derived. 

Group Code Equivalence and Optimum 
Codes—A. B. Fontaine and W. W. Peterson 
(p. 60) 

This paper describes a search for optimum 
group codes using the IBM 704 computer. Some 
theory of the relationship between equivalent 
codes used in narrowing the search is described, 
and the method of searching is outlined. The 
newly found optimum codes are listed, along 
with a number of counter-examples to typical 
conjectures on binary group codes. 

Multi-Error Correcting Codes for a Binary 
Asymmetric Channel—W. H. Him and 
V. Freiman (p. 71) 

Many binary channels currently in use ex-
hibit highly asymmetric transmission charac-
teristics. In such a channel, it may be suf-
ficient to correct only those errors which result 
from incorrect transmission of one of the two 
code elements. The minimum distance require-
ment for a pair of i-tuple, error correcting code 
characters in such a case is weaker than in the 
case of a symmetric channel. This weaker re-
quirement is used to generate codes which 
generally contain more code characters for a 
given length than codes designed for use in a 
symmetric channel. The resulting code is 
symbol-correcting rather than message-cor-
recting. 
A Class of Binary Systematic Codes Cor-

recting Errors Occurring at Random and in 
Bursts—L. Calabi and H. G. Haefeli (p. 79) 

Presentation of results concerning the per-
formance of a family of binary systematic 

codes of arbitrary size, correcting bursts of con-
siderable length and/or random errors. The 
basic idea of these codes is due to C. Hobbs of 
the Air Force Cambridge Research Center. 

For the codes of two sub-families, practical 
decoding schemes are given. Also formulated 
are results concerning the use of these codes 
with erasure channels. 

Graph and Matrix Theories 
Graph Theory and Electric Networks — 

F. Harary (p. 95) 
In this discussion, we mention the following 

topics concerning electric networks in graph 
theoretic terms: Kirchhoff's Laws, mesh and 
node equations, and matrix tree theorem; flow 
problems and Menger's theorem; Boolean 
functions and enumeration and synthesis prob-
lems; information theory and Markov chains; 
cut sets and incidence matrices; the "crummy 
relay" results of Moore and Shannon; and the 
treatment using electrical concepts of the dis-
sections of rectangles into squares by Brooks, 
Smith, Stone, and Tuttle. The treatment is ex-
pository, but introduces the unifying frame-
work of graph theory for these various con-
siderations. 

How to Grow Your Own Trees from Cut-
Set or Tie-Set Matrices—E. A. Guillemin 
(p. 110) 

The method recognizes that construction of 
a tree (and hence the pertinent graph) from a 
given matrix can be done by inspection once 
the pattern of its growth has been established. 
To this end it is only necessary that we have a 
mechanism, applicable to a given cut-set 
matrix which sorts out those rows that cor-
respond to the outermost twigs or tips of the 
tree, for we can then form an abridged cut-set 
matrix corresponding to what is left of the 
total graph after the tree tips with their 
uniquely attached links are pruned away. This 
remainder again has tips which can be found 
and eliminated in the same way. Continuation 
thus reveals the desired growth pattern. 

Since the method cannot fail to yield a 
graph if its existence is compatible with the 
structure of the given matrix, it may be re-
garded as a constructive test for fulfillment of 
necessary and sufficient conditions. 

Applications of Matrix Algebra to Network 
Theory—I. Cederbaum (p. 127) 

The role of unimodular (E), paramount (M) 
and dominant matrices in network theory is 
described. A distinction is made between the 
unimodular matrices which represent the trans-
formations of the current coordinates and those 
representing the voltage coordinates of a net-
work. A similar distinction can be made be-
tween the cut-set to branch and the loop to 
branch incidence matrices for adequate systems 
of node-pair voltages and link currents. 
respectively. 

Some new results concerning the synthesis 
of a resistive n-port from its admittance or 
impedance matrix are given. 

Reliability of a Physical System—H. Mine 
(p. 138) 

This paper presents the general concept of 
the reliability of a complex physical system 
which consists of a number of unreliable com-
ponents. Such a system may be analyzed sys-
tematically by means of algebraic and topo-
logical theory. Various properties concerning 
the system reliability are established. A numeri-
cal procedure for finding the necessary topo-
logical quantities is developed to facilitate com-
putations. The optimization of the reliability 
of the basic system under given restricted con-
ditions can be accomplished by the application 
of the theory described. 

Switching Theory 
The Theory of Switching Nets—M. Yoeli 

(p. 152) 
The paper develops a strictly mathematical 

unified theory of combinational switching net-
works of various types, with the aid of linear 

graph theory and lattice algebra. The switching 
net serves as the basic concept; it is defined as 
a directed, linear graph, the branches of which 
are weighted by elements of a distributive 
lattice. 

Similarly to the application of Boolean 
matrix theory to the study of relay-contact 
networks, the theory of switching nets makes 
use of a more general lattice matrix calculus. 

The paper includes, besides some new re-
sults, suitably modified, purely mathematical 
versions of known theorems on electrical con-
tact networks. 

Irredundant and Redundant Boolean 
Branch-Networks—L. Lilifgren ( p. 158) 

Certain Boolean functions can be generated 
by irredundant branch-networks, i.e., with net-
works with only one branch for each variable 
(literal) of the function. A simple solution 
(based on graph theory) is given to the realiza-
bility problem for irredundant 2- and n-
terminal networks. The theory of irredundant 
networks is significant for the design of re-
dundant networks, i.e., networks generating 
functions with a certain protection against 
temporary branch errors. A few examples on 
redundant networks are given and the method 
of design is compared with coding theory. 

On the Classification of Boolean Functions 
—S. W. Golomb (p. 176) 

Two Boolean functions which differ only by 
permutation and complementation of their n 
input variables belong to the same symmetry 
class. Methods are described for determining 
the number of symmetry classes for functions 
of n variables, and for ascertaining whether or 
not two functions belong to the same class. 
This classification is achieved via a complete 
set of invariants, characteristic of the class, and 
easily computable from any function in it. The 
invariants also provide information concerning 
the size and symmetry properties of the class. 
Analogous techniques apply to other symmetry 
classifications of Boolean functions, and to 
more general categories of discrete mappings. 
A Limit of Crosspoint Number—N. Ikeno 

(p. 187) 
This paper describes a theoretical limitation 

on the number of crosspoints in large scale 
switching networks. The conclusion is as fol-
lows: given any blocking rate ( 00, I), and any 
e>0, we can construct a network with less 
crosspoints than X AO +e), where X4.. 10.90 A 
log,A, and cannot with less crosspoints than 
X4, when the size of the network, as well as 
the total traffic .4, becomes sufficiently large. 

Signal, Noise and Detection Theories 
The Representation of Signals —R. M. 

Lerner (p. 197) 
A conceptually clear and computationally 

simple method of representing complicated sig-
nals is described. A signal of high time-
bandwidth product is represented as the sum 
of a collection of simple elementary signals. As 
in the work of Gabor, these elementary signals 
are spaced at equal intervals in "time" and 
"frequency." It is shown that any convenient 
elementary signal may be used as the basis for 
the collection of elementary signals. A matrix 
algebra appropriate to these representations is 
discussed. 

Some Results on Noise Through Circuits— 
W. M. Brown (p. 217) 

The object of this paper is to give some 
novel analyses of noise statistics. Specifically, 
the zero crossing problem is analyzed for non-
stationary noise, and some features of the en-
velope of noise are established. The theory 
underlying the formulation of the average 
number of times a noise, possibly not station-
ary, attains some specified value is given in 
some detail. The crossing rate for the non-
stationary noise consisting of the sum of a 
stationary Gaussian noise and a determinate 
signal is found in terms of a rather simple inte-
gral. The integral is evaluated and approxi-
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mated for such determinate signals as video 
pulse trains and sine waves. 

The following two properties of the envelope 
of noise are proved: I) the mean square output 
of an envelope detector is twice the mean 
square input (independent of the statistics of 
the input), and 2) the derivative of the en-
velope of Gaussian noise has a Gaussian first 
probability distribution. 

The Probability Density of the Output of a 
Filter When the Input is a Random Telegraphic 
Signal: Differential-Equation Method—J. A. 
McFadden (p. 228) 

By the method of Darling and Siegert, a 
differential equation is obtained for the char-
acteristic function of the output of a linear 
system when the input is a random telegraphic 
signal. For the ideal integrator with finite 
memory and for the RC low-pass filter, the 
solutions agree with previous results. For a 
truncated exponential weighting function, the 
characteristic function is obtained in terms of 
Bessel functions. For a particular ratio of the 
constants, the probability density of the output 
is rectangular except for delta functions. The 
applicability of this rectangular solution to 
other systems is investigated. 
A Comparison of Random and Periodic 

Data Sampling for the Detection of Signals in 
Noise—D. Middleton (p. 234) 

Threshold coherent and incoherent detec-
tion of signals in normal noise is examined when 
random data sampling is employed at the re-
ceiver. The resulting optimum system and its 
threshold performance are compared with the 
corresponding cases where periodic sampling 
is used. Expressions for the system structure 
the error probabilities, and the Bayes risk are 
obtained; for the specific examples examined it 
is found that periodic sampling gives better 
performance than random sampling. A dis-
cussion of the generality of these results is 
given in the concluding section. 

Random, Adaptive and Unilateral Systems 
On the Mean Square Stability of Random 

Linear Systems—J. C. Samuels (p. 248) 
The theory of random linear systems is ex-

tended to systems containing one or more non-
independent parameters under the assumption 
that the parameter processes and the solution 
process have very widely separated spectra. It 
is shown that the second product moment of 
the solution satisfies a linear integral equation 
which can be solved in closed form in some 
important special cases. 

The mean square stability theory of equa-
tions containing one purely random coefficient 
initiated by Samuels and Eringen is developed 
further and extended to systems containing one 
narrow-band random parameter. Specific mean 
square stability criteria are worked out for an 
RLC circuit with capacity variations that are 
a narrow-band stochastic function. 

Stability of Circuits with Randomly Time-
Varying Parameters—J. E. Bertram and P. E. 
Sarachik (p. 260) 

This paper is concerned with the stability, 
in a stochastic sense, of circuits or systems de-
scribed by ordinary differential equations with 
randomly time varying parameters. Sufficient 
conditions for stability in the mean square are 
obtained by an extension of "Lyapunov's 
Second Method" to stochastic problems. The 
general result while applicable to nonlinear 
as well as linear systems, presents formidable 
computational difficulties except for a few 
special cases which are tabulated. 

The linear case with certain assumptions 
concerning the statistical independence of pa-
rameter variation is carried out in detail. 

Functional Equations in Adaptive Processes 
and Random Transmission—R. Bellman and 
R. Kalaba (p. 271) 

By imbedding a given complex physical 
process within an appropriate class of processes 
and expressing the functional relationships 

among the members of the class, it is possible 
to obtain insights into the structure of the 
original process which would not be possible by 
considering this process alone. Not only may 
analytic expressions be obtained, but fre-
quently computational tools are forged which 
make possible the exploitation of modern digi-
tal computing machines. 

By way of illustration, this paper is devoted 
to a discussion of the functional equation tech-
niques of dynamic programming and invariant 
imbedding in the study of some problems 
arising in the theory of adaptive control proc-
esses and in the transmission of signals through 
random media. Still other applications which 
have been made are briefly sketched. 

On Passive One-Way Systems—H. Gamo 
(p. 283) 

The passivity or positive real condition of 
passive linear two-terminal-pair networks is 
Introduced. The formulas for thermal noise 
voltages of these networks are derived by using 
the Nyquist theorem. A relation between the 
passivity condition and thermal noise voltages 
is discussed. 

From these results, several interesting fea-
tures of passive one-way systems are derived. 
For instance, any physically realizable passive 
one-way system must contain a resistive com-
ponent dissipating energy. It is not unidirec-
tional with respect to the transmission of heat 
energy. 
A method of synthesis for passive linear one-

way systems unilateral at all frequencies s 
treated. Several examples such as electro-
mechanical one-way systems are shown. 

Component Parts 

Vol_ CF-6, No. 2, JUNE, 1959 
Information for Authors (p. 47) 
Who's Who in PGCP—J. T. Brothers, 

Member Administration Commiteee (p. 48) 
A Comparison of Thin Tape and Wire 

Windings for Lumped-Parameter, Wide-Band, 
High-Frequency Transformers—T. R. O'Meara 
(p. 49) 

This paper considers the problem of op-
timum design of the impedance matching, 
lumped-parameter, wide-band transformer 
model with all transmission zeros at infinity. 
The spiral-tape-winding transformer is com-
pared with the wire-winding transformer with 
an electrostatic screen, and it is shown that the 
former has no advantage over the latter except 
(perhaps) at quite low impedance levels. The 
low-pass-filter model of the transformer is con-
sidered in more detail than is customary, and 
it is shown that the HF performance of any 
lumped-parameter wide-band transformer may 
be extended in proportion to the number of 
branches selected for the ladder network model 
of the transformer; building out the trans-
former-coupling network to include additional 
inductor and capacitors thus extends the fre-
quency response. 

For a given network model and a given low-
end cutoff frequency, it is shown that the high-
end cutoff frequency is a function of the periph-
eral distance around the winding, the mean 
impedance level of the source and load, and 
the turns ratio. From this relation it is shown 
that the most favorable turns ratio is unity and 
that the most favorable impedance levels are 
low ones. 

A Comparison of the Noise and Voltage Co-
efficients of Precision Metal Film and Carbon 
Film Resistors—T. R. Williams and J. B. 
Thomas (p. 58) 

Measurements of the current noise and 
voltage coefficient are given for metal film and 
carbon film resistors. In general, the noise 
power in the metal resistors was less than that 
in the carbon by a factor of 103, although a few 
of the former type were very noisy. For many 
typical applications in and below the audio 

spectrum the current noise in a large fraction 
of the metal resistors will be smaller than 
thermal noise even at rated dissipation. The 
voltage coefficients of the metal resistors were 
less than those in the carbon by a factor of 
about 10; in most units of the former type the 
coefficients were less 3 X 10-, per cent/volt, and 
in a few units they were less than 1 X 10-6 per 
cent/volt. Voltage coefficients of both signs 
were found in the metal resistors, while all of 
them were negative in the carbon resistors. 

Problems in Long-Term Component Re-
liability— K. E. Latimer (P. 62) 

The motion of submerged repeaters during 
laying and pick-up in deep water has been in-
vestigated and the results are presented. 

An attempt has been made to gather to-
gether in a systematic way the very scattered 
references to long-term deterioration problems 
affecting the choice of materials of which coin-
Ponents are made. 

Component testing procedure is discussed 
and special features of individual components 
which affect long-term deterioration are 
mentioned. 

The Physics of the Solid-State Maser—J. D. 
Howarth (p. 81) 

Since the demonstration of the possibility of 
achieving very low noise amplification of sig-
nals in the centimetric wavebands, a great deal 
of work has been carried out in various labora-
tories with a view to producing and testing 
devices. The major part of the present article 
focuses attention on one particular device, the 
three-level solid-state maser. The physical 
principles underlying the process of stimulated 
emission of radiation are in many cases un-
familiar to electronic engineers, and study of 
the growing literature on the subject can be 
confusing without a clear understanding of the 
physics involved. 

The present article outlines the general 
theory of emission and radiation processes, 
particularly as they apply to the microwave 
spectrum. A quantum mechanical description 
is employed throughout, and a brief and not 
very rigiorous account is given of the relevant 
portions of this theory as it applies to the in-
vestigation of transistors between energy levels. 

Well-known expressions are derived for the 
operating characteristics of a three-level maser, 
particular attention being given to the sig-
nificance of the various factors involved and 
their relationship to easily measured quantities. 
Little information is included concerning prac-
tical maser amplifiers; at the time of writing, 
few practical devices had been constructed. A 
survey of recent literature indicates the rapid 
progress which has since been made, and shows 
the interest in the development of masers. 

Magnetism and the Rare-Earth Metals— 
J. M. Lock (p. 93) 

After a brief outline of the history of the 
discovery and separation of the rare-earth ele-
ments, the modern theory of paramagnetism is 
summarized, and its applications to these 
metals is discussed, with particular attention 
paid to the way in which deviations from the 
simple laws of paramagnetism at low tempera-
tures can yield information on the types of 
magnetic interaction which exist in them. The 
present state of experimental knowledge about 
the rare-earth metals is described, and its inter-
pretation for each element is discussed. 

Metal and Oxide Film Potentiometers— 
G. V. Planer (p. 105) 

Recent developments in resistors and po-
tentiometers of the noble metal and metal oxide 
film types are described. Photographic methods 
of producing "meandered" resistance paths in 
the two types have been developed, as well as 
means of rhodium reinforcing the track portions 
to improve the wear characteristics, and in the 
case of oxide films, to reduce the contact re-
sistance against the wiper. The relation be-
tween resistance, temperature coefficient, and 
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film thickness has been determined for oxide 
films on glass comprising tin oxide as the major 
constituent, and from these, the conditions to 
result in low temperature coefficients over a 
relatively wide resistance range are deduced. 
The characteristics in respect of wear, noise, 
temperature coefficient, and electrical load for 
either type of element are briefly discussed. 

Recent Developments in Fixed Resistors— 
R. H. W. Burkett (p. 109) 

The commoner types of resistor used in elec-
tronic apparatus are discussed in terms of re-
cent developments. In most cases develop-
ments have been largely progressive improve-
ments without fundamental changes in the 
component. Some of the more interesting of 
recently developed types are also considered, 
these being metal films and metal oxide films 
and combinations. Their potentialities are out-
lined. The paper concludes with some account 
of resistors that are in the process of develop-
ment and may be available soon. Improvement 
and development in pyrolytic carbon resistors 
is foreseen and wider availability and use of 
metal and metal oxide films are predicted. 

Development of Plastic Dielectric Capaci-
tors—J. H. Cozens ( p. 114) 

The salient characteristics of capacitors 
having dielectrics of polystyrene, polythene, 
polytetrafluorethylene, and polyethylene ter-
ephthalate are enumerated, and the current 
trends are indicated. Test results on experi-
mental capacitors made with the new poly-
carbonate film are also quoted. 

Some Recent Developments in Magnetic 
Alloys—C. E. Richards (p. 119) 

The magnetic properties and use of some 
conventional and new alloys are discussed. The 
control which can be exercised on the switching 
properties by varying composition and treat-
ment is indicated and a very fast switching 
alloy described. 

The abnormally low permeability of very 
thin strip is explained; it can be avoided by 
keeping material and furnace atmosphere pure. 

The latest aluminum-iron and cobalt-iron 
alloys, and permanent magnets, are briefly 
described. 

Contributors (p. 123) 

Electronic Computers 

VOL. EC-8, No. 1, MARCH, 1959 

The Chairman's Column (p. I) 
Absolute Minimal Experssions of Boolean 

Functions—S. Abhyankar (p. 3) 
In this paper we make a beginning in the 

hitherto unexplored problem of finding absolute 
minimal expressions of Boolean functions. We 
shall adhere to the notations and terminology 
introduced in our previous paper, which will 
be referred to as S. In the present paper, we 
shall find absolute minimals for Boolean func-
tions whose point set complex consists of either 
one or two points. The case of one point is in 
Theorem 1, Section I. The case when the two 
points form a 1-cell is covered by Theorem 4, 
Section I which discusses an arbitrary dimen-
sional cell. The case when the cell complex con-
sists of two isolated points, the main theme of 
this paper, is dealt with in Section II. 
A Generalized Resistor-Transistor Logic 

Circuit and Some Applications—S. S. Chao 
(I). 8) 

This paper discusses a generalized resistor-
t ransistor logic circuit; i.e., the output produces 
a signal when any m out of the n inputs are 
"on." Practical limitations such as using pre-
cision power supplies and components are dis-
cussed. However, for smaller values of n and 
circuits could be designed such that no special 
precision component and supplies would be 
required. Several practical circuits are worked 
out, including a two-transistor binary full 
adder, a three-transistor comparator and a 

one-transistor-per-bit-ring counter. These cir-
cuits, especially the first two, are uniquely sim-
ple and low in cost. They can be incorporated 
with other circuits to simplify a digital system. 
It is felt that with ordinary supplies (less than 
5 per cent voltage variation) and I to 5 per cent 
resistors, these circuits can be designed to be 
very reliable as one would expect from con-
ventional circuits. The slight increase in cost 
of power supplies and components, if any, is, 
in many cases, over compensated by the sim-
plicity of these circuits. 

Experimental circuits employing germani-
um alloy junction transistors operate success-
fully at pulse rates up to 500 kc and an ambient 
temperature of 55°C. 
A Synthesis Technique for Minimal State 

Sequential Machines—S. Ginsburg (p. 13) 
A method is presented which always yields 

a minimal state sequential machine satisfying 
a prescribed finite set of input-output se-
quences. An application is made to the case 
where a given sequential machine is to be re-
duced, by the merging technique, to a machine 
having the smallest number of states possible. 
Numerous examples are given. 
A Ring Model for the Study of Multiplica-

tion for Component Codes—H. L. Garner 
(p. 25) 
A model is presented which, when modulo 

addition is used, can be used to derive multi-
plication correction schemata for operands ex-
pressed in either the radix complement or the 
diminished radix complement code. 
A High Speed Analog to Digital Converter 

—D. Savitt (p. 31) 
An electronic voltage encoder has been de-

veloped which converts analog voltages to their 
corresponding parallel seven binary-digit repre-
sentations at a 50-kc encoding rate. The en-
coder is capable of being time-shared by any 
number of 0-50-volt range inputs. Performance 
tests indicate that the present design may be 
capable of eight binary-digit conversions at 
encoding rates as high as 80 kc. Either more 
precise conversions or higher encoding rates 
may be obtained at the expense of the other by 
cascading more or less of the identical one-
digit encoder stages which constitute the 
analog to digital converter. 
A Non-Real-Time Simulation of SAGE 

Tracking and BOMARC Guidance—D. W. 
Ladd and E. W. Wolf (p. 36) 

The addition of facilities to the SAGE sys-
tem for control of a new defensive weapon, such 
as the BOMARC missile, requires extensive 
modifications to the SAGE computer program. 
To obtain a better understanding of BOMARC 
control problems, a program has been written 
for the IBM Type 704 computer to simulate 
the proposed employment of BOMARC in the 
SAGE system. Such a simulation is flexible 
enough to optimize and evaluate a large range 
of parameters. On three separate passes 
through the 704 (with tape storage of inter-
mediate results) the program simulates radar, 
target, and missile performance, as well as 
SAGE tracking and missile guidance. A fourth 
program presents the desired output data in 
the form of frequency distributions and detailed 
results pertaining to selected target or missile 
tracks. 

Time Multiplexing as Applied to Analog 
Computation—E. Rawdin (p. 42) 

This multiplexer can perform a common 
dynamic operation upon several sets of inputs 
utilizing equipment for one dynamic operation. 
The result of the multiplexing will yield the 
corresponding several sets of outputs as though 
each set of inputs were operated upon sepa-
rately by the dynamic operation. This device 
is useful when the dynamic operation to be 
shared involves relatively expensive equipment 
such as electromechanical gear and/or elec-
tronic computing or measuring circuits. It is 
particularly useful to reduce the number of 

components required when implementing prob-
lems in a simulation laboratory. 
A Figure of Merit for Single-Pass Data 

Recording Systems—J. H. Mulligan, Jr. 
(p. 48) 

The problem of the interference caused by 
eddy current transients to the reproduction of 
recorded data is studied for single-pass mag-
netic recording systems of both the write-read 
and read-write variety. Signal-to-interference 
ratios are introduced for both modes of opera-
tion, and their variation is studied in detail. It 
is found convenient to introduce a dimension-
less parameter a as a figure of merit for single-
pass systems. This factor is a function of the 
velocity of the magnetic medium, the number 
of pulses that can be recorded per unit length, 
and the permeability, conductivity, and dimen-
sions of the laminations of the recording head; 
it is equal to a = r2/6Nviscrd2. Brief considera-
tion is given to the effect of certain practical 
system factors on the conclusions reached from 
the theoretical analysis. 

Simulation to Obtain a Systems Measure 
of an Air Duel Environment—A. A. B. Pritsker, 
R. C. Van Buskirk, and J. K. Wetherbee 
(1). 55) 
A combined analog-digital simulation of an 

air battle between an attacking bomber air-
craft and a ground controlled interceptor, in-
cluding the intermediate human radar opera-
tor, has been designed for the purpose of evalu-
ating the effects of airborne electronic counter-
measures upon a ground-based radar operator. 

Both real and nonreal time simulation are 
used in the experimental setup. The simulation 
encompasses as much as possible of the system 
as affected by the operators' performance in 
the hope that a systems measure could be ob-
tained. It is hypothesized that probable success 
of the bomber is the systems measure of the 
effectiveness of the countermeasures. 

1958 PGEC Membership Survey Report— 
K. W. Uncapher (p. 60) 

Correspondence (p. 68) 
Abstracts of Current Computer Literature 

(I). 69) 
Contributors (p. 83) 
SENEWS (p. 85) 
PGEC News (p. 87) 

Information Theory 

VOL. IT-5, SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT, 
MAY, 1959 

Transactions of the 1959 International Sym-
posium on Circuit and Information Theory, Los 
Angeles, Calif., June 16-18, 1959. See this 
material listed under Circuit Theory. 

Military Electronics 

VOL. MIL-3, No. 2, APRIL, 1959 

Frontispiece (p. 25) 
Guest Editorial—K. A. Ehricke (p. 26) 
Some Problems in Ionic Propulsion Sys-

tems—E. Stuhlinger and R. Seitz (p. 27) 
Some of the problems and applications of 

ionic propulsion systems are discussed. Three 
different systems' optimization criteria are con-
sidered: the maximization of the initial acceler-
ation of a space vehicle; the minimization of 
the total mass-to-payload mass ratio; and the 
minimization of the propellant mass required 
to refuel the vehicle. The production, acclelera-
tion, and neutralization of beams of singly-
ionized cesium ions is also discussed in limited 
detail. A hot tungsten contact-catalyst type of 
ion source is assumed and some experimental 
results with such a source are reviewed. Finally, 
a simplified treatment of the space charge 
neutralization of a positive ion beam in the 
region behind the space vehicle is presented. 
In this treatment, the positive ion beam is re-
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placed by an infinitely long cylinder of uni-
formly distributed positive charge. Electrons 
are emitted from an annular filament encircling 
the perimeter of the beam. It is shown that this 
approximation leads to radial oscillations of the 
electrons through the positive column. 

Plasma Propulsion Devices for Space 
Flight—M. Camrac, A. Kantrowitz, and H. E. 
Petschek (p. 34) 

An analysis of some of the more immediate 
space missions indicates that a large increase 
in payload can be achieved when electrical pro-
pulsion is used instead of chemical propulsion. 
For missions in the gravitational field of the 
Earth and to the Moon, the optimum specific 
impulse range for electrical propulsion is from 
about 1500 to 5000 seconds. Electrical propul-
sion with neutral plasma devices operates well in 
this specific impulse range as well as at higher 
specific impulses. Three different chambers 
have been described as examples of devices 
using neutral plasmas. Some of the factors 
which limit the range of efficient operation of 
such devices have been discussed. 

Plasma Propulsion Possibilities—W. Rayle 
(p. 42) 

Plasma propulsion systems are arranged in 
three categories according to the cyclic nature 
of the jet produced: 1) steady, 2) alternating 
or wave-accelerated, and 3) pulsed. Typical 
systems within each category are described 
with emphasis on work being done at the 
NASA Lewis Research Center. The criteria for 
evaluating the relative merits of these systems 
are listed and the advantages and disadvan-
tages pointed out. Such parameters as energy 
efficiency and propellant utilization must be 
measured before conclusions can be reached as 
to the eventual applicability of any of these 
systems. 
A Brief Survey of Direct Energy Conversion 

Devices for Possible Space-Vehicle Application 
—A. E. von Doentioff and D. A. Premo *(p. 46) 
A brief review is given of various types of 

devices for converting heat or radiant energy 
directly into readily available electrical form. 
These devices include the thermoelectric gen-
erator, the photovoltaic cell, the thermionic 
converter, and the photoemissive converter. 
The discussion is from the point of view of 
possible space-vehicle application. An attempt 
is made to indicate in a general way the present 
state of development, the advantages and dif-
ficulties associated with each device, and to 
suggest general lines of future research. 

Fusion for Space Propulsion—S. H. Maslen 
(p. 52) 

The possible role of a controlled thermo-
nuclear reactor in space missions is discussed. 
Although such a reactor is many years from 
reality, some of its properties are understood 
well enough to indicate problems which will 
appear and which are peculiar to space flight. 
It appears that it will have a deliver electric 
power or thrust at a weight of about one pound 
per kw in order to represent significant im-
provement over other systems, notably the 
fission-electric one. One attractive feature of a 
fusion reactor, as now envisioned, is that it 
may lend itself to the direct production of elec-
tricity or even thrust, without an intermediate 
head cycle. It is essential to avoid such a cycle 
if the weight is to be kept low. 

Astronautics and Propulsion—K. A. 
Ehricke (p. 58) 

Contributors (p. 65) 

Radio Frequency Interference 

VOL. RFI-1, No. 1, MAY, 1959 

Control of Microwave Interference—A. H. 
Ryan (p. 1) 

Three types of spurious signals generated 
by microwave transmitters are discussed: 
splatter, harmonic radiation and anharmonic 

radiation. The interference potentials and 
measurement problems of these types of 
radiation are discussed. Possible corrective 
measures in the form of receiver and transmit-
ter filters are presented. 

Analysis of Through-Channel and Cross-
Channel Insertion Loss in Ferrite-Wall Multi-
ple-Circuit Feedthrough Capacitors—I. Meln-
gailis, E. M. Williams, and J. H. Foster (p. 11) 

Through channel and cross-channel inser-
tion losses of a new type of multiple-circuit 
feed-through-capacitors, comprising ferrite 
walls and multiple ceramic-tubes, have been 
calculated to aid in determining means for 
optimizing in design the characteristics in the 
VHF-UHF range. Units designed on the basis 
of the analytical results at e shown to have con-
siderable advantages over earlier feedthrough 
units in their economic feasibility and im-
proved characteristics. 

Design of Quasi-Peak Detectors with 
Specified Time Constants— Y. Peleas (p. 18) 

The paper describes a method for designing 
a quasi-peak detector for given charge and dis-
charge time constants, assuming that the rec-
tifying element has a linear forward character-
istic. Some constants, useful in relating charge 
time and the physical parameters of the circuit, 
are computed for a wide range of charge to dis-
charge time constant ratios. Special attention 
is paid to such circuits with standard charge to 
discharge ratios as used in noise meters. 

Biographies of Authors (p. 24) 

Reliability and Quality Control 

VOL. RQC-16, JUNE, 1959 

Address to the Fifth National Symposium 
on Reliability and Quality Control—W. T. 
Thurman (p. 1) 

Making a Multiplant Supplier Rating Sys-
tem Produce—P. J. Goldin (p. 7) 

The Heart of a Reliability Program— 
A. Mood (p. 16) 

The heart of a reliability program for a com-
plex mechanism is early detection of design 
weaknesses by the performance and analysis 
of environmental test experiments on proto-
type or pilot models of major parts of the 
mechanism. Such a program must be carried 
out jointly by design engineers, experts in en-
vironmental testing, and statisticians thor-
oughly versed in the practice of experimental 
design; it must be completed before the onset 
of scheduled production. 

The Relation Between Sample Size and 
Confidence in Test-to-Failure Reliability Pro-
grams—H. C. Jones (p. 24) 
A Reliability Analysis of Recoverable 

Missiles—G. G. den Broeder, Jr., and W. E. 
Kane (p. 34) 

Missiles with built-in recoverability fea-
tures have been of interest to most missile 
firms and many related firms for some time. In 
order to evaluate the adequacy of recoverable 
missile performance, it is frequently necessary 
to answer such questions as, "With what 
probability will nt such missiles yield a total of 
N or more successful flights?" or, "How many 
missiles should be allocated to a test program 
in which N or more successful flights must be 
realized with probability Q?" Answers to these 
questions are obtained in terms of three basic 
reliability characteristics: 1) probability of a 
successful flight, 2) probability of recovering 
after a successful flight, and 3) probability of 
recovering after an unsuccessful flight. In 
addition, a decision rule is derived for selecting 
the "best" reliability program. 

The Employment of Failure Rate Data in 
Logistic Planning—J. B. Heyne and L. Brot-
man (p. 41) 

Module Prediction—G. Hauser (p. 53) 
An Approximate Method of Forming a Con-

fidence Interval on Predicted System Relia-

bility—R. E. Warr, J. A. Navarro, R. Schwartz, 
and R. D. Turner (p. 64) 

Increased System Worth Through Relia-
bility Design Review—R. Cazanjian and D. 
Ehrenpreis (p. 70) 

It is the purpose of this paper to present the 
results, conclusions and recommendations of 
the analysis of electronic equipment to pro-
vide the optimum system worth, with regard 
to reliability and performance. Additional 
parameters set up in the three mathematical 
regimes are minimum weight, minimum geo-
metric space envelope, schedule time delays, 
and cost trade-offs. 

This paper further proposes a methodical 
engineered system which attaches numerical 
quantities and mathematical relationships 
which may be measured and compared to 
parameters determining electronic equipment 
system worth. Value engineering concepts are 
thus generalized for electronic equipment to 
include many significant parameters for opti-
mum system worth—with probability of suc-
cess and performance replacing cost reductions 
as the prime yardstick for anlaytical trade-off 
comparisons. 

Forcing function inputs include transporta-
tion and handling loads, gunfire, takeoff, 
landing, flight maneuvers and catapult dy-
namic loads. These are mathematically treated 
as random vibrations, random shock, sus-
tained acceleration, steady-state sinusoidal 
vibrations at resonance, sweep-cycle sinusoidal 
vibrations, and sudden impulse shock. 

The electronic equipment is analyzed under 
all probable conditions of the true environment 
plus the requisite conditions of the governing 
military specifications. Critical deflections, ro-
tations, stresses and deformations are deter-
mined at all key substations of each dynamic 
subsystem of the electronic equipment. Each 
electronic tube is subdivided into the signifi-
cant subsystems: 1) cantilevered gun and as-
sembly; 2) cantilevered heater and button 
assembly; 3) ceramic rods and helix; 4) outer 
envelope; 5) collector end; and 6) longitudinal 
tube framework. 

Mathematical regimes are set up to deter-
mine the dynamic properties and characteris-
tics of the electronic equipment. Natural fre-
quencies, responses, internal and external rota-
tions, deflections, shears, bending moments, 
thrusts, torsional shears and moments, stresses, 
deformations and margins of safety are de-
termined. 

A discussion is presented of the method of 
analysis, the setting up of the mathematical 
model, reasons for selection of this approach, 
basic relationships and equations. Definitions 
are given of regime, dynamic subsystem, sub-
station, recursion equation, dynamic matrixes, 
error function, and margin of safety. 

Test results for the electronic equipment 
demonstrated the effect of the recommenda-
tions to improve reliability and simultaneously 
reduce weight. Nonlinear vibration theory and 
nonviscous damping are the refinements in-
cluded in the analysis of the electronic tubes to 
improve reliability and system worth. 

An Evaluation of Torque-Rated Ball Bear-
ings to Establish Specification Limits—L. G. 
Rado and J. P. Tuggle ( p. 77) 

One of the most difficult tasks of a standards 
group is the selection of specification limits for 
instrument precision ball bearings (Grade 
ABEC-5, or better). This paper presents a 
method of establishing these limits. Prior to 
this evaluation, the Ordnance Department had 
several procurement drawings with out-of-date 
torque specification. Engineering would have 
preferred tighter specifications, but the stand-
ards group objected on the ground that vendors 
might not be able to meet the specifications. 
The analysis of an experiment which was used 
to help resolve this problem is presented. 

Announcement (Back Cover) 
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ACOUSTICS AND AUDIO FREQUENCIES 

534.143-8:537.228.1 2078 
The Generation of Very Short Ultrasonic 

Pulses by means of Piezoelectric Resonators— 
J. Koppelmann, R. Frielinghaus, and F. J. 
Meyer. (Acustica, vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 181-187; 
1958. In German.) The possibilities are dis-
cussed of using thickness vibrations of BaTiO3 
resonators for generating very short pulses and 
single pressure waves, and experimental 

methods are described. 

534.15.087.352 2079 
A Stroboscopic Method of Making Fre-

quency Response Measurements on Small 
Electromechanical Devices—M. Shepherdson 
and R. Walters. (Electronic Engrg., vol. 31, pp. 
220-221; April, 1959.) A simple pulse amplifier 
and phase-shifting network are used with a 
stroboscopic lamp and travelling microscope. 
No loading of the test component occurs and 
amplitudes below 0.001 inch can be measured. 

534.2+538.566 2080 
Guided Propagation in a Slowly Varying 

Medium—Weston. (See 2204). 

534.21:534.6 2081 
Instrumentation for Study of Propagation of 

Sound over Ground—F. M. Wiener, K. W. 
Goff, and D. N. Keast. (J. Aeons!. Soc. Am., 
vol. 30, pp. 860-866; September, 1958.) 

534.21:534.88 2082 
Sound Absorption at 50 to 500 kc/s from 

Transmission Measurements in the Sea—S. R. 
Murphy, G. R. Garrison, and D. S. Potter. 
(J. Moue. Soc. Am., vol. 30, pp. 871-875; 
September, 1958.) The absorption coefficient, in 
decibels per thousand yards for sea water at 
10°C and with a salinity of 30 parts per 
thousand, is: 14.4 ±0.3 at 60 kc, 35.7 ± 0.7 at 
142 kc, 57 ± 3 at 272 kc and 101 +3 at 467 kc. 

The Index to the Abstracts and References published in the PROC. IRE from 
February, 1958 through January, 1959 is published by the PROC. IRE, May, 1059, 
Part II. It is also published by Electronic and Radio Engineer, incorporating Wire-
less Engineer, and included in the March, 1959 issue of that journal. Included with 
the Index is a selected list of journals scanned for abstracting with publishers' 

addresses. 

The equipment and the method of measure-
ment are described. 

534.26 2083 
An Experimental Study of the Scattering of 

Sound in a Turbulent Atmosphere—M. A. 
Kallistratova. (Dokl. A k. Nauk SSSR, vol. 125, 
pp. 69-72; March 1, 1959.) A graph shows the 
dependence of the scattering of sound on the 
turbulence of the atmosphere for scattering 
angle of 25° when the distance between the 
emitter and receiver is 40 meters. 

534.6-8:621.385.83:537.228.1 2084 
Results Obtained in the Construction of an 

Electronic Ultrasonic Image Converter—W. 
Freitag and H. J. Martin. (Acustica, vol. 8, no. 
4, pp. 197-200; 1958. In German.) In the ultra-
sonic image converter described, the sound 
waves impinge on a piezoelectric plate which is 
scanned by an electron beam. The resulting 
signal is amplified and applied to a crt where 
it is displayed as an image of the object under 
test in the ultrasonic field. 

534.6-8:621.395.625.3 2085 
A Magnetic-Tape Recorder for Ultrasonic 

Frequencies—H. Lennartz. (Elektron. Rand-
schau, vol. 12, pp. 170-172; May, 1958.) An 
adaptor unit for tape recorders is described 
which is capable of recording or reproducing 
frequencies in the range 0.5-120 kc at a tape 
speed of 30 inches per second. 

534.76:061.3 2086 
Convention on Stereophony—( Wireless 

World, vol. 65, pp. 239-241; May, 1959.) A 
report of some of the papers read and equip-
ment demonstrated at the LEE Convention 
held in London, March 19-20, 1959. 

534.782:621.396.41 2087 
Simple Multiplex Vocoder—Billings. (See 

2394.) 

534.784 2088 
Measurements of Pitch Distribution in the 

German Language—W. Rappaport. (A custica, 
vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 220-225; 1958.) Report on 
statistical measurements made with a specially-
developed pitch recorder. 

534.839 2089 
Analysis of Impact Noise—F. M. Savage. 

(Electronic Engrg., vol. 31, pp. 200-203; April, 
1959.) An instrument is described for measuring 
electronically the peak intensity of dangerous 
impact noises. The time taken to do this is 50 

µsec. 

534.845 2090 
Investigations of the Influence of Self 

Resonances of Measurement Chambers on the 
Results of Sound Insulation Measurements— 
M. Heckl and K. Seifert. (Acustica, vol. 8, no. 
4, pp. 212-220; 1958. In German.) 

534.88:534.15 2091 
Portable Instrument for Locating Noise 

Sources in Mechanical Equipment—D. A. 
Gilbrech and R. C. Binder. (J. Acoust. Soc. 
Am., vol. 30, pp. 842-846; September, 1958.) 
A description of a direction finder sensitive to 
the correlation between signals received by two 
microphones of a directional array. 

621.395.61 2092 
The Theory of the Cardioid Microphone— 

I. P. Valk& (Hochfreq. and Elektroak., vol. 66, 
pp. 185-188; May, 1958.) The combined 
pressure-type and differential microphone is 
represented by a three-pole network consisting 
of three mechanical or acoustic impedances. 

621.395.61.089.6 2093 
Equipment for the Absolute Calibration of 

Microphones of the Acoustics Department of 
C.N.E.T.—P. Riety. (Ann. Télécommun., vol. 
13, pp. 16-34; January/February, 1958.) 
Thermophone, reciprocity, electrostatic-grill, 
Rayleigh-disk and pistonphone methods are 
described. 

621.395.614 2094 
The Gradient Receiver for Intercommuni-

cation Installations—C. Smetana. (Hochfreq. 
and Elektroak., vol. 66, pp. 179-185; May, 
1959.) The suppression of acoustic feedback by 
means of differential microphones is discussed 
(see also 1757 of June). A first-order gradient 
crystal microphone is described and details are 
given of the suitable positioning of loudspeaker 
and microphone; results of tests under oper-
ating conditions in an intercommunication net-
work are summarized. 

621.395.623.7 + 621.395.625.3): 061.4 2095 
London Audio Fair—( Wireless World, vol. 

65, pp. 225-227; May, 1959.) A review of some 
of the new equipment on show in London. 
April 2-6, 1959. 

621.395.625:681.84.081 2096 
New Electromechanical Two-Component 

Transducer for Stereophonic Recording by the 
Sound-on-Disk Method—H. Redlich and H. J. 
Klemp. (Telefunken Z., vol. 31, pp. 75-81; June. 
1958. English summary, p. 135.) The design of 
a cutter head for single-groove stereophonic 
recording on disks is described. 
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ANTENNAS AND TRANSMISSION LINES 

621.372 2097 
An Investigation of the Excitation of Radi-

ation by Surface Waves—K. P. Sharma. (Prot. 
IEE, pt. B, vol. 106, pp. 116-112; March, 
1959.) The excitation of radiation at a disconti-
nuity in surface reactance, and at the edge of 
a metallic strip above a reactive surface, is 
studied by a graphical method. Both disconti-
nuities cause appreciable radiation, but the 
radiation from a change in surface reactance is 
confined to a narrower angle above the surface 
than that excited at the edge of a metallic strip. 

621.372 2098 
The Power Radiated by a Surface 

Circulating around a Cylindrical Surface— 
H. E. M. Barlow. (Proc. IEE, pt. B, vol. 106, 
pp. 180-185; March, 1959.) An analysis of the 
radiation from a wave on a highly-reactive 
supporting surface of cylindrical form. When 
the surface has a finite loss, there is a particu-
lar radius of curvature for which the surface 
wave progresses for a limited distance without 
attenuation. 

621.372.029.6:535.8 2099 
Optical Techniques at Microwave Fre-

quencies—A. F. Harvey. (Proc. SEE, pt. B, 
vol. 106, pp. 141-157; March, 1959.) A sum-
mary of optical techniques applied in radiation 
and diffraction, artificial dielectrics, surface re-
flection, and instruments which are especially 
useful at millimeter wavelengths. 162 refer-
ences. 

621.372.2 2100 
The Influence of the Dielectric on the Phase 

Constants of the Spatial Harmonics of a Helix 
—V. P. Kiryushin. (Radiotekh. Elektron., vol. 2, 
pp. 901-911; July, 1957.) An approximate 
theory of the tape helix is derived from the dis-
persion equation for a helix surrounded by a 
dielectric cylinder of finite thickness. Good 

agreement is obtained between the calculated 
values of the dielectric effect for the first inverse 
harmonic and the measured values for a twin 
helix made of round wire and secured by means 
of a quartz tube. 

621.372.2-419 2101 
Nonuniformities in Laminated Transmis-

sion Lines—G. Raisbeck. (Bell Sys. Tech. J., 
vol. 38, pp. 477-516; March, 1959.) The effect 
of certain nonuniformities has been calculated 
by a perturbation method. These include vari-
ation of radius of curvature, systematic vari-
ation of effective dielectric constant and ran-
dom variation in layer thickness. 

621.372.2-419 2102 
An Experimental Clogston 2 Transmission 

Line—R. A. King. (Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 38, 
pp. 517-536; March, 1959.) The construction 
and termination of a laminated conductor of 
100 concentric layers are described. Measure-
ments of the mode pattern and attenuation as 
a function of frequency up to 25 mc were made. 

621.372.8 2103 
Propagation in Discontinuous Periodic 

Structures and its Application to Waveguides— 
M. Jouguet. (Cables & Transm., vol. 12, pp. 23-
36; January, -1958.) 

621.372.8: 537.56 2104 
Wave Propagation in a Plasma Cable with 

External Magnetic Field—G. Bittner. (Z. 
angew. Phys., vol. 10, pp. 117-122; March, 
1958.) Phase velocity and attenuation of em 
waves at frequencies in the range 30-1000 mc, 
and the characteristic impedance between 30 
and 300 mc, were measured in a coaxial system 
consisting of the plasma in a gas-discharge tube 
as center conductor and a brass outer conduc-
tor slotted to accommodate a sliding probe. 

Tests were made with and without a magnetic 
field applied parallel to the direction of wave 
propagation. 

621.372.8.001.4(083.74) 2105 
IRE Standards on Antennas and Wave-

guides: Waveguide and Waveguide Component 
Measurements, 1959—(Paoc. IRE, vol. 47, 

pp. 568-582; April, 1959.) Standard 59 IRE 
2.S1. 

621.372.81.09 2106 
Propagation around Bends in Waveguides 

—H. E. M. Barlow. (Proc. IEE, pt. C, vol. 106, 
pp. 11-15; March, 1959.) The use of an in-
homogeneous dielectric to minimize mode 
changes at bends, previously worked out for the 
circular Ho; guide (3037 of 1957), is extended 
to the rectangular Hot guide bent in either the 
H plane or the E plane, and to the dielectric-
coated single-wire waveguide. General require-
ments for smooth propagation are also dis-
cussed. 

621.372.81.09 2107 
Use of Circular Waveguides for Long-

Distance Transmission of Centimetre and 
Millimetre Waves—G. Comte, F. de Carfort, 
A. Ponthus, and M. Paris. (Cables 8e Transm., 
vol. 11, pp. 342-355; October, 1957.) The 
attenuation of Teel waves in guides with iso-
tropic and aeolotropic conductivity is studied 
theoretically and experimentally. 

621.372.821 2108 
Parallel-Plate Transmission Systems for 

Microwave Frequencies—A. F. Harvey. (Proc. 
SEE, pt. B, vol. 106, pp. 129-140; March, 
1959.) A survey of the various types of parallel-
plate or strip lines and their basic characteris-
tics. A photo-etching process for manufacture 
is outlined. 67 references. 

621.372.821 2109 

Propagation in Ferrite-Filled Microstrip— 
M. E. Brodwin. (IRE TRANS. ON M ICROWAVE 
THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, VOL MTT-6, pp. 
150-155; April, 1958. Abstract, PROC. IRE, 
vol. 46, p. 1328; June, 1958.) 

621.372.826 2110 
The Launching of Radial Cylindrical Sur-

face Waves by a Circumferential Slot—J. 
Brown and K. P. Sharma. (Proc. IEE, pt. B, 
vol. 106, pp. 123-128; March, 1959.) The 
launching efficiency is investigated theoreti-
cally and experimentally. The radius of the slot 
has a small effect on the efficiency. An optimum 
value of 68 per cent is found with a slot of 2-cm 
radius above a 58-0 reactive surface. 

621.372.83 2111 
The Transformation of Admittance through 

a Matching Section and Lossless Waveguide 
Junction—J. R. G. Twisleton. (Proc. IEE, pt. 
B, vol. 106, pp. 175-179; March, 1959.) 

621.372.832.43 2112 
Properties and Design of Long-Slot Direc-

tional Couplers—E. Schuon. (Arch. elekt. 
übertragung, vol. 12, pp. 237-243; May, 1958.) 
The coupler is considered as a single waveguide 
in which two types of field distribution exist, 
and the boundary conditions at the input of 
the coupler are satisfied by superimposing the 
two types of field. Coupling and directivity 
factors are obtained in terms of cutoff wave-
lengths determined by analog measurements. 

621.372.832.8:538.632:537.311.33 2113 
The Hall-Effect Circulator—a Passive 

Transmission Device—W. J. Grubbs. (Pacic. 
IRE, vol. 47, pp. 528-535; April, 1959.) Three-

part nonreciprocal Hall-effect devices have been 
made which circulate dc and ac signals in 
either a clockwise or anticlockwise sense. For-

ward losses of 17 db and reverse losses of 61 
db have been obtained, giving a transmission 
ratio of 44 db. It is shown that the minimum 
possible forward loss for a Hall-effect circulator 
is 8.4 db. 

621.372.852.2 2114 
A New Class of Broad-Band Microwave 90-

Degree Phase Shifters—B. M. Schiffman. 
(IRE TRANS. ON M ICROWAVE THEORY AND 
TECHNIQUES, vol. MTT-6, pp. 232-237; April, 
1958. Abstract, PROC. IRE, vol. 46, pp. 1329-
1330; June, 1958.) 

621.372.852.22 2115 
Calculation of Phase Shifts of Gyrotropic 

Inhomogeneities in a Waveguide using a 
Perturbation Method—V. V. NikorakiI. 
(Radiotekh. Electron., vol. 2, pp. 833-842; July, 
1957.) A mathematical analysis of wave-
guides of rectangular and circular cross section 
containing ferrite rods, ferrite spheres or dia-
phragms. Inhomogeneities in a coaxial line are 
also examined. 

621.372.852.22 2116 
Circular Waveguide Partially Filled with 

Ferrite as a Slow-Wave Structure—R. G. 
Mirimanov and Yu. V. Anisimova. (Radio-
tekh. Electron., vol. 2, pp. 843-855; July, 1957.) 
A theory is evolved for a waveguide with 
ideally-conducting walls covered on the inside 
by a layer of a gyromagnetic material of arbi-
trary thickness. A dispersion equation is de-
rived which can be applied to a wide range of 
waveguides. The physical properties of a wave-
guide and its delay system are examined and 
some of their characteristics are determined. 

621.372.86 2117 
Rotating-Loop Reflectometer for Wave-

guide—P. J. Houseley. (PROC. IRE, vol. 47, 
pp. 585-586; April, 1959.) 

621.396.67:537.226 2118 
Some Investigations on Dielectric Aerials: 

Part 3—B. R. Rao, R. Chatterjee, and S. K. 
Chatterjee. (J. Indian Inst. Sci., sect. B, vol. 
39, pp. 143-155; October, 1957.) Two theories 
for the radiation of a dielectric rod antenna 
excited in the Hell mode have been verified 
experimentally using a perspex rod of length 
2X0-10X0 and diameter 0.54 Part 2: ibid., vol. 
39, pp. 134-140; July, 1957. See 1030 of 1958 
(Chatterjee and Chatterjee). 

621.396.67.029.63:621.372.51 2119 
A Quadruplexer Allowing the Simultaneous 

Transmission of Two Complete Television Sta-
tions using a Common Antenna—G. B. Mac-

Kimmie. (Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, 
pp. 787-791; January, 1959.) Shows how 
sound- and vision-frequency signals of two 
television transmitters, on bands 4 and 5 re-
spectively, were combined and made to radiate 
from a single antenna originally designed for 
band 4. 

621.396.677:621.396.933.2 2120 
A New Method of Generating a Rotating 

Radiation Polar Diagram—H. W. Hawkes. 
(Proc. IEE, pt. B, vol. 106, pp. 158-169; 
March, 1959.) A rotating antenna array of 
small dimensions is coupled electrically to a 
static array of large dimensions acting as the 
final radiator. The application of the technique 
in a new and more accurate form of VHF omni-
range system (Vorac) is described. 

621.396.677:621.396.965.4 2121 
A Microwave Antenna with Rapid Saw-

tooth Scan—J. S. Foster. (Can. J. Phys., vol 
36, pp. 1652-1660; December, 1958.) An ac-

count of the development of the Foster an-
tenna. Two systems are described, one with 
maximum angular scan of 45° and the other 
80°. See also 1331 of 1957 (Honey and Jones). 
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621.396.677:621.397.62 2122 
A Second Band-III Programma— The 

Aerial Problem—F. R. W. Strafford. (Wireless 
World, vol. 65, pp. 235-238; May, 1959.) Con-
tinuation of 1775 of June. The efficiency of con-
ventional Vagi arrays used in primary or 
fringe areas is shown to be poor when the oper-
ating frequency is separated by two or three 
channels from the optimum frequency. 
Stacked-dipole and corner-reflector wide-band 
antennas are shown to have satisfactory elec-
trical characteristics, but have attendant 
mechanical problems due to their large size. 

621.396.677.85 2123 
Theory of Reflection from the Rodded-

Type Artificial Dielectric—A. Carne and J. 
Brown. (Proc. IRE., pt. B, vol. 106, pp. 107-
114; March, 1959. Discussion, pp. 114-115.) An 
artificial dielectric having a wave impedance 
equivalent to that of free space is described in 
which an array of thin conducting wires is 
located parallel to the electric field of the inci-

dent wave. Results are given which show good 
agreement with theory. 

621.396.677.852:621.396.965.4 2124 
The Use of Dispersive Artificial Dielectrics 

in a Beam-Scanning Prism—J. S. Seeley and 
J. Brown. (Proc. IEE, pt. B, vol. 106, pp. 93-
102; March, 1959. Discussion, pp. 114-115.) 
Beam scanning is achieved by using an FM 
signal and two types of dispersive dielectric. 
One consists of an array of rods, and the other 
of an array of sheets containing a pattern of 
resonant slots. Experimental values of the 
electrical constants of the arrays are given with 
details of the design of the prism. 

621.396.677.852:621.396.965.4 2125 
The Quarter-Wave Matching of Dispersive 

Materials—J. S. Seeley. (Proc. LEE, pt. B, 
vol. 106, pp. 103-106; March, 1959. Discussion, 
pp. 114-115.) "Reflections from the surfaces 
of dispersive materials used in broad-band 
antenna systems are highly frequency-depend-
ent. A technique for matching such materials is 
described, and results are included of a suc-
cessful application to the input surface of a 
dispersive prism." 

AUTOMATIC COMPUTERS 

681.142 2126 
A New Concept in Computing—R. L. 

Wigington. (PROC. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 516-523; 
April, 1959.) The phase of a sine-wave signal 
is used as an information-bearing medium 
which, together with majority logic, permits 
the realization of logic operations. Nonlinear 
reactances are employed. Computing can be 
carried out more rapidly than by present tech-
niques if microwave frequencies are used. 

681.142 2127 
A New High-Speed Digital Technique for 

Computer Use—D. Eldridge. (Proc. IEE, pt. B, 
vol. 106, pp. 229-236; March, 1959. Discussion, 
pp. 237-239.) Square-loop ferrite cores and 
transistors are used, operating at digit rates of 
500 kc. Only two low-voltage dc supplies are 
required and the system is not critically de-
pendent on voltage and component variations. 

681.142 2128 
The Automatic Computing Engine at the 

National Physical Laboratory—J. H. Wilkinson 
and D. W. Davies. (Nature, (London), vol. 183, 
pp. 22-23; January 3, 1959.) 

681.142 2129 
Digital Memory System keeps Circuits 

Simple—T. C. Chen and O. B. Stram. (Elec-
tronics, vol. 32, pp. 130-135; March 13, 1959.) 
A magnetic disk memory of 50- to 100-words 
capacity using simple control and selection cir-

cuits. 

681.142 2130 
A General Approach for Obtaining Tran-

sient Response by the use of a Digital Com-
puter—P. E. Lego and T. W. Sze. (Commun. 
and Electronics, no. 40, pp. 1031-1036; January, 
1959.) Adaptation of digital computers to the 
inverse Laplace transformation process and the 
Fourier integral method is shown to have 
major advantages in determining the transient 
response of linear control systems. 

621.142:538.632 2131 
The Use of Hall Generators in Analogue 

Multipliers—J. Oxenius. (Nachrichlentech. Z., 
vol. 11, pp. 263-268; May, 1958.) Experimental 
equipment incorporating an InAs-crystal Hall 
generator is described. 

681.142: 621.314.7 2132 
Operating Experience with a Transistor 

Digital Computer—R. C. M. Barnes and J. H. 

Stephen. (Proc. IEE, pt. B, vol. 106, pp. 222-
228; March, 1959. Discussion, pp. 237-239.) A 
description of the performance of a small 
laboratory-model digital computer over a 
period of a year, with analyses of serviceability 
and transistor failures. The failure rate of point-

contact tiansistors was higher than expected, 
but was of the same order as that quoted by 
other workers for standard thermionic tubes in 
digital computers. 

681.142:621.317.79 2133 
Quadratic Interpolation in Tapped-Potenti-

ometer Function Generators—E. M. Deeley. 
(Proc. IRE, pt. C, vol. 106, pp. 102-107; 
March, 1959.) The quadratic variation of the 
resistance to ground from the slider of an 
auxiliary potentiometer interpolating between 
the tapping points on the function-generating 
potentiometer is utilized to achieve quadratic 
interpolation. 

621.142:621.318.57:621.395.4 2134 
Verification of the Logic Structure of an 

Experimental Switching System on a Digital 
Computer—D. C. Leagus, C. Y. Lee, and G. II. 
Mealy. (Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 38, pp. 467-
476; March, 1959.) "The verification problem 
is concerned with the construction on a com-
puter of a logical program which satisfies all 
the design specifications prescribed for an ex-
perimental switching system and with the 
process of putting calls through the computer 
simulation to evaluate the system's logical 
structure." 

681.142:621.385.832 2135 
Stable High-Speed Digital-to-Analogue 

Conversion for Storage-Tube Deflection— 
C. F. Ault. (Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 38, pp. 445-
465; March, 1959.) Discussion of the design of 
access circuitry for a barrier-grid-tube tempo-
rary storage system which converts a 14-bit 
binary address into the analog voltage neces-
sary to deflect the electron beam to a specific 
storage area defined by the address. A special 
feedback circuit and raster reference tube con-
trol the size and centering of the array of storage 
spots. 

CIRCUITS AND CIRCUIT ELEMENTS 

621.319.4.011.21 2136 
Study of the Impedance of Capacitors as a 

Function of Frequency—J. P. Mayeur. (Cables 
Transm., vol. 11, pp. 22-31; January, 1957.) 

Strip, stacked and disk-type capacitors have 

been studied. The natural resonant frequency 
is almost entirely dependent on the capacitance 
value and the connections. 

621.319.45 2137 
Solid-Electrolyte Tantalum Capacitors— 

R. Aries. (Electronic Engrg., vol. 31, pp. 230-
231; April, 1959.) The manufacturing process is 
described and the temperature characteristics 
and results of life tests are given. 

621.372.01 2138 
Elements of Electronic Circuits: Part 2— 

Clamping or D.C. Restoration—J. M. Peters. 
(Wireless World, vol. 65, pp. 231-232; May, 
1959.) Part 1 : 1795 of May. 

621.372.2.029.6:512.831 2139 
The Physical Realizability of a Microwave 

Junction—G. C. Corazza and G. Zoland. (Note 
Recensioni Notis., vol. 7, pp. 445-449; July/ 
August, 1958.) The conditions are derived 
which must be satisfied by a matrix to represent 
the admittance, impedance or scattering matrix 
of a junction at a given fixed frequency. See 
also 1060 of 1958 (Corazza and Serracchioli). 

621.372.41:621.318.424 2140 
The Ferroresonant Circuit—G. E. Kelly, 

Jr. (Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, pp. 843-
848; January, 1959. Discussion, p. 1061.) A 
theoretical and experimental treatment of the 
resonance obtained by varying the voltage 
applied to a circuit containing an iron-cored in-
ductance. 

621.372.41:621.318.424 2141 
Behaviour of the Ferroresonant Series Cir-

cuit containing a Square-Loop Reactor—R. H. 
Dennard. (Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, 
pp. 903-911; January, 1959.) 

621.372.412.002 2142 
The Present State of Crystal-Resonator 

Techniques—H. Awender. (Nachrichtentech. Z., 
vol. 11, pp. 225-237; May, 1958.) Review of 
production techniques with details of perform-
ance obtained in recent applications of crystal 
resonators in frequency standards, filters and 
delay lines. 112 references. 

621.372.413 2143 
The Expansions of Electromagnetic Fields 

in Cavities—K. Kurokawa. (IRE TRANS. ON 
M ICROWAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, vol. 
MTT-6, pp. 178-187; April, 1958. Abstract, 
PROC. IRE, vol. 46, p. 1329; June, 1958.) 

621.372.414:621.372.8 2144 
Travelling-Wave Resonators—L. J. Milo-

sevic and R. Vautey. (IRE TRANS. ON M ICRO-
WAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, vol. MTT-6, 
pp. 136-143; April, 1958. Abstract, PROC. 
IRE, vol. 46, p. 1328; June, 1958.) See also 
1325 of 1956 (Sferrazza). 

621.372.5 2145 
Gyrators and Nonreciprocal Systems—M. 

Prudhun. (Câbles irs* Transm., vol. 11, pp. 66-
73; January, 1957.) Discussion of the condi-
tions necessary for a linear four-terminal net-
work containing only passive elements and 
gyrators, to have different attenuations in 

either direction. 

621.372.5 2146 
A New Synthesis Procedure for Two-

Terminal-Pair Networks using the Symmetri-
cal Lattice Structure—S. S. Forte. (Proc. 
IRE, pt. C, vol. 106, pp. 112-114; March, 
1959.) 

621.372.5 2147 
Synthesis of LC Networks—J. T. Allanson. 

(Electronic Radio Engrg., vol. 36, pp. 182-184; 
May, 1959.) "A method is outlined for the 
synthesis of certain voltage transfer functions 
by means of asymmetrical, balanced W net-
works terminated at the load end by a resist-
ance." 

621.372.5:621.376.3 2148 
A Simplified Analysis of Transients in 

Linear Circuits caused by the Frequency Mod-
ulation of an Input Signal—V. G. Segalin. 
(Radiotekh. Electron., vol. 2, pp. 856-869; 
July, 1957.) A simplified method of investiga-
tion of transients is described with the intro-
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duction of the concept of the transmission fre-
quency coefficient. An explanation is provided 
for the mechanism of dependence of the time 
constant of the frequency transient on the fre-
quency of modulation of the input signal. The 
frequency coefficients of transmission for 
aperiodic and differentiating circuits are also 
considered. 

621.372.5.029.64 2149 
Wave Matrices of a Quadripole—L. P. 

Yavich. (Radiotekh. Electron., vol. 2, pp. 870-
882; July, 1957.) The use of scattering and 
transmission matrices for cm-wave quadripoles 
is considered and the essential properties of 
these wave matrices are determined. The 
method is illustrated by a practical example 
in which an examination is made of the modu-
lus and phase of the reflection coefficient of a 
waveguide filter consisting of two equal in-
homogeneities and separated by a section of 
waveguide propagating an Hu) wave 

621.372.54 2150 
Interchange of Infinite-Attenuation Ele-

ments in Ladder Filter Structures—J. E. Colin. 
(Câbles 8r Transm., vol. 12, pp. 10-22; January, 
1958.) Formulas are given for interchanging 
series antiresonant and shunt resonant cir-
cuits. 

621.372.54 2151 
Branched Filters—J. Oswald. (Cables 

Transm., vol. 12, pp. 37-39; January. 1958.) 
The theories of Cauer and Piloty relating to 
constant-impedance branched networks are 
supplemented and applied using image-attenu-
ation functions instead of Cauer's insertion-loss 
function. An eight-terminal network using two 
low-pass and two high-pass filters without a 
differential transformer is described. 

621.372.54 2152 
The Reactance Transformation of Low-Pass 

into Band-Pass Ladder Networks—A. Ahaeie. 
(Arch. elekt. Übertragung, vol. 12, pp. 203-208; 
May, 1958.) The low-pass network is sub-
divided into quadripole elements which are 
then combined to form the band-pass network. 

621.372.54 2153 
Development of Filter Technique in France 

during the Last Ten Years—J. E. Colin. (Câbles 
Transm., vol. 11, pp. 302-313; October, 

1957.) 

621.372.54:534.1 2154 
Flexural Vibrations in Mechanical Filters— 

M. Beirner. (Telefunken Z., vol. 31, pp. 115-123, 
188-196; June and September, 1958. English 
summary, pp. 137-138, 206.) Matrix methods 
are used for calculating the characteristics of 
flexural vibrations in rods, and the results 
are compared with those measured by an ex-
perimental method described. The design of 
mechanical filters with torsional and longi-
tudinal vibrations and free from flexural waves 
is discussed. 

621.372.543.2:538.652 2155 
Mechanical Filters for Communications 

Technique—M. &timer, E. Kettel, and H. 
Ohnsorge. (Telefunken Z., vol. 31, pp. 105-114; 
June, 1958. English summary, p. 137.) The 
principle of operation and the design of filters 
consisting of magnetostrictive transducers and 
mechanical resonators are described. Details 
are given of a 525-kc IF band filter and a 
SSB filter for a carrier frequency of 200 kc. 

621.372.543.3:621.375.4 2156 
Transistor Active Filters using Twin-T 

Rejection Networks—A. E. Bachmann. (Proc. 
IEE, pt. B, vol. 106, pp. 170-174; March, 
1959.) 

621.372.6 2157 
A Topological Investigation of Network 

Determinants—P. R. Bryant. (Proc. IEE, 
pt. C, vol. 106, pp. 16-22; March, 1959.) The 
main result gives the determinant of the nodal 
admittance matrix of an RIX network without 
mutual inductance or ideal transformers. 

621.372.6:621.3.018.1 2158 
The Practical Design of Two-Phase Net-

works—G. Wunsch. (Nachrichteniech Z., vol. 8, 
pp. 154-158; April, 1958.) An example illustrat-
ing the theory given in 395 of 1958. 

621.372.62:621.317.727:681.142 2159 
Linear Multitapped Potentiometers with 

Loaded Outputs—K. C. Garner. (Electronic 
Engrg., vol. 31, pp. 192-199; April, 1959.) "An 
analysis of multitapped linear potentiometers 
is given for the type in which shunt resistors 
are connected between adjacent tapping points 
and in the presence of an output load resist-
ance." 

621.373.42.029.4 2160 
A Simple Very-Low-Frequency Oscillator— 

J. F. Young. (Electronic Engrg., vol. 31, pp. 
218-220; April, 1959.) Amplitude limitation is 
effected by a Zener diode and a selective circuit 
filters out the resulting harmonics, giving am-
plitude stabilization that is not frequency-
selecti ve. 

621.373.52:621.374 2161 
Transistorized Generator for Pulse Circuit 

Design—L. Neumann. (Electronics, vol. 32, 
pp. 47-49; April 3, 1959.) The generator pro-
duces pulses of 25-35-meec duration at repeti-
tion frequencies from 3 to 20 mc. The maximum 
amplitude is 2 volts into a 50-libad. Type-2 
N501 switching transistors are used. 

621.373.52:621.396.66 2162 
Transistor Phase-Locked Oscillators— 

K. A. Edwards, O. Golubjatnikov, and D. J. 
Brady. (Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, pp. 
1043-1051; January, 1959.) An analysis fol-
lowed by detailed design data for two systems, 
one operating at 10.5 kc and the other at 30 
mc. 

621.374.3 2163 
Greater Gain Bandwidth in Trigger Cir-

cuits—M. Brown. (Rev. Sci. Instr., vol. 30, 
pp. 169-175; March, 1959.) A special series con-
nection of two tubes produces a gain-band-
width product per stage of up to three times 
that of a conventional amplifier without intro-
ducing the unwanted time delay associated with 
a distributed amplifier. 

621.374.34 2164 
Cathode-Follower for a D.C. Reference 

Level—S. Krishnan. (Electronic Radio Engr., 
vol. 36, pp. 192-193; May, 1959.) Describes the 
use of a cathode follower to provide a variable 
reference-voltage source with a low output 
impedance. 

621.375.024:621.318.43 2165 
Design Criteria for Low-Level Second-

Harmonic Magnetic Modulators—E. J. 
Kletsky. (Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, pp. 
1013-1019; January, 1959.) Detailed analysis 
of a device suitable for low-level dc amplifica-
tion. 

621.375.121.2 2166 
How to Design Pulsed Distributed Ampli-

fiers—S. K. Meads. (Electronics, vol. 32, pp. 
56-58; March 20, 1959.) Principles of operation 
are discussed and basic design equations are 
listed. Details of design procedure and per-
formance of a power amplifier operating around 
200 mc are given. 

621.375.13.01:517.93 2167 
The Effect of Reaction on the Gain of Non-

linear Amplifiers— I. Gumowski. (Ann. Télé-
commun., vol. 13, pp. 45-47; January/ 
February, 1958.) An analysis in which it is 
shown that in certain conditions, the non-
linear differential equation may be reduced to 
a linear equation of infinite order with constant 
coefficients. 

621.375.2.029.3 2168 
Performance of Class-B Audio Amplifiers 

with Random Noise Signals—T. Usher, Jr. 
(Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, pp. 939-943; 
January, 1959.) Two basic limitations on per-
formance are considered; average anode dis-
sipation is the same as that for sinusoidal 
modulation, but the positive-grid operation 
permitted is slightly di.Terent. 

675.221 2169 
Construction of a Logarithmic Wide Band 

Amplifier—H. Schwahn. (Nachrichteniech Z., 
vol. 8, pp. 158-167; April, 1958.1 The equip-
ment described has a gain of about 1000. Am-
plification is linear for input voltages up to I 
mv, and proportional within + 0.5 db to the 
logarithm of the input voltage from 1 mv to 10 
volts. Frequency response is linear from 50 cps 
to 100 kc. 

621.375.3 2170 
"Variable-µ" Magnetic Amplifier—C. C. 

White'teid. ( Wireless World, vol. 65, pp. 219-
224; May, 1959.) A method is described for 
varying the current gain by means of a vari-
able impedance in parallel with the feedback 
rectifiers. 

621.375.3 2171 
Volt-Second Transfer Efficiency in Fast-

Response Magnetic Amplifiers: Part 1— 
N2/R and Control—T. J. Pula. (Commun. and 
Electronic, no. 40, pp. 861-867; January, 
1959.) Analysis for the case of finite control-
circuit resistance and nonkleal core character-
istics. N2/R, defined as the summation of the 
quotients of the square of the number of turns 
and the circuit resistance for all control cir-
cuits, is shown to be a basic reactor parameter. 

621.375.3 2172 
On Feedback in Magnetic Amplifiers: Part 

1—Single Feedbacks—L. A. Finzi and J. J. 
Suozzi. (Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, pp. 
1019-1030; January, 1959. Discussion, pp. 
1030-1031.) Feedback configurations associ-
ated with two-core full-wave self-saturating 
amplifiers are analyzed and compared. 

621.375.3:621-526 2173 
Magnetic Amplifiers for Servo Systems— 

S. Davis. (Electronics, vol. 32, pp. 134-135; 
March 13, 1959.) Tabulated comparison of 
seven different combinations of push-pull mag-
netic-amplifier units. 

621.375.3:621.318.57:621.314.7 2174 
Linear Power Amplifiers using Dynistors 

or Trinistors—F. J. Hierholzer, Jr. (Comm un . 
and Electronics, no. 40, pp. 892-898; January, 
1959.) The use of two-or three-terminal semi-
conductor switching devices with a pulse net-
work in series with the output of a magnetic-
amplifier transducer, acting as an amplitude/ 
phase converter, is described. These ampli-
fiers are much smaller than conventional mag-
netic amplifiers of comparable maximum out-
put power. Resistive or inductive loads can be 
used. 

621.375.4: 621.395.625.3: 621.3.087.9 2175 
Transistor Amplifier for Magnetic Tape and 

Drum Playback—A. E. Bachmann. (Electronic 
Engrg., vol. 31, pp. 213-217; April, 1959.) The 
amplifier operates from a 2-mv input over the 
range 2-400 kc and from 0°C to + 70°C. Rise 
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time of the output pulse is less than 1 µsec. 
Details are given of the design and full per-

formance. 

621.375.4.024:621-526 2176 
A Stable Direct-Coupled Transistor Servo 

Preamplifier—A. N. DeSautels. (Commun. and 
Electronics, no. 40, pp. 943-947; January, 1959.) 
Capable of dc operating-point stability and 

high gain at > 125°C. 

621.375.9:538.569.4.029.6 2177 
The Three-Level Solid-State Travelling-

Wave Maser—R. W. DeGrasse, E. O. Schulz-
DuBois, and H. E. D. Scovil. (Bell Sys. Tech. 
J., vol. 38, pp. 305-334; March, 1959.) Theo-
retical comparison is made between the char-
acteristics of the traveling-wave maser and 
those of the cavity maser and the general re-
quirements for slow-wave structures are dis-

cussed. Theoretical analysis and experimental 
results are presented for the comb-in-wave-
guide slow-wave structure. 

621.375.9:538.569.4.029.6 2178 
A U.H.F. Ruby Maser—C. K. Wessel. 

(Prtoc. IRE, vol. 47, p. 590; April, 1959.) The 
maser is tunable over the range 380-450 mc 
and consists of a ruby crystal at the center of a 
teflon-loaded cavity which is excited in a TEon 

pump mode. 

621.375.9:538.569.4.029.6:536.8 2179 
Three-Level Masers as Heat Engines— 

Scovil and Schulz-DuBois. (See 2212.) 

621.375.9: 538.569.4.029.6 : 621.317.3 2180 
Calculation and Measurement of the Noise 

Figure of a Maser Amplifier—Helmer and 

Muller. (See 2343.) 

621.375.9 : 538.569.4.029.63 2181 
Stimulated R.F. Amplifiers Working on 

Hyperfine Levels of Paramagnetic Atoms— 
K. A. Valiev and Sh. Sh. Bashkirov. (Zh. Eksp. 
Teor. Fiz., vol. 35, pp. 302-303; July, 1958.) A 
note on the possibility of obtaining signal 
amplification in the frequency range 100 mc - 1 
kmc using crystals of salts containing bivalent 
ions of the Cu°3 isotope. With Ho= 5000 
oersteds, T=2 to 4°K and N = 10 ,, (number of 
paramagnetic ions) the stored energy for one 
pair of hyperfine levels will be of the order of 1 
to 2 ergs. For a pulse duration of 10-4 second 
the output power may reach 10-3 w. 

621.375.9.029.6:621.3.011.23 2182 
Parametric Devices Tested for Phase-

Distortionless Limiting—F. A. Olson, C. P. 
Wang and G. Wade. (Paoc. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 
587-588; April, 1959.) Tests on two devices are 
described: one is a 100-mc amplifier and the 
other an S-band converter; both use variable-

ca pacitance diodes. 

621.375.9.029.6621.3.011.23:621.3 14.63 2183 
Directional-Bridge Parametric Amplifier— 

L. U. Kibler. (Paoc. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 583-584; 
April, 1959.) A description is given of the opera-
tion and performance of a directional bridge 
system using variable-reactance diodes. 

621.375.9.029.64: 538.221 2184 
Gain Measurements on a Pulsed Ferromag-

netic Microwave Amplifier—R. D. Haun, Jr. 
and T. A. Osial. (Paoc. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 586-
587; April, 1959.) The amplifier operates in the 
"quasi-degenerate" mode in which one cavity 
serves as the resonant circuit for both the signal 
and the idle frequency fields. A second cavity 
is used for the pump signal which is pulsed. 

621.375.9.029.64:621.3.011.23 2185 
Low-Noise Parametric Amplifier—R. C. 

Knechtli and R. D. Weglein. (Pam. IRE, vol. 
47, pp. 584-585; April, 1959.) A note of pre-
liminary analytical and experimental results 

obtained with a cavity-type amplifier for the 
S band in which, through variable coupling, 
the effect of diode losses on noise figure can be 
minimized at the expense of pump power. 

621.376.2/.3 2186 
A Comparison of the Transient Response of 

Amplitude-Modulated and Frequency-Modu-
lated Signals—S. J. Cotton. (Proc. IEE, pt. C, 
vol. 106, pp. 91-96; March, 1959.) The per-
formance of RC and RL circuits, filters, and 
transmission lines is analyzed. 

621.376.3:621.385.2 2187 
The Diode Reactance Modulator—G. F. 

Montgomery. (Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, 
pp. 980-983; January, 1959.) A detailed analy-
sis of the control of current through a capacitor 
by one or more diodes. 

621.376.56:621.375.3:621.398 2188 
A Magnetic-Amplifier Commutating and 

Pulse-Width Encoding Circuit—W. H. Lucke. 
(Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, pp. 884-892; 
January, 1959.) Description of a circuit de-
signed for telemetry applications. 

GENERAL PHYSICS 

534.2:537.3 2189 
Acoustoelectric Effect—R. H. Parmenter. 

(Phys. Rev., vol. 113, pp. 102-109; January I, 
1959.) Three general approaches to the theory 
of the effect are discussed, and a development 
of the phenomenological approach is given in 
detail for metals and semiconductors. See 2281 
of 1953. 

535.223:538.566.029.65 2190 
A New Determination of the Free-Space 

Velocity of Electromagnetic Waves—K. D. 
Froome. (Proc. Roy. Soc. A., vol. 247, pp. 109-
122; September 9, 1958.) A full description of 
the experiments briefly described in 2048 of 

1958. 

535.33-1 2191 
The Theory of Interference Modulation for 

Double-Beam Interference—L. Genzel and R. 
,.ber. (Z. angev. Phys., vol. 10, pp. 127-135; 

Nlarch, 1958.) Infrared interferometry is dis-
cussed. See also 88 of 1958 (Strong). 

535.33-1 2192 
Spectroscopy in the Far Infrared by means 

of Interference Modulation—L. Genzel and R. 
Weber. (Z. angew. Phys., vol. 10, pp. 195-199; 
April, 1958.) Practical application of the princi-
ple discussed in 2191 above. 

537.21 2193 
A Simple Method of Calculating Electro-

static Capacity—C. J. Bouwkamp. (Physica, 
Special Issue, vol. 24, pp. 538-542; June 16, 
1958.) Attention is drawn to a simple theorem 
for evaluating the capacitance of certain con-
ductors in free space such as a system of two 
spheres in contact with each other or a "ring 
without hole." 

537.311.1 2194 
Diamagnetism of Conduction Electrons in 

Metals—J. E. Ilebborn and E. H. Sondheimer. 
(Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 2, pp. 150-152; February 
15, 1959.) Calculation made by using a reason-
ably simple form for the field-independent part 
of the susceptibility. 

537.312.62 2195 
A Superconductor in a High-Frequency 

Field—A. A. Abrikosov, L. P. Gor'kov, and 
I. M. Khalatnikov. (Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz., vol. 
35, pp. 265-275; July, 1958.) An equation is 

derived which describes the behavior of a 
superconductor in an HF field, and the fre-
quency and temperature dependence of the im-
pedance of a bulk superconductor are evalu-
ated. 

537.5:061.3 2196 
Electrical Discharges—J. Dutton and E. 

Jones. (Nature, (London), vol. 183, pp. 91-93; 
January 10, 1959.) Report of a Conference 
held by the Physical Society in Swansea, 
September 17-20, 1958. 

537.533 2197 
Theoretical Total-Energy Distribution of 

Field-Emitted Electrons-- R. D. Young. (Phys. 
Rev., vol. 113, pp. 110-114; January 1, 1959.) 

537.533 2198 
Experimental Measurement of the Total-

Energy Distribution of Field-Emitted Electrons 
—R. D. Young and E. W. Mailer. (Phys. Rev., 
vol. 113, pp. 115-120; January 1, 1959.) 

537.533.73:621.317.42 2199 
Magnetic Analysis with Electron Beams— 

S. Yamaguchi. (Z. angew. Phys., vol. 10, pp. 
138-140; March, 1958.) A device based on the 
Lorentz effect is used to estimate remanent 
magnetism. See also 3041 of 1958. 

537.56 2200 
An Extension of Townsend's Approximation 

Formula for Ionization in a Homogeneous 
Electric Field—H. Neu. (Z. Phys., vol. 152, 
pp. 294-305; September 5, 1958.) The use of an 
additional parameter improves the approxima-
tion and extends the range of validity for lower 
field strengths. A general approximation for-
mula is proposed for ionization dependent 
simultaneously on both field strength and 
voltage. 

537.56:538.56 2201 
On the Damping of Electromagnetic Waves 

in a Plasma Situated in a Magnetic Field— 
K. N. Stepanov. (Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz., vol. 35, 
pp. 283-284; July, 1958.) Using expressions 
derived by Sitenko and Stepanov (2418 of 
1957) for the components of the permittivity 
tensor, an expression for the damping coeffi-
cient is obtained. 

537.56:538.566.029.6 2202 
Conductivity of Plasmas to Microwaves— 

P. H. Fang. (Phys. Rev., vol. 113, pp. 13-14; 
January I, 1959.) Plasma conductivities for 
electrons with a Maxwellian energy distribu-
tion are evaluated for the cases in which the 
collision cross section is (a) independent of the 
velocity, and (b) inversely proportional to the 
velocity. The corresponding distribution func-
tions of relaxation times are discussed. 

537.56:538.569.4.029.64 2203 
Microwave Investigation of Disintegrating 

Gaseous Discharge Plasmas—H. J. Oskam. 
(Philips Res. Rep., vol. 13, pp. 335-400, 401-
457; August and October, 1958.) The phenome-
non of afterglow is investigated both theoreti-
cally and experimentally by considering the 
shift of the resonance frequency of a micro-
wave cavity enclosing the plasma. Measure-
ments using binary gas mixtures show the pro-
duction of a considerable number of atomic 
ions of the admixture even at low concentra-
tions. The process concerned in helium-neon is 
a charge-transfer one between a He2+ ion and 
a neon atom, the relevant cross section being 
Qe, ee 1.5X 10-,5cm2. In other mixtures, the 
atomic ions are produced by the Penning effect 
and possibly the charge transfer process. 

538.566+534.2 2204 
Guided Propagation in a Slowly Varying 

Medium—D. E. Weston. (Proc. Phys. Soc., 

vol. 73, pp. 365-384; March 1, 1959.) Formulas 
are derived for the propagation of elastic or 
em waves in a variable stratified medium, with 
particular application to underwater sound 
transmission. 
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538.566 2205 
Absorption of Electromagnetic Waves by 

means of Lossy Resonant Slots—F. Wieck-
horst. (Z. angew. Phys., vol. 10, pp. 173-178; 
April, 1958.) Very thin microwave absorbers 
can be constructed by using a sheet of resistive 
material with tuned slots at a distance «X/4 in 
front of a metal plate. The bandwidth can be 
increased by the insertion of a grid of dipoles. 
and the effects of polarization are minimized if 
circular slots are used. See also 1846 of June 
(Schmitt and Futtermenger). 

538.566:535.42 2206 
Phase Object Diffraction Patterns in Micro-

scopes and Microwave Fields—O. Bryngdahl 
and E. Ingelstam. (Physica, Special Issue, vol. 
24, pp. 445-456; June 16, 1958.) Optical phase 
diffraction patterns are interpreted by analogy 
with patterns obtained by a microwave tech-
nique at 5.15 cm X. 

538.567.4 2207 
Velocity Modulation of Electromagnetic 

Waves—F. R. Morgenthaler. (IRE TRANS. ON 
M ICROWAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, vol. 
M TT-6, pp. 167-172; April, 1958. Abstract, 
PROC. IRE, vol. 46, p. 1329; June, 1958.) 

538.569.3 2208 
Propagation of an Electromagnetic Impulse 

in a Medium with Dielectric Losses—M. Cotte. 
(Comp. rend. Acad. Sci., Paris, vol. 247, pp. 
1324-1327; October 27, 1958.) 

538.569.4:535.34:621.372.413 2209 
High-Q Stark Cavity Absorption Cell for 

Microwave Spectrometers—A. Dymanus. (Rev. 
Sci. Instr., vol. 30, pp. 191-195; March, 1959.) 
Design, description and performance data are 
given of a large pillbox-shaped Stark cavity 
absorption cell for the 1.25-cm X region. The 
cavity can be used in any TE0,,,i mode with m 
ranging from about 5 to 12. 

538.569.4:538.221 2210 
Theory of the Anisotropy of the Width of 

Ferromagnetic Resonance Absorption Lines— 
G. V. Skrotskii and L. V. Kurbatov. (Zh. Eksp. 
Teor. Piz., vol. 35, pp. 216-220; July, 1958.) 
The dependence of the width of an RF reso-
nance absorption line on the internal field is 
derived from the Landau-Lifshitz equation, 
and examples of ferrites with single-axis and 
cubic symmetry are examined. 

538.569.4.029.6:535.33 2211 
Microwave Spectrometer tests Electron 

Resonance—R. R. Unterberger. (Electronics, 
vol. 32, pp. 142-144; March 13, 1959.) A 
method of measuring the absorption properties 
of paramagnetic materials in which a sample 
is immersed in a dc field whose strength is 
varied to determine the value at which RF 
energy is absorbed by the sample. 

538.569.4.029.6: 621.375.9: 536.8 2212 
Three-Level Masers as Heat Engines— 

H. E. D. Scovil and E. O. Schulz-DuBois. 
(Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 2, pp. 262-263; March 15, 
1959.) It is shown that a three-level maser can 
be regarded as a heat engine, and its limiting 
efficiency is that of a Carnot engine. The Possi-
bility of treating masers as heat engines repre-
sents a fundamental difference between masers 
and parametric amplifiers. 

538.569.4.029.65 2213 
Absorption and Refraction of Ammonia as 

a Function of Pressure at 6-mm Wavelength— 
F. W. Heineken and A. Battaglia. (Physica, 
vol. 24, pp. 589-603; July, 1958.) Description 
of measurements made using a resonant-
cavity technique. 

539.2:538.221 2214 
Exact Foundations of the Theory of Spin 

Waves—F. Boop and E. Werner. (Z. Phys., 
vol. 151, pp. 10-15; April 9, 1958.) The validity 
of equations of the type of Bloch's spin-wave 
equations is proved for the multi-electron 
problem, disregarding spin interactions. 

539.2:548.0 2215 
Theory of Electron-Phonon Interactions— 

G. D. Whitfield. (Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 2, pp. 
204-205; March I, 1959.) The theory has been 
formulated for nonpolar crystals in terms of a 
new set of basic states whose wave functions 
are essentially Bloch functions that deform 
with the lattice. A result of this is a generaliza-
tion of the deformation potential theorem 
[3032 of 1950 ( Bardeen and Shockley)]. 

GEOPHYSICAL AND EXTRATER-
RESTRIAL PHENOMENA 

523.16 2216 
Possible Mechanism by which Terrestrial 

Corpuscular Radiation Arises in Response to 
the Action of Cosmic Rays—S. N. Vernov, 
N. L. Grigorov, I. P. Tvanenko, A. I. Lebedin-
skit, V. S. Murzin, and A. E. Chudakov. (Dokl. 
Ak. Nauk SSSR., vol. 124, pp. 1022-1025; 
February 11, 1959.) Expressions are derived 
giving the total number of protons and elec-
trons generated per second at the equator in a 
tube of 1 cm2 cross section. The dependence of 
the intensity of the earth's corpuscular radi-
ation on height and latitude is shown graphi-
cally. Experiments show that the intensity 
near the equator is approximately 100 times 
less than that calculated, which indicates the 
existence of supplementary leaks from "mag-
netic traps" especially noticeable at high lati-
tudes. 

523.16: 550.389.2 : 629.19 2217 
Possible Explanation of the Radiation Ob-

served by Van Allen at High Altitudes in Satel-
lites—P. J. Kellogg. (Nuovo Cim., vol. 11, pp. 
48-66; January I, 1959. In English.) The possi-
bility is considered that the radiation is due to 
the decay electrons and protons from neutrons 
produced by cosmic rays and stored in the 
earth's magnetic field. 

523.164 2218 
Radiation Transfer and the Possibility of 

Negative Absorption in Radio Astronomy— 
R. Q. Twiss. (Aust. J. Phys., vol. 11, pp. 546-
579; December, 1958.) Conditions are discussed 
under which negative absorption can arise at 
radio wavelengths, when the medium will be-
have like an amplifier to the incident radiations. 
The necessary conditions can be met in cases 
where the dominant radiation process is due to 
(a) the Cherenkov effect, (b) gyro radiation, or 
(c) synchrotron-type radiation. 

523.164 2219 
Radio Interferometry at Three Kilometres 

Altitude above the Pacific Ocean—G. Reber. 
(J. Geophys. Res., vol. 64, pp. 287-303; March, 
1959.) A Lloyd's mirror type of interferometer 
using the surface of the sea as a mirror is de-
scribed whose effective spacing changes in a 
continuous manner from zero to 6 km during 
about one half hour. The fluctuations caused 
by the ionosphere are discussed and the meas-
urements of the fine structure details of Cassi-
opeia, Cygnus, Hydra, the sun and Jupiter are 
described. 

523.164.3 2220 
A Pencil-Beam Survey of the Galactic Plane 

at 3.5 m—E. R. Hill, O. B. Slee, and B. Y. 
Mills. (Aust. J. Phys., vol. 11, pp. 530-549; 
December, 1958.) "A survey has been made of 
the galactic plane region from 223° through 
the galactic center to 12.13° between b.. +4° 
and - 6°, using the 3.5-meter-X cross-type 
antenna (beamwidth 50 minutes of arc) near 
Sydney. Contour diagrams of brightness tem-

perature have been prepared. The preparation 
of contours is described in detail, and a de-
tailed discussion of the accuracy of the tem-
peratures is given." 

523.164.3 2221 
Radio Emission from the Vela-Puppis 

Region—H. Rishbeth. (Aust. J. Phys., vol. 11, 
pp. 550-563; December, 1958.) 

523.164.4 2222 
The Radio Emission from Centaurus-A and 

Fornax-A—C. A. Shain. (Aust. J. Phys., vol. 
IC pp. 517-529; December, 1958.) 

523.164.4 2223 
A Search for Radio Emission at 3.5 m from 

the Local Supergalaxy—E. R. Hill. (Aust. J. 
Phys., vol. 11, pp. 580-583; December, 1958.) 

523.5 2224 
Approximations for the Electron Density in 

Meteor Trails—A. A. Weiss. (Aust. J. Phys.. 
vol. 11, pp. 591-594; December, 1958.) Im-
proved approximate expressions for describing 
conditions near the point of maximum electron 
density for both fast and slow meteors are 
compared with Herlofsen's exact solution (see 
3401 of 1948). 

523.5:621.396.9 2225 
Oblique Echoes from Over-Dense Meteor 

Trails—L. A. Manning. (J. .4 irnos. Terr. Phys., 
vol. 14, pp. 82-93; April, 1959.) Ray paths 
are computed for waves refracted by meteor 
trails. Curves are derived showing how the 
echo duration depends on the trail orientation; 
these curves show that the sec, 4) law applies 
for overdense trails only if the plane of propa-
gation contains the trail axis. If not, the effec-
tive secant exponent may be as small as 0.3. 
The theory is in agreement with duration 
measurements of McKinley and McNamara 
(923 of 1957) and gives results similar to the 
more complex wave solutions of Keitel (see 234 
of 1956). 

523.5:621.396.9 2226 
Investigation of the Drifts of the Effective 

Point of Radio Reflection along a Meteor 
Train—M. S. Rao and R. L. Armstrong. (Can. 
J. Phys., vol. 36, pp. 1601-1623; December, 
1958.) Experimental evidence is given to 
support the postulate of the drift of the effec-
tive point of reflection along a meteor train 
towards the maximum echo duration level. 
Drift velocities tend to have higher values in 
the case of shorter echo durations and vice 
versa. From theoretical considerations, it is 
predicted that maximum echo durations 
always occur at about 2.46 km below the 
height of maximum ionization. The degree 
of turbulence is considered to be slightly 
greater than that suggested by Manning (2720 
of 1958) but less than that by Booker and 
Cohen (1417 of 1957). See also 3798 of 1958 
(Rao). 

523.53:621.396.9 2227 
The Limitations of Narrow-Beam Radio 

Equipments in the Detection of Weak Meteor 
Showers—A. A. Weiss. (J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., 
vol. 14, pp. 19-30; April, 1959.) Fluctuations 
in background activity, diffuseness of shower 
radiants and the short interval over which some 
showers are active are the chief limitations. A 
significance test for use as a search method for 
weak showers is developed. 

550.384.4 2228 
First Results on the Lunar-Dirunal Vari-

ation of the Horizontal Component of the Geo-
magnetic Field at Tamanrasset—F. Duclaux 
and R. Will. (Conte rend. Acad. Sci., Paris, 
vol. 247, pp. 1220-1222; October 20, 1957.) 
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550.385:551.513 2229 
An Apparent Relationship between Geo-

magnetic Disturbances and Changes in Atmos-
pheric Circulation at 300 Millibars—D. D. 
Woodbridge, N. J. Macdonald, and T. W. 
Pohrte. (J. Geophys. Res., vol. 64, pp. 331-341; 
March, 1959.) "Contour length" and "trough" 
indexes were used as measures of atmospheric 
disturbance over North America and the east-
ern Pacific Ocean. These features were studied 
for periods following geomagnetic disturbances 
from October, 1956 to March, 1957. There 
appears to be a significant relation between geo-
magnetic activity and the development some 
days later of wave phenomena at the 300-mb 
level. 

550.389.2:629.19 2230 
Radio-Electronics and Cosmic Flight— 

(Radiotechnika, Moscow, no. 2, pp. 6-7; Febru-
ary, 1959.) A brief description of the flight of 
the Russian cosmic rocket launched on January 
2, 1959. The scientific equipment carried in the 
361. 3-kg last stage and the possibilities open 
to these rockets for interplanetary space inves-
tigation are also examined. 

550.389.2:629.19 2231 
Study of Cosmic Rays and Terrestrial Cor-

puscular Radiation by Cosmic Rocket—S. N. 
Vernos', A. E. Chudakov, P. V. Vakulov, and 
Yu. I. Logachev. (Dokl. Ak. Nauk SSSR, vol. 
125, pp. 304-307; March 11, 1959.) A pre-
liminary examination of data obtained by the 
cosmic rocket at distances between 8 and 
150 X 103 km from the center of the earth. 
Graphs show that a maximum intensity of ter-
restrial corpuscular radiation is found at a dis-
tance of 26X 103 km, and that at 55X103 km, 
this intensity falls to zero. The density of 
cosmic rays was found by Geiger counter to 
be 2.3 + 0.1 particles/cm, second by scintillation 
counter to be 1.9 particles/cm, second. 

550.389.2:629.19 2232 
Methods for Predicting the Orbits of Near 

Earth Satellites -D. G. King-Hele and 
D. M. C. Walker. (J. Brit. Interplanetary Soc., 
vol. 17, pp. 2-14; January/February, 1959.) 
"Methods are described for predicting the times 
and positions of the daily transits of a satellite 
and the geometry of its orbit. The methods 
depend upon maintaining an accurate record 
of the period of revolution, from which the 
other orbital elements are deduced theoreti-
cally." 

550.389.2:629.19 2233 
The Effect of the Earth's Oblateness on the 

Orbit of a Near Satellite—D. G. King-Hele. 
(Proc. Roy. Soc. A, vol. 247, pp. 49-72; Septem-
ber 9, 1958.) "The equations of motion of a 
satellite in an orbit over an oblate earth in 
vacuo are solved analytically, by a perturbation 
method. The solution applies primarily to 
orbits of eccentricity 0.05 or less. The accuracy 
of the solution for radial distance should then 
be about 0.001 per cent, and the error in angular 
travel about 0.001 per cent per revolution. A 
brief comparison is made between theory and 
observation for Sputniks I and 2." 

550.389.2:629.19 2234 
Earth Oblateness in terms of Satellite 

Orbital Periods—L. Blitzer. (Science, vol. 129, 
pp. 329-330; February 6, 1959.) An equation 
relating the earth's oblateness to the anoma-
listic and nodical periods and orbit parameters 
of a satellite is given. 

550.389.2:629.19 2235 
Changes in the Inclination of Satellite Or-

bits to the Equator—R. H. Merson, D. G. 
King-Hele, and R. N. A. Plimmer. (Nature, 
(London), vol. 183, pp. 239-240; January 24, 
1959.) An extension of earlier investigations 
1792 of March (Xlerson and King-Hele)1, taking 

into account the spread of atmospheric resist-
ance around perigee. See also 1542 of May 
(Bosanquet). 

550.389.2:629.19 2236 
Vanguard Measurements give Pear-Shaped 

Component of Earth's Figure—J. A. O'Keefe, 
A. Eckels, and R. K. Squires. (Science, vol. 129, 
pp. 565-566; February 27, 1959.) Calculations 
indicate that the periodic variations in the 
eccentricity of orbit of satellite 1958/32 can be 
explained by the presence of a third zonal 
harmonic in the earth's gravitational field. 

550.389.2:629.19 2237 
Radio Observations at 20 Mcis of the First 

Russian Earth Satellites—H. K. Paetzold and 
H. Zschórner. (Telefunken Z., vol. 31, pp. 100-
104; June, 1958. English summary, p. 137.) 
Report on observations in Germany of satellites 
1957a and /3. The various types of amplitude 
and bearing fluctuations are interpreted and the 
wave propagation mechanism is discussed. 

550.389.2:629.19 2238 
Radio Observations with Satellite 1958e— 

J. A. Van Allen, C. E. Mcllwain, and G. H. 
Ludwig. (J. Geophys. Res., vol. 64, pp. 271-
286; March, 1959.) The earlier discovery of the 
great radiation belt around the earth has been 
confirmed and extended by the use of improved 
detector equipment. This preliminary report 
suggests that visible auroras and other geo-
physical phenomena are closely related to the 
reservoir of charged particles trapped by the 
earth's magnetic field. 

550.389.2:629.19 2239 
Space Vehicles, Satellites, and Missiles— 

a Symposium—(Elea. Engrg., N. Y., vol. 77, 
pp. 1077-1095; December, 1958.) Verbatim 
report of a symposium sponsored by the Feed-
back Control Systems Committee of the 
A IEE, Buffalo, N. Y., June 22-27, 1958. 

551.510.52: 621.396.9 2240 
Radio Echoes from some Invisible Objects 

in the Troposphere—A. G. Gorelick and V. V. 
Kostarev. (Dokl. Ak. Nauk SSSR, vol. 125, 
pp. 59-61; March 1, 1959.) A regular scanning 
of the troposphere was carried out by the Cen-
tral Aerology Observatory of the USSR from 
1956 to 1958 at 3.2 cm X using a 20-meter para-
bolic reflector and a 100-kw pulse transmitter. 
During the investigation, radio echoes at 
heights up to 7 km were recorded. Film record-
ings show the distribution of echo sources as 
functions of height and time. 

551.510.535 2241 
Variations in Ionospheric F-Region Char-

acteristics—N. M. Brice. (Aust. J. Phys., vol. 
II, pp. 587-591; December, 1958.) Analysis of 
h'f records obtained at Macquarie Island 
(geomagnetic latitude 60°S) since 1950. 

551.510.535 2242 
Study of Horizontal Drifts in the F1 and F2 

Regions of the Ionosphere at Waltair (17°43'N, 
83°18'E, mag. lat. 9°30'N)—B. R. Rao and 
E. B. Rao. (J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., vol. 14, pp. 
94-106; April, 1959.) The diurnal and seasonal 
changes of drifts in the F2 region are given in 
detail. The reversal of direction relative to 
movements at high latitudes is consistent with 
Martyn's drift theory. 

551.510.535 2243 
Some Measurements of Horizontal Move-

ments in Region F2 using Widely Spaced Ob-
serving Stations—L. Thomas. (J. .4tmos. 
Terr. Phys., vol. 14, pp. 123-137; April, 1959.) 
Vertical-incidence recordings at stations some 
200 km apart were compared. The results show 
a correlation between velocity magnitude and 
the degree of magnetic activity, and a positive 
height gradient of velocity. 

551.510.535 2244 
Investigation of the Inhomogeneous Struc-

ture of the F Region of the Ionosphere—E. G. 
Proslikin and B. L. Kashcheev. (Radiolekh. 
Elektron., vol. 2, pp. 819-825; July, 1957.) 
Results of vertical incidence soundings at 
IChar'kov from June 1954 to May 1956 have 
shown that in 90 per cent of cases, the reflec-
tion from the ionosphere has a static character 
and that the regular diurnal and seasonal vari-
ation of the degree of inhomogeneity of the F 
region does not arise. 

551.510.535:523.745 2245 
Geomagnetic Influence on the Fl and F2 

Regions of the Ionosphere—Effect of Solar 
Activity—R. G. Rastogi. (J. Atmos. Terr. 
Phys., vol. 14, pp. 31-40; April, 1959.) Noon 
critical frequencies for the Fi and F2 layers 
are examined for different seasons and levels 
of solar activity. It is found that the Fl layer 
exhibits a geomagnetic control at periods of 
high solar activity only, while the equatorial 
trough in f0F2 is most marked during periods of 
low solar activity. 

551.510.535:550.385 2246 
Geomagnetic Distortion of Region E— 

W. J. G. Beynon and G. M. Brown. (J. Aimos. 
Terr. Phys., vol. 14, pp. 138-166; April, 1959.) 
An analysis of the behavior of the normal E 
region suggests that departures from the classi-
cal Chapman theory can be attributed to verti-
cal drift of ionization resulting from the inter-
action of the geomagnetic field and the Sq-
current system flowing in or near the E region. 
Perturbations of f0E under magnetically-
disturbed conditions and near the auroral zone 
are also discussed. 

551.510.535:550.385.2 2247 
On the Seat of the L Currents causing Geo-

magnetic Tides—K. S. Rajo Rao. (J. Geophys. 
Res., vol. 64, pp. 384-385; March, 1959.) A 
note on some ionospheric and geomagnetic 
data which support the view that the seat of the 
L current system is situated in the F2 layer. 

551.510.535:550.385.4 2248 
A Study of the Morphology of Ionospheric 

Storms—S. Matsushita. (J. Geophys. Res., vol. 
64, pp. 305-321; March, 1959.) A study of 
variations of the maximum electron density in 
the F2 layer for the period 1946-1955 at 38 
stations between 60.4°N and 60.4°S geomag-
netic latitude. Storm-time variations and dis-
turbance daily variations during each six-
hour period were obtained and the changes of 
these with latitude were examined. 

551.510.535: 621.3.087.4 2249 
A Rapid Method of Obtaining Accurate 

Virtual Heights from an Ionogram—W. R. 
Piggott. (J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., vol. 14, pp. 
175-177; April, 1959.) The variation of appar-
rent vertical height with the amplitude of the 
reflected signals depends on constants of the 
equipment. These constants are used to con-
struct a transparent slider which corrects for 
this variation and enables virtual heights to be 
obtained accurately. 

551.510.535:621.396.11 2250 
The Refiezion of Radio Waves from a 

Stratified Ionosphere Modified by Weak Ir-
regularities—M. L. V. Pitteway. (Proc. Roy. 
Soc. A, vol. 246, pp. 556-569; August 26, 1958.) 
"Consideration is given to the scattered wave 
which accompanies reflexion from a stratified 
ionosphere in which there are weak irregulari-
ties. By considering these irregularities to be 
confined to a thin layer near a given height, 
the possibility is examined that they might 
produce considerably enhanced scattering if 
they were situated near the reflexion level cal-
culated on the basis of geometrical optics. It is 
found that they would not have a very much 
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greater effect at this level. It is also shown 
that, if the electron collisioù frequency is of 
the order likely to be encountered in the real 
ionosphere, there would be little enhancement 
lw "resonance" effects of the kind suggested by 
Herlofson (403 of 1952)." 

551.510.535: 621.396.11 2251 
Irregularities in Refraction of Radio Waves 

and Large Inhomogeneities in the Ionosphere 
—V. V. Vitkevich and Yu. L. Kokurin. 
(Radiotekh. Elektron., vol. 2, pp. 826-832; 
July, 1957.) Description of the method and 
results of measurements of the vertical refrac-
tion of radio waves at 4 mX in the ionosphere. 
The irregularities of refraction are produced by 
inhomogeneities of dimensions about 200 km 
in the F region. The diurnal variation of in-
homogeneities is analyzed and it is shown that 
t heir presence is related to solar activity. 

551.510.5,35:621.396.11 2252 
Ionospheric Self-Demodulation and Self-

Distortion of Radio Waves—J. W. King. 
(J. Atmos. Terr. Phys.. vol. 14, pp. 41-49; 
April, 1959.) Demodulation was observed only 
at low modulation frequencies. The magnitude 
of the effect agreed with that predicted by 
theory and was also what would have been ex-
pected from results obtained in cross-modula-
tion experiment s. 

551.594.21 2253 
Preliminary Results of an Experiment to 

Determine Initial Precedence of Organized 
Electrification and Precipitation in Thunder-
storms—B. Vonnegut, C. B. Moore, and A. T. 
Botka. (J. Geophys. Res., vol. 64, pp. 347-357; 
March, 1959.) It is shown that electrification 
of clouds begins before any radar echo is ob-
served; this raises doubts about the assumption 
that precipitation is the primary cause of 
charge generation. 

551.594.5:621.396.9 2254 
Determination of the Angle of Arrival of 

Auroral Echoes—L. Harang and J. Trifeim. (J. 
Almos. Terr. Phys., vol. 14, pp. 107-110; April, 
1959.) An interference method is used at 
Kjeller to measure the angle of arrival, 0, of 
auroral echoes. As Ovaries from 15° to 6.5°, the 
range increases from 400 to 730 km and it is 
shown that the height of the reflection area 
must be 100-120 km. 

551.594.5:621.396.96 2255 
Horizontal Motions in Radar Echoes from 

Aurora—G. F. Lyon and A. Kavadas. (Can. 
J. Phys., vol. 36, pp. 1661-1671; December, 
1958.) Observations at Saskatoon at 48.2 mc 
show a systematic motion of echoes toward the 
west before midnight and toward the east 
after midnight, the mean velocity in either 
direction showing a statistical relation to vari-
ations in the earth's magnetic field. 

LOCATION AND AIDS TO NAVIGATION 

621.396.93 2256 
The Physical Properties of Various 

Cathode-Ray Direction Finders for Short 
Waves—A. Troost. (Telefunken Z., vol. 31, 
pp. 84-89; June, 1958. English summary, pp. 
135-136.) A comparison of the five basic df 
systems in present-day use. The answers to 
questions on suitability and operational facili-
ties are given in tabular form, showing the 
relative advantages of the two-channel system. 

621.396.93 2257 
The Telefunken Short-Wave Cathode-Ray 

Direction Finder—G. Schmucker. (Telefunken 
Z., vol. 31, pp. 90-97; June, 1958. English 
summary, p. 136.) The equipment described 
operates in the range 1.35-25.2 mc. 

621.396.93 2258 
Evaluation Improvement with the Two-

Channel Cathode-Ray Direction Finder—K. 
Baur. (Telefunken Z., vol. 31, pp. 97-99; June, 
1958. English summary, p. 136.) An integrating 
method of eliminating errors in evaluating df 
bearing indications is described. 

621.396.932/.933:061.3 2259 
Convention on Radio Aids to Aeronautical 

and Marine Navigation—(Proc. IEE, Pt. B, 
vol. 105, suppl. no. 9, pp. 193-198; 1958.) The 
following papers were included among those 
read at the LEE Convention held in London, 
March 27-28, 1958. 

a) A Review of Radio Aids to Aeronautical 
and Marine Navigation—C. Williams (pp. 196-
212). Discussion (pp. 212-215). 

Medium and Long-Range Aids: 
b) Survey of Long-Range Radio Naviga-

tion Aids—J. C. Farmer (pp. 216-224). 
c) The Decca Navigator System for Ship 

and Aircraft Use—C. Powell (pp. 225-234). 
d) Doppler Navigation—J. E. Clegg and 

T. G. Thorne (pp. 235-247). 
e) An Airborne Doppler Navigation Equip-

ment—G. E. Beck and T. G. Thorne (pp. 248-
257). 

f) Low-Power C.W. Doppler Navigation 
Equipment—J. E. Clegg and J. W. Crompton 
(pp. 258-265). 

g) The Combination of Inertial Navigation 
and Radio Aids—A. Stratton (pp. 266-276). 
Discussion (pp. 277-283). 

Range and Bearing Systems: 
h) General Aspects of Short-Range Rho-

Theta Systems—C. E. Strong (pp. 284-297). 
i) TACAN: A Navigation System for Air-

craft—W. L. Garfield (pp. 298-306). 
j) Current Direction-Finding Practice— 

H. G. Hopkins and B. G. Pressey (pp. 307-
316). 

k) The Practical Evolution of the Com-
mutated Aerial Direction-Finding System— 
C. W. Earp and D. L. Cooper-Jones (pp. 317-
325). Discussion (pp. 326-332). 

Airfield and Harbor Approach: 
1) A Survey of Approach and Landing Aids 

—W. J. Charnley (pp. 333-343). 
m) Precision Approach Radar—G. J. Moor-

crof t (pp. 344-350). 
n) A Survey of Harbor Approach Aids— 

A. L. P. Milwright (pp. 351-357). 
o) The Application of Radio Altimeters to 

Aircraft Approach and Landing—M. P. G. 
Capelli, A. E. Outten, and K. E. Bucks (pp. 
358-364). Discussion (pp. 365-369). 

Marine and Ground Radar: 
p) Advances in Ground Radar for Civil 

Aviation—E. Eastwood and C. D. Colchester 
(pp. 370-379). 

q) Survey of Recent Developments in 
Marine Radar—A. L. P. Milwright (pp. 380-
384). 

r) A Mathematical Analysis of Collision-
Course Prediction by Doppler Radar—H. R. 
Whitfield and C. M. Cade (pp. 385-391). Dis-
cussion (pp. 392-398). 

621.396.933.2:621.396.677 2260 
A New Method of Generating a Rotating 

Radiation Polar Diagram— Hawkes. (See 2120). 

621.396.96.089.6:621.317.7 2261 
Precision Generator for Radar Range Cali-

bration—Broderick, Hart ke, and Willrodt. 
(See 2353.) 

MATERIALS AND SUBSIDIARY 
TECHNIQUES 

533.5 2262 
Grades of Vacuum in Electronic and Ionic 

Tubes—A. I. Vishnievsky. (J. Indian Inst. 
Sci., sect. B, vol. 40, pp. 139-144; July, 1958.) 
The most important factor that qualifies the 
grade of vacuum is not the pressure of the re-
sidual gases but the ratio of the mean free path 
of the molecules to the distance between the 
cathode and the anode of the device. 

535.215:537.311.33 2263 
Quenching of Photoconductivity and the 

Lifetime of Conduction Electrons—F. Matossi. 
(Z. Phys., vol. 151, pp. 5-9; April 9, 1958.) A 
simple general model is considered with a mini-
mum number of assumptions including that of 
monomolecular transitions. See also 3486 of 
1957. 

535.215:546.431-3 2264 
Exciton-Induced Photoemission from BaO 

near 80°K—E. Taft, H. Philipp, and L. Apker. 
(Phys. Rev., vol. 113, pp. 156-158; January 1, 
1959.) 

535.215:546.482.21 2265 
Analysis of Mixed Ambipolar and Exciton 

Diffusion in CdS Crystals—G. Diemer, G. J. 
van Gurp, and W. Hoogenstraaten. (Philips 
Res. Rep., vol. 13, pp. 458-484, October, 1958; 
vol. 14, pp. 11-28, February, 1959.) A detailed 
report of photodiffusion experiments and of the 
various effects interfering with the interpreta-
tion of the results. In crystals having special 
photoconduction and fluorescence properties, 
excitons can contribute to the diffusion of 
photoconduction over distances of several 
millimeters into nonexcited parts of the crystal. 

535.376:546.472.21 2266 
Particle Size and Efficiency of Electrolumi-

nescent Zinc Sulphide Phosphors—W. Leh-
mann. (J. Electrochem. Soc., vol. 105, pp. 585-
588; October, 1958.) Experimental data show 
that efficiency, i.e., the ratio of brightness to 
electrical power absorption, increases with de-
creasing particle size. 

535.37:1546.482.21+546.472.21 2267 
Polarization of Fluorescence in ZnS and 

CdS Single Crystals—A. Lempicki. (Phys. Rev. 
Lat., vol. 2, pp. 155-157; February 15, 1959.) 

The fluorescence was excited by filtered 3650 À 
radiation incident perpendicularly to the plate-
like surface of the crystals. Simple dipole 
theories fail to account for the results. 

535.37: [546.482.21+546.472.21 2268 
Polarization of Fluorescence in CdS and 

ZnS Single Crystals—J. L. Birman. (Phys. 
Rev. Leu., vol. 2, pp. 157-159; February 15, 
1959.) The 6200 À emission in CdS and 4500 À 
emission in ZnS are interpreted on the basis of 
the Lambe-Klick model (3274 of 1955). 

535.37:546.482.21 2269 
Nature of Blue Edge Emission in CdS—G. 

Diemer and A. J. Van der Houven van Oordt. 
(Physica, vol. 24, pp. 707-708; August, 1958.) 
See also 3106 of 1958 (Diemer, el al.). 

535.37:621.317.39:531.76 2270 
The Measurement of Extremely Short 

Afterglows of Electronically Excited Lumino-
phores—Heine. (See 2350.) 

537.226:537.311.6 2271 
Impedance of Dielectric Layers—P. Winkel 

and D. G. de Groot. (Philips Res. Rep., vol. 
13, pp. 489-498; October, 1958.) Experimental 
results are given to confirm that a correlation 
exists between the real and imaginery compo-
nents of the impedance of a dielectric layer 
as indicated by the general theory on amor-
phous dielectrics of Gevers and du Pre (2798 
of 1947). Oxide layers of Al, Ta and Al-oxide 
layers containing boehmite have been investi-
gated. 

537.226.2:549.514.51 2272 
The Dielectric Properties of Quartz Sands 

at High and Ultra High Frequencies—E. Lob. 
(Z. angel/P. Phys., vol. 10, pp. 178-185; April, 
3/4058.) Measurements were made in the wave-
length range 3 cm-800 meters. 
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537.227 2273 
Radiation Damage Effect in Ferroelectric 

Triglycine Sulphate—A. G. Chynoweth. (Phys. 
Rev., vol. 113, pp. 159-166; January I, 1959.) 

537.227:546.431.824-31 2274 
Effect of Space-Charge Fields on Polariza-

tion Reversal and the Generation of Bark-
hausen Pulses in Barium Titanate—A. G. 
Chynoweth. (J. Ape Phys., vol. 30, pp. 280-
285; March, 1959.) Further experimental in-
vestigation (see also 3488 of 1958) indicates 
that the rate of nucleation of new domains is 
determined by the field near the electrodes 
which, in turn, is the resultant of the applied 
field and a relaxing space-charge field. This 
result follows directly if the Barkhausen pulses 
represent individual nucleations. 

537.227:546.431.824-31:621.318.57 2275 
Pulse Width Dependence of the Switching 

Velocity in BaTiO3 Crystal—K. Husimi and 
K. Kataoka. (J. Ape Phys., vol. 30, pp. 323-
324; March, 1959.) The maximum switching 
velocity is discussed as a function of the applied 
pulse field and the pulse width. 

537.227:546.48.882.5 2276 
The Preparation of Cadmium Niobate by 

an Anodic Spark Reaction—W. McNeill. (J. 
Electrochem. Soc., vol. 105, pp. 544-547; Sep-
tember, 1958.) 

537.228.1:534.133:621.3.029.64 2277 
Piezoelectric Production of Microwave 

Phonons—E. H. Jacobsen. (Phys. Rev. Lett., 
vol. 2, pp. 249-250; March 15, 1959.) Propaga-
tion of elastic waves along a quartz rod at a 
frequency of 9.270 mc has been observed at 
temperatures below 77°K. 

537.228.1:546.482.21 2278 
Some Elastic Properties of Hexagonal 

Cadmium Sulphide—H. Gobrecht and A. 
Bartschat. (Z. Phys., vol. 152, pp. 417-424; 
September 26, 1958.) The resonance frequen-
cies for the thickness-shear mode as a function 
of thickness were determined on synthetic 
single crystals of CdS which are piezoelectric 
(see 1814 of 1954). The temperature coefficient 
of the resonance frequency for this mode is 
negative in the temperature range +20°C to 
-180°C. 

537.311.33 2279 
Correlation between Mobility and Effective 

Mass in Semiconductors—R. W. Keyes. (J. 
Ape Phys., vol. 30, p. 454; March, 1959.) 

537.311.33 2280 
Theory of Transport Phenomena on a Semi-

conductor Surface—G. M. Avak'yants. (/zv. 
Ak. Nauk. Uz. SSR, ser. Fig. Mat. Nauk, 
no. 5, pp. 23-41; 1958.) Mathematical treat-
ment of electrical and thermal conduction and 
different thermal and magnetic effects at the 
surface of a semiconductor. Formulas derived 
are generalized for the case of charge transfer 
when collisions of carriers with the "walls" of 
channels are more frequent than collisions with 
impurities or with lattice vibrations. See also 
3519 of 1954. 

537.311.33 2281 
Properties of a Semiconductor Surface as 

Determined from a Modified Drift-Mobility 
Experiment—N. J. Harrick. (Phys. Rev. Leu., 
vol. 2, pp. 199-200; March 1, 1959.) Informa-
tion may be obtained on the type, barrier po-
tential, relaxation effects, and possibly mo-
bility of the surface. 

537.311.33 2282 
Nonecmilibrium Processes in Impurity 

Semiconductors—V. P. ShabanskiI. (Zh. Eksk. 
Teor. Fig., vol. 35, pp. 143-153; July, 195e 

Analysis is presented of the kinetic equations 
which describe transitions from impurity levels 
to conduction band including the effect of re-
combination and ionization. Expressions are 
derived for the energy and kinetic coefficient 
for cases when the lifetime of electrons in con-
duction bands is determined by photo-recom-
bination and triple-collision recombination 
processes. The equation obtained can be used 
to calculate the electron temperature and 
number of electrons in the conduction band in 
various nonequilibrium processes. 

537.311.33: 538.615 2283 
Zeeman-Type Magnetio-optical Studies of 

Interband Transitions in Semiconductors— 
E. Burstein, G. S. Picus, R. F. Wallis, and F. 
Blatt. (Phys. Rev., vol. 113, pp. 15-33; January 
1, 1959.) In the presence of a magnetic field, 

the quasi-continuous levels of simple energy 
bands coalesce into one-dimensional sub-bands 
and the "time reversal" degeneracy of the 
levels is split. The energy levels are character-
ized by three quantum numbers, details of the 
theoretical treatment being given. The selection 
rules, polarization effects, and the character of 
the absorption spectra for interband transitions 
in the presence of a magnetic field are discussed 
and illustrated by experimental data for Ge 
and InSb. 

537.311.33:539.2 2284 
Vibration Spectra and Specific Heats of 

Diamond-Type Lattices—J. C. Phillips. (Phys. 
Rev., vol. 113, pp. 147-155; January I, 1959.) 

537.311.33:546.23:537.226 2285 
The Dielectric Behaviour of Hexagonal 

Selenium in the Decimetre Wave Range—J. 
Jaumann and E. Neckenbürger. (Z. Phys., vol. 
151, pp. 72-92; April 9, 1958.) Impedance 
measurements were made in the range 312-
4300 mc and the dielectric constant was de-
termined as a function of frequency, tempera-
ture, and annealing time. Results are compared 
with those of other authors. 

537.311.33:1546.28+546.289 2286 
Lattice Vibrations in Silicon and Ger-

manium—B. N. Brockhouse. (Phys. Rev. Lett., 
vol. 2, pp. 256-258; March, 15 1959.) Disper-
sion curves for lattice waves traveling in the 
[001] directions in a Si single crystal are given 
for the various modes of vibration. The results 
are discussed with reference to those of other 
workers, and to similar data on Ge. 

537.311.33:1546.28 +546.289 2287 
Specific Heat of Germanium and Silicon 

at Low Temperatures—P. H Keesom and G. 
Seidel. (Phys. Rev.. vol. 113, pp. 33-39; Janu-
ary 1, 1959.) The specific heats of several sam-
ples of Si have been measured between I.2°K 
and 4.2°K. The Debye characteristic tempera-
ture On at 0°K is estimated to be 636°K. Meas-
urements on Ge between 0.5°K and 4.2°K 
yield 00=363°K. From knowledge of the elec-
tronic specific heat and carrier concentration 
of several degenerate samples of Ge and Si, 
information is deduced concerning the energy 
band structure of the crystals. 

537.311.33: 546.28 2288 
Technique for Preserving Lifetime in Dif-

fused Silicon—S. J. Silverman and J. B. 
Singleton. (J. Electrochem. Soc., vol. 105, pp. 
591-594; October, 1958.) Lifetimes improved 
by a factor of ten can be obtained if, prior to 
diffusion, a metal-silicon liquid phase, acting 
as a getter, is formed on the surface of the 
material. Ni, Ag and Bi have been applied 
independently with comparable results. 

537.311.33:546.28 2289 
Precipitation on a Dislocation—R. Bullough, 

R. C. Newman, J. Wakefield, and J. B. Willis. 
(Nature, (London), vol. 183, pp. 34-35; January 

3, 1959.) A study of the effect of heat treatment 
on Si crystals containing up to 10,, Al atoms/ 
ems. 

537.311.33:546.28 2290 
Gold in Silicon—G. Bemski and J. D. 

Struthers. (J. Electrochem. Soc., vol. 105, pp. 
588-591; October, 1958.) Experimental results 
indicate that changes in electrical character-
istics after heat treatment in excess of 900°C 
are due to the introduction of gold concentra-
tions. These can be removed, preferably by 
a Ni-Si liquidus on the surface of the sample 
(see 2290 above) or by vacuum heat treatment. 

537.311.33: 546.28 2291 
Lattice Vibrations in Silicon by Scattering 

of Cold Neutrons—H. Palevsky, D. J. Hughes, 
W. Kley, and E. Tunkelo. (Phys. Rev. Lett., 
vol. 2, pp. 258-259; March 15, 1959.) 

537.311.33: 546.28 2292 
Density Change in Silicon upon Melting— 

R. A. Logan and W. L. Bond. (J. App!. Phys., 
vol. 30, p. 322; March, 1959.) 

537.311.33:546.28 2293 
Impurity Compensation and Magnetoresist-

ance in >Type Silicon—D. Long, C. D. 
Motchenbacher, and J. Myers. (J. App.!. Phys., 
vol. 30, pp. 353-362; March, 1959.) A new 
method is proposed for determining the sepa-
rate concentrations of acceptor and donor im-
purities in crystals of p-type Si. The method 
involves finding the total concentration of im-
purities in a sample from a measurement of 
the weak-field magnetoresistance and com-
bining this result with the excess of acceptors 
over donors. 

537.311.33:546.28 2294 
Some Effects of Oxygen on Resistiv'ty in 

Silicon—D. H. Roberts and B. L. H. Wilson. 
(J. Ape Phys., vol. 30, pp. 447-448; March, 
1959.) Oxygen concentration has been deter-
mined from measurements of the absorption 
coefficient and the effect of heat treatment has 
been investigated. 

537.311.33:546.28 2295 
Strain-Optic Coefficient of Silicon for Infra-

red Light—S. Prussin and A. Stevenson. (J. 
Ape Phys., vol. 30, pp. 452-453; March, 
1959.) The coefficient has been found for bire-
fringent patterns in a nonisotropic plate. 

537.311.33:546.28:621.793 2296 
Bonding Materials for Making Contacts to 

>Type Silicon—D. R. Mason and J. C. Sarace. 
(J. Electrochem. Soc., vol. 105, pp. 594-598; 
October, 1958.) A technique is described for 
bonding a Si wafer to a molybdenum base 
plate using Al or Al-Si eutectic, applied by 
rolling, as a bonding agent. 

537.311.33:546.281.26 2297 
Infrared Properties of Hexagonal Silicon 

Carbide—W. G. Spitzer, D. Kleinman, and D. 
Walsh. (Phys. Rev., vol. 113, pp. 127-132; 
January 1, 1959.) 

537.311.33: 546.281.26: 539.23 2298 
Infrared Properties of Cubic Silicon Car-

bide Films—W. G. Spitzer, D. A. Kleinman, 
and C. J. Frosch. (Phys. Rev., vol. 113, pp. 
133-136; January 1, 1959.) 

537.311.33: 546.289 2299 
Fine Structure in the Zeeman Effect of 

Excitations in Germanium—K. J. Button, 
L. M. Roth, W. H. Kleiner, S. Zwerdling, and 
B. Lax. (Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 2, pp. 161-162; 
February 15, 1959.) A discussion of the results 
of an experimental study of exciton formation 
in Ge, based on the transmission of infrared 
radiation at 1.5°K at field strengths up to 
38,900 oersteds. 
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537.311.33:546.289 2300 
Magnetic Susceptibility of Photogenerated 

Current Carriers in Germanium—J. O. Kessler 
and A. R. Moore. (Phys. Rev. LeU., vol. 2, 
pp. 247-249; March 15, 1959.) A new method 
is described for measurement of the suscepti-
bility of free carriers. The change in magnetism 
of the crystal due to photogenerated hole-
electron pairs is measured, and requires a 
much higher detection sensitivity than pre-
viously achieved. 

537.311.33:546.289 2301 
Influence of Atomic Hydrogen on the Con-

ductivity of Cleaned Germanium Surfaces— 
G. Heiland and P. Handler. (J. Appt. Phys., 
vol. 30, pp. 446-447; March, 1959.) Atomic 
hydrogen increases the p-type conductivity 
of a Ge surface cleaned by argon bombardment 
and annealing. 

537.311.33:546.289 2302 
Microwave-Induced Carrier Multiplica-

tion in Germanium—K. Seeger. (J. Appt. 
Phys., vol. 30, pp. 443-444; March, 1959.) 
The microwave breakdown of Ge at low tem-
peratures has been investigated. 

537.311.33:546.289 2303 
Recombination Centres on Ion-Bombarded 

and Vacuum Heat-Treated Germanium Sur-
faces—S. Wang and G. Wallis. (J. Appt. 
Phys., vol. 30, pp. 285-290; March, 1959.) 
It was confirmed that after annealing of the 
bombardment damage, a large number of 
acceptor-type surface states essentially fixed 
the surface potential. Two types of recombi-
nation centers were identified: type I, located 
near the middle of the gap, and type 2, located 
near the valence band. 

537.311.33:546.289 2304 
Lattice Vibrations in Germanium by Scat-

tering of Cold Neutrons—A. Ghose, H. Paley-
sky, D. J. Hughes, I. Pelah, and C. M. Eisen-
hauer. (Phys. Rev., vol. 113, pp. 49-52; Janu-
ary 1, 1959.) The dispersion relations foe the 
optical and acoustical vibrations in the [1001 
and [110] directions in Ge have been deter-
mined. An improved experimental method is 
described. 

537.311.33:546.289 2305 
Thermal and Radiation Annealing of Ge— 

J. W. Mackay, E. E. Klontz, and G. W. 
Gobeli. (Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 2, pp. 146-148; 
February 15, 1959.) It was found that about 
30 per cent of the defects produced by 1.10-
mev electron irradiation of Ge at 10°K could 
be annealed either by heating or by irradiation 
at lower energies. 

537.311.33 : 546.289 2306 
Length and Resistivity Changes in Ger-

manium upon Low-Temperature Deuteron 
Irradiation and Annealing—F. L. Vook and 
R. W. Balluffi. (Phys. Rev., vol. 113, pp. 62-69; 
January I, 1959.) Simultaneous measurements 
of the length change and resistivity of high-
purity Ge single crystals were made upon ir-
radiation and annealing. The specific length 
expansion was AL/L.. (1.5 ± 0.3) X lo--21/ 
(deuteron/cm,). The annealing showed a grad-
ual recovery of the expansion which was ob-
servable only after warming to above 200°K. 

537.311.33:546.289 2307 
Lattice Parameter Changes in Deuteron-

Irradiated Germanium—R, O. Simmons. (Phys. 
Rev., vol. 113, pp. 70-71; January 1, 1959.) 
A lattice expansion of 3 X 10-5 was measured 
in Ge irradiated by 1.5 X10,, 9-mev deuterons/ 
cm, at low temperature and annealed to 320°K. 
The results provide confirmatory evidence that 
structural damage in deuteron-irradiated Ge 
consists of well-localized centers of dilatation. 

537.311.33:546.289 2308 
Structure of Deuteron-Irradiated Ger-

manium—F. L. Vook and R. W. Balluffi. 
(Phys. Rev., vol. 113, pp. 72-78; January 1, 
1959.) Discussion in the light of recent experi-
ments (2306 and 2307 above) together with 
low-angle X-ray scattering measurements at 
liquid-nitrogen temperatures. A model of the 
damage at liquid-nitrogen temperature con-
sisting of separated clusters of vacancies and 
interstitials is proposed. 

537.311.33: 546.289 2309 
Anomalous Transmission of X-Rays by 

Single-Crystal Germanium—L. P. Hunter. 
(Proc. kon. sed. Akad. Wetensch., B, vol. 61, 
no. 3, pp. 214-219; 1958. In English.) 

537.311.33:546.289 2310 
The Reaction of Germanium with Nitric 

Acid Solutions—M. C. Cretella and H. C. 
Gatos. (J. Elecirochem. Soc., vol. 105, pp. 487-
496; September, 1958.) 

537.311.33:546.621.86 2311 
Preparation and Properties of Aluminium 

Antimonide—A. Herczog, R. R. Haberecht, 
and A. E. Middleton. (J. Electrochem. Soc., 
vol. 105, pp. 533-540; September, 1958.) The 
known properties of AlSb are compared with 
those of other high-energy-gap semiconductors 
and features which suggest its suitability for 
use in high-temperature devices are discussed. 
Techniques are described for growing AlSb 
crystals by the Czochralski method. The resis-
tivity of p-type crystals can be decreased by 
doping with C or increased by adding small 
amounts of Se or Te. Various surface treatments 
are described and brief data on point-contact 
and p-n junction diodes are given. 

537.311.33:546.682.24 2312 
Indium Monotelluride—H. C. Wright and 

J. C. Brice. (Nature, (London), vol. 183, pp. 
27-28; January 3, 1959.) A report of measure-
ments which reveal the anomalous properties 
of the compound. Certain electrical proper-
ties indicate a metallic nature, but the large 
value of the thermal emf, the computed 
Wiedemann-Franz ratio and the large varia-
tion of resistivity are more characteristic of a 
semiconductor. 

537.311.33:621.317.3 2313 
Technique for Measuring Particle Drift 

Mobilities in Near-Intrinsic and Narrow-
Band-Gap Semiconductors—N. J. Harrick. 
(J. Appt. Phys., vol. 30, pp. 451-452; March, 
1959.) 

537.311.62:537.312.62 2314 
The Variation with Frequency of the Resist-

ance of Superconducting Tin and Indium— 
M. D. Sturge. (Proc. Roy. Soc. A., vol. 246, 
pp. 570-581; August 26, 1958.) The ratio of 
the superconducting to the normal resistance 
of tin has been measured calorimetrically at 
frequencies between 220 and 8500 mc, as a 
function of temperature, crystal orientation 
and purity. Some approximate measurements 
on indium indicate that the superconducting 
resistance varies as the square of the frequency 
up to 5 kmc. 

537.323 2315 
Effect of Oxide Impurities on the Thermo-

electric Powers and Electrical Resistivities of 
Bismuth, Antimony, Tellurium, and Bismuth-
Tellurium Alloys—R. A. Horne. (J. Ape Phys., 
vol. 30, pp. 393-397; March, 1959.) The 
thermoelectric properties of Bi and Sb are only 
slightly changed by the presence of oxide, but 
small concentrations of Te02 greatly increase 
the thermoelectric power of Te. 

537.533.8 2316 
Secondary Electron Emission from MgO 

Thin Films—N. R. Whetten and A. B. Lapon-

sky. (J. Appt. Phys., vol. 30, pp. 432-435; 
March, 1959.) The properties of MgO films 
have been measured by pulse and dc methods. 
The high yields observed are due primarily 
to the properties of bulk crystalline MgO. 

538.22:538.569.4 2317 
Spin-Phonon Interaction in Ruby—N. S. 

Shiren and E. B. Tucker. (Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 
2, pp. 206-207; March 1, 1959.) An experiment 
is described which shows that "hot phonon" 
theories of paramagnetic relaxation are inap-
plicable to ruby. 

538.221 2318 
Ferromagnetic Granular Structures—P. M. 

Prache. (Câbles & Transm., vol. 11, pp. 32-65, 
128-166; January and April, 1957.) 83 refer-
ences. 

538.221 2319 
Domain Boundary Configurations during 

Magnetization Reversals—J. J. Becker. (J. 
Appt. Phys., vol. 30, pp. 387-390; March, 
1959.) The signal produced by applying an 
alternating field while a magnetization reversal 
is occurring is a measure of the total domain 
boundary area. The technique is used for 
measurements on 65 Permalloy tape cores and 
31-per-cent silicon-iron crystal. 

538.221 2320 
Ferromagnetic After-Effect in Mumetal— 

L. Castelliz and W. W. H. Clarke. (Brit. J. 
Appt. Phys., vol. 10, pp. 142-147; March, 
1959.) Measurements of the response of crt 
deflection yokes with thin mumetal laminations 
to a step-function current have revealed a 
magnetic after-effect in addition to that caused 
by eddy currents. It is suggested that the 
new phenomenon is similar to nuclear magnetic 
time delay. 

538.221 2321 
Magnetic Moments of Alloys and Com-

pounds of Iron and Cobalt with Rare-Earth 
Metal Additions—E. A. Nesbitt, J. H. Wer-
nick and E. Corenzwit. (J. Appt. Phys., vol. 
30, pp. 365-367; March, 1959.) Data on the 
Co-Gd system indicate that antiferromagnetic 
exchange coupling exists in this system. 

538.221:538.632 2322 
Hall Effect in Pure Nickel at Helium Tem-

peratures—N. V. Volkenshteln, G. V. Fedorov. 
and S. V. Vonsovskii. (Zh. Eksp. Teor. 
vol. 35, pp. 85-88; July, 1958.) Investigations 
carried out on 99.99-per-cent-pure Ni in the 
temperature range 300°-14°K show that the 
the ferromagnetic constant drops sharply with 
temperature showing a minimum at 20°-30°K. 
Experimental results are shown graphically. 

538.221:621.3.042.15 2323 
Iron Powders for Cores—(Electronics, vol. 

32, p. 141; March 13, 1959.) Typical properties 
of pressed and sintered cores are tabulated. 

538.221:621.318.124 2324 
Magnetic Materials with Perminvar Effect: 

Part 3—The Relation between Overstochiomet-
ric Oxygen Content and Perminvar Effect in 
Ferrites containing Cobalt—A. V. Kienlin. 
(Z. angew. Phys., vol. 10, pp. 167-169; April, 
1959.) Parts 1 and 2: 1284 of April. 

538.221:621.318.134 2325 
Magnetic Viscosity Displayed on Hysteresis 

Loop Traces—R. G. George. (Nature, (London), 
vol. 183, p. 245; January 24, 1959.) Results 
are given of measurements on a polycrystalline 
Mg-Mn ferrite, using superposed pulse and 
ac magnetizations. They are in agreement with 
those obtained by Galt (175 of 1955). 

538.221:621.318.134 2326 
Calculation of the Square Hysteresis Loop 

of Ferrites -- K. Ganzhorn. (Z. angel°. Phys., 
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vol. 10, pp. 169-172; April, 1958.) Evaluation 
of a hysteresis loop, by means of an electronic 
computer, on the basis of a theory founded on 
pure spin processes and a statistical distribution 
of crystal orientations. A comparison with 
experimental results is made. 

538.221:621.318.134 2327 
Relation between Disaccommodation and 

Magnetic Properties of Manganese Ferrous 
Ferrites— U. Enz. (Physica, vol. 24, pp. 609-
624; July, 1958.) Initial permeability, crystal-
line anisotropy, and magnetostriction have been 
measured on a single crystal and compared with 
corresponding measurements for polycrystal-
line material. See 3179 of 1958. 

538.221:621.318.134 2328 
Variation of the g-Factor of Yttrium Garnet 

in which Cr 3+ Ions have been Substituted for 
Fe + Ions—R. Vautier and A. J. Berteaud. 
(come rend. Acad. Sci., Paris, vol. 247, pp. 
1322-1324; October 27, 1958.) The value of 
g, measured in the 3-cm-X band and extrapo-
lated to a specimen diameter of zero, increases 
with the percentage of chromium, but in a 
nonuniform manner. See 3181 of 1958 (Villers 
and Loners) for study of saturation moment. 

538.221:621.318.134 2329 
Variation of the Width of the Absorption 

Curve of Yttrium-Iron Garnet with the Sub-
stitution of Cr — R. Vautier and A. J. Ber-
teaud. (comp. rend. Acad. Sci., Paris, vol. 
247, pp. 1574-1577; November 10, 1958). 
The variations can be explained by a variation 
of density with the percentage of chromium. 

538.221:621.318.134:538.569.4 2330 
Line Widths in Polycrystalline Yttrium-

Iron Garnet—L. G. Van l'itert, F. W. Swane-
kamp, and S. E. Haszko. (J. App!. Phys., 
vol. 30, pp. 363-365; March, 1959.) Measure-
ments at 16 kmc show the dependence of 
resonance line width upon iron content in 
dense samples. 

538.221:621.318.134: 548.0 2331 
Some Properties of Mixed Dysprosium-

Yttrium, Dysprosium-Gadelinium and Dys-
prosium-Erbium Garnets—G. Villers and J. 
Loners. (comp. rend. Acad. Sci., Paris, vol. 
247, pp. 1101-1104; October 13, 1958.) 

538.569.4 2332 
High-Frequency Susceptibilities of some 

Paramagnetic Alums at Liquid-Hydrogen 
Temperatures—J. C. Verstelle, G. W. J. 
Drewes, and C. J. Gorter. (Physica, vol. 24, 
pp. 632-638; August, 1958.) Samples of Cr 
and Fe alum were studied at frequencies be-
tween I and 20 mc. 

538.569.4:538.222:546.824-31 2333 
Fine Structure, Hyperfine Structure, and 

Relaxation Times of Cr+ in TiO2 (Rutile)— 
H. J. Gerritsen, S. E. Harrison, H. R. Lewis, 
and J. P. Wittke. (Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 2, 
pp. 153-155; February 15, 1959.) Resonances 
observed at 23,800 mc and 9520 mc in the 
paramagnetic spectrum are shown as a func-
tion of field and crystal orientation. 

549.514.51 2334 
The Anelasticity of Natural and Synthetic 

Quartz at Low Temperatures—J. C. King. 
(Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 38, pp. 573-602; 
March, 1959.) 

549.514.51: 534.133 2335 
Multiple-Beam Interferometric Studies on 

Oscillating Quartz Crystals—S. Tolansky and 
A. F. B. Wood. (Physica, Special Issue, vol. 
24, pp. 508-518; June 16, 1958.) Multiple-
beam interferometry is used to study the dis-
placements perpendicular to the surface associ-

ated with the longitudinal vibrations of a 
circular Z-cut quartz disk. 

621.315.61:537.529 2336 
Corona Discharge—the Failing of Dielec-

trics—C. D. Nail. (Electronic Ind., vol. 17, 
pp. 74-77; September, 1958.) Experimental 
and theoretical evidence indicates that break-
down is caused primarily by high-energy 
electron bombardment. 

669.046.54/.55 2337 
Improvement in Floating-Zone Technique 

—W. G. Kann, K. E. Benson, and D. W. 
Hagelbarger. (J. Ape Phys., vol. 30, pp. 
454-455; March, 1959.) A note on the use 
of different stationary zone forms. 

MEASUREMENTS AND TEST GEAR 

531.76:621.374.32 2338 
Vernier Chronotron—H. W. Lefevre and 

J. T. Russell. (Rev. Sci. Instr., vol. 30, pp. 
159-166; March, 1959.) The instrument is a 
multichannel time-interval analyzer with digital 
output for use in the millimicrosecond region. 
The analyzer consists of two transmission-
line circulators of slightly different periods 
with a single fast coincidence circuit between 
them and associated gating circuits. Linearity, 
stability and time resolution are discussed. 

531.76:621.376.5 2339 
Encoder measures Random-Event Time 

Intervals—R. J. Kelso and J. C. Groce. 
(Electronics, vol. 32, pp. 48-51; March 20, 
1959.) The transistorized encoder stores and 
reads out the elapsed time between consecutive 
but randomly occurring events. Read-out 
data are converted to traces on a cro and re-
corded photographically. 

621.3.018.41(083.74) 2340 
Circuits employed in the N.P.L. Caesium 

Standard—L. Essen, E. G. Hope, and J. V. L. 
Parry. (Proc. IEE, pt. B, vol. 106, pp. 240-
244; March, 1959.) A description of the circuits 
used to excite the caesium resonance and to 
measure the resonance frequency to an ac-
curacy within ± I part in 10 10. The excitation 
frequency is derived by multiplication of a 
5.0069-mc signal from a quartz oscillator. An 
alternative, simpler system is described and 
some comments are made on the problem of 
frequency synthesis. 

621.317.3:621.314.63 2341 
A Method for Testing and Establishing the 

Rating of Semiconductor Rectifiers under 
Dynamic Conditions—J. I. Missen. (Proc. 
IEE, pt. C, vol. 106, pp. 3-10; March, 1959.) 
Junction temperature is monitored under 
working conditions at mains frequency, using 
a synchronous commutator to separate for-
ward and reverse half-cycles. The method is 
particularly useful for life-testing, and a circuit 
suitable for testing large quantities is given. 

621.317.3: 621.375.2.024 2342 
Zeroing of Direct-Current Amplifiers— 

R. W. Tolmie. (Rev. Sci. Instr., vol. 30, pp. 
205-206; March, 1959.) 

621.317.3:621.375.9:538.569.4.029.6 2343 
Calculation and Measurement of the Noise 

Figure of a Maser Amplifier—J. C. Helmer and 
M. W. Muller. (IRE TRANS. ON M ICROWAVE 
THEORY AND TECHNIQUES. Vol. MTT-6, pp. 
210-214; April, 1958. Abstract, PROC. IRE, 
vol. 46, P. 1329; June, 1958.) 

621.317.3 : 621.385.1 : 621.396.822 2344 
A Filament Noise Source for 3 Gc/s—E. W. 

Collings. (Proc. IEE, pt. C, vol. 106, pp. 97-
101; March, 1959.) The construction of an in-
candescent filament lamp and tuned-waveguide 
mount is described. The filament temperature 

and losses in the lamp mounting have been 
measured. The noise source is useful as a stand-
ard in the determination of the noise temper-
ature of gas discharges. 

621.317.3:621.396.822:621.397.8 2345 
The Measurement of Random Noise in the 

Presence of a Television Signal—L. E. Weaver. 
(BBC Engrg. Div. Monographs, no. 24, pp. 
5-14; March, 1959.) A substitution method is 
described, based upon sampling the random 
noise in the minimum-energy regions of the 
spectrum. Accuracy of measurement is within 
+ I db. 

621.317.3.089.6:621.318.42 2346 
The Calibration of Inductors at Power and 

Audio Frequencies—G. H. Rayner. (Proc. 
IEE, vol. 106, pp. 38-46; March, 1959.) 
Methods of inductance measurement at the 
National Physical Laboratory are described. 

621.317.334:621.397.62 2347 
Video Output Stage with Wire-Wound 

Anode Resistor for Television Receivers— 
K. Hecker. (Elektron. Rundschau, vol. 12, pp. 
191-193; June, 1956.) A method of measuring 
accurately the inductance of wire-wound re-
sistors with high resistance is described. 

621.317.335.029.65 2348 
Measurement of the Dielectric Properties 

of Low-Loss Materials at Millimeter Wave-
lengths—A. C. Mungall. (Can. J. Phys., vol. 
36, pp. 1672-1677; December, 1958.) A free-
space technique involving the measurement of 
the Brewster angle for the determination of the 
dielectric constant, and a measurement of the 
transmission loss at this angle for the determi-
nation of the loss tangent. 

621.317.35: 519.272.119 2349 
Technique for Measurement of Cross-

Spectral Density of Two Random Functions— 
M. S. Uberoi and E. G. Gilbert. (Rev. Sci. 
Instr., vol. 30, pp. 176-180; March, 1959.) 

621.317.39:531.76:535.37 2350 
The Measurement of Extremely Short 

Afterglows of Electronically Excited Lunino-
phores—K. Heine. (Elektron. Rundschau, vol. 
12, pp. 164-167; May, 1958.) The equipment 
described covers the range 10-, to about 10-1 
second; the afterglow decay function is dis-
played on a cro screen. 

621.317.441 2351 
Improvement in the Magnetic Detecting 

Power of Iron-Cored Search Coils—D. F. 
Walker. (Nature, (London), vol. 183, pp. 173-
174; January, 1959.) An eight-fold increase in 
detecting power may be obtained by fitting 
permeable collector cones to the ends of the rod 
on which search coils are wound. The increase 
is related almost linearly to the diameter of the 
cone. 

621.317.7: 621.396.96.089.6 2352 
Precision Generator for Radar Range 

Calibration—D. Broderick, D. Hartke, and 
M. Willrodt. (Electronics, vol. 32, pp. 58-60; 
April 3, 1959.) Two delayed pulses are pro-
duced with separations of 1-10,000 µsec, adjust-
able in 1-µsec steps. The oscillator is crystal-
controlled to 1 part in 10 from - 10° to + 50° C. 

621.317.789.029.64:621.316.72 2353 
Amplitude Stabilization of a Microwave 

Signal Source—G. F. Engen. (IRE TRANS. 
ON M ICROWAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, vol. 
MTT-6, pp. 202-206; April, 1958. Abstract, 
PROC. IRE, vol. 46, P. 1329; June, 1958.) 

621.317.715.083.5:621.383 2354 
The Measurement Limit of Photocell Com-

pensators—H. G. Pohl. (Z. angels,. Phys., vol. 
10, pp. 125-127; March, 1958.) The improve-
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ment of the performance of photoelectric com-
pensating circuits used for measurements with 
mirror galvanometers is discussed. This can be 
achieved by lengthening the time constant of 
the grid circuit of the amplifying tube at the 
expense of a somewhat slower system response. 
See also 2064 and 2065 of 1955 ( Kelen). 

621.317.725 2355 
Digital Voltmeter—H. Sutcliffe. (Electronic 

Radio Engr., vol. 36, pp. 160-166; May, 1959.) 
Voltages in the ranges 0-1 and 0-10 V can be 
measured with a maximum error of ± 0.02 per 
cent of full scale reading. 

621.317.729 2356 
Space-Charge Simulation in an Electrolytic 

Tank—T. Van Duzer and G. R. Brewer. 
(J. Appl. Phys., vol. 30, pp. 291-301; March, 
1959.) A description is given of the theory and 
design of a system for simulating space-charge 
effects by means of electric currents injected 
into the electrolyte through probes in the tank 
floor. 

621.317.75 2357 
The Recording and Collocation of Wave-

forms: Part 2—R. J. D. Reeves. (Electronic 
Engrg., vol. 31, pp. 204-212; April, 1959.)A de-
tailed description of an instrument for the per-
manent recording of waveforms is given. The 
vertical scale accuracy is within 0.5 per cent 
and the range covered is 50 v/inch-0.5 v/inch 
on time scales ranging from 500 µsec/inch to 
0.1 psec/inch on paper 10 inchesX 77 inches. 
The pen is driven by a bowed tape that can 
transmit thrust as well as tension forces and 
requires no return loop. Part 1: 1650 of May. 

621.317.789.029.6 2358 
Broad-Band Calorimeters for the Measure-

ment of Low- and Medium-Level Microwave 
Power—(IRE TRANS. ON M ICROWAVE THEORY 
AND TECHNIQUES, vol. MTT-6, pp. 188-202; 
April, 1958. Abstract, PROC. IRE, vol. 46, p. 
1329; June, 1958.) 

Part 1—Analysis and Design—M. Sucher 
and H. J. Carlin (pp. 188-194). 

Part 2—Construction and Performance— 
A. V. James and L. O. Sweet (pp. 195-202). 

621.317.789.029.64 2359 
A Wide-Band Double-Vane Torque-Oper-

ated Wattmeter for 3-cm Microwaves—A. L. 
Cullen, B. Rogal, and S. Okamura. (IRE 
TRANS. ON M ICROWAVE THEORY AND TECH-
NIQUES, vol. MTT-6, pp. 133-136; April, 1958. 
Abstract, PROC. IRE, vol. 46, p. 1328; June, 
1958.) 

551.508:629.19 2360 
'Moons' aid Weather Research—(Elet-

ironies, vol. 32, pp. 26-27; March 20, 1959.) 
Current research using artificial satellites in-
cludes cloud-cover mapping and measurement 
of heat-balance of the earth. Instrumentation 
covers infrared sensors, television cameras and 
radar. 

615.84:621.396.677.7.029.6 2361 
A Wide-Band Radiator of Variable Wave-

length with Continuously Adjustable Matching 
in the Range X=30 to 70 cm—A. Sander. 
(Elektron. Rundschau, vol. 12, pp. 155-159; 
May, 1958.) A microwave radiator for heat 
therapy is described which is suitable for treat-
ment at close range or at a distance. 

621.3.087.4:621.385.832 2362 
System Design of the Flying-Spot Store— 

C. W. Hoover, Jr., G. Haugk, and D. R. Her-
riott. (Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 38, pp. 365 401; 
March, 1959.) The factors which control speed, 
capacity, number of channels, physical size 
and probability of error in read-out are dis-
cussed. 

621.3.087.4:621.385.832 2363 
Optics and Photography in the Flying-Spot 

Store—M. B. Purvis. G. V. Deverall, and D. R. 
Herriott. (Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 38, pp. 403-
424; March, 1959.) A discussion of the optical 
and photographic problems to be considered 
in the construction of a flying-spot store. 

621.3.087.4:621.385.832 2364 
Beam-Positioning Servo System for the 

Flying-Spot Store—L. E. Gallaher. (Bell Sys. 
Tech. J., vol. 38, pp. 425-444; March, 1959.) 
The characteristics of the basic servo loop and 
its components are discussed. 

621.3.087.9:621.374.5 2365 
Digital Recorder holds Data after Shock— 

C. P. Hedges. (Electronics, vol. 32, pp. 60-62; 
March 20, 1959.) A recorder memorizes the 
instantaneous magnitude of parameters when 
triggered by a predetermined set of conditions. 
Ferrite cores store data and subsequent inter-
rogation releases the stored information for 
processing. 

62 L3.087.9: 621.395.625.3 2366 
Sampling Discriminators for Data Reduc-

tion—P. S. Bengston. (Electronics, vol. 32, 
pp. 70-72; March 27, 1959.) The data are re-
corded as FM signals on one channel of a mag-
netic tape. The second channel contains a con-
stant reference signal which allows wow and 
flutter to be eliminated in the playback. 

621.362:621.385.2 2367 
Thermionic Diode as a Heat-to-Electrical-

Power Transducer—Nott ingham. (See 2434.) 

621.362:621.385.2 2368 
Addendum Remarks on a Diode Configura-

tion of a Thermo-Electron Engine—Notting-
ham, Hatsopoulos, and Kaye. (See 2435.) 

621.383.2:778.37 2369 
Shutter Image Converter Tube for Multiple 

Frame Photography—W. O. Reed and W. F. 
Niklas. (J. Soc. Mot. Pic. Telev. Engrs., vol. 68, 
pp. 1-5; January, 1959.) The tube described 
has a Cs-Sb photocathode, es focusing and ern 
deflection, and is capable of exposure times of 
about 1 mpsec. 

621.384.611 2370 
Stability and Isochronism in Cyclotrons 

with a Star-Shaped Field—F. Fer. (Comm. 
rend. Acad. Sci., Paris, vol. 247, pp. 1097-
1098; October 13, 1958.) 

621.397.3:681.142 2371 
Pattern Recognition by means of Automatic 

Analogue Apparatus—W. K. Taylor. (Proc. 
IEE, pt. B, vol. 106, pp. 198-209; March, 
1959.) The problem of pattern recognition is 
discussed. Analog circuits, rather than digital 
switching circuits, provide the simpler solu-
tion. The results indicate the possibility of 
recognition of the alphabet and numerals in a 
variety of styles and sizes, typed or hand-
written. 

621.397.3:681.142 2372 
A System for the Automatic Recognition of 

Patterns-- R. L. Grimelale, F. H. Sumner, 
C. J. Tunis, and T. Kilburn. (Proc. IEE, pt. B, 
vol. 106, pp. 210-221; March, 1959.) The 
pattern is presented to a flying-spot scanner 
connected to a digital computer which prepares 
a statement describing the basic features of the 
pattern. The latter is then recognized by com-
paring this statement with a number of others 
already stored and which relate to named pat-
terns. 

621.398:621.314.7 2373 
Transistors Improve Telemeter Transmit-

ter—D. Enemark. (Electronics, vol. 32, pp. 

136-137; March 13, 1959.) Battery weight of 
balloon-borne units is reduced and better fre-
quency stability and modulation consistency 
are obtained. 

621.398:621.387 2374 
Telemetering employing the Principle of 

the Gas-Fitted Stepping Tube— Y. Hatta. 
(Electronic Engrg., vol. 31, pp. 227-229; April, 
1959.) Rotational displacement can be tele-
metered, without slip, by a digital device using 
a small frictionless transmitter of low inertia. 

PROPAGATION OF WAVES 

621.396.11 2375 
A Comparison of Millington's Method and 

the Equivalent Numerical Distance Method 
with the Theory of Ground-Wave Propagation 
over an Inhomogeneous Earth--Z. Godzifiski. 
(Proc. IEE, pt. C, vol. 106, pp. 62-69; March, 
1959.) Millington's method ( 1758 of 1949) is 
sufficiently accurate for most practical prob-
lems; errors are very small for overland paths, 
and land-sea paths involve errors of 2.7 db and 
5.5 db for 2- and 3-section paths respectively. 
In most cases, the "equivalent numerical dis-
tance" method shows considerable errors, 
and is reliable only for small numerical dis-
tances or for longer paths with little inhomo-
geneity. See also 3949 of 1958. 

621.396.11 2376 
Long-Distance Propagation— ( Wireless 

World, vol. 65, p. 234; May, 1959.) General in-
formation concerning forthcoming tests be-
tween Ascension Island and Slough to investi-
gate modes of propagation and associated aerial 
design. The frequency of the transmitter in 
Ascension Island can be stepped by increments 
of 20 kc from 5.5 to 50 mc in about 15 min-
utes; the receiver tuning is automatically syn-
chronized. 

621.396.11:551.510.535 2377 
Ray Paths in The Ionosphere. Approximate 

Calculations in the Presence of the Earth's 
Magnetic Field—J. E. Titheridge. (J. Atmos. 
Terr. Phys., vol. 14, pp. 50-62; April, 1959.) 
The approximate ionospheric ray paths are de-
rived for both linear and parabolic electron-
density/height distributions. From these paths, 
values of the horizontal displacement of the 
reflection point are estimated, and are found 
to be less than 10 km for all angles of propaga-
tion, provided the transmission frequency is 
greater than 5 mc. 

621.396.11:551.510.535 2378 
Further Results of Sweep-Frequency Ob-

lique-Incidence Pulse Transmissions—W. Die-
minger, H. G. Móller, and G. Rose. (J. Ain:4s. 
Terr. Phys., vol. 14, pp. 179-180, Plate; April, 
1959.) Attention is drawn to the importance 
of the Ft layer in oblique-incidence circuits. 
For summertime European circuits over 2000 
km, the Ft-layer MUF is greater than the Ps-
layer MUF by about 2 mc for 14 hours of the 
day. 

621.396.11.029.6 2379 
The Propagation of Ultra Short Waves 

along Rough Layers—R. Schtinemann. (Hoch-
freq. und Elektroak., vol. 66, pp. 171-173; May, 
1958.) Theoretical investigation of the propa-
gation mechanism for various types of scatter-
ing surface in the atmosphere in relation to 
field-strength measurements (see 3235 of 1958). 
Field-strength fluctuations with time can be 
determined using the probability distribution 
discussed by Norton, et al. ( 197 of 1956). 

621.396.11.029.62:523.164 2380 
Observations of Abnormal V.H.F. Radio 

Wave Absorption at Medium and High Lati-
tudes—G. C. Reid and C. Collins. (J. Atntos. 
Terr. Phys., vol. 14, pp. 63-81; April. 1959.) 
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Absorption of cosmic noise at 30 mc has re-
vealed two distinct types of abnormal event: 
a) a night-time phenomenon closely associated 
with auroral and geomagnetic disturbances; it 
is suggested that this is due to an increase in the 
electron collision frequency; b) a daytime phe-
nomenon confined to the auroral zone and oc-
curring several days after a solar flare; this may 
be due to an increase in the low-level electron 
density. 

621.396.11.029.64 2381 
Radio Attenuation at 11 kMc/s and some 

Implications affecting Relay System Engineer-
ing—S. D. Hathaway and H. W. Evans. 
(Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, pp. 930-938; 
January, 19.59.) Measurements of attenuation 
have been related to amounts of rainfall; agree-
ment with theory is quite good. 

RECEPTION 

621.376.23: 517.512.2 2382 
Multiple Fourier Analysis in Rectifier 

Problems—R. L. Sternberg, J. S. Shipman, 
and S. R. Zohn. (Quart. Ape Math., vol. 
16, pp. 335-360; January, 1959.) Theory of a 
cutoff power-law rectifier with up to three sig-
nals of different frequency applied simultane-
ously. The main functions required are shown 
in graphs and are available in tabular form. 

621.396.621.2 2383 
The Influence of the Top-End Capacitance 

in Inductive Aerial Couplings—H. Rübel. 
(Elektron. Rundschau, vol. 12, pp. 194-196; 
June, 1958.) The design of receiver antenna in-
put stages is considered, taking account of stray 
capacitance. 

621.396.8: 551.510.535:621.317.373 2384 
Phase Characteristic of Radio Signals 

Received via the Ionosphere—D. W. Morris 
and C. J. Hughes. (Nature, (London), vol. 183, 
pp. 310-311; January 31, 1959.) A brief de-
scription of a phase-measurement system us-
ing two spaced antennas and a gate-operated 
analyzer which indicates on counters the phase 
difference distribution. 

621.396.8:621.396.666 2385 
Simplified Frequency-Diversity Method— 

H. Volz. (Elektron. Rundschau, vol. 12, pp. 
200-202; June, 1958.) The double-diversity 
system described is particularly suitable for 
VHF FM reception; the IF and subsequent 
stages are common to both channels. 

621.396.823.029.6:621.317.3 2386 
Radio Interference in the Ultra-Short-

Wave Range, its Propagation, Forms of Ap-
pearance and Measurement—W. Knopf. 
(Nachrichtentech Z., vol. 8, pp. 167-173; April, 
1958.) Test arrangements and specifications 
of equipment suitable for interference field-
strength measurements are discussed. 

STATIONS AND COMMUTATION 
SYSTEMS 

621.391 2387 
Binary Communication Feedback Systems 

—B. Harris, A. Ilauptschein, K. C. Morgan, 
and L. S. Schwartz. (Commun. and Electronics, 
no. 40, pp. 960-969; January, 1959.) Discussion 
of different types of decision-feedback and in-
formation-feedback systems. 

621.391 2388 
Binary Channels in Cascade—J. Loeb. 

(Ann. Télécommun., vol. 13, pp. 42-44; January/ 
February, 1958.) A method is described for 
resolving ambiguities. 

621.391 2389 
Error Probability of Binary Coded Message 

with Interference by White Noise—H. J. Held. 
(Nachrichtentech. Z., vol. II, pp. 244-249; 

May, 1958.) The effect of error-correcting codes 
on the reliability of binary-code transmission 
systems is investigated. 

621.391:621.372.54 2390 
Finite-Duration Signals with Maximum 

Filtered Energy—J. A. Ville and J. Bouzitat. 
(Câbles & Transm., vol. 11, pp. 102-127; April, 
1957.) A study of the maximum value of 
power efficiency which can be obtained in the 
transmission of a signal of finite duration 
through an ideal low-pass filter having a sharp 
cutoff at a given frequency. See also 1206 of 
1956. 

621.391:621.362.54 2391 
On the Interpolation and Prediction of Sig-

nals plus Noise for Infinite and Finite Smooth-
ing Times—C. McDonnell and R. W. Perkins. 
(Proc. IEE, pt. C, vol. 106, pp. 47-54; March, 
1959.) Laplace transformations are used to 
solve the Wiener-Hopf integral equation for 
the lagging (nonprediction) case. The solution 
of the optimum filter for minimum error at a 
given time after switch-on is also derived, the 
averaging being taken over an ensemble. 

621.394.3:621.376.3 2392 
A Frequency-Modulation Digital Subset 

for Data Transmission over Telephone Lines— 
L. A. Weber. (Commun. and Electronics, no. 
40, pp. 867-872; January, 1959.) The subset 
converts digital information to AF tones and 
reconverts incoming information. 

621.396.41 2393 
A 6000-Megacycle Radio System for Toll 

Telephone Service—M. H. Kebby and A. F. 
Culbertson. (Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, 
pp. 969-979; January, 1959.) Gives details 
of construction and performance of a 240-
channel ( I200-kc base-band) system with fre-
quency division multiplexing and facilities for 
space or frequency diversity. RF channel sepa-
ration is achieved by a ferrite circulator. 

621.396.41:534.782 2394 
Simple Multiplex Vocoder—A. R. Billings. 

(Electronic Radio Engr., vol. 36, pp. 184-188; 
May, 1959.) Describes a time-division vocoder 
with a common rectifier for all channels. 

621.396.41:621.395.665.1 2395 
A Transistorized Compandor— J. C. Perkins, 

Jr., D. A. Perreault, and A. F. Perkins. (Com-
mun. and Electronics, no. 49, pp. 791-797; 
January, 1959.) An instrument for general use 
in speech transmission circuits. 

621.396.41:621.396.82 2396 
Echoes Cause F.M. Intermodulation— 

H. E. Curtis. (Electronic Ind., Electronic 
Operations Sect., vol. 17, pp. 06-07; September, 
1958.) A method is described for calculating the 
degree of intermodulation introduced by mis-
matched transmission lines in multichannel FM 
systems. See also 3089 of 1955 (Bennett, et al.). 

621.396.5:534.76 2397 
Recent Developments in Stereo Broad-

casting—J. M. Carroll. (Electronics, vol. 32, 
pp. 41-46; April 3, 1959.) Some details, includ-
ing block diagrams, are given for twelve differ-
ent stereophonic broadcast systems and meth-
ods that have been used or proposed as com-
patible systems. See also (ibid., vol. 32, p. 78; 
April 10, 1959.) 

621.396.65:621.396.41 2398 
The Expansion of the Pacific Coast Micro-

wave Network—R. G. Kuck. (Commun. and 
Electronics, no. 40, pp. 898-903; January, 1959.) 

SUBSIDIARY APPARATUS 

621.311.69:629.19 2399 
New Power Sources for Space-Age Elec-

tronics—D. Linden and A. F. Daniel. (Elec-

tronics, vol. 32, pp. 43-47; March 20, 1959.) 
Developments are described in chemical, nu-
clear and solar energy sources which are ex-
pected to fulfill requirements for portable elec-
trical power in space. Output characteristics of 
different types are summarized. 

621.314.63:621.317.3 2400 
A Method for Testing and Establishing the 

Rating of Semiconductor Rectifiers under 
Dynamic Conditions—Missen. (See 2341.) 

621.316.722.078.3 2401 
Regulated Power Supplies—D. J. Collins 

and J. E. Smith. (Electronic Engrg., vol. 31, 
pp. 222-226; April, 1959.) A brief review is 
made of various types of stabilized power sup-
ply leading to the closed-loop series regulator 
for which design details are given. 

621.352.7 2402 
Dry Cells containing Various Aromatic C-

Nitrose Compounds as Cathode Materials— 
C. K. Morehouse and R. Glicksman. (J. Elec-
trochem. Soc., vol. 105, pp. 619-624; November, 
1958.) The cells have a Mg anode and an 
aqueous MgBr2 solution as electrolyte. Per-
formance characteristics compare favorably 
with those of commercial Leclanché-type cells. 

621.355.2 2403 
Self-Discharge Reactions in Lead-Acid 

Batteries—P. Rüetschi and R. T. Angstadt. 
(J. Elearochem. Soc., vol. 195, pp. 555-563; 
October, 1958.) In a theoretical and experi-
mental analysis, the rates of seven different re-
actions which contribute to the self-discharge 
process have been determined. 54 references. 

TELEVISION AND 
PHOTOTELEGRAPHY 

621.397.5:535.623 2404 
On the Quality of Colour-Television Images 

and the Perception of Colour Detail—D. H. 
Schade, Sr. (J. Soc. Mot. Pic. Telev. Engrs., vol. 
67, pp. 801-818; December, 1958. Discussion, 
pp. 818-819.) A theoretical and experimental 
examination of the NTSC color system shows 
that contrast range and color saturation ob-
tained with commercial tricolor kinescopes 
provide a larger color space than that provided 
by color motion pictures. 

621.397.611.2 2405 
Standards Converter using a Vidicon Cam-

era—W. Dillenburger. (Arch. elek. übertra-
gung, vol. 12, pp. 209-224; May, 1958.) A 
special vidicon tube has been developed for use 
in equipment for the conversion of television 
standards. Results obtained in converting 
from 819 to 625 and from 405 to 625 lines are 
reproduced and discussed and special circuit 
features are described. 

621.397.62:621.317.334 2406 
Video Output Stage with Wire-Wound 

Anode Resistor for Television Receivers— 
Hecker. (See 2347.) 

621.397.621.2:535.623 2407 
Afterglow Problems in Colour-Television 

Picture Tubes—I. Bornemann. (Elektron. 
Rundschau, vol. 12, pp. 204-206; June, 1958.) 
Methods of modifying the afterglow character-
istics of phosphors to improve the performance 
of color-television tubes are discussed. See also 
2251 of 1958. 

621.397.8 2408 
Subjective Impairment of Television Pic-

tures—L. E. Weaver. (Electronic Radio Engr., 
vol. 36, pp. 170-179; May, 1959.) Flat and 
triangular noise waveforms of known levels 
were superimposed upon accurately-standard-
ized television 405-line and 605-line pictures; 
a number of observers recorded their opinions 
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of the displays on a 5-point scale of assessment. 
The results are analyzed and discussed. 

621.397.8:621.396.822:621.317.3 2409 
The Measurement of Random Noise in the 

Presence of a Television Signal—Weaver. 
(See 2345.) 

TUBES AND THERMIONICS 

621.314.63 2410 
D.C. Characteristics of a Junction Diode— 

I. Ladany. (Paoc. IRE, vol. 47, p. 589; April, 
1959.) Theoretical expressions are derived for 
the characteristics taking account of the field 
in the base region. 

621.314.63: 546.289 2411 
The Influence of Geometrical and Physical 

Factors at the Point Contact of Germanium 
Diodes on the Characteristic—E. Hofmeister 
and E. Groschwitz. (Z. angew. Phys., vol. 10, 
pp. 109-114; March, 1958.) Closer agreement 
between theory and experiment is obtained by 
the introduction of form factors which allow 
for the shape of the p-n junction formed at the 
point contact of the diode. 

621.314.63:546.289 2412 
High-Speed Switching Diodes from Plas-

tically Deformed Germanium—G. L. Pearson 
and R. P. Riess. (J. Ape. Phys., vol. 30. pp. 
311-312; March, 1959.) The degradation of 
minority-carrier lifetime caused by dislocations 
generated during plastic deformation greatly 
reduced the minority-carrier storage effect and 
permitted fabrication of diodes with turnoff 
times of the order of 10-9 second. 

621.314.63+621.314.71:621.396.822 2413 
Theory and Experiments on Shot Noise in 

Silicon p-n Junction Diodes and Transistors— 
B. Schneider and M. J. O. Strutt. (Paoc. IRE, 
vol. 47, pp. 546-554; April, 1959.) New theo-
retical expressions are derived on the basis of 
recombination-generation in the depletion 
layer. They are shown by experiment to be 
satisfactory for silicon in the case of low-level 
current injection; at high-level injection, de-
viations occur. 

621.314.63:621.372.632 2414 
Proposed Microwave Mixer Diode of Im-

proved Conversion Efficiency—L. B. Valdes. 
(J. Appt. Phys., vol. 39, pp. 436-439; March, 
1959.) The conversion efficiency can be im-
proved by using a spherically-symmetrical 
convergent flow of minority carriers in a semi-
conductor. The admittance will be small, and 
over a limited frequency range it may be pos-
sible to have a negative conductance. 

621.314.632 2415 
The Determination of the Characteristic 

Parameters of the Barrier Layer in Metal/ 
Semiconductor Junction Diodes—V. Andre-
sciani, D. Sette, and S. Tiberio. (Note Recen-
sioni Not is., vol. 7, pp. 418-433; July/August, 
1958.) Capacitance and thermal methods are 
compared in investigations of Cu/Cu2O and 
Au/Ge junctions. 

621.314.7 2416 
Theory of Transient Build-Up in Avalanche 

Transistors—W. Shockley and J. Gibbons. 
(Commun, and Electronics, no. 40, pp. 993-998; 
January, 1959.) When biased into the negative 
resistance range, the transistor initially delivers 
an exponentially-increasing current into a 
capacitor connected between emitter and col-
lector. Finally, the current rises abruptly and 
nearly reaches its peak value before the capac-
itor is substantially discharged. 

621.314.7 2417 
Stored-Charge Method of Transistor Base 

Transit Analysis—L. J. Varnerin. (Prux. 
IRE, vol. 47, pp. 523-527; April, 1959.) The 

transit time, defined as the stored-charge-per-
unit emitter current, is particularly applicable 
to HF transistor performance. Analysis of a 
p-n-p transistor shows that shorter transit 
times can be achieved with retarding fields, 
since smaller base thicknesses are possible. 

621.314.7:546.28:621.318.57 2418 
Silicon-Controlled Rectifiers from Oxide-

Masked Diffused Structures—R. W. Aldrich 
and N. Holonyak, Jr. (Commun. and Elec-
tronics, no. 40, pp. 952-954; January, 1959.) 
Description of a two-impurity simultaneous-
diffusion process for producing structures suit-
able for two- or three-terminal signal and power 
p-n-p-n switches (controlled rectifiers). Gal-
lium and phosphorus impurities are used. 

621.314.7:546.289 2419 
Alloyed Germanium Transistor has Sym-

metrical Characteristics—O. Stavik. (Canad. 
Electronics Engrg., vol. 2, pp. 28-31; November, 
1958.) The problems encountered in the pro-
duction of symmetrical n-p-n transistors are 
discussed and characteristics for normal and 
reverse operation are given. Specially-matched 
units have deviations < 10 per cent for 
ad, and Ir., between normal and reverse opera-
tion. 

621.314.7:621.318.57 2420 
The Deplistor, a Semiconductor Switching 

Device—O. W. Memelink. (Philips Res. Rep., 
vol. 13, pp. 485-488; October, 1958.) A device 
on near-intrinsic Ge is described which makes 
use of the depletion region surrounding an 
alloy contact biased in the reverse direction. 
Appropriate circuit conditions allow the de-
plistor to be used as a switching element with 
a negative differential resistance. Switching 
times of 5-20 µsec have been measured. 

621.314.7:621.318.57 2421 
The Controlled Rectifier: Key to the Con-

tinuing Control Renaissance—J. D. Harnden, 
Jr. (Commun. and Electronics, no. 40, pp. 1006-
1012; January, 1959. Discussion.) A discussion 
of the principles and applications of the new 
p-n-p-n switching devices. Very high operating 
voltages and current ratings are obtainable. 

621.314.7+621.3851:621.396.822 2422 
On the Noise Generated by Diffusion 

Mechanisms—K. M. Van Vliet and A. Van 
der Ziel. (Physica, Special Issue, vol. 24, pp. 
415-421; June 16, 1958. Correction, ibid., vol. 
24, p. 556; July, 1958.) A restatement of 
Richardson's theory of contact noise ( 1391 of 
1950) and a discussion of later theories. 

621.314.7.012.8 2423 
Experimental and Theoretical Investiga-

tions of the Equivalent Circuit of Modern High-
Frequency Transistors, in particular Drift 
Transistors—W. Guggenbühl and W. Wunder-
lin. (Arch. elekt. überlragung, vol. 12, pp. 193-
202; May, 1958.) The transport factor of the 
base of a drift transistor is derived and com-
pared with experimental results. The HF be-
havior of a transistor with uniform base re-
sistivity is discussed for high-level injection. 
Measurements of drift transistor parameters 
and methods of evaluating transit time 
through the base layer are given. 

621.385.029.6 2424 
The Integral Energy Distribution of Elec-

trons beyond the Output Resonator of a Transit 
Type Klystron— I. R. Gekker. (Radiotekh. 
Elektron., vol. 2, pp. 895-900; July, 1957.) 
The energy distribution of electrons in a double-
and triple-resonator klystron is examined. An 
experiment was devised making use of a glass 
model of a double-resonator klystron, in order 
to verify the theoretical results. Good agree-
ment between the theoretical and experimental 
results was obtained. 

621.385.029.6 2425 
Electronic Conductance of a Space-Charge 

Cloud in a Magnetron—V. P. Tychinsle 
(Radiotekh. Elekiron., vol. 2, pp. 912-924; 
July, 1957.) An examination of small distrub-
ances for a single-flow condition of an electron 
stream in a plane magnetron with partially-
filled interaction space. A differential equation 
for the tangential field component is derived 
and a formula for the insertion of electron con-
ductivity in the resonator system is deduced. 
Results of calculations of conductance, field 
and energy flux are given. 

621.385.029.6 2426 
Nonlinear Theory of a Travelling-Wave 

Valve: Part 1—Equations and Laws of Con-
servation—L. A. Vainshtein. (Radiotekh. Elek-
Iron. vol. 2, pp. 883-894; July, 1957.) Two 
laws can be deduced from the derived equations 
for the conservation and transformation of 
energy. The first law is based on a fixed system 
of coordinates, the second on a system moving 
uniformly with the initial velocity of the elec-
trons. Different methods for evaluating the 
forces of space-charge repulsion of electrons 
in a beam are also examined. 

621.385.029.6 2427 
Theory of the Crestatron: a Forward-Wave 

Amplifier—J. E. Rowe. (Paoc. IRE, vol. 47, 
pp. 536-545; April, 1959.) A voltage gain is 
obtained by means of a beating effect between 
the three small-signal forward waves of travel-
ing-wave-tube theory as they travel along the 
slow-wave structure. Maximum achievable 
gain is determined by the injection velocity. 
A crestatron, embodying this principle, has 
been constructed and found to give moderate 
gain (10-20 db) and high operating efficiency, 
together with very short length (4-6 X). 

621.385.032.213.13 2428 
The Conductivity of Oxide Cathodes: 

Part 6—Conductivity in a Magnetic Field— 
G. H. Metson. (Proc. IRE, pt. C, vol. 10n, pp. 
55-61; March, 1959.) The oxide-cathode matrix 
in an S-type tube exhibits a powerful mag-
neto-resistance effect, but only when electron 
transfer occurs by free flight through the ma-
trix pores and when the magnetic field is trans-
verse. Part 5: 4019 of 1958. 

621.385.032.26: 537.533 2429 
Large Perturbations in Electron Beams 

from Shielded and Immersed Guns—T. W. 
Johnston. (J. Electronics Control, vol. 6, pp. 
75-78; January, 1959.) The assumption made 
by Chen (4020 of 1958) of laminar flow in elec-
tron beams is examined. 

621.385.032.269.1 2430 
Electron Guns for Producing Solid and 

Hollow Cone-Type Beams with High Current 
—S. N. Treneva. (Radiotekh. Elektron., vol. 2, 
pp. 925-934; July, 1957.) The apparatus is 
described and calculations and graphs are 
given for the determination of the size of the 
electrodes in the gun in terms of the stipulated 
parameters of the electron beam. The guns 
operate at zero potential on the cathode. 98 per 
cent to 100 per cent of the total beam current 
passes through the anode aperture. These guns 
may be used in traveling-wave tubes, klystrons, 
and other devices where a high-power solid or 
hollow electron beam is required. 

621.385.1.001.4:534.1:621.396.934 2431 
Electron-Tube Evaluation for Guided-

Missile Applications—H. G. Chandler. (Elect. 
Engrg., N. Y., vol. 77, pp. 690-692; August, 
1958.) A note on vibration tests of subminia-
ture tubes. 
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621.385.2 2432 
Space-Charge Neutralization by Positive 

Ions in Diodes—P. L. Auer and H. Hurwitz, 
Jr. (J. Ape Phys., vol. 30, pp. 161-165; 
February, 1959.) Analysis is given with curves 
for the potential as a function of position for a 
series of values of the ratio of ion to electron 
density at the potential minimum. 

621.385.2 2433 
Azimuthal Electron Flow in a Spherical 

Diode—W. E. Waters. (J. App!. Phys., vol. 
30, pp. 368-373; March, 1959.) Solutions of 
Poisson's equation for a space-charge-limited 
spherical diode, in which electron trajectories 
are great circles rather than radial lines, are 
developed. It is shown how Poisson's equation 
may be separated to yield ordinary differential 
equations. The radial equation is solved ana-
lytically and accurate numerical solutions of the 
azimuthal equation are given. A method of 
truncating the flow to produce a "bowl-shaped" 
electron gun, leading eventually to an annular 
electron beam, is presented. 

621.385.2:621.362 2434 
Thermionic Diode as a Heat-to-Electrical-

Power Transducer—W. B. Nottingham. (J. 
Appt. Phys., vol. 30, pp. 413-417; March, 
1959.) A vacuum diode can convert heat to 
electrical power when it has a low-work-func-
tion collector, small electrode spacing, and suf-
ficient temperature difference. Conversion effi-
ciency lies between 3 per cent and 4 per cent. 

621.385.2:621.362 2435 
Addendum Remarks on a Diode Configura-

tion of a Thermo-electron Engine—W. B. 
Nottingham, G. N. Hatsopoulos, and J. Kaye. 
(J. Appt. Phys., vol. 30, pp. 440-441; March, 
1959.) See 3592 and 4024 of 1958 (Hatsopoulos 
and Kaye) and 2434 above. 

621.385.2/.31.029.6 2436 
The Noise of Space-Charge Diodes in the 

Transit-Time Region allowing for the Max-
wellian Velocity Distribution of Electrons— 
K. H. Liticherer. (Arch. elekl. ()bereaving. 
vol. 12, pp. 225-236, 265-270; May and June, 
1958.) The fundamental equations for shot 
noise of planar space-charge diode are deduced, 
and the quadripole noise parameters of the 
ideal triode are calculated. See also 1615 of 
1957 (Paucksch). 

621.385.3.029.6 2437 
The Influence of Penetration-Factor Fluc-

tuations on the Input Conductance and Slope 
of the Triode Type 2c40 in the Transit-Time 
Region—H. Fiedler. (Nachrichtentech. Z., vol. 
11, pp. 269-275; May, 1958.) Measurements 
on a disk-seal triode were made at 1.5 and 2.4 
kmc using a tunable cavity resonator in the 
anode circuit. An approximation method for 
calculating the parameters is given. 

621.385.832 2438 
Surface Phenomena associated with Appli-

cation of Organic Films to Phosphor Screens— 
R. W. Dudding and D. J. Finnett. (J. Electro-
chem. Soc., vol. 105, pp. 388-392; July, 1958.) 
"The production of aluminized screens for 
cathode-ray tubes involves the formation of a 
temporary organic barrier film on the phosphor 
coating on which the aluminium may be de-
posited. Defects in this film produce undesir-
able blemishes on the finished screen. Certain 
inherent defects encountered when employing 
a 'flow filming' technique are described, and 
the fundamental factors governing their for-
mation and prevention are considered." 

621.385.832:681.142 2439 
Stable High-Speed Digital-to-Analogue 

Conversion for Storage-Tube Deflection— 
Ault. (See 2135.) 

621.385.832.032.366 2440 
The Effect of Temperature on the Resist-

ance of Long-Persistence Cathode-Ray-Tube 
Screens—R. Feinberg. (Proc. IEE, pt. C, vol. 
106, pp. 77-81; March, 1959.) Increasing tem-
perature reduced the persistence time. The 
temperature coefficient followed no general 
rule, being peculiar to the particular type of 
phosphor used. 

621.387 2441 
Discharge Modes using Thermionic Cath-

odes—R. B. Cairns and G. C. McCullagh. (J. 
Electronics Control, vol. 6, pp. 65-69; January, 
1959.) "New observations have been made on 
the structure of discharges from hot cathodes 
and the relation between different forms, and 
information obtained about the roles of dif-
fusion and oscillations." 

621.387:621.316.722 2442 
Effects of Argon Content on the Character-

istics of Neon-Argon Glow-Discharge Refer-
ence Tubes—F. A. Benson and P. M. Chal-
mers. (Proc. IEE, pt. C, vol. 106, pp. 82-90; 
March, 1959.) The argon content in specially 
constructed tubes was varied between 0.001 
per cent and 10 per cent. Optimum character-
istics were obtained using 1 per cent argon. 

621.387:621.318.57:621.395.34 2443 
Cold-Cathode Voltage-Transfer Circuits— 

J. H. Beesley. (J. Brit. IRE, vol. 19, pp. 149-
161; March, 1959. Discussion, pp. 161-163.) 
A new method of operating cold-cathode triode 
switching tubes is described. The departure 
from conventional operating methods results 
in some unusual features in the logical design 
of switching equipment which are discussed 




